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NOTE

This report is made up of six separate reports or sections.

Section I is the report of the Committee on Characterization

of Materials; Section II, the report of the Committee's Panel

on Composition; Section MI, the report of the Panel on Structure;

Section IV, Defects; Section V, Polycrystals; and Section VI,

Polymers.

It should be noted that each of the above-mentioned reports

is paginated separately with an individual table of contents for

each report. Colored divider sheets separate the six sections.
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PRE FACE

This report emphasizes the vital importance of materials characteriza-

tion and defines it in self-sustaining fundamental terms, in order to estab-

lish a meaningful concept and one divorced from the empirical and often

confusing and ambiguous variables which so frequently have found their

way into various ideas about characterization. The nature of these ideas

has depended on the sources; for example, the materials scientist thinking

in atomiz terms; the materials engineer invoking combinations of micro

and macro descriptions and the procedural techniques by which they were

obtained; the procurement and quality control engineer writing specifications

which include micro, macro, procedural techniques, properties, "qualifica-

tion" and simulated service tests, and anything else thought necessary to

ensure repetitive procurement of a product which previously had been

demonstrated as satisfactory for a given applization. Conceivably, there-

fore, some may take issue with the definition of characterization in this

report, preferring other definitions more directly dedicated to their own

particular situations. However, it is for this very reason that it was neces-

sary that "characterization" be defined in such a way that it contain the

basic and adequate essentials for all groups; otherwise, it would be mean-

ingless and futile.

At the same time it is recognized that, at the present state of the art,

this report cannot solve the wide variety of production and procurement

problems which exist; yet, it does provide a goal toward which scientists

and engineers must conscientiously strive. The achievement of this goal is,

in the final analysis, indispensable for a true science. of materials - a

science which would minimize the present costly empirical approa.ches.

In some cases, this goal has been partially achieved already; in most cases,

1,i
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it has not. Obviously, In the meantime, practicality will demand deviatior

from this goal and supplementary empirical additions necessary for part.

lar applications (such as processing details) above and beyond the inform

tion required by the basic definition. Such expediencies, however, should

not be permitted to detract from aggressive programs designed to charm.

terize materials fully and properly as discussed herein.

Finally, the Committee recognized that in a number of situations anc'

materials communities an appreciation of the true significance of charae

terization does indeed exist, but that the means for achieving it may well

challenge the present state of the art. Some of the examples cited in this

report illustrate this dilemma and the various panels' detailed reports,

included as Sections 11 through VI, describe some actions and technical

developments which must be undertaken to relieve it.

S,
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ABSTRACT

Characterization, the compositions and structures of materials, is the

cornerstone of materials science. Meaningful interpretations of measure-

ments of the properties of a material need identification of the significant

compositional and structural features of that material.

Attempts to provide the superior materials that are critically needed in

defense and industry are usually empirical and often wasteful of efforts and

funds. That is so, chiefly because we do not yet have a fully developed sci-

ence of materials that affords predictable and reliable results in devising

and engineering new materials for specific tasks.

Because characterization has been used to mean many things to many

people and is still loosely used, this Committee evolved the following

working definition:*

Characterization describes those features of the compo-
sition and structure (including defects) of a material that
are significant for a particular preparatior., study of
properties, or use, and suffice for the reproduction of
the material.

There is a widespread misconception about ihe function of descriptions of

preparation and values of measured properties in the characterization of

materials. True, every charaeterization method uses some property of

atoms, ions or molecules, to determine the compositions, structures, and

defects in materials. Nevertheless, it needs to be proved, always, that the

property measurement reflects directly and unambiguously the relevant

compositional or structural features of a material before it can be accepted

as a valid characterization method. Most property measurements do not fall

in this category and require, thereforej an independent means of characterizing

*See Preface of the Report
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the structure or composition of the material. Clearly, much of solid-

state research is concerned with the effort to understand properties, in

terms of a particular composition and structure, but it cannot be emphasiz

too strongly that a substantial fraction of this effort is of marginal value [•

cause it is carried on without a clear understanding of the true nature of,:

need for, characterization, and it fails to distinguish between property

studies on characterized and uncharacterized materials. In short, the

fundamental objectives of analytical chemistry and structural analysis hay

not been heeded by much of the solid-state community and this has led *c

wasted effort and dollars.

Similarly, a description of method of preparation has often been taken

to be necessary, or even sufficient, for the characterization of a material.

Such a description is, however, only a substitute for the true characteri-a

tion of a material in terms that are independent of its past history. Clear'

it is not yet possible to escape the inclusion of method of preparation in th

characterization of many practical engineering materials, because of the

inadequacy of present characterization methods for the composition and

structure of complex solids. Thus, for such materials and for some time

to come, it will be useful to include the method of preparation - and perha

selected properties - along with the partial description of composition and

structure. At. the same time it is plain that this sort of expedient "charac*

terization" is inadequate, and as we continue to use it we must strive for

improved methods for composition and structure determination that will

eventually, make us independent of descriptions of past history.

It is not the purpose of this study to review characterization methods

that are merely descriptions of the preparation method, or unexplained

property measurements; these methods have not been good enough in the

..... ,.-- .- <
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past, and they will be still less adequate in the future. Our purpose, rather,

is to emphasize the basic need for a major improvement in our abilities to

characterize materials in terms of their compositions and structures.

One may ask: Why haven't scientists and engineers been more active

and effective in characterizing materials ? They haven't, chiefly because

(1) there is insufficient awareness of the meaning and importance of

characterization, and (2) available means for characterization are inade-

quate. Within some scientific communities, such as that represented by

physical metallurgists, an awareness of the need and its importance has

been present to some degree. Thus, the second factor mentioned above has

been dominant, especially in the light of the need to get things done.

An analysis of this present capability and the needs of materials sci-

ence 'i. been made and based on the findings and deliberations by this

committee we recommend:

A. GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The term, characterization, should be used as defined herein.

2. A substantially larger fraction of the funds available for materials

research should be allocated and used for characterization.

3. Government agencies concerned with materials work should take

positive steps to ensure that characterization is given greater emphasis

and the continuity of support that are required to advance materials sci-

ence.

4. Greater awareness of the basic need for better characterization

(of more and better materials) should be promoted by sponsors, faculty,
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supervisors, and participants in work on materials researcih, development.

and engineering.

5. Editors, referees, md policymakers of technical societies should

insist on chr.racterization of materials whose measured properties are sui

mitted for publication.

6. A strong and sustained effort should be made to increase the effe.

tiveness and status of those who work on characterizing materials.

7. Government agencies, such as the National Bureau of Standards,

should be encouraged to exhibit stronger leadership in advancing charactei

ization and its beneficial uses, especially in providing characterized ref-

erence materials.

8. Government agencies should encourage and support the growth of

several strong centers of excellence in characterization of materials.

B. A SUMMARY OF SOME OF THE COMMITTEE' S TECHNICAL
RECOMMENDATIONS (FOR DETAILS REFER TO THE INDIVIDUAL
PANEL REPORTS)

1. Composition

Greatly enhance capability for determination of major element

stoichiometry. Improve analysis techniques for determination of 0, N, C,

S, B, and other anions. Improve valence state determinations. Develop

methods for the location and analysis of inhomogeneities at the micron

level. Develop survey techniques for the T Ipprn range.

2. Structural

Fund greatly increased activity in optical methods (especially

those utilizing coherent radiation) of structural characterization. Maxi-

mize the utility of x-ray diffraction by increasing the quality of the powde:
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data file and extracting the maximum struttural information from such

data. Develop new high pressure and high temperature x-ray apparatus.

The rapid utilization of the scanning electron microscope should be

sponsored. Megavolt-range electron microscopes and pulsed-neutron

spectroscopy likewise offer promise and deserve support.

3. Defects

Absolute point defect determination (concentration and structure)

needs substantial support. Methods for surface defects need development.

4. Polycrystals

For characterizing polycrystalline systems, methods and

theories of measuring internal stresses (micro and macro) are most impor-

tant. Research on determining homogeneity and structure on the iixwst

scale (< 1000l) should bc, supported. Characterization of dislocation struc-

tures in heavily cold-worked and shock-hardened metals is needed. Quan-

titative metallography is needed for surface and transmission microscopy

Improve thinning techniques for transmission microscopy.

5. Polymers

In the polymer field, research should be supported in: rapid

methods of molecular weight distribution; determination of supermolecular

order in amorphous polymers, and in semicrystalline polymers; analysis

of network structuration; methods to separate polyblends into their com-

ponents; studies of nonpolymeric analogs (low molecular weight) of poly-

mers; methods for characterization at the molecular level in presently

intractable polymers.

Finally, there is an urgent need for immediate attention to all of these

recommendations and action on as many as can be initiated in line with

current requirements.
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The Committee re-emphaaizeu that it has been increasingly concern•d

about the lack of attention and effort given to characterization and its

essential role in building a stronger, more effective, materials capability

in this country. Characterization action will likely continue to be pro-

crastinated instead of given the Immediate and sustained attention it de-

serves as the cornerstone of materials science. Accordingly, we urge

that one or more nationally influential agencies appolit persons to ensui

that the essence of this report continues to be publicized and acted on.

Specifically, it is proposed that the National Research Council establish

such a group to advocate an optimally proportioned effort on preparation,

characterizaioi., and measurement of properties to expedite the develop-

ment of materials science.

), i
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. WHY THIS COMKITTEE WAS ESTABLISHED

In recent years there has been a substantial increase in government-

funded research and development on materials. Since 1962, direct support

of materials research and development by U.S. Government contract or

grant has exceeded 200 million dollars a year. Of this sum, over 100 mil-

lion dollars a year is classified as support of basic research on materials,

according to a report of the Coordinating Committee on Materials Research

and Development, of the Federal Council for Science and Technology, May

1964.

The big upswing in government support of materials research occurred

without a proportionate and specific effort to provide materials that are

"well characterized," or "precisely defined." With the substantial increase

in number of scientists studying physical phenomena in materials, there

has been expression oi dissatisfaction with the inadequate degree of perfec-

tion of available materials, and with the paucity of quantitative information

about their actual degree of perfection.

There has been, therefore, increasing concern that insufficient effort

and money were being put into preparing and analyzing better materials.

There has been concern, also, about the increasing number of scientifically

frustrating studies of sensitive physical phenomena in presently available

materials. Often it is not possible to identify the basic features of the

material that determine the physical phenomena, and frequently it is not

possible to reproduce the particular specimen of material on which the

studies were made and reported in the literature. Such studies are clearly

wasteful of effort and money in that they do not advance the understanding

and quality of materials.
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Here are some examples of the pre-Committee statements of concern.

about characterization:

1. "Progress in research in the science of solids is directly dependent
upon the ability of the researcher to reach conclusions about a particular
physical or chemical property of a solid, and this in turn Is dependent upol
a precise knowledge of the characteristics of the specimen (single crystal
or polycrystalline) on which he is doing research. Confusion or limited
knowledge of the crystal's degrer of perfection leads to inconclusive reesd
on its physical or chemical prcperttes."

[From-Coordinating Committee on Materials Research
and Development Progress Report (to Federal Council
for Science and Technology), 23 September 1963.]

2. "In the course of our study on ceramic processing, the members of
the MAB Ad Hoc Committee on Processing of Ceramic Materials have com
cluded, and will present as one of our major recommendations, that im-
proved methods of materials characterization are a basic need for reliabi
ceramic processing.

"Our Committee believes that the subject of materials characterit:;.
tion-i.e., phase and chemical composition, defect type and concentration,
structural order and disorder-is a serious limiting factor in specifying
or acquiring a very wide variety of materials for Department of Defense
use. Such characterization is essential not only in our field of ceramics,
but equally so in the single-crystal field, in metallurgy and metal-coating
systems, in any high-purity materials and some electronic components."

(From- 12 September 1963 Letter from the Chairman of the MAB
Ad Hoc Committee on Processing of Ceramic Materials
to the Executive Director, Materials Advisory Board.]

With the above situation in mind, this committee was brought into beini

by a 14 April 1964 letter from the Assistant Director (Materials), Office

the Director of Defense Research and Engineering, to the President of thE

National Academy of Sciences.

I-
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B. GENERAL SITUATION FACING THE COMMITTEE

At the time that this committee was established, in April 1964, the word

characterizatioti was being used increasingly, and with• a wide variety of

meaning.

At that time, for example, one division of the Department of Defense

was supporting 33 active investigations in solid-state science, of which 24

were classified under the general heading:

"Structural Characterization of Solids"

Here are some excerpts from the abstracts of objectives of five of these

investigations which were actually listed as being part of "structural charac-

terization."

1. ". .. study of the Fermi surface of aluminum, the Fermi surface and

superconducting energy gap of mercury, and the construction of more ele-

gant equipmeat for work below 1 LK."

2. ". ... electron probe x-ray microanalysis will be applied to the deter-

mination of unknown binary and ternary phase diagrams, the measurement

of diffusion constants in intrinsic and doped semiconductors, and studies

of nonequilibrium processes in crystal growth."
3. "...use x-ray scattering to observe point defects...."

4. "...investigate the thermal vibrations in the vicinity of the surface

of clean crystals of several metals."

5. "...preparation of organic semiconductors of the intermolecular-

complex electron-transfer type, and for growth of mr'erials for measure-

ments of Fitzgerald audio-mechanical resonances in solids."

These five examples show that "characterization" was (and still is) being

used to mean one or more of the following:

1. Preparation of a material.

2. Analysis (composition, structure, defects) of a material.

3. Measurement of properties of a material.
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II. WHAT IS CHARACTERIZATION?

A. PRELIMINARY DISCUSSION

The first task of this corrmnittee was to define characterization. In ap-

proaching that task, the Committee posed and considered the following

questions:

1. What do different people mean when they use the word characteriza

tion, as applied to materials ?

2. What should they mean by characterization?

3. What are some examples of the benefits obtained by good character

ization ?

4. What are some examples of the trouble caused by insufficient

characterization ?

5. What are the greatest needs for characterization; e.g.,

(a) better techniques and instruments, or more and better use of

existing techniques and instruments ?

(b) better characterization for improved preparation of materials, c

for improved study of materials, or for improved use of materials ?

(c) more accurate and detailed characterization of materials in gen.

eral, or just certain features of certain materials ?

6. What are the significant features of a material that should be in-

cluded in its characterization ?

7. Which materials and features merit the most emphasis for better

characterization?

The starting place for materials now, as in the past, is in nature, wher

the elements and certain compounds occur only in impure and imperfect

form. Purifiers (refiners) are prone to call their purified material pure

(or chemically pure, or ultrapure, or spectroscopically pure), which mewe

I
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that they believe it appropriate to characterize the material as being con-

siderably less contaminated than that provided by untidy nature, or perhaps

less contaminated than the same material purified by other persons or

processes. The purifier affixes a label stating that the material is some

variety of pur.e, and sometimes includes an indication of the proportions

of a very few major impurities. In terms of composition, that is the du-

bious starting point for materials work. The inadequacy of Lnformation

about starting as well as final compositions is a basic flaw in the founda-

tion of materials science: a flaw that becomes more intolerable as the

magnitude of building on that foundattion, increases.

One striking example of the inadequacy of characterization is given by

some electrical resistance ratios for top quality crystals of several purified

elements (data from W. G. Pfann); the ratio of resistances at 273 0 K and

4.2 0 K being a measure of the purity and perfection of the material:

R2 7 3 /R4.2

Element 1961 1964

Al 7,000 26,000

Cu 1,700 8,000

Mo 3,300 12,000

Ni 900 2,200

Re 4,000 55,000

W 6,700 80,000

In both 1961 and 1964, aluminum was designated simply as Al, not even

Al(1961) or Al(1964), and so these data remind us of the inadequacy and

deceptiveness of simple chemical formulas. SiAple formulas such as Al

and A120 3 represent idealized menta~l images. There are no real sub-

stances that have been rid of all contaminants, aor are there any perfect
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crystals. Purification and crystallization carry part way from natural

materials to ideal compounds and elements, but only part way.

The following sequence continues the transition from natural materials

to semipurified ingredients which are used to prepare artificial materials

having certain properties, and sometimes uses.

o°res ingredients
and -= and -- MATERIAL, properties ues

refining preparationJ

•w• ith specific .9
composition. CO Ole'
structure,
and defects

Here, we recognize that (1) the specific starting ingredients and preparat•

proce lures determine the composition and structure (including defects) of

prepared material, (2) the specific composition and structure (including

defects) determine the properties of the material, and (3) the properties

determine the usefulness of the material.

In the past, a person or small group of persons who made a new mater'

often carried through the entire preceding sequence of steps, sometimes

Omitting determination of material constitution and properties and letting

the use tests provide crude feedback directly to stimulate or discourage L

par.ticular trend in choice of ingredients and preparative techniques. To-

day, there are usually many different specialists who carry out the differ(

steps in separate locations and groups.,

One consequence of this increasing specialization is that correlation ol

the results of separately located purifiers, preparers, analyzers, mea-

surers, interpreters, appliers, fabricators, and eveptual users has becom

r{
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inordinately fragmented and difficult. All too often the situation is that

synthesizers make new materials, and hope someone will discover their

merit; analysts use and devise techniques and instruments that provide

increasing kinds and amounts of information about composition and struc-

ture, and hope that synthesizers, property investigators, and users of

materials will find value in the analytical data; property investigators

make measurements and attempt to interpret them (wishing there were

more useful analytical data for interpretive correlation, and that better

or other materials were available) and hope that others will recognize

and use their published results; and users are impatient because practical

progress is so unpredictable, and sometimes unrepeatable.

While it is true that many useful materials have been, and will be, de-

veloped by empirical making and testing, there are still many uses, criti-

cal to men and nations, that lack satisfactory materials despite decades of

expensive making and testing. We need to build a science of materials in

order to be able to produce more satisfactory materials with less expendi-

ture of time and money, and with less hazard in use. The chief goal of

materials research is to build that science of materials; to forge a chain

of quantitative understandig that links preparative ingredients and methods

with knowledge of the significant features of the resultant material; and

links those significant features with the properties they occasion, and with

the uses they permit. At present, the weakest - frequently, the missing -

link in that chain is knowledge of the significant features of the material,

which we identify as characterization of the material. It is characteriza-

tion that is lacking, and is needed most of all to construct a science of

materials.



B. DEFINITION OF CHARACTERIZATION

The Committee evolved the following definition of characterization:

CHARACTERIZATION DESCRIBES THOSE FEATURES OF THE

COMPOSITION AND STRUCTURE (INCLUDING DEFECTS) OF

A MATERIAL THAT ARE SIGNIFICANT FOR A PARTICULAR

PREPARATION, STUDY OF PROPERTIES, OR USE, AND

SUFFICE FOR REPRODUCTION OF THE MATERIAL.

Characterization, in other words, is a useful quantitative description

of the constitution of a material. Basically, characterization is a descrip

tion of the kinds and locations of the constituent atoms and ions, to the

extent that such a description is needed for correlation with properties,

with performance in use, and for reproducing and improving the materia

In practice, coarser features of structure, such as sizes, shapes, and

distributions of grains and pores are often used as part of the character

ization of certain materials, especially in ceramics and metallurgy. On

an atomic scale, these gross descriptions represent dimensions and

distributions of regular assemblages of atoms (grains, crystallites), and

of absences of large numbers of atoms (pores, voids).

In the definition, attention is focused on the significant features of coy

position and structure (including defects that are important deviations fr

perfection) as the items that should be included in the characterization o

material.

Pictorially, characterization includes significant information about tl

three key words, composition, structure, and defects, shown within the

dotted rectPusgle of the following sequence:
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Ores Ingredients
and and MATERIAL rties

SRefining Preparation

',Composition '

Significant } Composution
features of: Structure i = Characterization

Defects

Preparation is not necessarily included in the ultimate characterization,

because preparation is not a quality of the final material. Therefore, we

should work toward eliminating the need to describe preparation, although

its recording may be necessary in early and intermediate stages of work

on a material. Properties are not included in characterization, because

properties are determined by composition and structure, and so we should

work to correlate composition and structure with properties until eventually

the characterization suffices. (In this connection, the more that measure-

ments of properties are used to analyze for specific features of composi-

tion and structure, the more correlation there will be between composition

and structure and properties.)

There is a widespread misconception about the use of property measure-

ments as a means of characterizing materials. True, every characteriza-

tion method uses some property of the atoms; e.g., mass (mass spectro-

graphic chemical analysis), characteristic nuclear decay (activation

analysis), and x-ray scattering factor (x-ray analysis). Nevertheless, it

needs to be proved, always, that the property measurement reflects directly

and unambiguously the relevant compositional or structural features of a

material before it can be accepted as a valid characterization method.

Most property measurements do not fall In this category and require,

therefore, an Independent means of characterizing the structure or
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composition of the material. Much of solid-state research is concerned wf'N

the effort to understand properties in terms of a particular composition and

structure, but it cannot be emphasized too strongly that a substantial frac-

tion of this effort is of marginal value because it is carried on without a

clear understanding of the true nature of, and need for, characterization,

and it fails to distinguish between property studies on characterized and

uncharacterized materials. In short, the fundamental objectives of analyo.-

cal chemistry and structural analysis have been misunderstood by much

of the solid-state community, and this has led to wasted effort and dollars.

Similarly, a description of method of preparation has often been taken

to be necessary, or even sufficient, for the characterization of a material.

Such a description is, however, only a substitute for the true character-

ization of a material in terms that are independent of its past history.

Clearly it is not yet possible to escape the inclusion of method of prepara-

tion in the characterization of many practical engineering materials, be-

cause of the inadequacy of present characterization methods for the com-

position and structure of complex solids. Thus, for such materials, and

for some time to come, it will be useful to includc the method of prepara-

tion - and perhaps selected properties - along with the partial description

of composition and structure. At the same time it is plain that this sort of

expedient "characterization" is Inadequate, and as we continue to use it

we must strive for improved methods for composition and structure

determination that will eventually make us independent of descriptions of

past history.

It is not the purpose of this study to review characterization methods

'that are merely descriptions of the preparation method, or unexplained

property measurements; these methods have not been good enough in the
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past, and they will be still less adequate in the future. Our purpose,

rather, is to emphasize the basic need for a mjor improvement in our

abilities to characterize materials in terms of their compositions and

structures.
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MII. EXAMPLES OF NEEDS AND USES OF CHARACTERIZATION

Some of the losses to science and technology, when there is inadequa

characterization, are indicated by these few (of many) DOD examples th

were furnished by liaison representatives to the Committee. (More ex-

amples are given in Appendix A of the Report of the Panel on Defects.)

A. BERYLLIUM FOR AIRCRAFT & AEROSPACE STRUCTURES

The potential advantages of beryllium as an exceptionally low-densit
structural material have not yet been obtained. Present-day "purified'
beryllium is still too brittle because o"f "'impurities." Part of the impur
problem is the concentration of carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen. Here are

quotations from MAB reports on the beryllium problem:
"It is recommended that research be undertaken to reduce the prese,

obtained concentrations of C, N, and 0 in beryllium and to evaluate the
mechanical properties of this further refined material. This researcii,
however, must be coupled to the development of analytical techniques s
able for the accurate determination of the C, N, and 0 impurity levels."
(MAB-211-M, Oct. 1965)

"Major problem areas in the analysis of beryllium for impurities lie
the areas of oxygen determination (all ranges), carbon determination in
<100ppm range, and nitrogen in the <lOppm range."

"Of special importance is the determination of oxygen in low oxygen
beryllium. In this case the question of surface oxygen becomes especia
Important." (MAB-203-M, July 1965)

B. CATASTROPHIC FAILURE OF 175-MM GUN TUBE

"Within the past year, the U.S. Army has experienced a catastrophic
failure of a mobile, large-bore, artillery gun tube. Extensive investigat
of the equipment and conditions leading to the incident revealed that sur

face damage inside the gun tube probably led to drastically reduced ope
ational life. It is postulated that some low atomic weight elements (carl

1 f° -
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oxygen, and nitrogen) may have been absorbed interstitially from the
atmosphere and the gases generated by shellfire, and that these contam-
inants coupled with mechanical stresses to produce early surface damage
that led to premature failure.

Here is an example for the need of nondestructively characterizing

interior surfaces and correlating changes in composition and structure

with the occurrence of failure in a material used In an engineering appli-

cation.

C. FAILURE OF CRYSTAL DETECTORS IN RADAR EQUIPMENT

Diode crystal detectors were used in the first-stage pickup of WWII
radars for frequencies above the range of available vacuum tubes. Ini-
tially, these crystal detectors worked very well, but as time progressed
some failed. Then, it was found that one of five replacement crystals also
failed. The crystals that failed behaved as if they were short-circuiting,
but examination of the crystals did not disclose any visible defects. The
problem was serious, causing undue delays in maintenance, adding to down-
time, and creating a logistics-of-replacement problem which statistically
could have hampered our combat effort. Postwar work indicated that
failure was the result of whisker growth on the surfaces of the crystals
that failed.

Under the conditions (including environmental) which existed, character-

ization and correlation were needed, but unavailable, to identify and con-

trol the compositional and structural features that caused whisker growth

and subsequent failure.

D. THIN-FILM MATERIALS FOR INFRARED DETECTORS AND IMAGING

Certain materials, such as lead sulfide, give substantial photoconductive
response under infrared radiation, but only when they are in thin-film
form. Use of such thin-film materials for infrared and optical pickup
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devices is hindered by inadequate characterization for control and Lmprc
ment of performance. Impurities (e.g., 0 in PbS), deviations from stoi-
chiometry and polycrystallinity are suspected to affect performance, but
progress and understanding require much better characterization.

Here are some examples of inadequate characterization in the techni:

literature:

E. In the book Dielectric Materials and Applications, J. Wiley & Sons
(1954), pp. 328-329, data are given on measured dielectric properties oi
a number of organic materials. Many of these materials are listed .s
containing additional constituents identified only very loosely, for exam,

3.5% misc. (Bakelite)
5% filler (Goodrich)
5% plasticizer

39% Marbon B (Am. Phenolic)

These are certainly not well-characterized materials, and do not rae

publishing of precisely measured physical properties.

F. In Physical Review, 136, 5 October 1964, pp. A141-A144, measuremi
are reported on the "thermoluminescence of x-ray and ultraviolet excit'
CsBr crystals." It is stated that "single crystals from Semi-Elemeiits,
Harshaw and Isomet were studied." No analytical data are given. The
different crystals gave different results, leading to the statement in the
conclusion: "The thermal luminescence resulting from uktraviolet irrad

* tion is not well understood. If it be due to impurities, the fortuitous agr
ment with glow peaks in x-ray excited crystals where a definite correlk-
with F-bfnd absorption exists would be hard to explain. Additional evid
for an association of glow peaks with color centers occurs in additively
colored CsBr crystals. Very low levels of ultraviolet radiation will pro

* duce thermoluminescence in these crystals, but not in uncolored crysta
Presumably the color centers are responsible for this difference. Cert
much more work needs to be done before a clear answer is available."

-/-
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This example is given not because it Is unusual, but because it is

representative of the rising tide of papers reporting measurements of prop-

erties that are caused by unidentified defects. In general, those papers

signify that materials science is not yet here. Measurements-of-properties

science Is here, but measured materials must be characterized to qualify

a paper as reporting materials science.

G. In a recent spectroscopic study of a crystal of a transition metal com.-
pound (Journal of Chemical Physics, Vol. 35, p. 2236, 1962), results were
reported for "yellow green CrF3" which were quite surprising on theoret-
ical grounds. Some months later (Journal of Chemical Physics, Vol. 37,
p. 193, 1962) an erratum was published indicating that the sample previously
reported was in fact "yellow green NiF 2 " thus removing the difficulty in the
interpretation of the results in the original paper.

In this case it was not that the means for characterization were vn-

available but that, as all too frequently happens, the material simply was

not characterized before its properties were reported.

The next example of need for characterization is a current one that

typifies the kind of problem that occurs at the interface between (1) puri-

fiers (suppliers) of ingredients, and (2) preparers of materials.

H. A luminescent material whose host crystal is prepared from a rare-
earth oxide, here designated as R20 3 , was found to be useful except
for excessive low-level phosphorescence. Means to decrease the
phosphorescence were sought. First, variations of the preparative param-
eters (mixing, crystallization temperature and time, cooling rate, etc.)
were tried and found to have negligible effect on the phosphorescence.
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Next, the quality of the starting ingredient R2 0 3 was investigated. The
grade of R20 3 being used was labelled 99.99% purity, but this designation
concerns only the purity relative to foreign rare earths; that is, there is
only 0.01% total of other rare earths, although non-rare earths might
exceed 0.01%. There are two other grades of R203, labelled 99.997% and
99.999%. These are made by recycling the 99.99% once more through the
resin towers for 99.997% and twice more for 99.999%. These latter two
numerical designations are fictitious, however, because the limit of the
supplier's analytical technique is only 99.99%. The higher values are
calculated from theoretical expectations of further purification, and the
price of the 99.999% R20. is ten times higher than the 99.99% R203.

The first lot of 99,997% R203 from a major supplier was made into a
phosphor in the laboratory and found to give a 10-to-i decrease in phosphc
rescence-just what was needed for device use. This result was found to
be reproducible in larger pilot-plant ..reparations using batches from the
same lot of 99.997% R20 3. It thus appeared that the problem was solved,
and further lots of both 99.997% and 99.999% R 203 were ordered. Of five
lots from the first major supplier, and four lots from another supplier,
none has even approached the performance obtained with the first 99.997%
lot.

All the lots, when analyzed spectrographically. showed little or no dif-
ferences. In most cases, practically no rare earth contaminant could be
found, not because traces were completely absent, but because the quanti-
ties of contaminants were below the limits of detection of the emission
spectrograph.

Next, the mass spectrograph was used to analyze the good and the bad
lots of R203. Out of the overwealth of information about many trace ton-
taminants, no significant correlation could be found between (a) the pres-
ence, absence, or relative proportions of particular contaminants; and (b)
the ability to make a low-phosphorescence phosphor.

At the time of drafting this report, the situation was as follows:
1. One, and only one, lot of R2 0 3 gave satisfactory results.
2. The material preparers do not know why that lot is superior and,

therefore, cannot ask the purifier what to remove or add to reproduce that
lot.

This is a typical example of the wasteful consumption of effort and

money that can occur when the means for characterizing and controlling

the starting ingredients are inadequate.
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On the other hand, there are many examples of advantageous uses of

characterization. Here ar- a few:

* LUMINESCENT MATERIALS FOR RADAR AND TELEVISION
KINESCOPES

Highly purified zinc sulfide and cadmium sulfide are required to pre-
pare cathodoluminescent phosphors ior radar and television kinescopes. A
successful purification technique was developed during over fifteen man-
years of effort by an electronics company just before WW1I. Since the pro-
cess had to remove copper, for example, to below the part-per-billion
range, existing analytical techniques were totally inadequate for composi-
tional characterization. Nonetheless, the required degree of purification
was proven to have been achieved by making a phosphor from the purified
ZnS to which 1 ppb of Cu had been added. The visually detectable change
in luminescen.ice emission from a light blue with short persistence to a
green with long persistence was used as (a) analytical evidence that the
purified ZnrS contained less than 1 ppb Cu (at that time there were no
analytic rnans for detecting Cu below 1 ppm), and (b) correlation between
composition and luminescence properties. Later, using x-ray d&'M.action,
it was shown that hexagonal ZnS, crystallized at temperatures above
10000C, gave superior blue enission with silver activator, and gave su-
perior long-persistent green emission with copper activator, superior,
that is, to cubic ZnS, crystallized Iolow .OOO OC. There was, then, a
correlation between host-crystal structure and luminescence properties.
This background of attainment and understanding was put to use in the crash
program that provided the persistent cascade phosphor screen for PPI
radar kinescopes in the early part of WWUI. After the war, the same basic
techniques and information were used to produce hundredn -. tons of phon..
phors for both black-and-white and color television kinescopes.

This example from the past is cited to encourage more resourceful

effort to produce purer and better characterized materials, even when

available analytical facilities appear to be inadequate. Such a situation,

which occurs frequently, presents a challenging opportunity to make more

ingenious use of that which is available and that which can be, contrived.

Progress toward materials science requires that more of these challenges

be accepted by competent researchers.
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0 SEMICONDUCTOR MATERIALS FOR TRANSISTORS, DIODES, AND
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

It is widely recognized that missile guidance equipment, computers,
radios, and other electronic apparatus and systems have becn revolutic.
Ized by the advent of the transistor. Only a few specialists, however,
recognize the vast amount of persistent and expensive effcrt that was re
quired to produce germanium and silicon with the exceptionally high de4.
of purity, structural order, characterization, and correlation with ser.d*
conduction properties that was needed to bring about that revolution 'nr'
practical scale.

Here, as in the previous examples of ZnS, sensitive physical propert
notably lifetime and mobility of electrons and holes - were used to help
characterize purified semiconductor crystals in which traces of certai'.
foreign elements were deliberately incorporated. The measurements oi
lifetime and mobility of early specimens of Ge and Si did not provide
nmnbers that were characteristic of Ge and Si, because unknown (un-
characterized) defects determined those numbers. As the techaiques fo
reducing and identifying pernicious defects advanced, the measured v.ah
of lifetime and mobility changed; the latter approachnd the values char,
Istic of Intrinsic Ge and Si, and lifetime reached the leve' determined b
impurities concentration of the order of 10-10 with these improved mat,
rials. Then, useful defects could be incorporated and distributed tG pro'
electronic performance that was unattainable with the earlier specimen;
of these elemental semiconductors.

A striking example of the limitations imposed by poor characterizati
methods was encountered in the early development of Si as a transistor
material. It was widely recognized that Si had inherent advantages over
Ge for many purposes, but the best available material showed poor life-
times and unexplained changes in the resistivity when the material was
heated. After several years of extensive effort to identify the source of
difficulty, infrared absorption finally revealed that concentrations of ox
in the parts per million range were being incorporated into the Si as th
result of a reaction with the fused quartz crucibles used to contain molt
Si in crystal growth. The oxygen was responsible for the poor quality o
the material. This finding pointed the way to the use of methods for cry
growth which eliminated the oxygen problem and soon thereafter Si tran
sistors became as reality.

0 ZIRCONIUM FOR CLADDING OF FUEL ELEMENTS IN NUCLEAR
REACTORS

* One of th, vital materials that was rquidred to make practical fuel e
miiets for pjou-r producing nuclear reactors was a high melting metalli
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cladding. Pure zirconium has a suitable melting point and an exceedingly
small cross-section for neutron absorption. It was known from earlier
characterization work, however, that all of thc zirconium metal commer-
cially available was contaminated with about 2% hafnium. This material
has a large cross-section for neutron absorption (105 barns) which would
adversely affect the neutron economy of the reactor, imd give rise to
radioactive isotopes which would make the reactor difficult to w.lork on
during shutdown.

Armed with the knowledge of the need to eliminate hafnium, researchers
evolved means to produce zirconium containing only 200 ppm of hafnium,"
thereby providing the best material for an outstanding cladding.

This example, as well as the two previous ones, points up the danger of

attempting to "'characterize" a specimen of material in terms of values of

measured physical properties. If the composition, structure, and influential

defects are not known (characterized), then the measured values resemble

those that would be obtained by electrical measurements on a "black box"

containing unknown kinds, numbers, and hookups of resistors, capacitors,

transformers, transistors, etc. Different specimens of a given material,

like different "black boxes," can look deceptively alike (and even have

some like physical properties), but have significant internal differences.

S PHOTOEMITTERS FOR OPTICAL DETECTION AND IMAGING

During research on new photoemitters, an attempt was made to co-
evaporate lithium and antimony to determine what photoen.ission the co-
deposited combination would have. The measured photoemission was
exceptionally good, but then no sensible correlation could be found with the
relative amounts of the separate elements put in the evaporators to make
a series of deposits. Resourceful analysis of both composition and struc-
ture of the deposited films showed that lithium was not being deposited at
all. Instead, the excellent photoemisslon was found to be due to sodium
and potassium impurities that had been distilled out of the lithium. Further
work showed that the best photoemitter containing sodium, potassium, and
antimony was Na2KSb, which is the precursor of the outstanding tri-
alkali photocathode.
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This example demonstrates the danger of attempting to character•z'

a material by extrapolation from the starting ingredients. Verification

the completed material is needed for assurance.

The foregoing four examples suffice to portray the very substantial.

tikal and scientific progress that can be made when characterization is

achieved and used. It is worth noting that each of these successful uses

of characterization occurred when the material was being purified, Pre.

pared, analyzed, and measured for a specific use. The specific perfor-

mance requirements for a given use help to focus attention on stnifca,

features of composition,, structure, and defects. They help also to estk,

lish a common purpose for the different persons, from various disciphi

who are involved in trying to meet the performance requirements.
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IV. COMMITTEE GOALS AND ACTIONS

A prime objective of the Committee was to present findings and recom-

mendations that have operational significance. That is too audacious if it

is interpreted as having operational significance for everyone immediately,

but we hope to have provided a working definition, a viable philosophy,

and guidelines for progressive action.

A keystone of the Committee's philosophy is to keep the concept of

perfection in view, and to describe actual materials in terms of significant

deviations from the ideal. In terms of action, much stronger effort is

needed to minimize deleterious imperfections In materials, and to deter-

mine (analyze) their significant imperfections.

We know that complete perfection is unattainable, but we believe that

it is in that direction that most fundamental progress will be made. As

we advance toward perfection, it will become more meaningful to incor-

porate known imperfections and ascertain their effects. The effects pro-

duced by such controlled imperfections will provide the much-needed un-

ambiguous correlations that are usually not attainable with present-day

materials which contain a m6lge of imperfeetlous that influence proper-

ties indeterminately.

Many of our most useful materials have deliberately-introduced im-

purities and imperfections that are essential and function best in the

absence of other defects. As we advance in our ability to prepare (and

analyze) more perfect ingredients and host crystals, we increase the

probability of providing superior new and useful materials with controllable

kinds, proportions, and locations of beneficial defects.

In keeping with the philosophy of keeping the concept of perfection in

view, we recommend that composition and structure be described in terms

of:
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(a) perfection; e.g., face - centered-cubic-Si, or body- centered- cubic-

Fe, with specified dimensions, and

(b) significant deviations from perfection; e.g., kinds, proportions, ani

distributions of impurities, point defects, line defects, and so forth, that

are of consequence in terms of the definition.

Another objective of the Committee was to present quanitative inform

tion about the current status of characterization. Accordingly, the fic!l

was subdivided for more detailed study by panels of specialists, includin,

liaison representatives from the Committee, government agencies, and

other MAB Committees. Separate panels were established for polycrysi

and polymers, because they have unique problems, and so the following

five panels were established and panel chairmen selected in mid-1965:

Panel Chairman

1. Composition M. S. Sadler

2. Structure R. Roy

3. Defects A. C. Beer

4. Polycrystals A. E. Gorum

5. Polymers R. F. Boyer

In meetings of the Committee with the Panel Chairmen, several repri

sentative materials were chosen as "cross-tie vehicles" for the studies

Panels I through 4. Among others, the common-denominator materials

Included Cu, Ti, Cr, Fe, Si, KCI, ZnS, A120 3 , MnFe 20 4 , and anthracene

The Panels were urged, where possible, to give documented numerical

data on our present abilities to prepare and characterize these material

and others, and to make recommendations based on important discrepar,

cies between our present abilities and our needs, both practical and

scientific. This formidable task was accomplished In about a year of
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extra work by the many who participated in the Panel efforts. The reports

and recommendations of the five panels are attached to the report of this

committee.

The Panel reports give detailed quantitative information about our

present capability to characterize materials. They provide reference

data that are useful now, and provide benchmark data on preparative and

analytical capabilities that must be improved in the future.

The Committee recommends that the "state of the art" presented in the

Panel reports be studied and used as stepping stones to improvement.

Substantial improvement will come when more people who should be con-

cerned respond to the challenge of improving characterization of materials -

keeping in mind that characterization is more basic than properties, be-

cause the composition, structure, and defects of a material determine its

properties..

A further objective of the Committee was to call attention to the need

for bringing about a major change of attitude toward characterization of

materials.

Sponsors of materials research and development, faculty advisors,

supervisors, researchers, and materials users have the prime responsi-

bility for insisting on characterization and correlation. At the output end

of this field, editors and referees of papers have the responsibility for

insisting on characterization of the specimens of materials whose proper-

ties are described in the papers that they review and approve for publica-

tion.

With responsible leadership, the present rather careless general atti-

tude toward characterization should change to an attitude of genuine con-

cern about improving characterization and its beneficial uses in science
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and engineering. When such a conscientious attitude becomes prevalen

then the preparers, analyzers, property investigators, and users of

materials will have the support and mutual concern that are required t.

sustain effective cooperative effort on characterization. Without such

support, concern, and effort, materials science will continue overlong

exist more in name than in fact, because in its fundamentals of purffic;

preparation, and characterization it is now too often an art.

Special attention is called to the mounting danger of glutting our t*eca

cal literature with papers on inadequately characterized specimens of

materials.

Consider, for example, the substantial volume of literature that the

is on the behavior of electrons, and other particles, moving in a vacuul

where the mean free path of the electron is much longer than the distax

between eiectrodes. Here is one well-characterized environment in vk'

study of electron behavior has provided unambiguous results of scienti

and practical consequence.

Consider, next, the many thousands of different environments in whi

electrons would find themselves, and behave differently, in ideal perfec

crystals. Then consider the appallingly larger number of environmentc

in which electrons, and other particles, find themselves in real imperft

crystals, with their enormous varieties of kinds, proportions, and distr

butions of (a) impurity defects, and (b) structural defects, both of whict

influence electrical, optical, and mechanical behavior.

This statement of the situation is offered as a reminder to scientisti

editors that they should resist the publication of data and speculations (

inadequately characterized materials.
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V. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

There is an obvious need for better materials and better characteriza-

tion of materials. They are needed to advance the present art of materials

toward the goal oi becoming a. true science of materials. They are needed,

also, to provide superior practical materials for present and future uses

that require much higher performance and reliability than present ma-

terials can provide. They are especially needed to increase the cost-

effectiveness of materials research and development.

In terms of action, there is the question "Which particular materials

should be chosen for the investment of effort and money that are required

to attain a satisfactory degree of periection (or controlled imperfection)

and characterization ?"1 It is not now feasible to tackle all elements and

compounds simultaneously, because there are over a million, and each has

its idiosyncracies of chemical behavior and growth that require long-term

individual attention.

As in the past, a small minority of industrial research laboratories

may be expected to prepare and characterize certain materials that show

exceptional promise for identified commercial uses. And, as in the past,

this small segment of industry may be expected to provide the continuity

of effort and financial support that are required to purify, prepare,, and

characterize -the few such potentially useful materials.

But how is the U.S. Government to obtain the sustained, dedicated

effort required to prepare and characterize the better materials that are

needed for defense, and for the various large-scale projects that are

funded by government agencies ? In principle, as in industry, important

end-u~ses could be identified, materials requirements specified, and inter-

disciplinary technical. teams organized, funded, and supervised to provide
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a definite goal, incentives for success, goM working commtmications

between team members, and capable leadership. In practice, this worka

operating procedure is often vitiated by the disruptive influences of shci

term (e.g., one-year) funding of projects, and at times in some governm

agencies by short-term (e.g., three-year) turnover of personnel respov.

for budgets, funding, and monitoring of projects. Also, there is often a

fragmentation of the over-all project, geographically and organizatior,..

that lessens good working communications and teamwork. A satisfactor,

answer to the initial question requires changes in the traditional behavic

patterns of the people responsible for and involved in government-spt'ta

research and development on materials.

And how are researchers in universities, where they are traditionall,

uncommitted to practical objectives, and to the objectives of others, to

get the very large number of different, near-perfect, well-character i.ec

materials that they wish to have for study as individuals rather thar. as

teams ? In principle, materials researchers in universities would solve

the really basic problems of purification, preparation, and characterizat

of each material before proceeding to measurements of properties and t

interpretation. In practice, purification, preparation, and analysis for

characterization are deemed to be socially inferior activities on campuE

This negative attitude may be occasioned, in part, by the short-term

turnover of graduate students who get advanced degrees for publishing n

measurements and interpretations. On the other hand, few are involved

creating more-perfect, well-characterized materials which others can

measure and report to have properties reliably correlatable with the

significant features identified in characterization. This goal is obviousl.

desired, and is certainly needed to achieve materials science in general
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The first problems to be solved, however, are again people problems -

problems that exist because of attitudes and traditions. There are signs

that a few dedicated materials re3earchers in a few schools are taking

constructive action to solve these people problems, and it is to be hoped

that succeeding generations of graduate students will emerge with a posi-

tive view of characterization, and some experience in achieving and using it.

A. GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS (FROM THE AD HOC COMMITTEE)

1. The term, "Characterization" should be used as here defined -

Characterization describes those features of the composition and structure

(including defects) of a material that are significant for a particular prepara-

tion, study of properties, or use, and suffice for reproduction of the

material.

2. A substantially larger fraction of the funds available for materials

research should be allocated and used for characterization, as here de-

fined. Also, increased funding should be provided f-r the specific recom-

mendations given in Section B.

3. Government agencies concerned with materials work should take

positive steps to ensure that characterization is given greater emphasis

and continuity of support, particularly in research that is expected to ad-

vance materials science.

4. Greater awareness of the basic need for betier characterization (of

more and better materials) should be promoted by sponsors, faculty,

supervisors, and participants in work on materials research, development,

and engineering. Education is needed to improve the climate for

characterization.

5. Editors, referees, and policymakers of technical societies should

insist on characterization of materials whose measured piperties are
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submitted for publication - ankd resist attempts to characterize with

ambig s terms such as 'pure,' 'ultrapure,' '99.9999%,' and 'defect-

free.' Survey articles on char'tcterization and correlation should be

published periodically to highlight the progress that has been made beyoi

the present state of affairs (see the Panel Reports).

6. A strong and sustained effort should be made to increase the effec-

tiveness and status of those who work (n characterizing materials; e.g.,

by more intimate involvement and co-authorship with those who prepaa-t

and measure materials, and by ensuring that funding and facilities for

characterization are included as primary items in budgeting for a ma-

terials project. (Separate budgeting and accounting are often necessary

to ensure that the necessary support is not only provided but used for

characterization.)

7. Government agencies such as the National Bureau of Standards shc

be encouraged to exhibit stroager leadership in advancing characterizati

and its beneficial uses. including standardizing designations for characte

iaed materials, and increasing the production and distribution of well-

characterized reference materials.

8. Government agoncies should encourage and support the growth of

several centers of excellence in characterization of materials, preferab'

in centers where there is strength and coordinated effort in preparation

of materials as well tts in measurements of properties. The centers

would be expected to make major advances in (1) the techniques, capa-

bilities, and applicatiions of characterization, (2) the growth of more

effective materials science, based on quantitative characterizations cor-

related with preparations and properties, and (3) the education of sci-

entists skilled in characterizing materials, and in using the basic inforn

"r •tion obtained by characterization.
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9. The Materials Advisory Board is urged to establish, at a later date,

a new Ad Hoe Committee or Committees on Characterization of Materials

designed to carry out four major missions: (1) Determine any change in

the position of characterization from the time of this report, (2) Survey

and recommendations on the then state of characterization relative to

major needs, (3) Special survey and recommendations on characterization

of the surfaces of materials, and (4) The characterization of powders.

10. Finally, and in addition to the foregoing, the Committee strongly

urges that one or more national agencies appoint persons to ensure that

the messages contained in this report continue to Le publicized and ap-

propriately implemented. Moreover, it is proposjed that the National

Research Council - National Academy of Sciences - National Acaderay of

Engineering establish a special Board or Committee designed to advocate

and advance those appropriate scientific efforts on materials preparation,

characterization, anrd meuurement of properties in order to expedite the

needed development of Oter ls science.

B. SPECIFIC TECHNICAL RECOMMENDATIONS* (FROM THE PANE"J)

Compositional Characterization

1. Development of new and Improved techniques for the determination

of stoichiometry (with respect to detectability, costs, and convenience)

beyond the + 0.1% level.

2. Improved techniques for determination of 0, N, C, B, S, halogens.

3. Better techniques for the determination of the distribution (and

* More detailed recommendations and the justification for these recom-

mendations may be found in the individual Panel Reports.
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kind and concentration) of impurities with spatial resolution at the micrc

level and below; the assessment of sample homogeneity by nondestructiv,

techniques.

4. Improved techniques for determination of location and distribution

impurities - both on a micro and macro scale.

5. New methods (especially those that are nondestructive) for the Ate-

termination of the valence state and the ratio of valence states of variabW

valence ions irm a solid.

6. Improved survey techniques for 1 1 ppm determination.

Structural Characterization

7. Research in optical methods of structural characterization can

prove especially rewarding because of the radical advantages introducc.,

by the new coherent light sources. Both surface and scattering studies

should be supported.

8. Among the x-ray methods, the following areas call for increased

research:

(a) Increase number and quality of ASTM powder data file.

(b) Optimize ud maximize structural information derivable from

powder data.

(c) Decreased limitations of single crystal accuracy.

(d) Develop precise high and low temperature &ad high pressure

apparatus.

9. In electron microscopy and diffraction, support should be extendet

to:

(a) Scanning electron microscopy exploitation.

(b) Improvement of instrumentation and techniques especially for

thinning of samples for transmission.

(c) Purchase of very high voltage (> 1 mev) electron microscopes
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10. Pulsed neutron time-of-flight spectrometry is a recent breakthrough

and its application to diffraction and high pressure studies promises high

rewards to increased support.

11. Some relatively large coherent efforts in developing new methods and

new approaches to determining the structure of noncrystalline solids are

urgently needed.

Defects Characterization

The following general areas include various specific subjects for in-

creased research support, details of which are given in the Panel on

Defects Report herein:

12. Improved techniques (both on a micro and macro scale and including

in situ methods) for determination of kind, concentration, and distribution

of defects.

13. Better information on the equilibrium and kinetic behavior of defects,

including their formation and annihilation.

14. Better understanding of the interrelationships between measured

physical phenomena and defects, as well as among various defects.

15. Impro'aed techniques for characterizing surfaces.

Characterization of Polycrystalline Materials

16. The development of methods to determine the magnitude, nature, and

distribution of internal stresses (microscopic and macroscopic) requires

major support.

17. Characterization of dislocation structures in heavily cold-worked and

shock-hardened metals.

18. More extensive research on quantitative metallography (stereology)

for both surface and transmission microscopy..

19. Improvement of thinning techniques to broaden use of transmission

microsco-py.
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4ý <20. Improved techniques for determination of structures, including de-

fect nature, in the 10 - 100 region; determination of impurities in sinall

regions < 1000k.

Polymer Characterization

21. More exact and facile analysis of the chemical identities, location

and spatial configurations of the units which make up polymer chain

structures.

22. Rapid, inexpensive methods of molecular weight distribution analy

23. More research on supermolecular order characterization on "=izO

phous polymers."

24. Needed further detailed characterization of the supermolecular st:

of aggregation in semicrystalline polymers, especially in structures

achieved by the crystallization of polymers from their molten states.

25. Need'•ýd methods of analysis and theories of structuration of actual

polymeric networks.

26. Special experimental approaches needed to be devised for characti

ization at the molecular level in intractable polymers.

27. New, rapid methods needed to separate polyblends into their const

uent molecular species and to analyze these species.

28. Increased research on the characterization and study of low mole(

lah wei*ht compouids which can serve as nonpolymeric analogs of polyr

J.

,I

K
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FOREWORD

A survey has been made of analytical techniques for characterization of

materials with respect to composition with the objectives of uncovering

limitations in our present capability and of defining areas where improve-

ments are needed. As a result of this study, it is recommended that en-

couragement and support be given to development of new and improved

techniques for:

1. Determination of stoichiornetry of major and minor phases.

2. Determination of oxygen, nitrogen, carbon, boron, sulfur, the halides,

and other anions.

3. Determination of sample homogeneity.

4. Determination of location and distribution of impurities.

5. Determination of valence.

Also recommended is support of research to develop better survey tech-

niques for analysis of impurities at levels of 1 ppm and below.

Improved recognition of the importance of characterization is needed to

insure better characterization of materials in the future. The following

recommendations are made with this objective in mind:

1. The climate for characterization and the stature of researchers in-

volved in characterization needs to be improved through education of the

scientific community, journal editors, and contracting officers. Publications

describing well-characterized materials should be encouraged and funded

research should provide for adequate characterization.

2. High purity, well-characterized starting materials should be made

more readily available and standards for reagent grade materials should be

updated and made more meaningful.

3. Exchange of well-characterized materials between competent

researchers should be encouraged.
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While improvements are needed, it is important to avoid promotion r!

characterization as a panacea, and to avoid funding of needless pedestr

research, especially collection and dissemination of data when such ini

maUon is not really pertinent or when it can be provided by other and.

effective means.

Finally, it is recommended that a separate MAB panel be establisbh

in the near future to specifically study characterization of surfaces.

oc

I-
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CHARACTERIZATION OF MATERIALS
WITH RESPECT TO COMPOSITION

I. ,NTRODUCTION

Underlying all materials research is the principle that composition and

structure determine properties of materials. De'-iled informa.-on of com-

position and structure is therefore of fundamental importance to future

development of our knowledge and understanding of material behavior and

to improvement in our ability to control and tailor properties for specific

applications. This kind of Information is encompassed in the word

characterization for which the MAB Ad Hoc Committee on Characterization

of Materials proposes the following definition:

"Characterization describes those features

of the composition and structure (including

defects) of a material that are significant

for a particular preparation, study of prop-

erties, or use, and suffice for reproduction

of the material."

This Panel was asked by the above-mentioned Committee to focus its

attention on characterization of materials with respect to coi.position and

with the following objectives:

1. To assess current capability for characterizing chemical composition.

2. To study the extent to whicdi existing techniques are used.

3. To point out areas where current capability is limited by techniques

or by availability of equipment and trained personnel.

4. To recommed ways of improving the state ol the art.
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II. CURRENT CAPABILITY FOR DETERMINATION
OF CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

A. INtRODUCTION

The scientific literature contains numerous references to materials of

5-9's and 6-9's purity. Such statements are often misleading and of question-

able validity since the estimates are in many cases derived from resistivity

measurements supplemented by direct emission spectrographic analyses

(with a sensitivity of only 1-10 ppm for most elements). To establish that

a sample of material contains less than 1 ppm total impurities would

clearly require conducting analyses for all elements present using tech-

niques with sensitivities and accuracies in the range of 1-20 ppb.

The magnitude of effort required is illustrated by the work of Professor

Ph. Albert of the CRNS Laboratory on zone-.'efined aluminum.(1 ) Samples

are analysed for over 00 elements plus the rare earths by high sensitivity

neutron activation using detailed radiochemical procedurti. Such elements

as carbon, oxygen, ma nitrogen are determined by photonuclear or charged-

particle activitation. This procedure requires the efforts of a 4-man team

br 12 hours ph. A additional person for nine days and another for two

weeks to analyze the rare earths.

At the conclusion, the amounts of individual contaminants are totaled
t -,

(for many there are only experimental upper limits of 1-10 ng.) and it is

thus possible to establish that a particular sample of aluminum contained

less than 2 parts per million total impurities (i.e., not quite 6-9's pure).

B. MAJOR FEATURE8 OF COMPOSITION¾) cCharacterization of materials with respect to composition ideally involves
identification of all chemical conrtituents present and the determination of

thoir concentration, electronic Btate, state of combination, location, and

distribution throughout a sample. It is convenient to describe composition

-! -.-.
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by the following terms:

Characterization of Major Phase

"* Identification

"* Stoichiometry

"* Homogeneity

"* Valence

"* Location of Atoms

Characterization of Minor Phases and Impurity

"* Identification - including valence state and state of combination

"* Concentration

"* Location

"* Homogeneity

Characterization of the Surface

C. ANALYTICAL TECMQUES
Microscopic Exmination

Optical and electron microscopy are ospecially'useful for determination

of uniformity, inclusions, crystallfity, and particle size. The electron

microscope can often be used also for electron diffraction which is of value

in determinin crystalilty.

Retractie IdWI & PetrouE

Refractive indices of transparen and opaque solids can be measured by

conventional mineralegical techniques. Questions of morphology can be
answered tsimply to assist in establishing identity.r.ensity

This parameter should be measured routinely for it is one of the

properties of materials that is easy to determine with reldtively high

accuracy. It yields important information on porosity and, in certain cases,

on concentrations of vacancies and interstitials.
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Wet Chemistr*y

The "workhorse" of the analytical chemist for years, wet chemistry, is

still the most broadly &Vplicable and widely used technique for establishing

composition. The chemistry of ionic equilibria(2 ) has become increasingly

important to analyses of major and minor components through application of

coordination chemistry( 3 ) and homogeneous precipitation reactions.(4)

Coulometry

Coulometry,(5,6,7) or quantitative electrolysis, is applicable to both

major constituent and trace analysis. In the former application, it is one of

the most precise and accurate analytical techniques with reliability at the

0.002% level; her.-,, It is especially useful for primary standardization and

for the determination of stoichiometry. Trace determinations at the sub-

microgram level are possible and this is an area where more applications

can be expected. Coulometry is egsentiaUy titration with electrons; hence,

it should be useful in any analytical situation where conventional titrimetric

methods are applicable. Methods may be classified according to whether

they employ comatant electrolysis current or precise control of electrolysis

poteeuial. The former is the more convenient technique but the latter pro-

viles some advantage of selectivity of electrode reaction.

This now maslytieal method has been used to great advantage in the de-

termination of chemical structure.(8 ) It complements the other hyperfine

Interaction spectroecopies (such as nuclear magnetic research) in several

ways. The technique obeerves the changes in two energy levels within the

nucleus as a function of chemical environment, as contrasted to changes in

' ,• the ground state only In NMR. This Mbssbauer technique is primarily used

In the solid state as contrasted to NMR. The broadening of NMR spectra due

rK



to solid-state interactions is absent In MUsbauer spectroscopy because

recoilless emission in Mobssbauer spectroscopy demands no solid-state

(phonon) interaction.

The technique has proven itself to be a powerful tool for rneasuring

properties such as magnetic and electric field interactions in the solid

state. It has proven very useful in the fields of metallurgy, solid-state

physics, coordination chemistry, biochemistry, and the theory of the

hyperfine interaction.

At present, the number of elements :-ith which this effect can be ob-

served with high practicability is limifted to iron, tin, iodine, gold, and a

iew rare earths. As the problems of radio chemistry relating to this are

resolved, the number of usable elements can be expected to increase by a

factor of 3 to 5.

Most M-asbauer measurements have been made on materials in which the

Mosbaner resonating element Is a macro-constituent in the matrix. Some

work has been .;one in which the matrix Investigat constitutes the source

Of MdsanberM apectroecop and where the resonating element Is present as

an ultra-trace impurity in the mink.

Electrom Probe MAns, RmashuI

In may types of pecimems the ddheributiom of components on a micro-

scopic scale is as importt as the average composition. This is particu-

larly true for man anlos, mineral ceramies, sad semiceAactor devices.

The development of the electron probe, capable of investigting the distribu-

tion on a micron scale of all elements of atomic number above five at con-

centrations down to 0.1% or lss, permits studies of microstructure to an

unprecedented degree. The fact that this technique permits quantitative de-

terminations with errors of less than 5% relative, in most cases, makes it
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even more attractive. The application(9 ,1 0 ,11) of microprobe analysis to

tho, most diverse types of specimens has been well developed, as has its

extension to characterization of minor and trace amounts. The impact of

this technique upon metallurgy, geology, and other branches of science is

considerable; however, at present, progress is limited largely by availabil-

ity of instruments (about 200 in the USA) and of trained operators.

Emission Spectroscopy

Qualitative analysis by emission spectroscopy( 12 ) permits simultaneous

detection of some 70 metallic and metalloid elements by rapid procedures.

Only a few milligrams of sample are required, and the elements can be

determined at concentrations from trace levels up to the level of major

constituents. An estimate of the concentration of an element can be made,

often within one order of magnitude or somewhat better, from the intensities

of the lines. The sensitivity of detection of each element depends on the

nature and amount of the sample, the excitation procedure, and the proper-

ties of the spectrogrbph and the detector. Table I, from a paper by

AddMlO( 13 ) lists limits of detection on a weight and concentration basis, for

a particular procedure of analysis involving d.-c. arc excitation of a 10-mg

sample. However, It sbould be pointed out that theme figures do not repre-

sent the ulUmnee thet cam be accomplished in spectroscopic detection, since

special procedures have been developed to extend the sensitivity for certain

elements by one or two orders of magnitude. Other procedures permit the

detection of nonmetallic elements, including carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and

the halogens, often at concentrations as low as 10 ppm.

The lower limit of quantitative analysis by emission spectroscopy is

generally somewhat higher than the detection limit. This is inherently true,

since a just-detectable signal cannot, in general, be measured quantitatively

-I-. --- - - -
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TABLE I

SENSITIVITY OF DETECTION IN THE D.-C. ARC
(DATA OF ADDINK)

Lower limit of detactloa
Element Wavelength. A % Micrograms

Ag 3280.68 0.0001 0.01
Al 3961.52 0.0002 0.02
As 2288.12 0.002 0.2
Au 2675.95 0.0005 0.05
B 2497.73 0.0004 0.04
Ba 4554.04 0.000) 0.01
Be 2348.61 0.0001 0.01
Bi 3067.71 0.0003 0.03
Ca 3933.66

or 4226.72 0.0001 0.01
Cd 228L01 0.001 0.1
Co 3453.50 0.0004 0.04
Cr 4254.34 0.0002 0.02
(k 3247.54 0.00008 0.008
Fe 3719.93 0.0001 0.01
Ga 2943.63 0.0005 0.05
GO 2661.17

or 3039.06 0.001 0.1
Hf 2040.17 0.02 2
Hg 2536.51 0.003 0.3
In 3256.03 0.001 0.1
Ir 3220.16 0.04 4
K 3446.71 0.3 30
La 3331.48 0.004 0.4
Li 3352.61 0.004 0.4
me 3M6.L12 0.00004 0.004
MR 6 I.0 L00015 0.015
Mo •12.5* 0.003 0.3
Na $in6.09 .0001 0.01
Nb 3104."1 0.01 1
Ni 5414.'1 0.0002 0.02
P 3 GO6.65 0.002 0.2
Pb 4461.1 0.6003 0.03
Pt 3064.71 0.0006 0.06
lb 6066.08 0.002 0.2
II 316.12 0.0003 Co02

or IT6.01 0.001 0.1
S" 3464.45 0.02 2
TI 3372LO 0.001 0.1
T1 2767I'.87/ 0.007/ 0.7
V 3115.3 0.002 0.2
Zn 3345.02 0.003 0.3

aApproxdma. values based am a 10 -;,g. sample vaporised completely in the arc.

_ +I.
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with satisfactory precision. Lack of suitable standards may also restrict

the limit of quantitative analysis. If the sample form is suitable, standards

can often be prepared from the sample by the method of additions. Precon-

,centration methods are also useful for spectrographic analysis, facilitating

the preparation of standards because the matrix has been simplified. On

the other hand, preconcentration methods or preparation of standards by

the method of additions increase the chances for contamination of the

sample. "Common matrix" methods, involving dilution of the samples with

a material such as gallium oxide, are not applicable to the analysis of the

purest materials, since the dilution process raises the limits of detection.

Mass Spectrometry (Spark Source)

This method is capable of detecting all elements in a sample, and the

sensitivities of detection with present equipment and techniques( 14 ) approach

10 ng/g. The limits of detection for oxygen and nitrogen are higher because

of residual gases in the vacuum system, and elements adjacent in mass to

the matrix elements will alro have somewhat poorer detection limits. With

the instrumentation and techniques now available, the precision of analysis

is poorer than with some other methods, so that the method is most useful

foia survey analyses, where semiquantitative results are adequate. However,

more precise analyses can be expected in the future. Literature

reports(15,16) indicate that analytical curves can be safely extended below

the lowest availrble standards, and there is hope that for this reason the

availability of stdazrds certified at the ppm level will permit quantitative

* janalyses to be done at concentrations near the limit of detection. Improve-

l jr.
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ments in instrumentation and techniques should make possible more precise

spark-source mass spectrometric analyses in the future.

X-ray Fhlrescence Spectrometry

This technique(17 ) is useful for the determination of major and minor

constituents with a typical sensitivity of 20 to 200 ppm, depending on the

atomic number of the element and the nature of the specimen. In favorable

cases, or when preconcentration methods are used, the sensitivity may be

extended to as low as 0.1 ppm.(1 8 ) Commercial instruments are available

or under development for analysis with x-ray wavelengths shorter than 1iOA;

this permits the determination of any element heavier than sodium (atomic

number 11).

The precision of x-ray spectrometric analysis is frequently competitive

with quantitative "wet" chemical analysis and often superior to other instru-

mental techniques. For x-ray analytical techniques to be accurate, standards

of composition close to that of the specimens, or suitable correction proce-

dures for any existing inter-element effects, must be available. X-ray

analysis is widely used in industry because of its accuracy. Of additional

advantage, it is usualy rapid and often nondestructive. The specimens

analysed can cover a broad range of types including alloys, powders,

solutions, slag, slurries, and ores.

Current research(18) of importance to the characterization of valence,

coordination, electronegativity,. conductivity, and crystal structure is being

conducted on the effects of these parameters on the shape, intensity, and

position (displacement) of long wavelength x-ray spectral lines and absorp-

tion edges. "1
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Flame Emission and Atomic Absorption Spectrometry

These two spectroscopic methods(19 , 2 0) employ rather similar equip-

ment, and some commercial apparatus offers interconvertibility. The

methods are complementary in that elements with poor detection limits by

the one technique can often be determined with high sensitivity by the other.

They also share many problems,. particularly with respect to interferences.

The sensitivity of detection of some elements by flame emission or ab-

sorption spectrometry can, in many instances, be very low. The limit of

detection of sodium by flame photometry is often determined by the residual

content of the water or other solvent used for the sample; e.g., 1 ng/g of

sodium can be detected without difficulty. Other elements have detection

limits ranging from 1 to 1000 ng/g by one or the other of these two tech-

niques while the limit of detection is relatively poor for the metalloids and

nonmetallic elements.

Both methods require that the sample be dissolved, which necessarily

causes some dilution and a consequent loss of sensitivity. In addition,

matrix effects can cause serious errors unless standards can be prepared

which are similar in composition to the samples. The use of organic

solvents, rather than water, often improves the limits of detection,

occasionally by an order of magnitude or more. Flame emission and ab-

sorption measurements are thus often especially suited to the determination c

impurities following solvent extraction.

Atomic fluorescence signals can also be observed in the flame, and

some preliminary work(2 1 ) indicates that this method may provide very

low limits of detection. Both cadmium and zinc have been detected at

concentrations well below I ng/g.



fpectrophotometry

Absorbency measurement 1% one of the most widely used techniques, kas

evidenced from a surve3 of analytical publications.( 2 2 ) It is used continually

in many laboratories for trace analysis because it is fast, sensitive, and

relatively precise (1-5% relative standard deviation). While in most cases,

the reactions are not specific, many methods involving masking are readily

available to provide selectivity, thus eliminating the need for separations.

Preconcentration techniques can be applied but impose a restriction on the

detection limit based on the reproducibility and magnitude of the blank.

Theoretical considerations( 2 3) set the limit of detection attainable in ternary

coordination systems at 5-10 ng. Spectrophotometry has the additional

attribute that its precision can be increased to a 0.1% relative standard

deviation by differential techniques.(24,25)

Polarography

This is a versatile technique( 2 6, 2 7 ,2 8 , 29 ) applicable to the determination

of trace, minor, and even major constituents in solution. In principle, any

element capable of electro-Aidation or -reduction can be determined and

the polarographic behaviors of some 80 elements have been described.

Polarographic half-wave potentials are ordinarily sufficiently different to

make possible the simultaneous determination of several elements present

In the same solution, thus minimizing the need for pre-separations in many

instances. Sensitivities in the ran;e 0.1 to 0.001 ppm can be obtained

depending upon whether conventional or modified techniques such as cathode-

ray or hanging-drop polarography are employed. Precision near the limit

of detection is about 20%, increasing to about 1% in favorable concentration

ranges. Differential techniques under development make possible the deter-

mination of micro-amounts of major constituents with a precision of 0.02

to 0.05%.
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Activation Anaysis

This technique is particularly useful for ultra-trace analysis in that it

eliminatenj appreciably the problem of reagent or sample contamination

during analysis. The large number of variables (such as type and energy of

irradiating particle, time of irradiation ind measurement, type of detector

used, etc.) that can be judiciously altered for parthcular analyses make the

technique relatively free from serious systematic errors or biases. A

typical value for the random errors is *5% at the 100 ng level. To date, t!.,

technique cannot be considered a multi-element analysis. Efforts in the

past few years have been in the direction of chemically separating the

radloelements Into selected groups after irradiation (similar to the work

of Albe A, described herein). Such group element separations result in less

time expended (eg., hours instead of days) without increasing either the

syste~matic or random errors. Additional effort is being expended on the

-automatiom i these group element separations to further decrease the time

of analysis.

At present, gre1t use is made. o gamma ray spectrometry in providing

"1na-destructiw" analysis al simple systems by this technique. The method

can often provide rood analysis but becomes unreliable 'as the system be-

comes comPlex. UmortuWitely, gamma ray spectrometry alone is not usually

suited for most trace (i.e., <g) analyses of "materials." Continuing im-

provements in detectors and methods of Irracdation may alter thin situation

in the future.

Activation analysis with neutron generators (fast neutrons) and electron

linear accelerators (high energy photons) provides independent and absolute

methods for the determination of oxygen at the 10-100 M g (neutron generator)

and submicrogram (Linac) levels. The Linac also holds promise of analysis

* K for submicrogrian amounts of nitrogen and carbon although much development
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of methods must be done before measurements can become routine with

the Linac.

Vacuum Fusion

This method is particularly important in the area of trace determina-

tions of gaseous components of interstitial compounds or solid solutions,

and supplies critical information about the effects of trace amounts of

gaseous elements on the properties of materials. The vacuum fusion method

has evolved from early stadies( 3 0) to a considerable growth in'the under-

standing of the process,( 3 1) and the design of highly efficient apparatus.( 3 2)

Whereas traditional equipment handles only a few samples a day, recent

new equipment analyzes up to 60 samples per day. This makes it much

easier to treat the analytical results statistically and to evaluate the many

parameters of the method. Basically, -.xcept in the hands of the most com-

petent analyst, the reliability of the results depends on control or calibra-

tion with known standad.

Nuclear Magnetic Resounce (M .

NMR is a well-established method for identifying and studying structure

of molecules In the liquid state. Since solids are in general characterized

by broad resonance lines with little fine structure, application of NMR to

characterization of solids with respect to composition is limited and highly

specialized. Sensitivity varies with tho kind of nucleus present but generally

does not exceed 1019 nuclei/cma or 0.1 atomic percent. With double reso-

nance schemes( 3 $,3 4 ) and modifications thereof,(3 5) sensitivity for impuri-

ties(S6) can be improved to the order of 1016 nuclei/cm3 .

In metals with cubic laWtce symmetry, determination of impurities at

concentrations of 0.1 atomic percent have been made'using quadrupole

interactions and changes in the Knight shift. Another approach involves

study of the coupling between the nuclear spin system and the lattice through
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measurement of the spin-lattice relaxation time. In nonmagnetic solids,

paramagnetic impurities affect the relaxation time dramatically and these

effects can be detected with impurities in the 10-100 ppm range. However,

these latter methods are not specific for a single impurity but are influencco

by valence, size, or other property which may be common to a number of

impurities.

Electron Spin Resonance (ESR)

This technique is useful for studying conduction electrons in metals and

semiconductors and bonn•g of transition metal ions and other paramag.-!ac

species. It is generally more suitable for determining environment than for

identification of elements and measurement of concentration. Sensitivity

varies with the paramagnetic species, and for transition elements under

optimum conditions is in the range of 1010 spins/cm3 . Therefore, it can

be used to detect trace impurities In special cases; e.g., free radicals in

an organic matrix or transition metals in a diamagnetic solid.

Residual Resistance Ratio (R.Rj

This metbod meamres the sum of the "electrically active" elements and

is sensitive to parts per billion. It, does not identify Impurities and different

mpurities affect residoal resistance to varying degrees with some con-

taminants having itle or A6 appreciable effect. RRR finds wide applica-

tion in charaeterization ol metals but from an analytical viewpoint it is of

value primarily to check consistency of other analytical data.

The sensitivity, procision, and area of application of techniques describl

"above are summarized in Table U.

'all
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TABLE U

PRECISION AND SENSITIVITY OF ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES

Technique Applications senasitivity Precision Reference

Wet Chemistry - Major & minor phase - 10-2 M in solution 0.01% 37,38
Titrimetry concentration; also 10 6-5M infolution 0.1%

impurities 106--10- M in solution 0.2 - 1.0%

Wet Chemistry - Major & minor phase - 1000 ppm/1 g. 0.01% 38
Gravimetry concentration sample

Wet Chemistry Major phase - valence 0.01%

Coulometry Major phase - concentration 0.001 - 0.005% 7.28

Nlssbauer Major phase - valence Down to 0.1% - 0.0001% Sem1-qaantita- 8,39,40
Spectroscopy also impurities - valence depending upon density of tive now

matrix

Electron Probe Homogeneity of major phase Down to 0.1% over a 1-5 0.5%
-Microanalysis minor phases micron scan diameter

Emission Impurities (survey) 0.1 - 100 ppm 5 - 10% 12.13
Spectroscopy

Spark source Mass Impurl',s (sur•ey) 0.01 - 0.1 ppm Shmi-quantita- 14,15,16
Spectrometry tive now

Atomic Absorption Impurities 0.005 - 0.1 ppm in sooution 5 - 10% 20.41
0.1 - 10 ppra in solution 1.- 6%

Flame Emission Impurities 0.002 - 0.1 ppm In solution 5 - 10% 19
0.1 - 10 ppm in solution 1-•% 42,43

-erophatocestry Impurities 0.006 - 0.1 ppm in soberon 5 - 10% 23,44,45

Polaroprapy kmpurities All in solution:
0.1 - 1'ppm 1-10% 28
10- lO0 ppm 0.1- 6.02% 29
.'On ppm o0% 28,46,47
0.001 ppm (with anodic 5 - 10% 48,43
strtpiug preo-oonetration)

Neus .b Aetov-tlina Impursles 0.001 - 0.01 ppm 2-10% 50,51,5•,• 3

Vm la s sm - 10proee- 03 Xf, N2  0.07 PPM 30% 54,55
Mae Spe•ermetry 100 ppm 5%
X-ray VrA0eeeeae MajoS & Minor 30 - 300 ppm generally: 0,1% 17,18
opeetremm y emettinet 0.1 at beet

+x
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m. APPLICATION OF CURRENT TECHNIQUES

TO CHARACTERIZATION OF MATERIALS

A. CHARACTERIZATION OF MAJOR PHASE

Identification

For elements and for many simple compounds the matter of identifica-

tion is trivial. lHowever, in the case of complex compounds, phase identifi-

cation is a, prerequisite to detailed characterization. Indeed, problems fre-

quently arise through improper identification of phases present and the

failure to investigate homogeneity. The methods used fo;' phase identificat'.4:"

are principally x-ray diffraction and measurements oV index of refraction

and other optical properties. X-ray identification using, for instance, Debye-

Scherrer powder itenhniques is capable of detecting approximately 2-5% ot

a foreign phase uL1Y1er favorable circumstances. 'C-ray diffraction and obser

vation of optical characteristics by standard petrographic techniques are

used to iderltdy the phase present, while petrographic techniques alone are

often cap-Able of greater subtlety in detecting traces of foreign phases.

However, ordinary microscopic observations including examination between

crossed polarizers are often neglected. Such examination combined with

etching and similar metallographic techniques is often capable of shedding

light on phase homogeneity in both metallic and nonmetallic crystalline solid

Stoichiome 1

Classical techniques are still the mainstays in determining the con-

centratiou and stoichiomotry of the major phase. In this connection wet

t ) chemical analysis, including gravimetric, volumetric, and electrochemical

techniques, is mainly used. However, some instrumental techniques, and in

particular, x-ray fluorescence, are beginning to show considerable promise.

especially because of their rapidity of execution. Moreover, there is a

definite possibility of automating wet chemical techniques for analysis of

if

" +;•++ :+,: ,.++r ,-+. . .• ..... .* -' . . ,T-- -•- ?+ •+
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solid materials in the way that routine clinical analysis is being automated.

The precision ordinarily expected for stoichiometric determinations is

probably in the range ,0.01 - 0.1% at best in the case of compounds like

KCI and MnFe2 0 4 .

The exact d&termination of stoichiometry when precise results are

required almost always depends upon indirect measurements and upon a

"logical chain of reasoning" which is often not entirely tenable. Conductivity

and mobility measurements together with assumptions as to the origin of

donors or acceptors sometimes allow estimates of stoichiometry to be

made in semiconductors. Similarly, precise lattice parameter and pycno-

metric density determinations provide some means of estimating vacancy

concentration and in some cases stoichiometry.

Homogeneity (Including Impurity Distribution)

In addition to determining the presence of "impurities" or ions in solid

solution, one of the major areas of difficulty in the study of the distribution

of such "impurities." The importance of.knowing how the impurities are

distributed, whether completely statistically at the atomic level or in a

single 'inclusion', is vital to every interpretation of properties measured

on the phase. In this field the last five years have brought a step-function

advance by the introduction of the electron microprobe. Yet its spatial

resolution is limited to about a micron and its sensitivity and precision

(about 0.1%) are poor. However, use of the cathodoluminescence in the

probe provides a tool in some cases for detecting inhomogeneities at the

ppm level with micron resolution. The scanning electron microscope used

Judiciously can provide in favorable cases some data on Impurity distribu-

tion at the 0.1p level. For single crystal materials, x-ray topography

(rocking curve, Lang, anomalous transmission photographs) is a powerful
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qualitative mapping method for observing homogeneity. Quantitative com-

parisons between successive samples in special cases can be done.

Valence

Once the stoichiometry has been determined, it is conventional to assign

valences of multivalent elements in a compound in order to preserve elec-

trical neutrality. This presents difficulties when more than one multivalent

element is present in the same compound or where several valency assignme.u

are possible for a given element in the compound; e.g., iron in Prussian

blue. If it is possible to get the compound into solution without altering

the valence, the classical wet chemical and electrochemical methods,

which are quite precise (0.01%), permit the determination of valence. For

iron and some other elements, M~ssbauer spectroscopy is applicable with

a precision of about 0.1%. Improvements in the precision of M~ssbauer

measurements are likely. High resolution x-ray spectra also give informa-

tion on valence which is applicable to most elements. In actual practice

the valence is often deduced from the color of the compound. Absorption

spectroscopy is useful in particular circumstances, but it will probably be

limited to the determination of valence of trace elements. Similarly, electron

spin resonance is applicable to elementh present in trace concentrations.

Location

The location of the atoms of the principal phase is determined by x-ray
¾<

and neutron diffraction but the sensitivity is only of the order of 0.1% at

best. Other quantitative techniques for site location have not been developed,

although ESR, NMR, and MBssbauer spectroscopy are useful in obtaining

qualitative information in some circumstances.

B. CHARACTERIZATION OF MINOR PHASES AND IMPURITIES

Most elemental constituents of either organic or inorganic impurities can

be detected down to about 10 ng/g if desired, though the limit of quantitative

*1
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determination is generally higher. The sensitivity of quantitative analysis by

most instrumental methods is frequently limited by a lack of suitable stan-

dards. Detection and determination of organic impurities in an organic

matrix is an especially difficult problem.

Survey Methods

Emission spectroscopy is the most generally applicable of the survey

methods. It is used widely for characterization of solids, powders, liquids,

and gases, and has the capability of detecting up to 70 elements by d.-c. arc

excitation. Determination of nonmetallic elements is also possible with

emission spectroscopy, but this requires special techniques which are

rarely used.

Spark-source mass spectrometry can detect all elements, with sensitivi-

ties often as good as 10 ng/g. Residual gaaes in the vacuum system re3trict

detection limits for oxygen and nitrogen.

X-ray spectroscopy can also be employed for survey analysis of im-

purities and has the advantage of I sing nondestructive. Lower limits of

detection are rarely better than 10 to 100 ppm, and the elements of the first

period cannot be detected at low concentrations.

Electrical measurements are useful for determining the total content of

electrically actire impurities in conductors and semiconductors. The shape

of the freezing curve can give considerable information on total impurities

in a material with suitable melting point. However, this technique is of

little importancetlor most metals, which melt at high temperatures, or for

materials which deconmpoe wknelting.

Quantitative Methods

All of the techniques listed in the "Analytical Techniques" section and

summarized in Table II can be applied to the quantitative determination of

impurities. The most serious limitations of these methods are the relatively

1.q
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poor detection limits" for some, the need for standards for most instrumen-

tal methods, and the hazard of contamination in solution and other methods

which require preliminary handling of the sample.

Activation analysis is especially suitable for trace characterization,

since it permits most sample handling to be done after the activation step,

and thus contamination problems are minimized. However, the method re-

quires quite costly equipment and' considerable effort.

Spectroscopic methods (emission, mass, x-ray) provide for determina-

tion of many elements in small absolute amounts but are limited in the

amount of sample that can be analyzed; they are also useful methods when

used after separation or preconcentration, as a group, of several impurities.

These techniques are also limited by the availability of suitable standards.

Most of the other methods listed in the section on "Analytical Techniques"

are restricted to the determination of one or a few elements at a time.

Thus, considerable effort will be required for the complete characteriza-

tion of a material by these techaiques.

Organic, impurities in orgaic matrices can sometimes be separated by

gas A. h _p_ _ d detimined by mass spectrometry or other suitable

methods. Detection limits ue usually no better than perhaps 10 ppm.

The various teclmiques which can give information on valence and loca-

tion all suffer. from relatively poor sensitivity (perhaps 1000 ppm) and are

thus more suitable for the characterization of the major phase than of the

impurities. Magnetic resonance techniques (NMR and ESR) have low limits

of detection, but both are limited in applicability.

For determinations at the microgram level, the method of vacuum fusion

must be modified in such a way as to utilize the mass spectrometer to iden-

tify the gaseous components. Homogeneity of the sample is often a limiting

factor in the anaysis for a trace constituent.
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Determination of Vacancy and lnterap4t•al Concentrations

A comparison of the macroscopic density of a crystal with the density

calculated from the x-ray determined lattice constant, molecular or atomic

weight, and Avogadro's number reveals, in principle, the presence of lattice

vacancies or interstitials. The presence of interstitials makes the macro- •

scopic density greater than that calculated from the x-ray lattice constant;

the macroscopic density is less than the calculated density ff vacancies are.

present. If vacancies and interstitials are present in equal concentrations,

as in the case of Frenkel defects, the macroscopic and calculated densities

agree. The probable error of .the determination of the macroscopic density

is about 10 parts per mlll, although in favorable cases it may be as small

as a Lw parts per million. The probable error of the size of the unit cefl

calculated from the x-ray lattice constant is o~dlinarily about 25 parts per

million and can be as lwas 10 ppm, most of which 18 due to the wave-

length uncertaint. The ui~ertalaty of the relatve abndances of isotopes

adds further error. These umcertainties eerlous]y lmit the usefulneas of

the technique since the wmame or interostital •ncestratloos In crystals

near room temperatre are frequentl of the order of 5 parts per million

or leas and too small to proeceu an observable density dlfferonce.( 1, 2 )

An elegatly simple bu difficult technique consists In the comparison of

the macroscopic change in length, L, with temperature of a specimen and

the change In the x-ray determined lattice constant, a. If vacancies are

present, their fractional concentration for cubic crystals is AN/N -

$(AL/L - Aa/a).(3 ) The precision in the determinaion of AN/N is approxi-

mately I0 parts per million. Since AN/N = exp(s/k) exp(h/kT) and s/k can •

be estimated theoretically, the method yields h, the enthalpy of formati:'n ,

of vacancies. It has been successfully applied to a few crystals, such as.

aluminum where the vacancy concentration was fomud to be 9.4 x 10.4 at
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the melting point (660fC), and silver where the vacancy concentration was

determined to te 1.7 x 10-4 at 960°C, the melting point.(4,5)

The ionic conductivity of polar crystals can be used to determine vacancy

and interstitial concentrations.(6) If only one type of defect is present or

mobile, the conductivity, c = Nep, yields the product of the defect concen-

tration, N, and the mobility, 1. It is frequently possible, however, to fix N.

at a known value by preparing a mixed crystal containing an ion of differ-

ent valence than that of the host crystal. Sodium chloride is an example

where cation and anion vacancies occur in equal concentrations but where

the mobility of thW. anion vacancies is sufficiently smaller than that of the

cation vacancies so that the transport number of the sodium ion is approxi-

mately unity. Calcium chloride can be added to sodium chloride with the

divalent calcium ion substituting for sodium ions in the sodium chloride

lattice. The excess charge of the calcium ions is compensated by the

incorporition of sodium ion vacancies into the lattice. If the concentration

of calcium is of the order of 100 parts per million, the concentration of

sodium ion vacancies is equal to that of the calcium ions, and temperature

independnt. The measurement of the conductivity of such crystals deter-

mines the mobility od the sodium ion vacancy and may be used with the

measured conductivity of the pure crystal to determine the concentration

of sodium ion vacancies in pure sodium chloride. It has been possible to

use this technique with silver chloride and bromide, which possess Frenkel

defects or equal concentrations of silver ion vacancies and interstitials,

to determine the Frenkel defect concentration and the mobilities of both

vacancies and interstitials,

Ionic conductivity measurements permit the detection and measurement

of very small concentrations of vacancies and interstitials which may be in

range of parts per billion in favorable cases,

¾ 4'•-• • - , W" ''' " •• . -- • -,. ,.e.•- -.- •..f•L•._ - ' •• • • -''
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The diffusion coefficient of an ion in a polar crystal is proportional to

the contribution of the ion to the ionic conductivity. The technique of adding

an ion of valence which differs from that of a host ion can be used in con-

junction with the measurement of the diffusion coefficient instead of the .:

ionic, conductivity to determine vacancy or interstitial concentrations.

Diffusion measurements are both more difficult and less precise than con-

ductivity measurements, however. Diffusion measurements, which are

commonly made with radioactive tracers, have the advantage that the

movement of a single ionic species can be followed whereas the conduc-

tivity is ordinarily a sum of separate conductivities due to each of the ions

present in the compound. Potassium chloride is an example where both

ions contribute significantly to the ionic conductivity, and diffusion measure-

ments have proven valuable. As is probably quite common in the case of

Schottky defects, association of cation and anion vacancies to form neutral

defects, vacancy pairs, occurs in potassium chloride. The contribution of

these pairs, cation and anion vacancies occupying adjacent lattice sites, to

the diffusion coefficient of the chloride ion can be observed with radioactive

tracer techniques and the concentration of pairs determined.(7) Vacancy

pairs do not contribute to t"e ionic conductivity since they are electrically

neutral. Neutral defects are also formed by association of a cation vacancy

with an impurity ion such as calcium ii! sodium chloride and are not directly

detectable by conventional conductivity measurements. As in the case of

vacancy pairs, the dipole moment of the neutral defect may make a mea-

surable contribution to the a.c. conductivity or dielectric loss. Concentra-

tions of neutral defects which possess dipole moments maybe measured

in this mannei,.( 6)

A few examples exist such as the anion vacancy in the alkali halides

where the vacancy or interstitial is responsible for an optical absorption

band whose magnitude is a measure of the concentration.(8 )
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When deviations from stoichiometric proportions are associated with

vacancies or interstitials, chemical analysis suffices to determine the

defect concentrations. An example of such a system is titanium carbide

where the sodium chloride structure is stable over the carbon range

from TIC0 .6 to TiC1 .0. The lower carbon concentration represents 50%

vacancies in the f.c.c carbon sublattice.(9 )

In the case of tantalum carbide, vacancies in the carbon sublattice re -

sult in deviations from' stoichiometry and the x-ray lattice constant is

sufficiently sensitive to the vacancy content to be a useful measure of the

vacancy concentration.(10)

C. CHARACTERIZATION OF SURFACES

Undoubtedly, among the least understood and mnost poorly characterized

features of a solid is the surface. Defect solid-state theory, useful for

interpreting and predicting the electronic behavior of semiconductors and

insulators, has been utilized with good results to analyze and interpret

chemisorptive processes occurring on such solids.(1 1 ) Despite the sophist

cation of solid-state physics, it has become increasingly clear that the bull

electronic properties ol metals, semiconductors, and insulators are not of

themselves adequate to Splaln interfacial electronic phenomena. More

attention is being given to the special electronic states and environment of

atoms located, at phase boundaries. Many electronic processes which are

forbidden In the bulk solid become possible at surfaces.( 12 )

Electronic "map•ng" of solid surfaces on an atomic scale is now in

progress, utilizing such tools as field emission microscopy, surface infra-

red and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, low-energy electron

diffraction, electron-probe techniques, and surface-conductance measurem
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IV. UTILIZATION OF EXISTING TECHFIQUES

A. LITERATURE EXAMPLES

Published information on characterization of seven different materials

has been gathered from the literature to serve as a guide in studying the

extent to which existing analytical techniques are used. These seven

materials are:

* Copper

* Titanium

* Silicon

* Potassium Chloride

* Zinc Sulfide

* Manganese Ferrite - MnFe 204

* Anthracene

Collectively they represent an extremely broad spectrum of analytical

problems and illustrate both strong and weak points in application of the

present state of the art. The results summarized in Table III do not

necessarily represent the best that can be done but are fairly typical of

published information on highly purified materials.

B. CASE STUDY-MANGANESE FERRITE - MnFe 204

Since results cannot be conveniently summarized in Table III, literaturt

data on MnFe2 O4 are discussed below.

Stoichiome

The purest sample ol manganese ferrite was prepared by Wickham,

Whipple and Larson.(15) They reacted MnFe3 (AcO)8 (OH)3 and Mri(AcO)2 .

Ii 4H20 in the absence of air to form Mn 3Fe 6 (CH3 CO2 )17 0 3 (OH) • 12C5 H5 N.

SN This product was ignited to the ferrite at 1300° C and quenched in nitrogen.

This final ignition must be carried out at a high temperature and the produ
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TABLE III

PUBLISHED DATA ON PURIFIED MATERIALS

Method of Method of
Materials Preparation Impurities (ppm) Analysis

Copper1 Zone refined Sb Cr Co Fe Mn N1 SI Ag Sn Spectrographic
No 1 60 10 1 10 * * * Analysis

*Not Detected

Copper( 2
P" Zone refined Fe Az Ag Sb Activation

0.5 <0.0001 0.01-0.02 <0.0001 Analysis

Mn Zn Na Cr
<0.0001 <0.05 <0.001 0.002-0.003

Ag Se P
0.04 <0.001 0.03-0.01

Copper Sb(3) Au + TI(3
) Be(

4
) B(5) Spectrophotometry

0.05 0.05 0.01 0.05

Al(
6 ) P(7)

0.1 0.1

Titanium(0) Decomposition Al Fe Mn Cu Pb Sn N Spectrographic
of TiI4 on a 65 65 40 10 25 20 20 Analysis
heated surface

Silicon(s) Thermal deoom- Fe Cu Bi As P Neutron Activation
position of <0.017 0.011 <0.0016 0.001 <0.001 Analysis
Slge TI Zn Ni In

<0.00091 <0.00041 <0.00027 <0.00032

Ga 8b Mn
<6.2 x 10-S <3.7 x 10-6 <6.2 x 10-7

Silicon R(1 ) 803) Au + TI(3) Ni(u) Spectrophotometry
0.01 0.05 0.05 0.005

Potassium( 1
) Single crystal Dr C Fe I N Na Spectroscopy, flamo

Chloride growth from <1 <20 <1 <1 2 <0.8 photomuotry, wet
melt OR P Pb 8b 8 chemical, neutron

0.01 <1 )0.06 1 <1 activation unalysis

&anle orystal Al Ca Cu Fe Mg Mn Spectrographic
Sulfide growth fro 1.2 not 3 1.5 1 0.2 Analysis

vapor Phase detected

Ni Pb 0
<1 wt <i0

detected

ZWno($) Cu Au + TI fb Spcntrcphotometry
mnlde 0.1 0.1 0.1
AnthnoGne(14a) Os obromatog- Tetraceae Anthraquinone luorea Pbenanthreae Fhorescence, opti-

i'sphy, gone <1 <1 <1 <1 cal absorption,
refining, grndi- Carbuole Cr Fe Mg Pb Sl emission epectros-
eaLt swblimation, copy, tinsentsulimation, 1-10 <0.1 <0.5 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 COPYrk h
scaveniging chromatography

kin Ca Ag Al
<0.05 <0. 1 <0. I <0. I

- ~ - - -
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quenched through the temperature region where two phases exist, or cooled

under an equilibrium oxygen pressure which would have to be continuously

varied with decreasing temperature.(16) Chemical analysis of the final

product is summarized in Table IV.

Valence

When the final composition of the single-phase ferrite, sintered at high

temperatures, and annealed to obtain the desired properties is considered,

a serious problem in analysis becomes apparent; viz., the determination cdC

the oxidation states of manganese and iron. There are at least two possible

oxidation states for each metal: Fe+2 and Fe+3 and Mn+2 and Mn+3 . It has

not been possible to determine the specific quantities of all four present in

a particular ferrite material. A method,(1 7 ) however, has been developed

for the determination of the total divalent metal and the total trivalent meta

present in the material at any point in the manufacturing process. The rat!;

of divalent metal to total metal M+2 /(M+ 2 + M +3) may be computed and for

a perfect single-phase spinel M+2M 2+3 0 4 should equal 0.333. If oxidation

states higher than +3 are present, they can be reported and discussed in

terms of equivalent quantities of +2 and +3 states.

It is not possible to dissolve a solid ferrite in any reagent solution in

which the oxidation states present in the solid are preserved with certainty

in the same amount in the solution, and then to proceed to analyze the solu-

tion for each one. It is possible, however, to react the solid ferrite with a

suitable reagent solution. In this solution there will be produced or consfart

as the sample dissolves, an accurately measurable quantity of some chemi
cal substance equivalent to the value for the solid. For example, the triva-

lent iron and trivalent manganese present in manganese ferrite will react,

as the solid dissolves in a hydrochloric acid solution of potassium iodide, t
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liberate an equivalent quantity of elemental iodine which can be determined

by titration with standard sodium thiosulfate solution. A high degree of

accuracy is difficult to obtain because the final solution containing all the

iron in the ferrous condition is unstable in the air, and the entire procedure

must be carried out in the absence of air.

A procedure for determining the value of Mn+2 - Fe +2 is outlined as

follows: Total iron and manganese are easily determined by classical

methods. Of the possible four cations present in the solid, Fe+2 , Fe+3, MW"

and Mn+3 , it is possible to calculate the sum quantity present of any two M"

them. The reagent used is an approximately O.1N vanadyl sulfate (VOS0 4 )

solution in dilute H2 SO4 . The trivalent manganese present in the solid

ferrite oxidizes the tetravalent vanadium to the pentavalent state. Any

ferrous ion prpesent reduces the pentavalent vanadium to the tetravalent

state or the ferrous ion will reduce any trivalent Mn+ present to the di-

valent state. Divalent manganese and trivalent iron will dissolve unchangev

and are stable. Vanadium (IV) sulfate and vanidium (V) sulfate solutions ai

stable in air. The net reaction between the solid ferrite and a measured

quantity of the standard vanadyl is the disappearance of a quantity of VOSO0

equivalent to the difference, Mn+3 - Fe+2 , unless the quantity of Fe+2

exceeds that of Mn+3. The excess V060 4 is easily determined by titration

with standard KMnO4 solution. The relative mean deviation for a number

of determinations was found to be 0.3 percent and the relative mean error

less than 1.0 percent.

Site Location

Experimentally there have been three ways of acquiring information on

the distribution of the ions over the available sites in ferrites; namely, witt

the aid of x-ray diffraction, neutron diffraction and from the magnitude of
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the saturation magnetization near absolute zero. The M6ssbauer effect has

yet to be applied to site location determination in ferrites. The scattering

cross section of atoms for x rays is determined by the number of electrons

in the atom. For this reason there is only a slight difference in the scatter-

ing power of the ato,-is of transition elements, and the distribution of these

ions cannot usually be determined this way. The scattering power for

thermal neutrons is partly determined by the magnetic moment of the

nucleus of the atoms, due to interaction with neutron spin. This often varies

considerably for atoms having roughly the same number of electrons. There-

fore, neutron diffraction is able to provide information on the occupation of

the two spinel sites by ions of the transition elements. By this technique

Hastings and Coriiss(18) have reported an ion distribution corresponding to

the formula Mn0 .8 Fe0 .2 (Mn0.2 Fel.8)04 . The saturation magnetization of

MnFe 2 Q4 also shows an anomaly. Neutron diffraction experiments on

several specimens by Hastings and Corliss have shown that at 4.2 °K the

average magnetic moment of ions on the octahedral sites is twice as large

as that of the ions on tetrahedral sites, and that the resultant moment

corresponds to 4.3 AIB" Wickham et al(15) measured the saturation magne-

tization at 4.?K and obtained a value of 4.5 &B for their sample of

manganese ferrite. For stoichiometric MnFegO4 this value is hard to

explain. An explanation for the resultant moment of 4.6 MB has been given

by Harrison et al(19) based on the simultaneous occurrence of Mn+3 and

Fe+2 ions.

C. FACTORS DETERMWING USE

These and other literature examplem demonsu;rate the pronounced ten-

dency of most investigators to use only a few, often only one, of the existing

analytical techniques in characterization of materials. The chief workhorse,
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other than wet chemistry, is emission spectroscopy which is popular be-

cause it is broadly applicable and is a survey technique which requires rel-

tively small expense in terms of time, money, and sample size. There are

only a modest number of research organizations with large analytical groar

staffed with skilled professional people and, therefore, the capability for

comprehensive characterization of materials. The availability of technique

the availabihty of trained personnel, and the cost and time required for

meaningful analytical measurements are all major factors in determining

curreuat utilization of existing analytical methods. The Panel's best

estimates on use are summarized in Tt0ble V.
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES

The Panel recommends that encouragement be given to development of

new and improved analytical techniques in areas where existing methods are

clearly limiting. For example, present techniques do not allow determina-

tion of stoichiometry to much better than * 0.1% and are unsatisfactory for

adequate characterization of most materials. Consequently, we recommend

that present techniques for the determination of stoichiometry be improved

and that new techniques be developed.

Techniques for determination of metallic and cationic impurities are

nearly routine in the range down to about 10 parts per million while tech-

niques for determination of nonmetallic and anionic impurities are probably

an order of magnitude less sensitive. Present progress in the understand-

ing of the properties of epitaxially deposited semiconductors where the

transport reagent is a halide is severly limited by our inability to deter-

mine the halides with any accuracy in the 10 to 0.1 ppm range. Only

recently was it realized that so-called super-pure silicon (multi-pass

zone-refined material) was quite contaminated with oxygen. Good tech-

niques for the analysis of oxygen would have saved an enormous amount

of time in this area had they been available. Even in the case of cationic

impurities, when analyz-s below the 10 ppm range are desired, the tech-

niques become awkward and time consuming. Consequently, attention should

be devoted to development of new techniques or improvement of existing

techniques for analyses of oxygen, nitrogen, carbon, boron, sulfur, and the

halides. In addition, less expensive survey techniques for metallic im-

prities below the 10 ppm range are an important need.

Better methods for determining location of impurities, their distribution
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and homogeneity, should be developed. Indeed our ability to determine

homogeneity of the major phase itself is inadequate, and our techniques in

this area should be improved.

The Panel feels that characterization of the surface is sufficiently com-

plex and different from characterization of bulk composition to merit a

separate study. While only a cursory survey was made of this subject, it

is our impression that present techniques are inadequate for obtaining

significant quantitative data on the composition of the surface.

B. GENERAL

The Panel believes that in order to assure that the materials of the f.,--

ture are adequately characterized, the following actions are indicated:

a) The stature of researchers involved in characterization must be imr

proved. Analytical chemistry, in particular, must again be made respec

able. Both trace and high-precision analysis require broad experienc

with materials, highly developed techniques, and extensive knowledge o'

chemical principles such as is acquired only by continuous investigatioi

of chemical composition. Such investigations are often at the frontiers

of scientific measurement and merit the highest respect.

b) Definitive characterization needs additional research support. Too

often, the material needs are ahead of the state of analytical knowledge

and characterization is done by methods only applicable in a limited wa

to a given problem. The characterization problem is often the major

stumbling block in an investigation but little attention is devoted to it.

Research programs on properties of molecules should include adequate

budgets to support the compositional requirements.

c) A general education of researchers, journal editors and referees, ai

"contracting officers to assure that materials are adequately characteri
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that papers describing adequately characterized materials are encouraged,

and that funded research devotes adequate attention to characterization is

in order.

d) A wider dissemination and a wider availability of the tools of charac-

terization are needed. Indeed, a change in viewpoint with respect to the

use of many physical tools would be helpful. For instance, semiconductor

measurements provide some of the most beautiful and elegant means of

characterizing materials, provided the researcher appreciates their

limitations.

e) The availability of high purity and well-characterized starting mate-

rials must be improved. Up-to-date standards for reagent grade or

certified purity materials would be a great help in this direction.

f) The encouragement of the exchange of well-characterized materials

between competent researchers would be beneficial.

1~ .~- - - - -
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FOREWORD

T'he members of the Panel have been aided by a very large number of

individuals, often connected with their own respective organizations, who

have giver, generously of their time in reviewing, evaluating, or criticizing

parts of the report. We wish to acknowledge this help and especially that

of Professor B. E. Warren (M.I.T.), Professor P. Dorain (Chemistry Depar',-

ment, Brandeis University), D. W. Eckart (U.S. Army Electronics Comm:ind.

Fort Monmouth, N.J.), R. D. Heidenreich (Bell Telephone Laboratories),

and Professors L. E. Cross, J. A. McKinstry, and E. W. White (Penn Sta-t)

who attended our sessions or contributed material in the report. Mr.

Donald G. Groves (National Academy of Sciences) provided valuable assi! -

tance as the Staff Engineer.

V.
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STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION OF MATERIALS

I. INTRODUCTION

In principle, a 4olid is characterized absolutely !f one can list all the

atoms or ions present, their spatial distribution, and the bonds holding

tem together. The goal of structural characterization is, in fact, no more

than to describs precisely the arrangements of the atoms in a solid. In

so doing, it spans the range from the grossest spatial features (such as

the external morphology and cracks visible to the naked eye) down to the

finest detail of atomic arrangement (such as the omission of single ions

from their expected location• in a periodic array).

We shall be concerned in this section with an analysis of the various

parameters which help us to desc¢ribe fully the location of the atoms within

a solid. We shall also present an analysis of the various experimental

methods by which each of these -,irameters is measured; the capability

in terms of resolution, precision, limitations, etc., of each method. Further-

more, we will report on our informed viewpoints concerning the extent

to which capability to analyze structure is actually utilized in the major

laboratories concerned with materials science ,and engineering. Finally,

on the basis of the above and the procurement needs of the Department of

Defense, we shall recommend action not only in supporting research, but

also in the field of 'educational' and editorial policies.

One does not need to apologize in such a report that, although written

by specialists, it is indeed addressed to the nsonspecialst in structural

characterisation; to the materialL scientists and engineers; and to the

jfisiciests and chemists concerned both with the conduct and administration

of reesareb le" to the o~lpnm f betrmd-ore useful materials.
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. APPROACH TO1THE PROBLEM

The simplest conceptualization of the problem of structural characterip

tion is as follows: visualize a real material of dimensions, perhaps

cm x 1 cm x 2 mm, on which it is proposed that some very sophisticatec

physical measurements be made. However, before these are made, thei,

is the problem of ascertaining, describing, and reporting precisely on

what these measurements will be made since every solid is characterized

absolutely by the nature of the elements present, and their arrangemeiit.

Clearly, the "what" requires a description also of the chemical compositi

This Panel is concerned exclusively with this arrangement.

Table I presents one probable scheme of the kind of information one

needs to obtain about real specimens, as well as the methods which today

are available to obtain each particular type of information. Moreover, tht

seoquence of listing of the informat!on is intended to convey likely, rationa

series of steps in obtaining increasingly 'detailed structural information.

In otier words, the first few steps are quite essential for every piece of f

state work; the next group is necessary for most scientific studies; and

the last two or three are required when sophisticated physical measure-

.nients are to be made on the material.

Thus, the first aim would certainly be to determine whether our mateo

is single phase or not - this can'be accomplished both by chemical and

,, structural means of characterization. Here, the polarizing microscope

and powder x ray (and electron diffraction) can in a matter of minutes

provide answers in the case of many rpal solids. From the same instru-

ments, we would know whether or not the phase(s) were crystalline or nc

crystalline - the rapid increase in the number of devices based on glass,

makes! this an• important problem. Next, we have listed a simple examin

-/----
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which is of interest, to determine the existence of possible charges

of structure within the variation of ambience. Many errors and difficulties

can be avoided by obtaining this easily determined Information early. The

next group of measurements is concerned with the description of symmetry

(or its absence) from the macroscopic scale of the angles between the faces

of a crystal and flaws in them, to the microscopic symmetry of the first

coordination sphere of anions surrounding a cation of interest. The final

group concerns the determination of the exact position of the atoms, the

orientations of the magnetic moments of the electron spins, and the nature

of the bonding between the atoms.

However, h;lile We can view the scope of structural characterization

in a conceptuzitzed scheme, as outlined above and shown in Table I, wn

will not present our analysis in the same formnt. The reasons are quite

pi'agmatic. Structural characterization is performed by instruments and

operators trained in a particular instrumental ;approach, and a survey in

depth of their present capability and resoarch heeds will be most effective

if conducted in these same categories. There Is, however, one category

which will be seen to be defined by the class of material rather than by the

instrumental method, and that is the entire field of noncrystalline or short-

range-ord6r-only solids. These will form a unit and their study by all

methods wil, be treated together.

3oSt A a\\ab\e
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M. PRESENT CAPABILITY IN
ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURE

A. INTRODUCTION

SIt is regrettable that many materials laboratories often function with

little or no characterization equipment or personnel whatsoever. At the

other extreme, only in a very few research complexes do we find a com-

plete array of equipment for structural characterization operated by re-

search specialists in each field. Structural characterization, which would

suffice for many purposes, can be conducted with equipment that is very

mcderate both in capital cost and operator time and availability. Since

the filling-in of a major gap in a research program must always face the

administrator with the question of capital and manpower cost, an attempt

has been made to provide some data on this subject. Even the most sophis-

ticated characterization is often only a fraction of the cost of the measure-

ment of various properties. Hence, the continued neglect of structural

characterization as an integral par/ of all materials research becomes

increasingly difficult to excuse.

Below, in turn, each of the classes of methods by which the 'structure'

of a material can be determined, is treated In detail.

D. STRUCTURAL CEARAC rMrATIOK BY OPTCAL TECHNIQUES

Introduction

An optical step is almost inevitable in many materials characterizations;

clearly, the first and most obvious thing to do with a new material is to

look at it! However, with the wide gamut of sophisticated techniques avail-

able for materials studies, what was in earlier times a long, hard look,

has now frequently degenerated to a mere cursory glance; and much use-

ful, sometimes vital, information that could be easily obtained from a more

perceptive optical study is completely missed.

_ _ _ _ -- - ~ ~ ..-L
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In the following, we attempt a very brief systematization of the types

"in"formation that can be obtained from a thorough optical study. Methods

4 h that depend primarily on the wavelength of the light are not considered I

since they are dealt with elsewhere. Thus, we have omitted all emissior

and absorption spectroscopic methods.

We find it convenient to describe the remaining studies under three

main topic headings:

* Morphological and surface studies: In this category, we consider ess

tially those methods of characterization which rely on examination of th

detailed surface topology of a natural, cleaved, or etched surface. ,,cl.

studies can be carried out on all solids with well-defined surfaces.

* Bulk properties: In this category are considered methods w,,hich can

be appliedto 'transparent solids such as refractive index measurement,

refraction anisotrophy, rotary dispersion, etc.

0 Scattering phenomeona: We consider both scattering from distributed

and from individual centers, and the very useful information, which can I

C •obtained on imperfections in transparent crystals.

Morhological and Surface Studies

Information relevant to the following materials parameters may be

obtained from surface studies:

* Crystal symmetry: The external morphology of well-formed crystal

can frequently provide to the trained observer quick information on the

crystal symmetry; this is often a useful precursor to a full x-ray, elect

or neutron diffraction study of the structure. Both naked eye and goriio-

metric information are useful, although the latter is now -only rarely enr

ployed.

6 Crystal perfection: Etched surfaces can provide quantitative Inform,

Ii_ ____
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on internal surfaces and on line defects. Emerging dislocations show

etch pits at the surfaces, and etch pit counting is a standard method for

determining dislocation content. The symmetries of -etch pits can give use-

ful additional information on the crystal symmetry.

e Domain studies: Ferroelectric domains etch at different rates accord-

ing to the orientation of the polarization vector with respect to the surface.

Etching is a standard method for observing 180 domains in perovskite

ferroelectrics. Ferromagnetic domains can be viewed by decorating the

flux emergent at the wall region by a colloidal magnetic powder deposited

from a suitable suspending liquid.

9 Twinning: Twin boundaries and low angle grain boundaries can often be

observed directly on intersection with the surface. Frequently, the small

tilts associated with internal twinning (as in antiferroelectrics) may be

observed by reflection microscopy or multiple beam interferometry.

o Grain boundaries: In both metals and rionmetals, reflection from a

polished and etched section is a standard method for delineating grain

boundaries. Many methods are avail&,ble for assessing mean grain size from

measurements on such sections. The technique is also of particular value

in revealing evidence of second phases which frequently segregate at the

grain boundary and are, therefore, very difficult to detect by x-ray methods.

The only equipment necessary for the above studies would be a metal-

lurgical microscope, or a petrographic instrument equipped with objec-

tives for incident illumination. The cost could vary widely depending on

quality and completeness of equipment, ranging from $250 for a basic

system, to $15,000 or more for a complete microphotographic system

with automatic exposure control.

1.,/
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- Special Surface Studies
Beyond the scope of normal microscopic examination, a number of

special techniques can be of use in, special problems.

a) Multiple and two beam interferometry: Very precise measurement

of the surface topology, which can reveal features down to 5i in height,

.is possible using the methods of multiple beam interferometry.

b) Ellipsometry: In studies on ultra-clean surfaces, the formation of

surface films can be followed by measurement of the azimuth ana ellirn i

ity of reflected polarized light (ellipsometry). For thicker films (above

20i), the method allows a separation of the thickness and refractive inde

and thickness may be measured for films to a fraction of an 1 averaged:

thickness.

c) Reflectance studies: While it has very recently been shown that

modulation of the reflectance of a solid surface by periodic electric(1)

and elastic (2) stress fields can give details on surface structure, the

.(principal information deals with the energy band structure and not ionic

structures and hence this will not be considered further.

These special techniques are, in general, relatively expensive; and for

effective exploitation may require expensive auxiliary equipment, such as

°ultra-high vacua, sophisticated electronics, or other features. One of theý

.? ,important advantanges is their nondestructive nature.

°'' , ulk Properties

In transparent solids, precise measurement of the refractive index, th,

index anisotrophy (birefringence), dispersion, and rotary dispersion may
•* used in the following ways: (details may be found in many excellent text-

books).(3 )

*:Identification: Precise measurement of the refractive index or, mor

frequently, of the three principal indices of the indicatrix, is frequently

k0
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used to characterize minerals. High precision is possible by use of mono-

chromatic light with temperature-controlled immersion methods

(m 1-0.0005). The method is tedious and not completely unequivocal as an

identification tool. Routine immersion techniques are capable of deter- )

mining indices in the higher symmetry systems to * .002 in a matter of

minutes.

eSymmetry: Detailed evaluation of the optical Indicatrix can give useful.

information on the crystal symmetry. These data together with the refrac-

tive indices provide one of the most effective structural characterizations

of a solid. Optical methods are particularly sensitive in detecting pseudo-

symmetric forms of a higher symmetry phase, and, Lherefore, for detect-

ing phase changes with temperature in ferroelectric, antiferroelectric,

and transparent ferrimagnetic crystals.(4)'

e Twinning: Because of the optical anisotropy in lower symmetry

crystals, twinning can frequently be detected immediately in the polarizing

microscope. The effects of superposed twinned regions may give rise

-to very complex and often beautiful optical patterns.

aDomain studies: Ferroelectric domains are frequently visible In

polarized light through the spontaneous Kerr effect, or may be made visible

by a superposed electric field. Ferrimagnetic domains in transparent

crystals show optical rotation In polarized light, the sign of rotation

changing with the direction of the magnetization vector,.

e Phase separation: In thin sections of polycrystalline materials, phase

separation may be detected optically before there is any evidence in an

x-ray powder study. In critical applications, optical study can be quite in-

dispensable.

*Structural nlformaton: In certaoia:zaes,,,specific structural questions
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may be answered from the bulk property data above. Thus, the orienta-

tion of the CO groups in calcite can be deduced from the refractive ind

ces; the presence of optical activity can indicate something about the

Internal atomic structure or the asymmetry of the units in the struc-

V .' • ture.

Special Bulk Techniques

In the study of bulk properties, special techniques have been develol

with applicability over limited ranges of problems:

* Stress optical analysis: Precise measurement of refractive index,

birefringence, can give evidence of internal stress in imperfect crysta"

and an index of the efficacy of annealing techniques. In special cases, (

locations may be observed directly from the stress field around the ct

* Harmonic generation: In some transparent crystals of lower syna.

useful data can be obtained from the detection of harmonic generation,

matrix of the higher order optical coefficients is similar to that of tha

piezoelectric constants, and relates in the same manner to the crystal

symmetry.

Scattering Studies

Scattering studies are esisentially adapted to the investigationx of bet

geneous systems where there is a distribution of fine particles (the sc:

terers) in a transparent matrix. Two types of experiment are possible

1) Measurements of total scattered intensity: No effort is made to

separate contributions from the individual scattering centers. The tot'

scattered intensity is measured as a function of angle and of the wavel

of incident light. From these measurements, mean particle size and n

of scattcrlng centers may be deduced. If there is a preferred orientatb

of anisotropic scattering centers, some information may be obtained i

W -0
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the particle anisotrophy. Commercial equipment is available for measuring

molecular weight in polymers from total scattered intensities.

2) Individual particle scattering: Two techniques are used for investi-

gating scattering from individual centers. One in the ultra-microscope

which measures scattering at 90u to the incident beam; the other is the

dark field microscope which measures small angle scattering close to the

illumination direction,,"Very recently, ultra-microscopy has been greatly

improved with the use of coherent light sources, and it is possible now to

detect microheterogenelties on a very small scale. For example, using

a 1 milliwatt gas laser, it is possible to detect by eye 900i latex spheres

in water.(5) With currently available high power laser systems and with

photographic recording, it would appear that 'resolution' limits of the order

of 100i are possible in many typical solid-state device crystals; e.g., in

ruby laser rods.

C. STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION OF MATERIALS LX

X-RAY DIFFRACTION

Introduction

X-ray diffraction is one of the most important methods i,.)r characteriz-

ing materials in the so'"•. state, because the results are derived rather

directly from the atomic or molecular arrangement of the substance. X-ray

methods are used in: research, development, and quality control in

metallurgy, ceramics, the mineral, chemical, and pharmaceutical indus-

tries; and practically anywhere the chemical and physical properties must

be related to the crystal structure. A modern materials program thus

requires extensive use of x-ray analysis. This section outlines the use of

the method for the study of materials in the form of:

* Polycrystallins apOcimens for-pIAae identification, lattice parameter
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determination, and certain more sophisticated topics (x-ray powder meti.

* Well-crystallized single crystals for structure determination* (x-ra3

single crystal methods). The capability at room temperature and pressur

will be treated first. Later sections deal with the special problem of high

and low-temperature work and high-pressure work.

X-ray Powder Methods

Counter tube detectors were introduced in commercial x-ray apparat,

at the end of World War 11. This development latuched a vast increase in
the use of x-ray methods. Although film techniques are still widely use.i,

bulk of x-ray powder work is now done with counter tube diffractometers.

A conservative estimate is that there are now approximately 3500 x-ray

powder dlffractometers throughout the world (made by about eight mz..sr

manufacturers), and perhaps 75% are in the U.S.A. A complete apparatu6

which includes the x-ray generator, x-ray tube, goniometer, counter tube

and its circuits, costs under $20,000. If the useful life is limited (very

conservatively) to 10 years, an x-ray tube to 1.200 hours and the apparatl

used 1200 hours per year, the cost is $16 per day or a few dollars per

pattern exclusive of labor, overhead, and maintenance. The time requirec

for the interpretation of the pattern varies over wide limits depending on

the experience of the analyst, the quality of the data, and the information

required.

"While the theory, and application of x-ray powder methods is widely

Sknown (6,7) and taught in Most universities and special courses, the instru

mentation and techniques now available are not often used to full advantag

*The following types of analyses will be omitted, though some are

treated elsewhere in this report:
"a) Thin film work, b) Microdiffraction, c) Micrroadiography, d) ThicknesE

gauging, e) X:.ray microscopy, f) Stress-strain determination.

r
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because relatively few users take the time to learn and to apply the latest

and best methods, including careful specimen preparation.* An example

of a recent development that enhances the capability of x-ray methods in

complex patterns is illustrated in Fig. 1, which shows the effect of increas-

Ing dispersion (by increasing the x-ray wavelength from CuKc. to CrKo)

on line separation. This has been made possible because sufficient inten-

sity can now be obtained using softer x rays.

By present standards, it is possible to define a reasonable standard of

a "good" x,-ray diffractogram against which performance can be judged.

Such a pattern is one of the most important single pieces of physical data

for the characterization of a material. "Good" means:

* The resolution is adequate to resolve most of the important lines down

to about d=1.51 (60P 20 with CuKa, 100O 20 with CrKa),

* The precision is sufficient to determine the reflection angle to

*0.0050 -±0.010 20,

a The line profile shape is sufficiently free of instrumental broadening

factors to recognize gross lattice imperfections (e.g., disorder stacking,

small particle size, etc.),

e The intensities and peak-to-background ratios are adequate for good

counting statistics (* 5 to 10% for the principal lines), and the methods

of recording the data do not introduce significant errors,

e The pattern has been indexed and all lines relatedto wthe crystallography

of that substance.**

*The quality of x-ray specimens is often 'the limiting factor in the

ýaccuracy of the x-ray powder data.

**The success of the crystallographic indexing is dependent largely on
the precision with which the d spacings are measured. Computer programs
have been developed for indexing directly from the powder pattern, and
from unit cell dimensions derived from single crystals using x-ray or
electron diffraction method.

- 1', *------- - -~- - - - ---
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Powder diffractometry can be applied in, the following different aspects

of materials characterization:

Phase Identification

Qualitative analysis of polycrystalline materials is the most widely used

application of x-ray diffraction. The specimen may be in the form of a fine

powder, a solid polycrystalline aggregate, a foil or frozen liquid, etc. The

complexity (i.e. number of lines) of a powder pattern increases with increas-

ing unit cell dimensions and decreasing crystallographic symmetry, and is

more or less independent of the chemical composition. The use of x-ray

diffractograms as a means of "fingerprint" identification is practiced Widely,

by comparing the spacings and intensities of the lines of the unknown with

those of knowns ii, the A.S.T.M. card files.(8) There is no doubt that this

method is the routine, automatable, indispensable minimum, solid-state

characterization tool wherever it applies. It is limited only by the number

and precision of the "standard" patterns in the card indexes and the preci-

sion of the data.

The present A.S.T.M. index has data for about 10,000 substances, and

there is a small continuing program for improving and extending the data.

For example, there is a project at the National Bureau of Standards to

produce high quality standard patterns. There is a great need for expanding

the powder standard program by bý'inging in other ops, but care must be

taken to obtain the services of acientists who are well-qulified and well-

equpped in this area (see recommendations).

Quantitative Analysis

The relative amounts of two (or more) phases present in a mixture may

also be obtained from powder x-ray data. The accuracy is d pendent on

the specimen preparation, quality of 'standards,' and the c,. a taken to

roduce systematic and random errors. The lower limits of detectability
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depend on the complexity of the pattern, the relative x-ray absorption .3

the phases, and related factors. The range of sensitivity of detection of I

second phase is very great; for example, 0.1 weight percent of silicon in

tungsten matrix, and 0.01% in a lithium fluoride matrix may be detected

with moderate accuracy in reasonable counting times, providing the proj

care and techniques are used. On the other hand, even if the impurity Jr

known, the detection limit is increased when the matrix has a very comw

pattern (e.g. to perhaps 10% of magnetite in a granite rock). Amorphous

and segregated phase3 may be missed, and it is advisable to make wicrc

-3cOpic studies of the materials prior to specimen preparation for x-ray

analysis.

Lattice Parameter Determination.

The lattice parameters are the averages of millions of unit cell dimer

sions in the specimen and are important in characterizing materials. A

precision of 1% to 0.1% can be obtained rapidly using routine methods.

Higher precision measurements of the order of 0.01% or better are requ

to determine the coefficients of thermal expansion, the type of isomorphi

to locate atomic positions and a variety of other studies. The crystallo-

graphic indering of complex poWder patterns requires precise measure-

ments of many reflections in the low-angle re(Sion.

"There have been many claims in the literature of very high accuracy

often exceeding 0.001% based upon the reproducibility of powder camera.

data, but these measurements may not indicate the real accuracy. The

difficulties of reducing and/or properly treating the systematic errors a

the various correction factors may limit the accuracy. The observed x-,

'C diffraction profiles recorded with a diffractometer are a convolution of t
profiles arising from wavelength and intensity distribution of the inciden

x-ray beam, the various instrument factors, diffraction: geometry, and

f.:
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specimen properties. All these factors combine to cause small distortions I
and shifts of the observed profiles, thereby introducing systematic errors

and problems in interpretation when the highest accuracy is sought. Fig. 2

summarizes the results of an international round-robin collaborative

study by sixteen laboratories using the same sample of elemental silicon

powder.(9) The composite mean value of 25 average values submitted was

5.43054i at 250 C, standard deviation ±0.00017k, and the agreement

calculated from the highest-lowest/mean was 0.012%5. Relative lattice

parameter ralues may be determined with much higher precision. Thus,

Bond(10 ) has described a relatively simple method for single crystal plates

in which a precision of a few parts per million was attained. The Kossel

technique has been reported to have an accuracy better than 1 part in

50,000 provided certain precautions are taken. The elegant "centroid"

method is limited at present to high eymmetry substances of small unit

cell dimensions, and by the need for better x-ray spectral data.

Determination of Composition of Solid Solution.

Since there is usually a relatively simple relationship (approaching

linearity) between lattice parameter and composition of solid or crystalline

solutions, precision-measurements of the separation and relative intensities

of the lines provide an important and widely used method of materials

study and characterization. If proper precautions arei observed, one can

determine chemical compositions from these structural data. Sensitivities

of 0.1% are obtainable in favorable cases.

Advanced Uses of the Powder Method

The powder method is difficult to apply to the determination of crystal

structures except in the most i•imple cases, because the overlapping reflec-

tions prevent unequivocal indexing and measurement of intensities. Altcugh

- -- i-~---- ~- -- -
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this is a fundamental limitation, that cannot be overcome by better instru-

mentation, the powder method is, nevertheless, useful for a variety of

V. structure studies, some of which are mentioned below. Since, wherever

single crystals are not available, the powder data must be usedin any case,

the enhancement of this capability is very important.

One of the limitations in precision single crystal diffractometry is the

error caused by extinction and absorption. The powder method is useful

in determining the magnitude of these corrections by comparing the powder

-and single crystal data.

The determination of the distribution of unlike atoms over structurally

equivalent lattice sites is of considerable importance in solid-state studies

as, for example, in the ferrites. If single crystals are not available, the

distribution may be determined from accurate intensity measurements of

those reflections most sensitive to the variation in composition. By using

x-ray wavelengths close to the absorption edge of one of the atoms, it is

possible to enhance the difference of the atomic scattering factors for the

two atoms (anomalous scattering).

The development of high-precision, counter-tube, intensity measuring

techniques makes it possible to apply the x-ray powder method to the study

of atomic interactions in crystals. The technique requires accurate, 'abso-

lute,' and relative measurements of the integrated intensities at relatively

small diffraction angles, and the determination of the differences of the

observed and calculated scattering factors of various structural models.

Since the intensities must be measured to an accuracy of the order of 0.1%

to 1%, the most careful experimental methods must be used. The results

would be used to study such problems as the bonding electron density

distributions, radial extension of individual atoms/ and electron transfer.

It is recommended that support be given to research in this area in order
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'to learn the effects of the instrumental aberrations, systematic errors,

• •spectral distribution, etc., on the precision of the measurements. The

Apparatus Commission of the International Union of Crystallography is

-Icurrently studying the problem, and collaboration among several labora.

tories is planned.

Single Crystal.X-ray Methods

The determination of the arrangement of atoms or crystal structure

a substance is one of the outstanding triumphs of 20th-century science i

dates back to the discovery of x-ray diffraction in crystals by von Lane

in 1912. Hundreds of crystal structures have been worked out, and the

results are of inestimable value in our growth of knowledge of the chemi

try and physics and, hence, the properties of materials.

Recent developments in the application of high speed, large memory

computers to crystal structure analysis, and of semiautomatic and auto-

matic single crystal counter diffractometers for collecting complete thl

dimensional intensity data with high accuracy, are completely revolutior

ing the techniques of structure work and the extension to more complex

structures, higher accuracy bond lengths, and electron density maps.

* ,• Crystal structure determination is not a simple or trivial problem, but

with these new developments the availability and cost of a structure det(

mination will improve dramatically. At present, a very large fraction o&

structure work is Carried on at univerl!ty" -and government laboratories,

'but we can look forward (hopefully) to increasing industrial laboratory

p articipation.

1It is difficult to estimate the cost of a crystal structure determinatioi

because the time required varies over wide limits depending on the corn

plexity of the structure,;the accuracy required, the facilities available,

_ U: -
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most important, the experience of the crystallographer. Large biological

'structures are in a special class and require a very large effort. An

attempt to estimate the cost of a determination may beý made for a struc-

ture of moderate difficulty; e.g., an organic substance in which there are

24 atomic positions or about 200 parameters, including anisotropic tem-

perature factors containing a heavy atom to facilitate phase determination

and a bond length accuracy of about 0.008i. The costs of obtaining an

accurate electron density map from a simple known structure such as

silicon may be even higher, because the experimental prOudlems are

greatly increased and the methods not well established.

Automatic single crystal diffractometers are now being manufactured by

several companies and sell for about $75,000. Auxiliary apparatus such

as binocular and petrographic microscopes and another x-ray unit, equipped

with precession and Weissenberg goniometers, cost an additional $15,000.

The field is new and developments are rapid, and assuming a five-year

useful life; $3,000 yearly maintenance expenso; $2,000 per year for x-ray

tubes; and a ten-year useful life for the auxiliary apparatus, the equipment

cost is about $21,500 per year. Allowing for vacations, down-time, etc.,

we assume the equipment is used 75A of the time, and that it takes two

weeks of measurements (the apparatus can'run day and night) so that the

equipment cost is about $1,100 per structure. (If good low-temperature

apparatus is added, the cost would be increased by about $650 per struc-

ture.) Large-scale computer calculations are then required for data

reduction, Patterson and Fourier maps, and least-squares refinements.

Assuming efficient programs are available for the computer to be used

(and many are), the computer costs may be of the order of $1,500 for the

structure. The total costs are thus about $2,600 per structure, or $3,250
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if low temperature is used, exclusive of the manpower cost. The cryst

lographer would require about Aix weeks to do the structure and prepa.

a report (to which the cost of a technician for about four weeks should"I added). Using manual methods the time required for the collection of

dta would be several times longer and would contain subjective error

The replacement of film ,by automatic counter methods thus provitiz

potential enormous saving of cost and increase in accuracy. However.,

* is a mistake to assume that all comiter data are accurate. There is •i

for several good, fundamental, research programs on problems whicn

currently limiting the accuracy and these are indicated below. Presen

accuracy of electron density maps, under the most favorable condition

,,-ising the best techniques, and making all the known corrections, is o0

order of 1 to 5% of the atomic number of the atom or, ,ay, 0.1 electro,

per cubic angstrom in an organic structure. Genera'Ly speaking, the

accuracy of the map is more or less proportional to the accuracy of V!

6intensity measurements.

Present-Day Capability in Precision of Crystal Structure Determir

The results of crystal structure determinations are published in A,

Crystallographica, Zeitschrift fOr Kristallographie and, occasionally,

a. number of other journals such as American Mineralogist, Journal of

Metals etc. Collected reviews of crystal structure determinationrs ar

published in a series of books by International Union of Crystallograpi

by Wyckoff; efforts are being made to bring these abreast with the cur

literature. A review of crystal structure papers published in Acta Cr.

lographica from January 1962, to June 1964, shown below, gives some

~ ii indication of the present state of the field.(l1 )
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TABLE II. ACCURACY OF COUNTER VERSUS FILM X-RAY METHODS

Type Method No. V/Z (W)3  r N N
p

Organic Film 169 100-700 0.123 80 43

Counter 26 Mean 300 .090

Inorganic Film 107 50-300 .114 30 17

Counter 34 Mean 150 .07%6

In this Table, 'V' is the unit cell volume; 'IZ is the number of formula

units per unit cell; 'r' = L I AF I /IL I F; 'N ' is the number of parametersP

(positional, thermal, and scaling); and 'N' is the number of poitional

parameters. The value cf 'r', which has been a traditional measure of the

accuracy of a structure determination, is significantly lower for counter-

tube measurements than for film.

Results obtained a few years ago with an automatic single crystal

diffractometer (used then for the first time) are illustrated by Ladell's
(12)

Work on topaz. They are summarized below, and are not the best that

can be obtained if certain corrections and modifications of the technique

(now known) are made:

a = 4.6499k, b = 8.7968i, c = 8.39091: Space group: Pnma

15 levels 6117 reflections measured with MoKa in 17 days (1? /min).

53 parameters including 15 positional, 36 anisotropic temperature, scale

factor and extinction parameter. Using 2230 independence reflections, the

calculations gave an r = 0.04; if only those reflections with a counting

statistical error < 1.3% are used, r = 0.017 based on 23 reflections per

parameter. Positional coordinates +0.00051; bond lengths *0.0008i

(cf. Alton and West', 1929, *0.05k).

i .-
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V t' "•The American Crystallographic Association recently sponsored a I

ect "to obtain a quantitative comparison of the absolute accuracy,

the magnitudes of the various systematic errors...". Seven well-knowi

crystallographei s measured the same crystal (a CaF 2 sphere sent fro

one lab to another) and used all existing types of counter tube apparatlK:• and methods. Each lab used MoKca radiation, measured the integratec

tensities of every reflection in the (hhl) zone to sin e/A = IO

absorption corrections, and calculated the, structure factors. Some la.

I also measured other spherical crystals made from the same CaF "'
2

crystal. The agreement between the experiments was stated to be rerz
2

ably good, although there was no evidence that any lab obtained F valt

to better than 2%. The largest systematic error was @-dependent anc

probably resulted from extinction.

Limitations in Acuacy

Increased accuracy in structure determination requires good instri

tation and methods, as well as the willingness of the crystallograplihr

take the time to explore the various factors which may affect the inter!

data. Some problems which require further research include:

Extinction

* •Mosaic spread of the crystal

" -ON Absorption

Methods of handling the background

Spectral distribution of the x-ray beam

Thermal diffuse scattering corrections

Instrument misalignment

Mechanical and electronic problems

EXtinction is an important limiting factor, and the measurement of

. .

*;- -- -:.
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several size crystals mnd use of different wavelengths, as well as attempts

to treat the crystal to reduce the extinction are being tried. Time also

becomes an important factor in the counting statistical accuracy since

thousands of reflections must be measured. The stability of the x-ray

source and counting circuits and reproduc'bility of crystal settings also

become limiting factors.

The various methods of overcoming the phase problem are being used

with greater assurance as more experience is gained and experimental

accuracy is increased. There are, however, some problems that require

further study and these may be illustrated by barium titanate. (14) Equally

good explanations of the experimental data were obtained with widely differ-

ent sets of parameters. The neutron diffraction results also led to anom-

alies. The difficulties are caused by a large interaction of tha structure

and temperature parameters in the structure factors, and Evans suggests

that this may be a general problem in polar space groups in which the

crystal has a lower symmetry because of small atomic displacements.

Unfortunately, many ferroelectric crystals are of this type: HCN, PbTiO3,

KH PO etc. It has been recently pointed out, however, that the difficulty
2 V~

may have been caused in part by antiparallel twinning, and also that

this problem may require taking the imaginary part of the anomalous

scattering into account, which was not done in the barium titanate analysis.

High- and Low-Temperature X-ray Diffraction

Many, inaterials- are used at eithcr high or low temperatures, and their

characterization at those temperatures can be even more important than

the room-temperature study. Since temperature is a variable to which

crystal structures are sensitive, the application of x-ray diffraction to mate-

rials maintained at high and low temperatures is a natural aspect of struc-

ture invest-Itgations. Crystalline materials have been studied by x rays

Air.~.
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over the temperature range from 1.50 K to 30000 C, and recent bibliographies

on high-15) and low-temperature x-ray diffraction have been compiled,
High Temperature

X-ray diffraction studies at elevated temperatures comprise a major

source of data on thermal expansion, high-temperature phase transforma-

tions, and reactions such as the oxidation of metals. To obtain such infor-
mation, it is necessary (1) to maintain the small specimen at high tempera-

tures for extended times without any changes other than the structural ones

desired (this may require vacuum conditions or a protective inert atmos-

phere, and therefore fragile x-ray windows), (2) to measure its temperatur.

accurately, and (3) to observe its change in structure and lattice dimension,

(usually over a wide range of diffraction angles) quickly and accurately,

using requisite relative motions between source, sample, and film or coui~te

The two principal instrumental techniques for obtaining high-sample

temperatures involve (1) a wire-wound, oven-type resistance heater sur-

rounding the specimen, and (2) a metal-foil resistance heater in direct

contact with the sample. Other less prominent methods use (3) induction

heating, (4) arc image, solar or electron-beam heating, and (5) self-

j t heating by passing electric current directly through the samuple. Typical
instrumental details are given in Campbellet &I., Smith, and

-Goldschmidt.( 1 ) Data pertinent to the two principal heating methods are

given in TAle M.

A *•
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TABLE M. TEMPERATURE CAPABILITY OF
HIGH-TEMPERATURE X-RAY DEVICES

Max. Temp. Sample Temp. Temp.

Used Gradient Measurement

Oven-type, wound heater 14000 C (Pf) 0.20 at +10 at 10000 C
20000 C (Mo) 10000 C

Ribbon-type, contact heater 2600P.C large; need *100 at 10000 C
auxiliary +50P at 20000 C
heaters

Arc image and direct self-heating (methods 4 and 5 above) have been used

up to 30000 C. Although less common techniques, such as arc image and

electron-beam heating, can involve a cost of $25,000 (excluding normal

x-ray diffraction equipment), the two principal heating methods usually

cost about $5,000 per instrument. However, the total number in use in

laborator,' •s throughout the country probably does not exceed 200.

X-ray diffraction lines (or spots) from a specimen at high temperature

have a lower intensity and higher background than those from specimens

at room or low temperature. Ouie contributing factor, thermal vibration

of the atoms, is intrinsic; it is generally of little consequence for cell

dimension measurements, but limits the accuracy of determining the

atomic positions. The other factor, thermal gradient in the specimen, is

introduced b* the experimental procedure. Such high-temperature measure-

ments are normally made on powders, as are most phase transition studies;

a few studies for atomic parameters and phase transitions have been made

on single crystals. High-temperature measurements generally have a lower

accuracy than those made at room temperature because the apparatus is

more complicated; specimen preparation is more difficult; the position

of the specimen is more difficult to ""ocate and to maintain; there may be grain
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growth causing poorer crystallite-size 'statistics; and there may be a ther-

anal gradie.it in the specimen. Pertinernt data for accuracies with powders

and single crystals are summarized in Table IV,

TABLE IV. ACCURACY OF IJIGH-TEMPERATURE
MEASUREMENT OF:

Cell Dimensions Atomic Positions

Powder .005% to 5000 C
.01% to 1000P C No effort

Single crystal Comparable to room- (20) ±.008A' at 600( C
temperature to 1000" C (20

For moderately high temperatures (tp to .13000C), the instrumental

problems are not severe; equipment costs are not high; and cell dimension

and atomic paraaneter accuracy are within an order of magnitude of that at

room temperature. Modern materials technology, however, requires the

extension of structure studies by x-ray diffraction to higher temperatures.

Such a development involves difficult experimental problems in the genera

tion, maintenance, and precision measurement of higher temperatures; rel

ative specimen motion; ,eduction of temperature gradients; maintenance

of specimen surface position; maintenance of high vacuum or gaseous en-

vironments; elimination of poor crystallite-size statistics caused by gra-l

growth; and retention of accuracy for cell dimensions and atomic position,

by paying heed to x-ray optics and recording techniques (film or counter

tube) at higher temperatures. However, it can provide important higher

temperature information on thermal expansion, phase changes, and chemi-

cal reactions (oxidation, etc.). Further use and development of specializec

x-ray geometries; e.g., stationary specimen - movable synchronous x-ray

tube and detector; stationary x-ray tube - stationary specimen - multiple

counters (Seeman-Bohlin),geometry; etc., may be helpful in solving some

of these -problems.
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Low Temperature 6

X-ray diffraction studies are conducted at low temperatures to observe

phase transitions; to investigate materials which would be liquids or gases

under standard conditions; to obtain coefficients of thermal expansion; and

to obtain better atomic positional parameters through increased quantity

of diffraction data and improved intensity data afforded by lessening of

thermal vibrations.

Low-temperature techniques are applied to powders and to single

* crystals. Both film and counter methods are used. There are two commonly

used basic procedures fior obtaining low temperatures. The first normally

involves passing a stream of nitrogen, at or near its boiling point, over the

sample, which is usually a single crystal mounted on a standard goniometer

head, placed in standard cameras or diffractometers. In the second method,

powder specimens are placed on a metal block which is in contact with or

immersed in the cryogenic medium (e.g., liquid nitrogen or helium).

Temperatures are controlled to A0.1 0 K from 4 to 20°K and to better than

V10K at highir temperatures. Coiihrol is obtained by admixing warm gas

in the cooled stream or by a small heater in or near the metal block.

Equipment for liquid nitrogen (770K) and higher temperatures is very

common. Liquid helium (4O K) facilities are considerably less common

and with few exceptions are limited to powder studies by the block tech-

nique. A good liquid nitrogen capability can be obtained for $1000 or less

(exclusive of x-ray diffraction apparatus), although extremely elaborate

feed-back and moisture-free systems may cost $15,000 - $25,000. Liquid

helium facilities necessitate an expenditure of $5,000 - $10,000, and are

considerably more expensive to operate due to the higher cost of the

coolant.

Although low-temperature x-ray diffraction, because of lower therm.al



vibrations, permits greater accuracy in the determination of lattice param-

eters and atomic positions (via intensity measurements); this has not

yet been achieved for the latter. Capability data for liquid nitrogen,(77* K)

and liquid helium (40K) are summarized in Table V. The entry for atomic

positions from single crystals is a projected capability; current achieve-

ments fall an order of magnitude short of this. Attempts are underway to

increase the accuracy in single-crystal diffractometry at liquid nitrogen

temperature. At liquid helium temperature, problems introduced by req-

uisite cryostat instrumentation usually offset potential advantages fron,

still lower thermal vibrations; the net effect is generally a lowering of

practical attainable accuracy, particularly for atomic positions via inten-

sities. A new single-crystal technique, however, permits precise cell

dimensions at both nitrogen and helium temperatures. There have been

little or no atomic position determinations (using intensities) on powder

"samples. -

TABLE V. PRECISION OF LOW-TEMPERATURE
MEASUREMENT

S• Lattice ]Parameters ,Atomic Positions

ISK 40K '18K 40K

Powder .0020(22) .010") prob. *0.005L prob. *0.051

Single crystal .o1%(24) .01%($4) (*0.00021) no capability

The situation on cell dimensions at low temperatures appears to be,

well in hand except for more emphasis on powders at 40 K. Ultimate ac-

curacy in the determination of atomic positions via intensities at 77 K is

within reach; for liquid helium temperatures, however, few data have

been reported. Current technological interest in the, fundamental properties

r - •and potential applications of superconductors point to a need for improved

structure capability in the range of extremely low temperatures (00 -20 K).

*1J
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Problems arise with respect to fragile x-ray windows, establishing and

maintaining specimen surface position, specimen motion, etc. Special

x-ray geometries may be useful.

High-Pressure X-ray Diffraction

X-ray diffraction studies of substances maintained at high pressures

are undertaken to identify new high-pressure phases (unobservable at

standard pressure); to determine their crystal structures; and to measure

their compressibilities (by determining lattice dimensions vs. pressure).

Instrumentally, the problem is to contain a sample in a vessel which is

mechanically strong, yet relatively transparent to x rays. Up to approxi-

mately 10 kilobars (1 kbari 1000 atmospheres), the problem is relatively

simple. Above such pressures, instrumentation becomes increaaingly

difficult; at 100 kbars and above, high-pressure x-ray diffraction involves

an exceedingly difficult experimental problem. This is a relatively new

area of experimental physics, one which requires considerable develop-

mental instrumentation. Crude diffraction patterns however, have been

obtained at pressures up to 500 kbars; temperatures up to 1000° C have

been applied at 100 kbars.

With very few exceptions, all high-pressure x-ray diffraction studies

have involved powder rather than single-cryst-al specimens. This is due

In part to instrumental difficulties (maintenance of quasi-hydrostatic con-

ditions), and in part to the fact that relatively few materials remain as

single crystals after passing through a phase transition. The latter cir-

cumstance limits such single crystal studies to compressibility measure-

ments where no phase transition is present, and to phase and structure

studies of crystals grown within their high, pressure stability fields.

In the range of 10 U.Lars, a gqs-filled bomb with beryllium windows

suffices and gives hydrostatic pressures. Since 1949, there has been a
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sequence of miniature pressure vessels in which both the bomb and sample.

are bathed in the x-ray beam. Polycrystalline beryllium, single-crystal

beryllium, and single-crystal diamond "containers" have been used for

x-ray transparency. More recently, diamond and WC anvils have permittel.

pressures of 200 and 500 kbars, respectively. Details of such instrumenta-

tion have been given by Jamieson and Lawson, (25) Perez-Albuerne, et. al..(27)•

and Takahashi and Bassett.(27) Concurrent temperatures to about 3 5 0 9 '.

are described (this range is now being extended). These techniques employ

the Debye-Scherrer geometry and use mostly film recording; counter-tube

recording has been used in some of the anvil procedures. Collectively,

these procedures suffer to some degree from several c:isadvantages: large

pressure gradients; specimen-preferred orientation; undefined absolute

pressures; relatively high-noise level (due to container scattering and x-ra

absorption); diffraction lines which are both few and broad, and question-

able relative intensities. As a result, no crystal structure determinations

(atomic positioning) are possible; except where these are defined by the

lattice parameter(s), only the simplest materials can be studied, and cell

parameter accuracy is limited to not much better than 0.5%. The latter

figure has been improved to at least 0.1% with a technique using Guinier

x-ray geometry at pressures up to 200 kbars.( 2 8) Pressure gradient and

preferred orientation problems have been virtually eliminated, and meaninE

ful intensities (permitting atomic positioning) have been obtained with a

tetrahedral anvil x-ray diffractometer.(2 9 ) The instrument can operate

at 100 kbars and 10000C; its cost, - $150,000, however, is prohibitive.

I ~Absolute pressures still remain defined to only + 10% in the 100 kbar

nange. Table VI summarizes current capabilities in high-pressure powder
x-ray diffraction.
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TABLE VI. ESTIMATE OF HIGH-PRESSURE POWDER

X-RAY DIFFRACTION CAPABILITIES

Lattice Dimensions Atomic Positions

Standard pressure 0.005% ± .00051

Approx. 100 kbars 0.1% (28 prob. A.0.05i

A beginning into high-pressure, single-crystal, x-ray diffraction has

been made using a diamond anvil cell to 30 kbars and 250'C in a preces-

sion camera, (30) lattice dimension accuracy is in the order of 1%.

Except for the costly tetrahedral apparatus, high-pressure, x-ray

diffraction-instrumentation can be set up for $1000 to $10,000, depending

on the desired pressure range. The opposed-piston, single-crystal diamond

cell, for example, offers an economical means of operation in the 30 kbar

range; and is being used not only for x-ray diffraction but also for micros-

copy and various forms of spectroscopy. Relatively speaking, research

using high-pressure x-ray diffraction is not particularly widespread. Along

with application of available techniques in the "lower" high-pressure

range, considerable effort is called for in instrumental development for

the "higher" ranges.

It should be noted that Russian activity in the whole field of high-pressure

x-ray work is considerably more extensive than ours, based on first-hand

reports of visiting American scientists. It can be said that the Russian

effort has succeeded in developing more sophisticated, miniaturized, high-

pressure cells for use in a variety of x-ray cameras, including single-

crystal arrangements. Our effort has been almost entirely limited to the

Debye-Scherrer geometry. Considerably more instrumental development

is necessary in this direction, aimed at higher accuracy in lattice dimen-

sions and more meaningful intensities. There is a pronounced need for
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refined pressure cells which circumvent problems in pressure gradients,

V x-ray beam attenuation, etc.; and which :can be used with currently availabl

sophisticated, x-ray geometries.

D. STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION BY ELECTRON DIFFRACTION

AND MICROSCOPY

Introduction

Electron M and D (microscopy and diffraction) are indicated whenever

one dimension of the particle is 2000i or less, or when fine surface or

internal structure is in question. It is, therefore, preeminent for thin

films or crystals and for fine-particle characterization where other

methods fail or are of limited utility. Bulk materials can be examined

by thinning down to foils. The chief limitation is that the electron beam

can, in general, give information on materials only less than about 2001

in thickness by transmission. Where samples are not thinned, informa-

tion on surface structure can be gained by replica techniques and by

reflection diffraction. Several recent books have appeared on the subject

p and these provide up-to-date details on ite various applications and

capabilities of the technique. (31-34)

There are about 4500 electron microscopes in the world, and of these

2000 are in the U.S., about 1000 in Japan, and 400 int Russia. These

figures reflect Japanese interest and possibly subsidy in E.M.; whereas, th,

Russians only recently have made a major effort in E.M., and are now -api

building up their efforts in E.M. However, over 75% are used for biology,

so that about 300 instruments are used for materials characterization in

this country. Special instruments for electron diffraction. only have been

* 1'manufactured (e.g., RCA 16 machines) but without much success. Several

individual designs have been described in the literature but they have never

become popular. Electron microscopes can easily be converted to diffracti

hr-*--*-,-
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but of the 300 machines in use possibly only 100 use electron diffraction

for routine problems. An electron microscope with all accessories costs

$50,000, and the operating cost per year, including salary and overhead,

about $40,000. Cost per sample is about $50, but a specific problem might

take several weeks of work. The full benefit of electron microscopy in

materials characterization is never gained unless it is done in conjunction

with other instruments or techniques, such as x-ray diffraction, emission

spectroscopy, light microscopy, electron probe, etc. In each case, inde-j

pendent measurements must be related to the electron microscopy. These

costs are not included but must be considered.

Moreover, the purchase of an electron microscope does not solve any

problems; it is very unlikely that a technician or graduate will be able to

operate the microscope effectively without training. At present, this lack

of training is one of the most severe limitations in microscopy.

Magnification, Precision, Resolution

Most micrographs are taken at from 40O00X to 16,OOOX, but it is pos-

sible to work from 300X to about 250,OOOX. Most magnifications in electron

microscopy have an accuracy of about 10%. This is more than satisfactory

for over 90% of the problems.' At the higher magnification, accuracy may

be reduced by 20%.

Most modern microscopes can five a resolution of about 51. With a

great deal of time and effort, it is :)ossible to show resolution of about

2i in some few selected specimen., Several Japanese microscopists claim

1.81 on metals. R.D. Heidenreich has obtained 2.11 on graphite, and it is

possible to generally resolve 2.3k using fringes. However, there are three

different tests for resolution, and there is no agreement as to which method

is best. Further, very few materials are suitable for resolution tests. In
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more than 95% of problems there is no need for resolutions of better than

5,, and with most samples it would be difficult to prove resolution of below

101. The future need in materials research is not for better resolution

in itself but for better use of the present microscopes. Resolution in

reflection microscopy is about 100. at best, but often 2001 or over is morn

general. In replicas, resoluticn is about 201, at best, with direct replicas.

Two stage replicas give about 501, and three stage about 100i resolution.

Decoration replicas show, indirectly, faults that may be of unit cell sizo..

Accuracy in Electron Diffraction

Electron diffraction is in general done in three ways with commercial

electron microscopes:

1. Transmission with a diffraction camera accessory.

2. Selected area diffraction.

2. Reflection diffraction with an accessory.

The precision of the determination of the lattice parameter decreases

in the above order as is shown. A = good material; B f normal material;

C - poor or amorpbo material.

A B C

1. Transmission .2 - .8% 1 - 2% 1%- 8%

2. Selected Area ( " .3- 1% 1 - 3% 3- 10%

3. Reflection .5- 2% 2- 5% not used

Only one in several hundred samples giies patterns from which precisia

measurements can be made. Normally, electron diffraction is a poor

second to x-ray diffraction as far as accuracy is concerned., Reduced

"accuracy may be due to:

particle size line broadening,

refractive doubling,
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contamination,

orientation,

defects, twins,

nonstoichiometric samples, and other factors.

For example, in selected area diffraction, removal and reinsertion of a

sample holder can cause an error of 1%. To attain an accuracy of 0.3%, V.

an internal standard is necessary.

Claims have been made of lattice determinations of 0.1% by electron

diffraction. This is unrealistic and a figure of about 1% is more useful.

Identification of Phases

Electron diffraction should be used for routine identification only when

the results cannot be obtained with x rays. However, when under certain

conditions it is difficult to obtain reasonable x-ray results, electron micros-

copy can supplement or even exclude x-ray methods; for example, with

thin films, or when very small amounts of second phase are present, or if

the particle size is <<10001. Thus, EM and ED can identify impurities,

or show that amorphous materials are present at levels well below that

of x rays and should be used for this purpose. Differences in the shape

and habit of crystals in a mixture are readily perceived and each phase can

then be identified by selected area diffraction where x-ray techniques fail.

In favorable cases where a low-level impurity has a distinctive morphology

(i.e., needles in a mixture of cubes), o~ie can detect even 0.1% impurities.

However, although impurities can be found at low levels of even less than

0.1%, it is very difficult to give a percentage figure for the impurity.

In intermediate cases, EM and ED can be used to supplement and

clarify x-ray results. For example, with x-ray powder patterns it is often

difficult 3k even impossible to index lines in a diffraction pattern if mixtures

-~&1~.-~.
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are present, whereas, using ED, the problem can be solved by obtaining

separate unit cells directly from single crystal data. Likewise, with com-

plex powder patterns of new materials, indexing of x-ray patterns is often

difficult, especially if the cell is large. An electron diffraction pattein

from a small crystal of this material shows the reciprocal lattice and

often gives definite information on the principal axis and symmetry of the

crystal. This information when combined with the x-ray powder data car

give a rapid solution. As many new materials are often in the form of very

small crystals suitable for electron microscopy, the conjunction of ED wit

x-ray diffraction should be encouraged.

When the crystals are very thin and powder data is insufficient or in-

complete, a combination of powder and single-crystal ED can be used

alone to identify the material.

Structure Analysis by Electron Diffraction

It is generally faster and more accurate to have structure done by

single crystal x-ray methods than by ED. While Russian workers claim

solutions of crystal structure by ED alone, very little of this work is done

in the U.S. Most crystallographers consider the Russian claims as ex-

aggerated and point out that in most cases the structure had been solved

by x-ray methods before ED solutions were attempted.

However, there is no doubt that the Russian school of ED is at the very

least on a level with or ahead of the schools in Australia, Japan, and

Great Britain, while there is no equivalent at all in the U.S.

Low-Energy Electron Diffraction

Low-energy electron diffraction can provide structural information on

the first two or three atomic layers. Although it has given important in-

formation on the structure of material at surfaces, its use for real materi

-' '2- j
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characterization is strictly limited, because the method of, specimen prep-

aration is so specialized and necessarily alters the nature of the original

surface. Further, a strict interpretation is often difficult and as yet not

generally accepted. Recent results show that similar effects are produced

at the usual high energies used in ED if the surfaces are clean and the

vacuum high; this is likely to have a major effect on the LEED field, since

it is possible that high energy work will be preferred in many cases.

High- and Lc: N-Temperature Electron Diffraction

Electron microscope hot- and cold-stages are commercially available )
as standard items, capable of maintaining temperatures frorm. -180" C to

about 10000 C; and some microscopes have been made with liquid helium

stages and with hot stages to 20000 C. Several very interesting problems

on phase transformations and chemical reactions have beer, investigated.

This field holds great promise for the future and its use is encouraged

for dynamic and kinetic problems.

Special Aplication to Ferromagnetic and Ferroelectric Methods

Since the electron beam is deflected atferromagnetit domain boundaries,

depending on whether the beam converges or diverges, a light or dark

line appears on the micrograph; and the convergent boundaries show inter-

ference fringes. Bloch and NMel and hybrid "cross tie" walls

can be distinguished. The width of suchiwalls can be measured from

micrographs. Fine magnetic ripple is also evident and is orthogonal to'

the magnetization factor. Thus, the local magnetization vector in various

parts of a single domain can be measured. The magnetization configuration

within the walls can be shown. By application of an external magnetic

field, wall motion can be measured. Films can be made to switch and

pinning and reversal can be studied directly. Holes or second phases
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rather than dislocations or stacking faults are pinning sites. During these

studies the film may be imagined at high magnification, or selected area

diffraction patterns taken. By straining, the effect on strain sensitive

magnetic materials can be studied. *By heating, a rough indication is given

of the Curie temperature. The anisotropic A-.persion (and field) can be

measured. Often these measurements can be raade accurately outside the

microscope.

Ferroelectric domains have :lso been observed by electron microscopgy

in barium titanate; as the domain forms, the lattice constant changes. The

is a contrast difference between domains. However, the electron beam vaz

charge the surface and switch domains.

Some Limitations in Electron Micros',opy and Diffraction

Lack of training facilities is the main limitation of electron microscop)

in the United States at present. Very few universities have courses in

microscopy, and technicians are in general trained while working on the

instrument. As a result of this, many microscopes are unused or used w(

below their potential. Some industrial firms even use the instrument as

4 a showpiece for visitors, but seldom for characterization of materials.

This lack has been of concern to the National Society (EMSA), the Nationa

Institutes of Health, the ASTM, and the New York Society (NYSEM). The

latter made an attempt some time ago to start an institute for microscopy

but without success. There are several un. !rsities which train microscol

for biological work, but very few for industrial research. As this is the

main limitation, it is recommended that the various societies pool their

efforts and help several colleges set up appropriate facilities.

L. Theory

In electron diffraction, the problem of intensities is much more comple
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than for x-ray diffraction. The theoretical treatments are complex and only

approximate. In many cases, it is questionable whether crystal structures

could have been deduced from electron diffraction intensities if x-ray models

were not available. Although Russian workers take a contrary view, it is

the general opinion that crystal structure work is more easily and better

done by x-ray than by electron diffracticn.

Fortunately, the simple kinematic theory is sufficient and semi-

quantitative for amorphous and small crystals (below about 1iOA). Here it

is assumed that the electron has only one interaction and that the scattered

and incident beams do not interact.

For thicker crystals, the two-beam dynamic theory gives very reasonable

results in image interpretation even though it is approximate. Here the

theory considers a single diffracted wave and incident wave, but allows

the two beams to interact. However, present theory, although giving a

reasonable quantitative picture, is not nearly as well developed as for

x rays and so needs further refinement.

For high resolution of the order of 21-31, contrast is often the limiting

factor. The image contrast depends on a phase relationship which is not

known with exactitude. At this level of resolutioi,- a compromise has to be

made between the various image defects, of which spherical aberration

is probably the most serious. However, astigmatism and alignment have

to be adjusted exactly to obtain such values. Practice has fortunately led

theory in high resolution microscopy and, repeatedly, microscopists have

achieved higher resolution than predicted by theory. However, if the theory

were better, it might be possible to image atom positionn in suitable thin

specimens. If the objective can be improved so that the spherical aberration

is reduced by a small factor, then It may well be possible to obtain direct

*1,
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l v atomic resolution. A superconducting lens offers distinct possibilities

for the future.

Difficulties of Specimen Preparation.

Specimens should be less than 1000i in thickness for electron microsc(

and this remains the main experimental difficulty in electron microscopy.

In pure materials, specimens can be thinned from the bulk to below this

figure by special methods. In materials that have precipitates or, in

general, more than one phase, ordinary thinning methods often do not wonrl

There is as yet no general method which can be used for a wide variety of

materials. It is possible that ion bombardment at low angles, as somt

French results suggest, will provide a general method. If such a method

were developed, it would give a great impetus to work with many solid

materials which have proved difficult or impossible to date. Support for

such research should receive high priority.

Equipment Problems and Possibilities.

High vacuum serious equipment limitation is the poor v-,.mum present
-4

in electron microscopes. Less than 10 mm Hg is common at the specim

This means that many problems cannot be attempted or give ambiguous

saswers.

Sources: At present, point filaments give beams with a double condense

of less than.0.5a spot size; there is a possibility that cold cathode sourceh

would improve resolution. The difficulty is that point sources have a very

small emitting surface. It would be best to work at very high magnificatio

J of about 250,000 for high resolution and at this figure beam intensity is 1ov

A cold cathode may give the high intensity required and a smaller source

size than is presently available. -

High Voltage Microscopes: Several high voltage machines have been

or are being built in the range near 10 volt. They can penetrate much
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thicker samples, have less background, and might possibl y give higher

resolution. They are, however, rather difficult to operate, expensive, and

have not given good results so far. Volt machines (500,000) have been V
built and show resolution of about 2i. These may well be the best corn- j
promise as they are much more easily operated than the 106 volt instru-

ments-

Cryogenic Microscope with Superconducting Lens: Several of these are

being built. These solve the vacuum problem and should have much im-

proved objectives. Possibly in the i.ext few years, these machines will

resolve atomic positions.

Scanning Electron Microscope.

This machine combines some of the best features of the electron micro-

probe, the electron microscope, and the optical microscope in an instrument

that has been developed into a commercial product of outstanding perform-

ance, high reliability, and ease of operation. It is uniquely suited to a

large variety of research problems. It may, in the near future, cause a

revolution in the study of topographical and electrical features of surfaces

and their immediately underlying bulk material. It is the only practical tool

for the nondestructive examination of MOS transistors, integrated elec-

tronics microdevices as they are Working, and for investigating their

failures and defects. But it can also be used to examine metal and semi-

conductor surfaces, phosphor layers, magnetic tape coatings, epitaxial

layers, evaporated films; and other surfaces where depth of focus, light

scattering, or stereo views are critical. Its application to biology problems

is far reaching, and it could also be used in catalysis, surface wear problems,

etc. It is very easy to use and does not require a skilled electron micros-

copist.
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"¶In the Scanning !Electron Microscope, a beam of electrons 50i to 100
in diameter scans the surface of the specimen. Electrons from the specir.,

are then detected and amplified. This signal is used to modulate the light

intensity of a cathode-ray tube screen which is scanned in registration

* with the electron probe scan. Various types of signal can be used. These

include secondary electron current, the 6,.ck scatter electron current, the

target current, the electron-beam-induced current, and the electron-

"beam-induced target current. Different information is given by each

method of signal collection. Magnification is from 20X to 150,OOOX, althou

little information is gained above 40,OOOX. Resolutioui is routinely 350.A

but can be below 100i . Depth of field is 1cm at 1OOX and about 1 U at

10,OOOX. Cost is $85,000. There are about six machines at present in the

U.S. The potentiai of this machine is not yet evident to electron micros-

copists in general, but this will change in the next year.

The Electron Mirror Microscope is still a research instrument. It has

a rather low resolution (about 8001), and the electrostatic lens used gives

problems. It is particularly suited for examination of electric and magneti

patterns, but is not yet an instrument of general utility.

Z. NEUTRON DIFFRACTION ANALYSIS OF SOLID STRUCTURES

Intiroduction

In comparison with x-ray diffraction methods, the use of neutron dif-

fraction procedures in establishing details of solid structures has develope

along very specialized and restricted lines. Stated very simply, one can

say that applications susceptible to x-ray methods would never be con-

r'sidered for neutron study and it is only for those cases where the use

of neutron radiation happens to offer additional or unique information that

the power of the neutron technique becomes significant. The following disc)

sion will attempt to outline (a) the reasons for this and the limitations of

___________________________________.--- - -
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the technique, (b) the regions of specialized application, and (c) projections

of future techniques.

Neutron Sources

For diffraction applications, it is necessary to use slow (or low energy)

neutron radiation, and all known sources are characterized by being con-

tinuous spectrum sources; that is, the radiation available over the full

wavelength spread of a nearly Maxwellian distribution. Most diffraction

techniques utilize a monochromatic beam, and for the neutron case this

means a selection of monochromatic band of radiation by crystal reflection

or by some alternative mechanical system. This has two implications:

(a) a large fraction of the neutron intensity is automatically discarded, and

(b) the monochromatic band is of finite width, in no case as sharply de-

fined as the x-ray Ka line. On a quantum intensity comparison, the specific

neutron quantum intensity available in such a monochromatic band is many

orders of magnitude less than that available from a Ka x-ray tube. Since

the absolute scattering amplitudes of an atom for the two types of radia- (

tion are quite comparable, this implies that diffracted neutron intensities

from samples will be much smaller than equivalent x-ray intensities. Thus,

the accuracy of a ncutron intensity measurement is practically always

limited by statistical considerations.

Nuclear reactors serve as the most intense neutron source and these

are notoriously expensive to build (2 to 30 million dollars) and to operate,

with annual operating budgets of. 15-20% of the capital cost. Accordingly,

the expense of supplying neutron radiation to an operating spectrometer

is by no means trivial; this may amount to a figure of $50,000 per spectrom-

eter year at an intermediate size reactor. In comparison, an x-ray

source operating expense will be only a few percent of this figure even

including x-ray tube replacement.

- r~- ___________________
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Spectrometer Facilities

It is estimated that there are about 250 neutron diffraction spectrom-

eters in operation at, perhaps, 100 research reactors distributed through-

out the world. There has been very little commercial development in this

field; 2 or 3 companies will supply semicustom-built units, so that an ova.

whelming fraction of the operating units are individually designed and bui!

Naturally, this has meant a widv variety of characteristics in the spectr'A

eters ranging from minimal to very elegant sophistication. Cipital invsI

ment in such instruments can vary from $30,000 to $100,000, which is not

incomparable to equivalently designed x-ray units. Because of the slow

rate of neutron data collection, automatic operation of spectrometers is fi

necessity; and it is fair to say that the neutron technology is as advanced

here as in x-ray methods. Very elaborate, computer-controlled, neutron

spectrometers hive been designed and are in operation at a number of

installations.

Neutron Properties and Interactions wi•h Matter

Before discussing applications of neutron methods, it is worthwhile to

outline some neutron properties, and the type of interactions that a neutro

can experience in its passage through matter.

I a) Nuclear force interactiou: Neutrons, being fundamental nuclear

particles, interact with nuclei of atoms through the little-understood

nuclear force interaction. The strength of this is not amenable to calcula-

tion, and recourse must be had to experiment in evaluating its magnitude.

Unlike the x-ray case, there is no regular variation as one proceeds

through the atomic table, with neighboring atoms or nuclei sometimes

exhibiting drastic differences in both magnitude and sign of the scattering

amplitude. Different isotopes of the same atom will sometimes differ
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significantly in their scattering characteristics, and there is also observed

a dependence upon the spin alignment of & particular isotope. Because of

the short range of the nuclear force interaction, nuclear scattering is

always isotropic with no form factor dependence, unlike the x-ray case.

b) Magnetic interaction with electrons: Neutrons possess magnetic
A

dipole moments and can interact with electronic magnetic moments or

electronic magnetic fields. This can be calculated from first principles, and

it turns out to be conpar'able in magnitude to the above nuclear force

interaction. The magric.w•ti scattering amplitude obviously depends upon

the electronic structure of the atom and upon the absolute direction of the

atomic magnetization. It is characterized with a form factor because of

the spatial distribution of the magnetic electrons within the atom.

c) Neutron spin-neutron orbit interaction: In its passage through an

atom, the neutron magnetic moment can- interact with the electron charge

distribution even though the atom is magnetically inert. The resultant
scattering amplitude is weak; about two or three orders of magnitude

smaller them usual. It is very interesting, however, because it can be

described as an imaginary amplitude with scattering phase 900 removed

from the real nuclear or magnetic amplitude. In principle, it can be used

to determine the imaginary part of ,a crystal structure factor as has been

demonstrated in a few cases.

d) Neutron momentum - Energy properties, Slow neutrons, by definition,

are those obtained after thermal moderation in a reactor, and hence they

possess energy comparable to the thermal energy levels in a solid. At the

same time, the momentum that they carry (related to their wavelength)

is also quite comparable to that transported in the thermal oscillations or

phonons. This favorable relationship can be exploited in obtaining phonon
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' idispersion curves and frequency distributions. In such experimentation, it

is necessary to energy analyze the scattered radiation; and a variety of

special spectrometer techniques has been developed to measure this in-

elastic scattering.

Crystal Structure Analysis with Neutrons

Both powder and single crystal procedures have been developed here.

As mentioned above, because the cosi of a neutron spectrometer is rela-

tively high, applications are normally considered only where the use c:

neutron radiation is clearly advantageous. Two principal areas of investiý

tion have grown in the field: (a) studies of hydrogen-containing crystals,

and (b) other structures where the neutron amplitudes are favorable. In

the former, use is made of the favorable scattering power of a hydrogen

center as compared with that of other atom centers so that it becomes

entirely feasible to perform complete structure analysis of hydrogenous,

organic, or biological crystals. Powder methods are sometimes used in

assessing hydrogen atom positions in simple structures but, as with x-ray

diffraction, the more complicated structures are handled by single crystal-

analysis. Representative of the type of hydrogen structures now being

studied is the work by Levy ,'Ad collaborators at Oak Ridge on sucrose

which contains 45 norquivalent atoms in the unit cell. Using a highly

developed spectrometer with automatic data collection, Levy studied the

intensities of 5000 reflections with data collection over a period of about

three months. The resultant structure model showed an agreement factor

of 3% considering all reflections. This is as good as has been obtained in

0 x-ray studies. There is some evidence, in these extended structure studieý

that the agreement factor obtained in neutron studies agrees better with

that expected from statistics and reliability of the necessary corrections

( •than is the case for equivalent x-ray studies. An even more complicatad
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structure study is now reported underway at Harwell on vitamin B-12.

The hydrogen-containing crystal illustration is only one of many, wherein

the particular neutron scattering amplitudes may be useful in establishing j
structural detail. Ordering within the alloy FeCo for instance, can be

easily established with neutrons because the scattering amplitudes are -

very favorable for producing superlattice reflection intensity. Similarly, 4
the Mn and Fe ionic positions in manganese ferrite can be readily studied A

with neutrons for the same reason. Such applications, of course, depend

upon the availability of neutron scattering amplitudes; and a convenient

tabulation of these will be found in the review book by Bacon. (35) In this

reference book, many specific arplications of the neutron technique are

discussed.

Magnetic Structure Analysis

This area has developed into one of great activity because of the unique

interaction occurring between neutrons and electrons, and its usefulness

in supplying information on electron spin distributions in materials. Since

the magnetic scattering depends upon the spin magnetization distribution

among the atoms in the unit cell, a new type of magnetic crystallography

becomes available, and many ferromagnetic, ferrimagnetic, and antiferro-

magnetic substances have been explored by this teLhnique. In addition to

the interest in such materia's for the application of their physical properties,

such magnetic structure studies are of fundamental interest due to their

bearing on basic electron interactions among the atoms in the unit cell.
The physical properties of materials are to a very large extent dictated

by these electron interactions. X-ray methods can and do give us much

iiforrnation on the spatial distribution of electron o'harge in and betwee'n

atoms, and the neutron studies supplement this with information on the

electron spin distribution.
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The magnetic structures that have been studied range from simple

bfrromagnetic structures to very much more complicated helical-spin

structures with periodicities as large as 20-30A. Both polycrystalline

sample and single crystal methods have been utilized, usually with involv

temperature and magnetic field control on the scattering sample. In such

work it is, of course, necessary to separate the magnetic scattering f-,.

the nuclear scattering (which is always present), and the auxiliary tem-

perature and field control are very helpful in accomplishing this. Freque

the use of polarized neutron radiation in which the neutron spins are alI

commonly oriented is very helpful. This is particularly true where very

weak magneti -. scattering, is encountered, or where the magnetic scatterh

is to be measured very accurately. Recent illustrations of this have

occurred in studies of electron spin-pairing in super-conductors, and of

the internal magnetization distribution at interatom sites in the simple

ferromagnetic elements such as iron and nickel.

V•ery useful irdormation about magnetic defect structures can be obtail

'from studies of small angle Scattering and magnetic diffuse scattering. T

disruption of long range magnetic order, as Curie or NWel temperatures

approached, is exhibited as it critical small angle scattering to be found a

,the (000) or other (hke) reciprocal lattice points; and a number of investi[

tions have been performed. In the more extreme case of only short rang(

magnetic order being present (at temperatures above the ordering tem-

perature), the small angle scattering is expanded into a distributed diffusk

scattering. The most complete information is available from a study of

both the intensity and energy transfer in the diffuse scattering. This

tells not only the spatial correlation of the spins but, as well, it elucidate:

the time correlations. Along the same line, analysis of the magnetic
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diffuse scattering, resulting from the introduction of either magnetic or

nonmagnetic impurity atoms into magnetic lattices, has been very rewarding

in assessing the spin correlation range. Valuable information supplementing

that from nuclear magnetic resonance and M~ssbauer measurements has

been obtained for a number of such systems.

Lattice and Spin Dynamics Applications

Because of the favorable energy-momentum relationship with slow

neutrons, many details of thermal energy excitations in solids may be

studied by neutron scattering. In such experimentation, neutrons of known

energy and momentum are scattered by crystals in directions removed

from those dictated by Bragg conditions. By energy analysis of the scattered

neutrons, the energy and momentum of the thermal atomic oscillation wave

(or phonon) responsible for the scattering can be determined. In this way,

phonon dispersion curves for the lattice may be obtained; and these may be

used in a very fundamental way in assessing interatom force constants, and

the range over which the interatom forces act. By similar means, the phonon

frequency spectrum may be obtained, and, as well, there have been explora-

tory studies of phonon lifetimes in some materials. Because of the necessity

of energy analysis of the scattered radiation, the measured intensity is low,

and work in this field has naturally concentrated at research centers with

high-power reactor sources. Nevertheless, there is an increasing research

effort being devoted to these problems--perhaps three dozen materiais have

been studied to date by such methods.

In parallel to such studies of atomic dynamics, equivalent effects of

magnetic origin are to be found with magnetic substances. Electron spins

are aligned in magnetic materials with interaction energies comparable

to atomic bonding, and magnetic inelastic scattering of neutrons can
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yield very fundamental information on the strength, directional character,

and range of the exchange interaction. It is, of course, necessary to separ

I the magnetic effects from the phonon effects, and this has been effected by

suitable magnetic field application to the specimen, and through use of

polarized beams of neutrons. An excellent review of the inelastic scatteri

studies which has been performed with slow neutrons has been given by

Brockhouse, Hautecler and Stiller,(3 6 ) and by Egelstaff.(3 7 )

Specialized Applications

Because of the great transparency of most materials for neutron radia-

tion, it is rather easy to obtain diffraction data under conditions where

the specimen must be contained in temperature or pressure enclosures.

Thus, temperature controlling radiation shields present no particular

problem in neutron technology, and both low- and high-temperature

appendage apparatus is commonly used. Low temperature cryostats, soame

in conjunction with simultaneous magnetic or electric field application,

have been particularly popular in the field; and it can be said that many

more neutron investigations have been carried out in the liquid helium

temperature region than have been performed in the x-ray field. Similar

technical advantages occur in the high temperature area but have not

been particularly exploited by neutron investigators. Likewise, the

relatively easy introduction of neutron radiation into and out of high-preas

sample containers has not been particularly exploited. Two neutron inves

tigations of structure modifications at high pressure have been reported

to date, and a growing interest in such research should see expanded

effort here.

A very useful characteristic of slow neutron sources is the availability

of neutron radiation of sufficiently low energy, or sufficiently long wave-

length, that Bragg scattering processes from crystals is no longer possibM
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This permits a direct study of incoherent, randomly distributed, scattering

events such as arise from the presence of impurity centers, vacancies,

or other defects. In principle, a study of the differential scattering cross

section, or the energy dependence of the total cross section, can yield

the "structure factor" of such defect centers. A few studies in this area

have been reported; for instance, those dealing with the defects arising

from radiation dosage on glass. By way of increasing the intensity of

such long wavelength neutron radiation, experimenters in some cases

have, with considerable effort and expense, inserted cold moderating

regions into the reactor source.

Future Techniques

Among the new techniques which are being developed in the neutron

diffraction field, perhaps the most interesting and potentially useful is the

new full-spectrum, pulsed-source method of collecting diffraction data.

In the usual diffraction method, a monochromatic portion of the neutron

spectrum is selected by a monochromating crystal, and this is scattered

by a powder or crystal with intensity measurement at various scattering

angle positions. With a pulsed source of neutrons, however, one can use

the full spectrum incident on the sample with intensity measurement at

a fixed angle with flight-time analysis. Thus, all details in a powder

pattern are displayed as a function of neutron wave-length at a fixed

scattering angle. In essence, through use of multi-channel analyzers, time

resolution replaces angular resolution, and the advantage of this system

comes through use of the complete neutron intensity in the beam from the

source. Thus, comparing a fixed power neutron source and a pulsed

neutron source of the same average power level, it is expected that the

former system can supply diffraction data at an improved rate of two

, t- - -' -- ---,- - -
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orders of magnitude. Development of such systems has just begun at two

centers, one in this country, and one in Poland-Russia, and it is expected

that there will be much activity here.

Such pulsed systems cer additional technical advantages for some

types of investigations. Mentioned above was the usefulness of having

a fixed scattering angle system in using high-pressure sample cells. A

further advantage comes in high magnetic field studies, where pulsed

magnetic fields can be applied to specimens synchronized with the neutro"

bursts. Short period relaxation phenomena become amenable to study

through this technique.

With increased source intensity characteristic of the new high-flux

reactors, there should come increased sophistication in the type of

experiments being performed. Energy analysis of the inelastically scat-

tered radiation, both magnetic and nonmagnetic, will become increasingll

useful and important. A somewhat parallel development is now occurring

in polarized beam technology where polarization changes upon scattering

are now being studied, and it is expected that there will be increased

effort here. In the far future, one can see a complete analysis of the

ýJ 'scattering process in a solid by simultaneous polarization and energy

analysis.

F. STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION BY 'INDIRECT METHODS"

Introduction

In the previous sections, we have dealt with those methods - polarizing

microscopy, and x-ray, electron, and neutron diffraction - that have

traditionally served as the tools of the scientist determining 'crystal

structure' or the position of the atoms in a solid. Increasingly, during

the last decade or two, physicists have studied various properties of solid
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that have, with more or less certainty, been correlated with the structure

or relative positions of atoms in a solid. While many of these methods,

though specialized, are extremely powerful aids, their usefulness and

function in structure determination is not widely appreciated. We have

grouped such methods together in this section and, because of the last

named circumstance, present here a somewhat more didactic treatment

than in the rest of the report.

Structural characterization of a solid begins with the classification

into either a crystalline solid, having long-range atomic order, or of

a glass, having only short-range atomic order. Of course, there is the
simultaneous need to determine whether the material in question is a

single phase or contains multiple phases. If it is a single phase, there is

still the more subtle need to know whether there are chemical inhomo-

geneities within a single crystallographic phase, or whether there are

ordered defects present that have a size scale intermediate between point

(or line or surface) defects and clusters that are large enough to be identi-

fied and characterized as a second phase. In the case of glasses, it is

much more difficult to obtain information about these more subtle questions,

and it is usually necessary to be content with information about the local sym-

metry in the regions of short-range order.

Given a single phase, crystalline solid, there are several levels of

structural information that can be obtained as a function of temperature

and pressure. These are listed in Table VII. In the case of crystals con-

taining spontaneous atomic moments, it is necessary to determine the

magnetic as well as the atomic symmetry. Identification of the space

group provides the maximum amount of information. The atomic space

group can be obtained by x-ray, electron, or neutron diffraction.
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Nonunique solutions for the magnetic space group can be obtained from n
tron-diffraction data. Supplementary information is often required to obt;

reliable, most probable, magnetic space group.

TABLE VII. CRYSTAL AND MAGNETIC SYMMETRIES
OBTAINED FROM VARIOUS PHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS

Symmetry Crystal Magnetic

Space Group X-ray, Electron, Neutron Diff. (not

Neutron Diff. unique)

Point Group Property Tensors* Magneto-electric •

Local Point Group ESR, NMR, MWssbader,
dc Magnetism,**
Absorption spectra

Atomic moments d.c. Magnetism,**
(magnitude, distri- NMR, M~ssbauer,
bution, orientation) Transport, Bitter Pa•

terns, Kerr and Farm
day Effects

* Optical dielectric constants, elastic constants, charge-mobility tensor,

magnetostriction and elcitrGsrict!onn cons tiant.

** Magnetic susceptibility, spontaneous magnetization M. (T), magnetic
anisotropy (crystalline and induced by magnetic anneal, stress, or cold
work), magnetostriction.

Since property tensors give information about the rotational symmetri

of a crystal, they can only provide the point group. There are several

property tensors that can be used conveniently: charge-carrier mobility

dielectric constant, magnetostriction or electrostriction, piezo-optical al

elastic constants. There is only one physical property that, to the best oi

S•'our knowledge, provides magnetic point symmetry: this is the magneto-

* electric tensor. (Magnetic-point symmetry is a concept that is useful

S -
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only for the case of collinear or canted atomic spins.) Unfortunately, j
this property can only be obtained in crystals that are good insulators

and have magnetic ions in a crystal-field potential containing odd terms.

Optical techniques are the most straightforward methods of obtaining

point symmetries from the dielectric constants. These techniques and the

various diffraction techniques are discussed in previous sections of this

report.

The magnitudes of atomic magnetic moments and the directions of

easy magnetization can be obtained from dc magnetic susceptibilities, mag-

netic resonance data, magnetostriction constants, and the M*ssbauer effect.

The distribution and character of magnetic domains is obtained from

Bitter patterns and magneto-optics. (In the case of films, electron micros-

copy is also a successful tool.)

Local atomic symmetries, whether in crystals or glasses, or at point

defects, are obtained by a variety of techniques, Optical absorption,

M6ssbauer effect, and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) are general

techniques. If there are electrons with unpaired spins, either at atoms
having a spontaneous atomic moment or tppd at !mnurities, electron-

spin resonance (ESR) and magnetic susceptibilities are powerful tools.

In this section, the problem of local symmetry at crystalline defects is

not discussed in general. However, some examples of this type are

mentioned.

Although structural characterization does not include the structure

of the Fermi surface of collective electrons, it is concerned with the

magnetic structure and, therefore, with the magnitude and order of

spontaneous atomic moments. In most cases, spontaneous magnetism is

associated with localized electrons, for which crystal-field theory

*1 • .... .a,,,,,,• .- -: -.. .. . _ . . . .. . .. . . .
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provides a fairly complete theoretical description. However, spontaneoui

band magnetism may occur if special conditions are present. A combina-

tion of susceptibility and transport data can frequently distingutish betwee

band electrons and localized electrons, between super Zonducting and

normal- conducting band electrons.

Finally, much labor and expense can be saved if it is possible to deter

mine the critical temperatures and pressures at which crystallographic,

magnetic, and/or electronic phase changes occur. Some supplementary

measurements that have proven convenient are listed in Table VIII.

TABLE VIII. SOME METHODS FOR OBTAINING
CRITICAL TEMPERATURES AND PRESSURES

1. Calorimetry: DTA and Specific heat.
2. Diffraction.
3. Susceptibilities: Magnetic for magnetic phase changes (including

superconducting= normal conducting); dielectric for ferroelectric pha.
changes.

4. Transport: Resistivity and Seebeck voltage.
5. Dilatation and Elastic Constants.
6. ESR.
7. NMR and Mossbauer.
8. FMR and AFMR.

Note that thermogravimetric measurements should be made to determine
whether the chemistry has remained constant on passing through any
critical temperature.

GlosgaMr: DTA = Differential Thermal Analysis; ESR = Electron Spin
¶ I Resonance; NMR = Nuclear Magnetic Resonance; FMR =

Ferromagnetic or Ferrimignetic Resonance; and AFMR=
Antiferromagnetic Resonance

Because several of the techniques discussed m•y not be familiar to

those usually concerned with structural characterization, a brief state-

mert of the -principle of each measurement is followed by specific exanmp]
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that illustrate the type of structural information that can be ýobtained.

Point Group Symmetries

The Magnetic Effect( 38 )

Two distinct magnetoelectric effects may occur in certain materials:

One is the appearance of an induced magnetic moment that is proportional

to an applied electric field, M = -Lv. E, and the other is the appearance

of art induced electric moment that is proportional to an applied magnetic

field, P= -a • H. 'The coupling energy is

W=Ea.M=M - E (1)

where the tensor o transforms according to elements of the magnetic point

group, as defined for the case of collinear or canted spins.

In order that the magnetoelectric effect ,exiSt,• it is necessary to have

a finite perturbation term of the form

<,(e), H *(o) < 4,(o) V c(e) >/(E(e) . E(o)) (2)

where the perturbation energy H' - eEaz is odd in the direction z along
S=a(e)

the applied field E = E Az. This means that the excited state *(e and the
,(o)

ground state T are connected by an energy that is -odd, and therefore that

the crystal-field potential Vcf must contain an od.d term. if acation is lo-

cated at the center of its anion interstice, the crystal-field potential contains

only even terms. However, there are structures, such as corundum (A120 3 ),

ui which the cations are displaced from the centers of symmetry of their

interstices, and in these Vcf contains odd terms.
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In order to either observe a small induced Por to apply a large E, it

is also necessary to, have a crystal that is a good insulator. The first

observation of a magnetoelectric effect was in Cr 20 3 , which is an insula-

tor having the corundum structure. In this structure, the existence of a

threefold-rotation axis eliminates all of the off-diagonal terms in the

tensor a. However, the magnetic order found in Cr 2O 3 may be disting~iiqh(

from tha% found in aFe 20 3, since the diagonal terms a = = = a andxx yy

zz= mj exist in the first case and vanish in the second. In Cr20 3 ,

1 0j 10 - 10-5 hztve been found. (In orthorhombic Ga Fe .,the
x ;2-x

diagonal terms vanish and the off-diagonal terms exist.)

Transport Properties. (39)

The electronic current density J induced by an applied electric field E I

J = . E = neu • E (3)

where the mobility tensor u transforms according to elements of the

_ryjsta point group.

The mobility components of a band electron are It, = e(r'/m*).j' where

r is the mewn time between scattering collisions and m* is the effective

Ii
mass of the carrier of charge e, From measurements of the temperature

dependence of the g, it is possible to determine whether the dominant

scattering centers are atomic vacancieso optical phonons) acoustical
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phonons, neutral impurities, or ionic impurities. The mcobility components

of a small polaron (an electron or hole that is localized to a discrete

atom and its nearest neighbors because of atomic relaxations that trap it),

on the other hand, are given by diffusion theory: j eD. .AcT, where

D = D exp(-c ACT) and c is the activation energy required for an electron
0 a a

to hop from one atomic position to another. Sinice this mobility increases

with increasing temperature, whereas the band-electron mobility decreases,

it is possible to distinguish whether the mobile electrons are localized or

collective. However, this requires a simultaneous knowledge of the

electrical conductivity and the number of carriers as a function of tem-

perature. The number of carriers n is obtained from Hall-effect nieasure-

ments. These latter measurementb require extremely high magnetic fields

iZ '.he charge-carrier mobility iW! 1 cm2 /V-sec. In the case of semi-

conductors, a knowledge of the number of charge carriers is often the

most sensitive and simplest method of obtaining the stoichiometry of the

compound.

The Seebeck voltage is an important supplementary measurement. The

sign of the Seebeck voltage indicates the sign of the dominant charge

carriers, holes or electrons, and its magnitude can often be used as a

qualitative guide to the character of the mobile electrons, whether

localized or collective. With a nearly integral number of electrons per



molecule, collective elecrons generally give a Seebeck voltage < 100

uV/0 C, whereas localized electrons may give Seebeck voltages that are

much greater than 100 uV/' C. Anomalous changes in the Seebeck voltage

as a function of temperature are also found at magnetic-ordering temper-

atures. This is particularly important for antiferromagnetic ordering o0

dilute concentrations of magnetic impurities (localized-electron atomic

moments at the impurity atoms) due to coupling via collective electrons.

This phenomenon usually occurs at low (r 100 K) temperatures, but if the

collective electrons form a spin-density wave, the magnetic-ordering

temperature may approach room temperature. Spontaneous band ferro-

magnetism is easily detected by magnetic-susceptibility measurements,

but spontaneous bau\d antr~erromagnetism (the formation ui a spin-density

wave) may occur, as in chromium, with no measurable change in a

temperature-independent (Pauli) paramagnetism. Therefore, an anomalol

"increase in the Seebeck voltage at the ordering temperature may provide

a useful tool for the detection of spontaneous band antiferromagnetism.

Anomalous changes with temperature or pressure in the electrical

" I conductivity are also a convenient indicator of magnetic and crystallogral

, phase changes. This is particularly true for high-pressure work. Semi-

6
conducting = metallic transitions (p-+ - 10 , where and are

p- b w p+
i f resistivities below and above the transition temperature, have been founoJ
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inVO and VO) indicate changes in the translational symmetry either as
V23 2

a result of magnetic ordering, in which case the transition is second-

order; or as a result of atomic displacements, in which case the transi-

tion is usually first-order. Comparison of isoelectronic VO2 and NbO2

shows that the discontinuity in resistivity between the low-temperature

and high-temperature phases is pronounced in VO2 , small in NbO2 .

Although both compounds, in the low-temperature phase, show pairing

within the cationic c-axis chains of the rutile structure, the axis of the

V-V pairs is tilted so as to provide a short-V-O bond in low-temperature

VO 2, whereas similar tilting does not occur in NbO This represents

an example of how structural details may have important consequences

for macroscopic properties.

From measurements of the sign and the number of charge carriers

in ,n ionic semiconductor, it is possible to infer the valence states in

mixed systems.

Finally, changes in transport properties, as a function of temperature

for different crystallographic directions (for different components of the

mobility tensor), may also give important information about magnetic or

crystallographic structure, if changes in magnetic susceptibility or

magnetization vs. temperature are simultaneously known. For exar-tple,

MnP undergoes an antiterromagnetic = ferromagnetic phase change at 500 K.

Since the electrical conductivity only shows an anomaly at this tempera-

ture along the longest o.-+horhombic axis (the a-axis), it indicates that

the antiferromagnetic order consists of a spiral-spin configuration with

a wavelength that introduces an energy discontinuity at the Fermi surface

in the direction k a. In the case of ferromagnetic FeS, there is a crystal-

lographic transformation below the Curie temperature; the conductivity

..
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parallel to the hexagonal c-axis is not anomalous, but that in the basal

plane shows a large change (p_/p+ 103). Since the magnetic order does

not change, this indicates changes in the translational symmetry within

the basal plane that preserve the hexagonal symmetry. X-ray measure-

ments have demonstrated that within the basal planes the close-packed

cation planes form triangular clusters.

Elastic Constants. (40-42)

The strain energy V and the stress energy V are

166
Ve 2- L c..x.x. (4

V =166
c = '2 . . 1 31ij 1 ; X (

ij

where the x. are the six independent components of the total symmetric

strain tensor S, and the X are the six independent components of a
I

symmetric stress tensor describing an externally applied, mechanical

stress. The 21 elastic (stiffness) coefficients are
c =a 2 Ve/AXibxj M6

C• and the corresponding compliance coefficients are

Sij = .

.The components of the strain tensor S and stress tensor T are

xi = A/Xi and X =I = eb e

and the two types of elastic conStants are related by
~1.1 6

ShClihSkh ik

where 6ik = 1 if i = k, 6 = 0 if i # k. From symmetry considerations, it

is possible to reduce the number of independent elastic constants. In
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cubic symmetry, for example, there are only three: c I, c1 2, and c4 4 .

In general, four different methods are used for measuring the elastic

constants of solids:

1) Mechanical and/or optical measurements of static deformations of

specimens cut in various orientations. The relationship between the

measured deformations and the applied force can be obtained for special

geometries from a solution of the general equations of equilibrium subject

to the boundary conditions.

2) Observations of frequency, dimensions, and density of resonating

devices made of or containing the material to be tested. Frequencies are

usually so high that the elastic conditions are essentially adiabatic. Care

must be taken to avoid or allow for coupling between various vibrational

modes. Evaporated ferromagnetic or piezoelectric films are excellent

transducers with good coupling. The two principal problems with this

technique are:

a) power and impedance matching, and

b) detection, which requires that the elastic wave have the same phase

over an entire surface of the crystal. The latter requirement sets a prac-

tical limit to the frequency of v 10 :1 cycles/sec.

3) Observation of changes ir./the refractive indices. in the presence of

ultrasonic Waves (piezo-optic effect). Although the method is indirect and

complicated, it appears to be capable of precisions comparable to the other

two methods (some uncertainty in third significant figure).

4) Measurement of sound velocity with CW or pulse techniques.

Local Symmetry

General Principles: MeasurementiO of local symmetry are all based

on the strategy of obtaining energy differences between different states of

I'I
*1
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atoms or complexes. In most instances these states are electronic stateq

but they may also be vibrational states, In contrast to molecules,

rotational states are not generally excited in a solid. Since there are, in

general, many excited states, these measurements provide a spectrum of

many resonant energies. A successful experiment requires not only the

resolution of these energies, each of which has a finite linewidth, but alsC

the identification of these energies with a particular transition. The

identification is accomplished by starting with a theoretical Model for the

possible local symmetries, a knowledge of selection rules for coupling

between states, and the ability to alter the experimental conditions (vari.

ation of applied magnetic, elastic, or stress fields and/or of the plane

of polarization of radiant energy), in order to remove degeneracies and/

or to change the selection rules. Because the vibrational modes of the

molecular units of a glass-or the energy levels of localized electrons

in a crystal are determined by the local symmetry, successful matching

of a theoretical model with an observed spectrum of resonant energies

provides positive identification of the local symmetry. Localized electroi

crystals are most commonly associated with transition-metal or rare-

earth atoms, but they may also occur in defect traps or at impurity atom,

°j There are two important restrictions for this type of measurement:

1) The sample must be transparent to the radiant energy used to ex-

2) It must be possible to both resolve and identify all the resonant

jenergies. If there are too many types of symmetry centers simultaneous]

present, the energy spectrum becomes too complex.

Absorption and Emission Spectra in Visible Regime.( 4 3 -45) Electr

magnetic radiation in the visible (and near infrared) regions may be

C
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dispersed (sweep of frequency, and therefore of energy hiw) into monochro-

matic components by commercially available monochromators utilizing

either prisms or diffraction gratings. Detection of the radiation may be

accomplished either photoelectrically or photographically. The total cost

of an installation is about $10,000.

If a sample is placed in the beam of radiant energy, then absorption

maxima occur at resonant energies hR corresponding to allowed energy

transitions. It is possible to resolve energy separations as small as
-1

-1 cm . If the incident radiation is polarized and its plane of polariza-

tion is variable relative to the crystal orientation, it is sometimes pos-

sible to alter the selection rules, which greatly aids in the identification

of the observed resonant energies. Emission spectra are obtained by

pumping with a high-energy radiation and observing the emitted radiation.

This is a useful supplement to absorption spectroscopy.

Some examples of the type of structural information that can be obtained

are the following:

a) The local site symmetry and ionization for transition-metal or rare-

earth ions as dilute impurities in optically transparent host crystals: This

type of study is important not only as a measure of the strength and symme-

tries of the internal crystalline fields and their influence on multiplet split-

tings, but also as a measure of the broadening of certain transitions as a re-

sult of excitations to orbitals of different mean radial extension. Such infor-

mation has an immediate Dractical application in the evaluation of host crys-

tals for optically pumped lasers. It has also been used to identify transitions

from static to dynamic Jahn-Teller distortions of the local-site symmetry.

b) Distribution and local symmetries of impurities in semiconductors:

In these experiments, stress is applied to remove degeneracies, and the

plane of polarization of radiant energy is rotated with respect to the stress

7 _ _ __ _
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vectors in order to vary the selection rules.

c) Orientations of F centers: Aspherical potentials for the trapped

electrons in F centers could be detected by observing the change in

resonant absorption with rotat.on of the plane of polarization of radiant

energy.

d) Surface-state energies relative to the edge of the conduction band bi

semiconductors: Large electric fields, which are obtained by placing tbr

semiconducting sample in an electrolyte between the plates of a condense

change the curvature of E vs. x, where E is the bottom of the conductiob b
band, and x is the distance from the surface. If electrons are injected

into a p-type region (or vice-versa), direct electron-hole recombination

gives rise to luminescence. However, the presence of surface states

within the gap of forbidden energies offers an alternative, nonradiative

path for hole-electron recombination. Therefore, the amplitude of the

luminescence varies with the position of the surface states relative to tht

band edge, which can be altered by the application of an external field.

e) Symmetry of molecular subunits from vibrational energy spectrum

obtained at infrared frequencies.

f) Phonon and spin-wave spectra, which are structure sensitive, from

Raman scattering: Advantage is taken of the intense, coherent sources of

radiant ene'gy now available in laser beams. Raman scattering by phono

or spin waves is inelastic and, therefore, shifts the wavelength of the

scattered light. ki these experiments, the frequency of the radiant energ

is fixed, and the spectrum of energies of the Raman-scattered light is

obtained.

Electron Spin Resonance.

If one or more electrons of unpaired spin are localized, either on a para,

magnetic ion or in an F center or other trap, then information about the

__________________
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local symmetry can be obtained by using radiant energy of microwave fre-

quencies and subjecting the sample to a variable magnetic field. The ener-
-1

gies that are resolved by this technique cover the range 0.001 < tw,< 3 cm-. .

The fact that microwave measurements are generally done in cavities forces

them to be done at a fixed frequency. Therefore, in order to obtain an

energy spectrum, it is necessary to sweep the applied field H . As showna
schematically in Fig. 1, this sweeps the magnitudes of the energy splittings,

and resonant absorption is observed wherever the splittings of allowed

transitions match the fixed frequency corresponding to fiw,

From Fig. 3, it is clear that the observed splittings are influenced

not only by Ha, but also by the crystal-field and spin-orbit splittings. With

good resolution of the resonance lines, it is also possible to observe

hyperfine splittings due to interactions between the electron spin S and the

nuclear spin I, or evert superhyperfine splittings due to interactions of

S and the nuclear spins on neighboring atoms I . There are also quadrupole

effects that influence the hyperfine splittings. The general spin Hamiltonian

that reflects the local point symmetry has the form

H. = H . A B + D(S) + A(I.*)+ EaI. S + Q (9)

where A is the spectroscopic splitting tensor, u is the Bohr magneton,

D(S) includes the crystal-field and spin-orbit splitting, and Q is the quad-

rupole term,.

Although the fundamental theory is known so that only computational

difficulties remain for the matching of the observed spectrum with a given

mathematical model, nevertheless, the technique is generally restricted to

single crystals (-4mm 3) that contain only a dilute concentration of paramag-

netic J -ins. This restriction is due to the line broadening that otherwise oc-

curs as a result of internal anisotropy fields, which differ from site to site
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in amorphous or powdered materials and dipole-,dipole interactions. Ther-

mal line broadening, which is primarily due to spin-laitice interaction,

usually requires the use of low temperature (liquid nitrogen or lower).

Although the technique is limited to crystals that are transparent to

microwaves, it is applicable to all insulators that have low dielectric loss.

Cost of commercial instrumentation is about $50,000 for simple ESR;

about $100,000 for equipment capable of resolving hyperfine and super-

hyperfine splittings with extreme accuracy. (This cost could be reduced

considerably.) There is a definite trend toward more and more automa-

tion in the recording and processing of the data.

Some examples of the type of structural information that can be

obtained are the following:

a) Orientations of the planar rings in a diphenyl single crystal: A mole-

cule of phenanthrene,, which can be excited by light to a triplet state, is

similar to a diphenyl molecule in both size and shape differing only in the

addition of two coplanar carbon atoms. If a trace of phenanthrene is added

to a diphenyl crystal, it substitutes for diphenyl molecules. If these mole-

cules are excited by light to the triplet state, measurement of the absorption

of plane-polarized radiant energy as a function of crystal orientation pro-

vides a measure of the orientations of the planar molecules within a pre-

cision of -. 10.

b) Identification of location and ionization of chromium in CdS:Cr:

CdS has the wurtzite structure. The problem was to distinguish the

chromium ionization, and whether the chromium impurities substitute at

tetrahedral sites or enter interstitially. It wasg determined that the

chromium is present as Cr2+ in interstitial (slightly distorted, octahedral)

positions. Measurement of resonant fields at a single fixed fr( Zuency

gives an ambiguous result, because there are several alternative models
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with unknown splittings as a result of possible local, Jahn-Teller dis-

tortions. However, the problem was resolved by making measurements

at a number of fixed frequencies.

c) servation of transition temperatures with an S-state-ion probe:

Pressure transforms CdS to the rocksalt structure, and this high-pressure

phase can be maintained at atmospheric pressure if kept at liquid-nitrogen

temperatures. Mn probes can be substituted for the Cd2+ ions. This ion
6S

is in a S state, which is not split by crystalline fields or spin-orbit

couplings. However, the hyperfine splitting (-75 guass) is sensitive to the

amount of covalence, and, therefore, to whether the Mn ions are in

octahedral or tetrahedral sites. In the case of CdS with rocksalt structure,

formation of the new phase unde: pressure produces a powder specimen,

so that the details of the hyperfine structure are not resolved (the rela-

tive amplitudes of the resolved lines would be different ;or different

symmetries). Nevertheless, it is possible to observe a transition from

the rocksalt to the wurtzite and sphalerite structures at about -80 0C.

Gd3+ ( 8S) has been substituted into the perovskites SrTiO3 and BaTiO3

to provide a similar probe for the ferroelectric; transitions in these

compiunds.

d) Superhyperfine splittings: Resolution of the superhyperfine split-

tings requires highly symmetric and uniform sites for the localized elec-

trons in order to reduce the number of possible lines. A double resonance

(ENDOR) technique, which is discussed in the section on double resonance,

may be used to obtain a fine resolution. However, the superhyper-

fine splittings may occasionally be large. For example, SnO2:V44 and SnO2

to Nb4+ -xhibit splittings of 170 and 400 guass, respectively, whereas in K 2Pt,

Ir and CdS:Mn,2+ the splittings are only 2 and 4 guass, respectively. The

single d electron at V4+ and Nb4+ interact symmetrically with the spins of
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the near-neighbor tin nuclei, indicating that these ions enter substitution-

ally for the tin in SnO . The anomalously large splittings indicate that the

singly occupied d orbitals have an anomalously large radial extension,

which is comnatible with the fact that transition-metal oxides with rutile

structure tend to be metallic.

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

In a nuclear-magnetic-resonance (NMR) experiment, the radiant energy

couples directly to a nuclear spins. In this case, the resonant energies are

given by

R= nin
H = (H - NM) (1 - a) + (A/Y) S + al (10)

-n o- n -n -•n

1[m3I - 3 1 (1+ 1)]

and Vn = ge/2Mc = (m/M)y is responsible for a resonant frequency that

is smaller than that found in ESR experiments by roughly the ratio of the

electron to nuclear mass. In an applied field H a 5 K guass, the resonant

frequencies for protons are in the Mc/sec range, and it is convenient to

sweep frequency in a fixed H . For transition-metal atoms, the resonant
a

frequencies are usually in the more awkward VHF or UHF range, but it is

still possible to instrument for a variable frequency in the desired range.

The first term in H represents reduction of the applied field at the nucleusn

by the demagnetizing factor NM and a chemical screening factor a that

arises from hiduced spin density at the nucleus (core polarization, cova-

lency, or conduction-electron polarization). In ionic compounds, the shift

in the resonant frequency due to a j 0 is called the chemical shift. In

metals it is generally larger and is called the Knight shift. The second

term in H arises from the coupling Al .S between the nuclear spin and
n

any unpaired electron spin. This term vanishes in the paramagnetic range
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of temperature. The third term represents coupling with the spins of

neighboring nuclei, and the last term is the quadrupole term.

This technique, which has an installation cost of about $30,000, in-

Scluding the magnet and power supply, has three general restrictions.

1) The sample must be transparent to radio frequencies, which re-

stricts it to nonmetals, powdered metals (or metal sponge), ind metalY

filmn,.

2) There must be a large number of identical sites to get sufficient

signal without broadening of the lines. Sensitivity depends upon a homo-

geneous field and the absence of paramagnetic impurities, as well as o0

nuclear species being measured.

3) The atomic nucleus must have a spin. Further, not only must the

frequency range swept overlap the resonant frequencies, but also the

power must be correct since too much power saturates the system.

SSome examples of the type of structural information that can be

obtained are the following:

a) Determination of valence state and local environment: The chemic

shift differs for the same atom in different valence states and local en-

vironments. In addition, the third term gives a different fine structure

for different environmentsa. This method may be particularly useful for

the identification of many, like molecular clusters in amorphous mate-

rials.

b) Determination of low-temperature spin configurations: From the

second term in Hn, the resonant frequency w depends upon S below an
magnetic-ordering temperature. This permits a determination of the

angle between noncollinear ordered spins. For example, in the spinel

Mn2+ ICr3+
Mn [Cr 0 04, the spin configuration at low temperatures is a complex

magnetic spiral. Neutron diffraction does not provide a unique solution,
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and it would be helpful to have the angle 0 between the B-site spins. This

can be obtained from the fact that S varies with the angle, between H and
- -a

the spin S.

c) Line narrowing with increasing temperature may signal onset of

additional vibrational or rotational degrees of freedom: In a rigid structure,

dipole-dipole interactions introduce variations in H. that broaden the

resonance lines. The dipole-dipole interactions are proportional to

3<cns 20..> - 1. if increasing temperature introduces additional degrees1]

of freedom and the motions are rapid enough, then the avera.ge value

<cos2 0..> -, 1/3 and the contribution to line broadening from dipole-dipole13
interactions disappears.

d) Presence of a quadrupole term gives information on crystal-field

gradients at the nucleus: The quadrupole term is zero if I ! 1/2 or if the

nucleus is in a cubic field. The presence of unlike near neighbors, or the

displacement of an ion from the center of symmetry of its interstice, may

create a gradient at the nucleus and, hence, a quadrupole term if , > 1/2.

This can provide information on the near-neighbor distribution vAf unlike

atoms or on the existence of unique crystal-field axes. Measurements of

relative intensity vs. orientation of a single crystal relative to plane-

polarized radiation gives the orientations of the unique axes. However, the

quadrupole term usually, because of the premce of crystal defects, only

contributes to the line broadening.

Double Resonance

Double resonance (ENDOR) is a combination of ESR and NMR that permits

better resolution of the hyperfine or superhyperfine structure present in

ESR measurements, but retains the much greater sensitivity of the ESR

measurement. The technique is to pump at an ESR frequency with sufficient
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power to saturate the population of the upper state. If this is done, there i

no resonant absorption, since nearly as much energy is being emitted as

absorbed. If the populations, within the two main energy levels responsib

for ESR, are altered by the additional application of an RF excitation that

is frequency swept so as to introduce NMR between the fine-structure It.

it is possible to remove the saturation condition and cause the ESR line t

reappear. Moderate NMR power levels are used to saturate the N-MR s .*

thus maximizing the effect. This technique has been used successfully lo

resolve the superhyperfine structure of the ESR of electrons trapped at I

centers and at donor atoms in semiconductors. The superhyperfine ,=

gives information about the point symmetry'of the near neighbors to a

trapping site, as has already been pointed out.

Resonance in Exchange Coupled Systems

Ferromagnetic, ferrimagnetic, and antiferromagnetic resonance art

ilar to paramagnetic resonance (ESR), and an experimental installation,

cluding magnet and power supplies, is about $30,000. The main differenc

the presence of strong exchange forces. As a result, the atomic moment;.

tend to precess coherently about their equilibrium orientation in the pre.,

of an applied field H . If H is large enough to remove the doma~in struct
-a -a

the process can be viewed as the precesplon° of the total moment of a fer

magnet, or of the total sublattice moments o6 a ferrimagnet or an anti-

ferromagnet. Since the smallest change in angular momentum corresp6r

to the reversal of a single electronic spin, the difference in erergy betv

adjacent states is

fiwR "IBHe (11

where H is an effective magnetic field. In the case of a ferromragnet, H
e

depends upon Ha, the demagnetizing fields due to sample shape, and the

3Czt Available Copy
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crystalline anisotropy. A fixed microwave frequency is used, and the

applied field is swept through the resonance condition. The g-factor is the

component of a tensir that depends upon spin-orbit coupling and, hence,

upon the symmetry and strength of the crystalline fields via their influence

on the multiplet splittings.

In a collinear ferrirrtagnet, the g-factor becomes

geff = (MAs - MBs) / UM AsigA)- (MBs/gB)] (12)

where the subscripts A and B refer to the two sublattices. This fact al-

lows determination of the angular-momentum compensation temperature.

In a ferrimagnet, the spontaneous sublattice magnetizations M and M
As al BS

and the sublattice angular moments E SA = M As/YA and ESB = M Bs/YB

usually have different temperature dependences. As a result, it is possible,

in a few materials, to have the net magnetization M -: (M - Ms) and
s As B3s

the net spin angular momentum ZS = (MAs /Y A) (MBs/v/B) pass through

zero and change sign at some temperature belowý the Curie temperature.

This compensation temperature T for the magnetization is usually
cm

slightly different from the compensation temperature T for the spin
CS

angular momentum. It is clear from Eq. (12) thit gef becomes negatively

infinite on one side of T and positively infhidte on the other. In terri-CS t:

magnetism, there is also an exchange-resonance mode which represents

precession about the intersublattice exchange field.

Antiferromagnetism corresponds to ferrimagnetism in which gA = gB

and the anisotropy fields are H - H = HK. In this case the effective
KA KB K.

field, in the absence of an applied field (H = 0), reduces to

He HK(HK + HE) ] 2( ) 2 (13)

where HE Js the intersublattice exchange field. This measurement is

useful, in conju&iction with d.c. magaetic measurements, for the

L , .
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determination of the strength of the Intersublattice exchange, magnetic aV

ropy, and the g tensor. Since AFMR is usually done with Ha = 0, it is

possible to use powder specimens.

Mssbauer Effect.(4 6 )

The Mbssbauer effect is a resonant fluorescence of 'y-ray with a freq,
-12 -8

precision Aw/tw- 10- corresponding to AE • 10 eV, which is sufficie;
-4 -5

resolve hyperfine splittings of 10 - 10 eV. Although it involves only

relatively simple experimental technique (cost of installation less than

$10,000), its application is restricted.

In order to have resonant fluorescence of y-rays, the energy of the

radiant v-ray, which comes from an emitter atom, must equal the enerb,

of the absorbed y-ray. A free-atom emitter or ab)sorber suffers a recol;

energy R = EI2/2Mc, where M is the mass of the emitting (or absorbing)

nucleus, and E1 2 is the energy difference between two nuclear states. T;

means that the emitted y-ray has an energy E - R, whereas the absorL

y-ray has the energy E1 2 + R. In order to have resonant fluorescence, it

is necessary to have R s 0; and this condition is realized for a certain

.raction of events if the abmorber and emitter are bound in a solid, cryst

line or amorphous.

From the uncertainty principle, AE s fi/r -~ 10 eV for a relaxation t

r _.10-' seo. If E 10 KeV, then A/w = AE/E - 10"12 and AE - 10 8
12

The experimental problem is to obtain a monochromatic source and t,

sweep the frequency. The frequency is changed by moving the emitter

relative to the absorber. Relative motions of - lcm/sec provide sufficie

Doppler shift to sweep through the desired frequency range. The isotope

,Fe5 has a v-ray energy E12 = 14.4 KeV with r - 10 sec and is there-

fore convenient. Cubic pkramagnetic salts, Ahich have no quadrupole

J .Z t•
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splitting, give a time-averaged <H > = 0, since T I <<«r where r I and
n e n e

r"n are the electronic and nuclear relaxation times. H is defined by Eq. (10).

Co in stainless steel, where there is no magnetic order and no quadru-

pole splitting, makes a monochromatic source, since it decays to excited-

state Fe 57, which in turn decays to ground-state Fe57 with the emission
• Fe57

of a y-ray of the proper frequency to excite an Fe nucleus in the

absorber. Fig. 4 illustrates how the nuclear energy levels E and E2 are

split by the field at the nucleus H n. From the selection rule dmI = 0, ± 1,

a characteristic six-finger spectrum is obtained if there is an internal

field (A/Y n)S due to magnetic ordering.

Some examples of the type of structural information that can be obtained

are the following:

a) Determination of valence state and local symmetry: Because there

is a different nuclear size for the excited-state vs. ground-state nucleus,

the contact terms contributing to H are different for E and E There-n 1
fore, these terms enter the energy difference E12 to produce an isomer

shift that is analogous to the chemical shift of NMR. This shift is sensi-

tive to the valence state and local environment of the atom. For example,

the garnet structure of Y 3Fe 50 12contains tetrahedral and octahedral

Fe3+ ions, which give two different isomer shifts; the spinel

Fe 3+[Fe 2+Fe 3+] 04 gives three different isomer ,shifts, corresponding to

tetrahedral and octahedral Fe ions and octahedral Fe2+ ions. Positive

identification of Fe 3+V 3+0 vs. Fe 2+V 4+0 was possible with this tech-

nique. Some work jhas been initiated on the determination of lattice dynamic$

from this effect.

b) Determination of crystal-field gradients: For noncubic symmetry,

such as is found in dFe 20 3 , there is a quadrupole contribution to Hn. It
2 39 n
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has been possible to determine the quadrupole moment for this axial-

field case. This permits the determination of field- gradient tensors in

more complicated systems. Also, variations in intensities of lines as a

function of angle of incidence on a single crystal give orientations of

crystal-field axes and, hence, of complexes, in a crystal.

c) Determination of directions of magnetization: In magnetized samples,

the intensities of the MO*ssbauer lines depend upon the angle between the

net field at the nucleus H and the incident ,-ray. Monitoring the intensity

vs. angle of incidence on a single crystal provides the direction of spon-

taneous magnetization M .

Stimulated Brillouin Scattering.

Elastic waves have an advantage over optical waves, in that they can tra-

verse opague media and may be more strongly coupled to atomic spins. Be-

cause there is strong coupling to the atomic array, even quite mild imper-

fuctions of any kind can produce severe scattering of the elstic wave, scat-

tering which is easily detected. If elastic waves of sufficie::.-y high frequency

can be generated, it is possible to excite a paramagnetic ir 'from one elec-

tronic state to another via spin-phonon interactions (especiilly if strong

spin-orbit coupling is present as in octahedral-site Fe2+ iov.ts). If the elastic-

wave frequency approaches the fr.fjuency of an allowed spin transition, the

elastic wave suffers strong attentuiition and dispersion. In the case of Fe2 +

ions, the coupling of sound waves (phonons) to spins is stronger and of a dif-

ferent type than the coupling of electromagnetic waves to spins. This has

two consequences: (1) It may be easier~to observe such resonances by sound

waves than by electromagnetic waves. (2) Transitions that are forbidden

to electromagnetic waves may be allowed to ultrasonic waves.

Piezoelectric and magnetoelastic transducers have been the conven-

tional method of generating ultrasonic waves. However, it is also possible
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to generate sound by nonlinear electrostricdive coupling via the intense

"electromagnetic excitation of a laser beam. Such intense interaction

is known as stimulated Brillouin scattering.

Because mechanical radiation is sensitive to any electronic or struc-

tural inhomogeneities, it is a particularly useful tool for examining de-

fects and dynamic processes in condensed matter. However, it has limii

application to the study of the symmetry properties of crystals. (The us,

of ultrasonics fdr the determination of elastic constants was mentionei,

earlier.)

DC Magnetic Measurements.( 4 8 5 3 )

Paramagnetic Susceptibilities: The magnetic susceptibility xm =dM,

and the spontaneous magnetization M below a Curie temperature T " arS C

obtained by measuring the moment M of a sample in an applied field

H . The advent of superconducting magnets places dc fields of about 6C-a

guass at the disposal of any moderately equipped laboratory. (About

$9,000 for 3/2 in. bore with 0.01o% homoeneity over a 1 in. sphere.)

For several years pulsed fields capable pf 250 K guass have been availal

in a few laboratories. Vibrating- smvnple magnetometers can now be

purchased commercially, and with a littl6e care in alignment these are
-7capable of a sensitivity of 10 emu/gm.: More sensitive instruments Cat

be constructed. In the case of localized- electron atomic moments, the

internal field is

~ii= •a" NM ~A ~ ex 1

where If is the applied field, HA is an anisotropy field due to both spin--a '
lattice interactions and dipole-dipole interactions, and H is the WeissS•- ex
molecular field or the Jnteratomic-exchange field. In the paramagnetic

range of temperature, NM << Ha and HA << H so that
a A aex

3estC ra a
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H. (paramagnetic) _ H + H (15)•1 ' •a • eX

The inducted moment is

M .- IN -- (I

%,here <pi i > is the average atomic-moment component parallel to Ha for

a unit valence containing N atoms. In general, there arc two contri'uti.n-

to <A,,>, one arising from the localized, permanent moments that are

aligned by Ha, and one from an H -induced atomic moment that is opposed

to H . These represent the paramagnetic and diamagnetic contributions, re--a

spectively. Although the diamagnetic contribution is generally small, unless

the sample is superconducting, it is necessary to estimate it and sub-

tract it away from the observed susceptibility before interpreting the

paramagnetic contribution. The theory for <pir vs. T has been worked

out for localized electrons, so that from a knowledge of ym vs. T it is

possible to determine the magnitude of the localized moment anl. for

energy-level splittings A- kT, the magnitudes 6f these energy splittings.

Measurements can be performed on polycrystalline samples.

In the case of broad-band (bandwidth >> kT) collective electrons, there

is an induced, paramagnetic spin contribution to' <M I > if the bands are
partially filled. This paramagnetism is temperature- Independent, like

the diamagnetic contribution. It is reduced becafuse of an induced, dia-

magnetic, orbital contribution. There is also a diamagnetic contribution

from the atomic-core electrons that may be of comparable magnitude in

heavy metals.

Narrow-band electrons (bandwidth < kT) have induced, paramagnetic

spin contributions to <a > that are temperature-.dependent, and in the

narrow-band limit this temperature dependence approaches that for

localized electrons. It is not, however, interpretable on the basis of

localized- electron theory.

SCopyv~~~~~~' a- 0 .. _1ic.]•l



Some examples of the type of structural information that can be infer

from these measurements are the following:

a) Local symmetry about paramagnetic ions: Localized atomic

moments contain two contributions, a spin and an orbital contribution.

The orbital contribution is strongly influenced by the crystalline fields,

and therefore a knowledge of the atomic moment from Xm vs. T measjr

ments provides information about the local symmetry of the ions. For

example, Co2+ ions have a nearly spin only atomic moment of 3 LgB if in

a tetrahedral interstice, whereas octahedral-site Co2+ has a moment

of- 3.7 B"

b) High-spin vs. low-spin ions: If intra-atomic exchange splitting i--

'A > A , where A is the crystal-field splitting, then the ion is in a
ex cf 0"

high-spin state in accordance with Hund's highest-multiplicity rule for

the free atom, However, if Aex < Aft, then the ion may be in a low-spin

state. Octehedral-site Co'+, for example, has a spin moment of 4 11B if

Aex > Acf' but is diamagnetic (spin contribution of OI;B) if Aex < Acft

Therefore, it is possible to determine the relative magnitudes of Afc an

from Xm vs. T curves. In LaCoO3 , for example, the high-spin and

low-spin states have energies within kT of each other, and a plateau in

inverse susceptibility vs. temperature in the interval. 125 < T < 370r K

signals• an ordering, at higher temperatures, of the two types of ions, t,

is reflected structurally only in a subtle change in symmetry from R3c

toR3.

"MnAs is a metallic compound that exhibits a pronounced anomaly in

Xm vs. T about 1000 C above a ferromagnetic Curie temperature, which

first or,'4er. It has been possible to show that this anomaly is due to a

change in the spin state of the manganese atoms. Within the anomalous
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temperature interval, there is a small distortion from the hexagonal B8]

structure to the orthorhombic B31 structure.

c) Magnetic ordering temperature and types of magnetic order: The

Ne'el temperature, below which an antiferromagnletic compound contains

long-range antiferromagnetic order, is manifest as a sharp maximum

(discontinuous change in slope) in -Xn vs. T, or a sharp minimum in

Y M vs. T. The intercept of the high-temperature, straight-line portion

of Im vs. ' the temperature axis is p < 0. In the case of a ferro-

magnet, 8 T T and the susceptibility increases abruptly below the Curie
p c

temperature T . (The permeability a = B/H, which is relatively simple
c

to measure, may show a discontinuous change at ýhe ferromagnetic or

ferrimagnetic T .) In the case of a ferrimagnet, the susceptibility in-
c -1

creases abruptly below T , but 9 < T and the carvature of Y vs. T

firt-ode phs c anea * inljust above T is toward rather than away from the temperature axis. A

first-order phase change at T or T sls a structural change

accompanying a long-range magnetic ordee-ng.

d) Localized vs. collective d electrons: Once the relative magnitudes of

A and A are known, the spin contribution to the atomic moment is
ex Cf

known for localized electrons. Collective electrons. on the other hand,

usually exhibit no spontaneous atomic moment. Thus, where covalent

mixing with near-neighbor anions is not too strong to break down the
"2+

localized- electron condition in octahedral- site Ni , the nickel ions have

a spin moment of 2 uB. Where the covalent mixing is larger, the ion is
B, 2+

• diamagnetic. Compounds or complexes ccntaining diamagnetic Ni do not

-,• have octahedral-site nickel ions: a narrow-band Jahn-Teller distortion

stabilizes square-coplanar symmetry about the N12 + ions.
3+ 3+

Another example is Ni3. Isolated Ni ions in oxides are paramagnetic

wi- wth a spin moment of 1gW and they induce Jahn-Teller distortions of the
CO
Cz)
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local site symmetry at low temperatures. The rhombohedral perovskite

LaNiO3, on the other hand, is metallic and Pauli (temperature-indepene

paramagnetic.

e) Changes in interatomic exchange interactions reflect changes in

structure: The orthorhombic perovskite LaMnO exhibits a cooperative

Jahn- Teller distortion of the local-site symmetry about the Mn ions

below 8500 K. The resulting electronic order introduces ferromagnetiz

coupling between Mn3+ ions in a pseudo-tetragonal basal plane, antiferr,

magnetic c',upling between planes. At high temperatures, all magnc,.ic

interactions are ferromagnetic. The intercept e cG. the temperature
-1 p

axis of the Xm vs. T curve reflects the magnitude and sign of the

interatomic-exchange interactions, so that there is a distinct anomaly il
-1-1 vs. T curve where the phase-change occurs.

f) Disproportionation: PdF3 has been reported to have the ReO3 stru

ture. Were this so, the compound would contain Pd3+ ions with a spin

contribution of either 3uB (high-spin state), or lu (low-spin state), or
B

OU (metallic state). These could all be distinguished by X vs. T dataB 4+ 2+
from the actual situation: Pd (OUB) + Pd (2uB).

g) Detection of magnetic impurities or chemical inhomogeneities: P,

magnetic impurities or chemical inhomogeneities in a diamagnetic or P

paramagnetic host can be detected with low-temperature y( vs. T curvw

The ordered compound FeAl, for example, is a Pauli paramagnetic met,

However, every'disordered iron atom has P. localized atomic moment, a

in a-Fe, and the character of the low-temperature Xm vs. T curve indi-

%j •cates how much disorder is present. In some compounds, such as sintei

LaCoO3 , the chemical inhomogeneities and/or impurities segregate intc
• ' • microphases that are magnetically ordered~at low temperatures. The

moment of a microphase cluster may be much larger than an atomic moi !
• 47 ~ -
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and in a diamagnetic host this gives rise to superparamagnetism.

The location of phase boundaries between a ferromagnetic phase and

another phase is greatly aided by V m vs. T data. Within the solid region,

the Curie temperature T varies with the composition.c

Magnetic Order Below a Critical Temperature

Magnetic order below a critical temperature more often has collinear

atomic spins, but frequently the spins are not collinear. Measurements of

spontaneous magnetization, magnetic anisotropy, magnetostriction, and mag-

netic susceptibility provide information about the magnetic order and, some-

times, about the magnitude of the spontaneous atomic moments. Except

for the determination of spontaneous magnetization in collinear ferro-

magnetism or ferrimagnetism, or in the identification of antiferromagnetic

= ferromagnetic phase transformations, single- crystal measurements

are required. This is to be contrasted with measurenments of paramagnetic

or diamagnetic susceptibility, where polycrystalline or powder samples

are adequate.

Sbme examples of the type of structural information that can be

inferred from these measurements are the following:

a) Magnitude of spontaneous atomic moment in ferromagnets: If the

atomic moment is due to localized electrons, it is possible to obtain the

magnitude of the spontaneous atomic moment from X vs. T data above

the magnetic-ordering temperature. If the spontaneous moment is due'

to collective electrons in narrow bands, the X m vs. T data cannot be

interpreted from a conventional Curie-Weiss plot. However, if the sample

is a collinear ferromagnet at low temperatures, the magnitude of the

average atomic moment can be measured directly. If a polycrystalline

or powder specimen is used, it is necessary to use applied fields that are

large enough to overcome the anisotropy fields. Example: The perovakite
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SrRuO is metallic and ferromagnetic below 1600K. Although the hige

3
temperature X m vs. T data appear to obey a Curie-Weiss law, the atox

moment deduced from the slope of the curve is larger than the luB /
B

cule that is obtained from the saturation magnetization. The isoelectr

perovskite CaRuO3 is also metallic and appears to obey a Curie-Weis;

law with similar Curie constant at high temperatures; but there is no

spontaneous magnetization at low tenmperature, which indicates that tin

is no spontaneous atomic moment.

b) Direction of easy magnetization: This measurement requires a

single crystal. A ferromagnet or collinear-spin ferrimagnet contain-

crystalline directions of easy magnetization, in which the magnetic mt

are stabilized in the absence of an applied field. Where sample shape

not important (spherical sample), this is due to crystalline anisotropy

In a one-component system, the crystalline anisotropy reflects princt,

crystallographic directions. In a multicomponent system, it may' reflf

preferential local ordering of one constituent relative to another. In f,

this local ordering can often be 'modified by annealing just below the C

temperature in the presence of a magnetic field. This technique has ii

portant practical applications where such heat treatment may cause a

polycrystalline material to act magnetically 1- a single crystal. Coi-

versely, the' ability to perform a magnetic anneal indicates that the loi

structure is influenced by the local direction of .pontaneous magnetiz.

just below the magnetic-ordering temperature.

An antiferromagnetic compound generally carries no net moment.

(However, see the discussion of parasitic ferromagnetism below.) Ne

theless, information about the direction of the atomic moments can be

obtained from low-temperature Xm vs. T data. A collinear antiferron
A
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has a susceptibility for applied field perpendicular to the direction of the

atomic moments ,4 1 that is nearly temperature-independent, whereas

X falls to zero at T = 00 K.

Frequently, the two sublattice moments of an antiferromagnet are

canted from a collinear axis so as to give a net ferromagnetic component.

Small cant angles (- 10) may be induced by the local symmetry, if the

atomic moments are due to localized electrons, as in the orthorhombic

perovskite LaCrO They may also occur as a result of anisotropic

exchange. In either case, the parasitic ferromagnetism due to small

cant angles is only compatible with a restricted set of symmetry condi-

tions. For example, cxFe203 has the corundum structure and is anti-

ferromagnetic. Just below the N6el temperature the spins lie in the basal

plane, and the symmetry conditions permit spin canting, which produces

a parasitic ferromagnetism. Below a spin-flip temperature, th. spins

are all parallel to the c-axis, and this orientation is not compatible with

spin canting. Therefore, the spin-flip temperature marks an antiferro-

magnetic = parasitic-ferromagnetic transition.

If a compound contains the same atom in two -valence states, and is

consequently a fairly good conductor, as in the case of the perovskite

La lxCaxMnO3 , interatomic interactions via n hopping electrons per

molecule are ferromagnetic (double exchange), and vary as n cos 0/2,c

where 8 is the angle between neighboring spins. Simultaneous interactions

via the localized electrons may be antiferromagnetic. These vary as cos

8, so that the optimum configuration may be some large cant angle 0,

where 20 + 0 = w, that increases with n from zero (antiferromagnetism)
c

to w/2 (ferromagnetism). The existence, in La.I xCaxMnO 3 having 0.1

< x < 0.25, of a cant angle rather than collinear ferrimagnetism was veri-

fied by measurements of the moment in very high pulsed fields. The
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moment of a collinear ferromagnet or ferrimagnet saturates, whereas

the canted-spin moment increases with Increasing applied field.

c) Determination of ionic distribution in collinear ferrimagnets: Since

the spontaneous atomic moments of different ions in different environ-

ments are now known experimentally and theoretically, provided the outex

d or f electrons are localized, it is possible tG determine the ionic distri.

butioa in a collinear ferrimagnet from the spontarneous moment at lowe.L

temperateres. For example, the ferrospinels have tetrahedral-site ionic

moments aligned antiparallel to the octahedral-site ionic moments. The
simplest ferrospinels have the chemical formula M 2 Fe 3 +M 2 Fe 3 + C

where the octahedral-site ions are within the brackets and are twice as

numerous as the tetrahedral-site ions. A net moment results that is a

function of x. Other ferrimagnets, such as the chromium spinels, do not

have collinear spins, so that this measurement is not applicable. Meastn

ment of the susceptibility in high-pulsed fields has been used to test

whether the spins are collinear or have a complex configuration.

d) Critical temperatures separating two magnetic phases: Antiferro-

magnetic = ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic = ferrimagnetic phase

changes, as in MnP and Mn Cr Sb, are readily detected and usually art
2-x x

accompanied by significant crystal-parameter changes as a result of chai

in exchange striction.

e) Determination of a compensation temperature in a ferrimagnet: Tb

spontaneous magnetization of a collinear ferrimagnet is M. = MAs - MB•

where M and MBs are the spontaneous magnetizations of the two sub-

lattices that are coupled antioarallel. Since the temperature dependences

of MA and M may be different, it is possible to have a compensation

temperature for the magnetization T <T at which M = 0. Since M
C.m c s s
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changes sign on passing through Tc, it is possible to demonstrate the
cm

effect directly by suspending a sample by a fiber in a magnetic field and

varying the temperature. As the temperature passes through TCm, the

sample rotates 1800.

f) Detection of simultaneous presence of antiferromagnetic and ferro-

magnetic phases: A ferromagnetic phase in an antiferromagnetic host,

especially if the two regions have similar crystal structures, are coupled

to one another by exchange interactions. An applied magnetic field may

reverse the moments in the ferromagnetic phase, which has a net moment,

without reversing the moments in the antiferromagnetic phase, which has

no net moment. Exchange coupling between phases makes it easier to return

the ferromagnetic phase to its original position, which causes a shift in

the B-H hysteresis loop along the H-axis. This phenomenon is known as

unidirectional anisotropy, as opposed to uniaxial anisotropy. it was first

observed in small Co particles that had an oxidized CoO layer over the sur-

face. Since then the phenomenon has proven useful in interpreting the mag-

netization of many partially disordered alloys, such as disordered Ni 3 Mn.

g) Crystal point symmetry from magnetostriction: Magnetostriction

can be readily measured with the aid of a strain gauge. It reflects the

coupling of the magnetic moment to the crystal'structure, and the coupling

tensor for a' ferromapet, therefore, reflects the point symmetry of the

crystal.

h) Macroscopic, structural features of polycrystalline materials: The

magnetization processes in ferromagnets and ferrimagnets are extremely

structure sensitive. This is primarily due to the fact tb.at any discontinuity

in the lines of magnetic flux creates internal demagnetizing fields, and

there may be a complex configuration of magnetic domains (separated by

• ,l• " • . -" . ... . .
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relatively narrow transition reg'.ons called do~main boundaries or walls)

K fthat minimizes the energy associated with these demagnetizing fields.

There are four methods of directly observing magnetic domains:

(1) Bitter patterns: A magnetic colloid (Fe3O4 ) is placed on a polished

and etched (to remove surface stains) surface. If the surface contains

easy direction of magnetization, magnetic flux emerges from it only at

the domain boundaries, and the magnetic colloid is attracted to the err'

flux. In bulk material, the magnetization within a boundary rotates wit.-

a plane that makes equal (or nearly so) angles with the magnetization d

tion in the domains on either side. This is called a Bloch wall. In filmf

that are thinner than a boundary thickness, the magnetization direction

a boundary rotates within the plane of the film. This is known as a N~e

wall. Films with thickness comparable to a boundary thickness have cc

plex rotations within the boundary, and the Bitter pat.ern shows short

cross walls periodically along the principal bound!,,ry, the cross walls

fading away as they penetrate the domains. These are known as cross-

walls.

2) Kerr effect: Since the rotation of reflected plane-polarized light

depends upon the angle between the magnetization and the H-vector of t

incident light, it is possible to distinguish different domains by viewing

crystal through an analyzer. This technique can be used to observe dyr

j1 processes, but intense light sources are required. Laser sources coul,

profitably be developed for this type of study.

3) Faraday rotation can be used for those few ferromagnetic compo

that are transparent. This provides a three-dimensional view of the

domains in the bulk,.

4) Electron microscopy has been used for magnetic films.

V
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An indirect way to obtain information about magnetization processes is

to investigate the B-H hysteresis loop. Coercivity and remaniarrc are

both extremely structure sensitive.

In polycrystalline materials, the grain boundary is an important sur-

face of discontinuity in the magnetization vector, unless it is possible to

align the directions of easy magnetization in the two neighboring grains.

This alignment can be accomplished in three ways: (1) rolling metallic

sheets in order to align a crystallographic easy axis along the rolling

direction, (2) magnetic annealing, and (3) subjecting magnetostrictive

materials to tensile stress.

A second phase offers a surface of discontinuity in Ms, and the magnetic

processes are sensitive to the existence of a second phase.

Chemical inhomogeneities that have the same crystallographic structure,

but a slightly different magnitude for Ms, also offer a surface of discon-

tinuity in M • Undetectable by x rays, they may be observed as intra-

granular nucleation centers for domains of reverse magnetization. It is

thought that these may be a necessary imperfection for creation of square

hysteresis loops in the polycrystalline ceramics used as memory cores

In digital computers.

Calorimetric Measurements.(54'
5 5)

Calorimetric measurements provide a rapid and accurate determination

of (1) the existence of a transition and its order, (2) the temperature, or tem-

perature range, over which it occurs. These measurements may be dynamic,

as in differential thermal analysis (DTA), or adiabatic. The two types of

instruments are commercially available, and the best ones (sensitivity better

'- 3than 10 cal/mole-deg) cost about $9,000 each.

If the transition temperature depends upon the rate of leating in a
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dynamic measurement, it involves an atomic diffusion process; if it dc

not, it is diffusionless and involves only electronic ordering.

If a transition: is second-order, then the Landau-Lifshitz theorem

applies. This theorem states that the density (charge or spin) below a

close to the transition transforms like a single, irreducible represent

of the symmetry groups that pertains above the transition temperatur.

In general, this means that the space group below the transition is a s

group of that above the transition.

Dielectric Measurements.( 56 58)

Ionic crystals may be ferroelectric, antiferroelectric, or paraelect

If a crystal has two stable states (dif.ferent in polarization) at zero el.

field and is capable of alternating between these states in an a.c. elec,

field, the crystal is said to be ferroelectric. Any ferroelectric crystal

longs, therefore, to a noncentrosymmetric point group. A regar fe.z

electric crystal belongs to a polar group, and the space lattice in one

two stable states of a crystal plate is parallel to the space lattice in th

There are fourteen kinds of regular ferroelectrics, in accordance with

point groups, space lattices, and types of state transition. A ferroelect

crystal is said to be irregular if it is not regular, and there are elever

of irregular ferroelectrics. If the kind of ferroelectric is known, it is

ble to deduce the crystal character of one state from information about

other and, moreover, to make predictions about the ferroelectric 4 par

tric phase transformation.

If it is possible to transform a crystal to saother phase having the

structure of the first as a superlattice, the first phase is called antifer

"I aelectric.

A crystal is Larselectric if it is neither ferroelectric nor antiferro-

electric.
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A convenient method for determining the phase-transition temperatures

is to measure the dielectric constant e vs. temperature, whea'e c = C/Co

is the ratio of the capacitances of an electrical condenser with and without

the dielectric between the condenser plate&. The d. c. dielectric constant

approaches a maximum above the transition temperature and changes

discontinuously at the transition.

Local Symmetry and Long-Range Order by Spectroscopic Methods.

Soft x rays (wave length 5-500k) have not as yet been widely used for

the characterization of solids. Soft x-ray spectroscopy techniques can be

used to measure the wavelength and shapes of emission bands, which are

related to the electron distribution and the transition probability of electrons

in the valence bands of solids. However, physicists have been interested

in the emission bands primarily from the stasudpoint of checking various

aspects of theory., Unfortunately, they have not been concerned with %.

variety of materials and, perhaps as a consequence, the present theory

cannot utilize the observable fine structure of soft x-ray spectra.

Moreover, recent technological improvements in electroa microprobe

and x-ray spectrographic instrumentation have made generally available

a capability of recording the x-ray spectrum for all elements, from boron

to the end of the periodic table. There are at least 100 electron micro-

probes (costing between $75,000 to $125,000) and a comparable number of

commercially-built x-ray fluorescence spectrometers (cost near $20,000)

presently in use in the U.S. which are perfectly suitable for crystal chemi-

cal ciaracterization of materials by soft x-ray spectroscopy. The fact that

so few are being used indicates both the difficulties with theory and a

general lack of information about the potential usefuiness of this method.

Since these x-ray emission bands contain electrons involved in chemical
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bonding, it follow-, that one should be able to correlate them with other

measreements which depend on how an element is chemically combined

in a material. -if cry recently, several investigatcrs have attempted to

establish empirically the correlation in changes in soft x-ray spectra

with the major crystal chemical parameters such as valence, coordination

number, bond-type, interatomic distance, and changes in coordinating anio.

species and next neighbor cation species. Although most of the results are

preliminary, it does now appear that one can !p-edict a great deal about

the-crystal chemistry of an unknown substance from these relatively simple

measurements. Thus, for example, one can distinguish the valence states

of Cl or S (ranging from +7 t,' 1 and +6 to -2 respectively). The first

sphere ,,n,.rd, 1--na. number Of, Say, Al or. Si can be determined in minutes.

Further crre, even the cation-anion distan-ce, n silicates -and alum nates

can be predicted with a precision comparable to that of the best x-ray,

single-crystal, structure determinations from the measure shift in posi-

tion of the K peak.

An important aspect of the soft x-ray spectra is that they do not appear

affected by the degree of long-range order; thus, one can apply this tech-

nique to the study of noncrystalline, highly disordered, and well-crystallize3'

materials with equial facility.

X- ray: Absorption-Edge Spectroscopk.

X-ray absorption methods are used for 'outine chemical analysis in a few

establishments. For most cases, the x-ray fluorescence method is to be pre-

ferred for accuracy and convenience. Measurements of the absorption coeffi-

cient in the region of the absorption edge have, however, also shown that cer-

tain features can be used as means of structural characterization. For example:

al) The oxygen content of chromium can be predicted with a 5-10% pre-

cision from the height of a small peak at the leading edge.

Best Available Cc
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b) The valence of iron can be estimated from the shift in energy of the

half-height of the main edge. The precision is about 10% of the amount

present, but a change in coordination number will invalidate the estimate.

c) Some information about the bond type can be qualitatively derived

from the similarity in over-all shape of spectra from covalent and metallic

materials and their differences fron ,that of ionic compounds.

As in the case of soft x-ray emission spectroscopy, commercially .

available equipment can be readily adapted for measurement of ihe struc-

tures of absorption edge. It is too early to predict accurately the extent

to which the technique can be adopted for routine characterization of the

crystal chemistry of materials.

A need exists for both theoretical explanations of the observed results

and additional instrumentation of maximum resolution capability, but chiefly

for the publicizing of the -- ti -i thee. methods so.that it is studied

more extensively.

I n f ra r e d A _s r _i o 81•e c r o c o p , ,t: .

Infrared spectroscopy is a useful tool for the characterization of solids

because of the ease of sample handlig, the ability to work with polycrystal-

line materials, and the wide availa~bility of first rate commercial spectrome-

tors. A- spectral range from the 2 to 200 microns is available commercially.

At the lowest level of soplisticatlon, infrared offers a method to recog-•

nize molecular entities in solid mate rials. Tor example, hydroxyl ions

or residual carbonate and sulfate in glasses are easy to recognize because

of their characteristic spectra. The hydroxyl ion, in particular, can best

be characterized by infrared and, because of a systematic frequency shift,

the lengths of the hydrogen boads Wd t thet.16atiou of the Off group can

be determined. , "

S!
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The primary coordination number of a cation is strongly reflected in the

IR spectrum. In simple structure-type materials (one cation), coordination

numbers can be. determined quite accurately for low atomic weight anions

(oxides, fluorides). Where -cations are present on several coordination

"•sites, the interpretation becomes more equivocal, and only the smallest

Scoordination numbers can be determinedwith certainty. Characteristic

frequency 'ranges for most of 'he common cations in 4 and 6 coordination

have been determined. There is a general relationship between the square

"• .I of the vibrational frequency and the inverse cube of the interatomic distance

that gives first approximations to these distances.

At the highest present level of sophistication, the behavior of the spec-
trum during~polymo.L,.ic and order-disorder transitions can be predicted

-exactly by a simple group-theoretic argument. Infrared spectroscopy is an

unusually powerful tool for order-disorder study, because dramatic changes

may occur in the MR spectrum in systems where the ordering reflections

in the x-ray diffraction pattern may be weak. For a few very simple

structure-type solids, a normal 'coordinate analysis is possible that permits

measurements of force constints' and thus provides information about the

bonding.

There is a need for additional good experimental data on simple
,:o strucO.ture-type solids, particularly in the low frequency region of the spec-

trum. Such data would permit testing the current theoretical models.

G. STRUCTURL CHARACTERIZATION OF DISORDERED, POORLYCRYSTALLINE, AND NONCRYSiTALLINE SOLIDS

Since solids In the' disordered to noncrystalline range still retain varying

degrees of periodicity in their atomic distribution, they can be studied by

diffraction techniques. The principal tool In such studies has been x-ray

diffraction, although supplemental data can be furnished chiefly by electron

7.
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(and occasionally neutron) diffraction. Infornmation thus obtained ranges

from degree of'deformiation faulting and/or strain in otherwise well-ordered

materials, through crystalline/amorphous ratio, to the structure of

noncrystalline (including glassy) materials; i.e., their radial electron

density distributions. The contribution of "indirect methods" is treated

uider Section F., Structural Characterization by "Indirect Methods."

X- ray Methods

Instrumentation for studies of this nature is basically the same as that

used for normal powder x-ray diffractometric research. The very nature

of the material limits studie3 to powders or their equivalents, except for hj

faulting and strain in single crystals, which are better treated as defects.

More sophisticated work in the "noncrystalline" area may involve minor, 4

albeit ingenious modifications to normal instrumentation. Equipment cost

is equivalent to that of a standard x-ray powder facility with electronic

counting. p

Faulting and Strain

X-ray powder patterns of simple metals; e.g., copper and nickel, can be j

analyzed so as to yield Information on particle size, deformation fault prob- 4

ability (i.e., the average number of atomic planes out of position by virtue

of stacking faults), mean square strkin, and twinning (longer range faulting).

Specific features yielding such data include diffraction line broadening, peak

shifts, and line profile asymmetry. The theory and techniques have been

derived and applied by Warren,(59) and Warren and Averback,(60 and are

aptly described therein, To assess faulting probability, certain drastic

assumptions are neceisary, and lth detectlity limit is appr lmately

one faulted layer in 200.

"Percent Crystallinity."

In the case of a crylsalline phase in an amorphous matrix, one can obtain
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a rough measure of their, ratio if the composition of each is the same and Is

'known. This is accomplished basically by summing the powder diffraction

S ,*, line intensities, subtracting the amorphous (background) intensity, and

* correcting Compton modified scattering. Resultant absolute numbers appear

in the form 30:70, 45:55, etc. The fact that there is a continuous transition

0 from well-crystallized through disordered to noncrystalline phases, is an

inherent semantic limitation to the accuracy of any such statements.

Radial Distribution Curves.
Whereas crystalline materials are described by a crystal structure

(spatial positioning of atoms), an amorphous (glassy) material has a "struc-

ture" defined by a radial distribution curve. This is the probability of finding

the centers of atoms at a distance r from the centers of other atoms. The

source of such information is a scattering curve (usually x ray) from which

the Compton modified component has been subtracted. This is accomplished
(61)experimentally by a new technique utilizing monochromated radiation and

x-ray fluorescence. Nevertheless, only simple amorphous materials or mix-

tures thereof (e.g., Na2P-= 21) can be handled. Mixtures are treated by a

combination of x-ray and neutron diffraction (each emphasizing certain

interatomic separations);,together with a recognition of known spacings

"(e.g., 81-0) from simple materials. An attempt. to so analyze a complex

amorplous substance such u neodymium laser glass, which probably

also contains sogregad phase(s), is beyOnd the scope of present theory

and techniques.

"Studies on poorly crystalline and noncrystalline materials to date have not

been particularly widespread. This is partly due to difficulties involved in

applying suitable theories and techniques and to the "grey areas" ot the phe-

nomena involved. Today, with the advent of the whole of thin-film technology

and materiasl such as neodymium laser glass and poorly-crystallized

l'
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super-conductors, there is great need and demand for such information.

The nature of these studies precludes "precise" results, buttthe numerical

data are no less useful for characterization, for correlation with properties,

and for an insight into materials preparation phenomena.

Electron Methods

Electron diffraction and microscopy can give some information on

amorphous materials. Thus, a few materials, among them glass, organic 4i

waxes, smokes, clays, etc., which are "amorphous" by normal x-ray

diffraction, are sometimes shown by electron microscopy and diffraction

to contain very small crystals giving diffraction patterns. Often immediate

information on the particle size and crystallinity is given by the diffraction

pattern. However, characterization of new crystalline material is very

difficult by electron diffraction as only two or three broad rings are present,

and "d" values are inaccurate.

Radial Distribution Curves.

Analyses of radial distribution curves are seldom done in electron diffrac-

tion at present. Randall's book (1934) on the subject is out of print. The bulk

of the work was done about ten or twenty years ago. Recently, however, some

kadial analysis has been done on biological materials and on organic polymers.
Wak Field Electron Microscopy.

Recently it has been shown that dark field electron microscopy is of tre-

mendous importance in the determination of defects in thin foils, and in the

distinguishing of crystalline from noncrystalline regions. In bright field,

defects give a subtractive contrast image, and in dafk field an additive con-

trast image. Often the dark field image has better contrast, because in very

thin foils only a small fraction of the intensity is diffracted out in the normal

image. As yet few microscopes are able to take full advants-e of this tech-

nique, and it 's taUdghtin only a few schools at present.

pique, resent
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"Percent Crystallinity."
! •:• ',Under special conditions, percentage crystallinitr can be evaluated with

accuracy by electron microscopy. For example; in a phase transformation

from amorphous to crystalline, contrast between the two phases is sufficient

for an accurate analysis. Where, however, contrast difference is slight, as

with organic materials, the problem is rather difficult and is better done

"by x-ray methods.

Particle Size and Line Broadening.

Particle size can be observed directly and more exactly by electron mi-

croscopy than by x-ray methods, especially if the particles are single crys-

tals. This is very evident in the size range 500 - 5000k where x-ray methods

are difficult. In the region below 100, even though electron microscopy can

resolve suitable particles of 10i, contrast limits particle size determination.

Thus, for good crystalline particles of gold or platinum, particle sizes of

101 or 201 can be resolved. Materials which are poorly crystalline or

amorphous give low contrast. These may have sizes of 301 and be unresolved

by direct microscopy. Here electron diffraction can give an estimate of crys-

tallite sizes below 100). In theory, the relation between crystallite size and

line broadening is fairly simple in electron diffraction, but often difficult to

utilize line broadening in practice. However, in. general, particle size is

better done by electron microscopy for sizes from 1 A down to 40L. Below

401 interpretation may- be difficult, as the effect of particle size and poor

crystallinity merge. 'A distinction should always be made between crystals,

particles, and aggregates.

Stacking Fault and Defect Analysis.

As the theory of image contrast has imprced, more and more information

has been gained by direct observation of foils by electron microscopy. X-ray
4r*
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topography used in conjunction with electron microscopy has been very valu-

able. Thus, stacking faults can be resolved directly and their :ature deter-

mined (e.g., whether they are extrinsic or intrinsic, their size, density,

shear vector, and fault plane, and whether they intersect the top or bottom

of a foil). This is also true of many dislocation problems. A combination

of light and electron microscopy and x-ray topography is required here.

The method is not yet used as widely as it should be, but its use is growing..

Low Angle X-ray Scattering.

For three or more decades, this technique has been applied to the detec-

tion of inhomogeneities on a scale of 10i - 1000i in liquids, glasses (and p

also in crystalline materials). The most favorable cases are those in which

a high atomic number phase separates out in isolated particles from a low

atomic number matrix. Naturally, the calculations require a "model" of the

com position of the two phases, which is almost always a zeroth order approx-

imation. As a characterization tool in the general case, x-ray scattering

can detect the incipience of phase separation but has proved rather disap-

pointing in its quantitative aspects.

Other Methods.

It can be seen from the above.that one of the major limitations in struc-

ture determination lies in the field of the aperiodic structures. Moreover,

it is now apparent that diffraction methods in general are tedious and, even

with refinement, cannot give us adequate information. If we follow the scheme

of Table I we can, however, list the other techniques which are now on the

horizon that are perhaps more effective for doing this job.

Electron microscopy, especially after differential etching, can be used

to detect substructure in glass at the 15-30A level when both "components"

are noncrystalline. This partly overlaps the region in which low-angle

x-ray scattering can be utilized for the same information. Light scattering

_________- ii~iI77
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has been of value in the 1001 range and, especially now with laser sources,

may prove efficacious in detecting submicroheterogeneities down to IOO1

or lower.

On the atomic scale, it han been noted above that infrared absorption

.spectroscopy is capable of giving some rather unambiguous answers on

the coordination of the major-constituent cations, if they are the common

light atoms. X-ray emission spectroscopy provides about the same informa

tion and has the advantage that the overlap from different atomic species

is absent. Indeed, it appears to be capable of providing some data on

second nearest neighbor interactions even in noncrystalline solids.

Magnetic susceptibility measurements appear capable of describing

the clustering of paramagnetic phases, while dielectric and mechanical

relaxation processes can be related to certain aspects of the structure

such as the "movability" of certain cations. Optical absorption and elec-

tron spin resonance give fairly clear-cut data on the nearest neighbor

environment of paramagnetic ions; whether one can logically use such an

ion (e.g., Ni2) rs a "tracer" to give zus information on the "carrier"

diamagnetic species (e.g., Mg2+) is still a moot point. NMR studies have

provided coordination number information on particular nuclear species

such as selected isotopes of Al and B, but such information seems to be

no more detailed than the ,infrared absorption or K-emission data, which can

betpbtalned and Interpreted more directly.

9/)
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IV. APPLICATION OF PRESENT CAPABILITIES TO

SELECTED EXEMPLAR MATERIALS

It may perhaps be easiest, at this stage, to return to our earliest pre- I
sentation in Table I of the various types of structural information that can

be obtained, and -to summarize in tabular form the precision that is attain-

able in each category, given all the instrumentation necessary. This has

been done in Table IX. In this presentation, the assmnption, has been made

that the sample is present in. the form most suitable for the particular

experiment, Wherever this is not the case, there may be considerable loss r

of precision. By a coincidence, most of the phasep selected (Si, ZnS, KCI,

Cr, CaF 2) are quite simple from a structural viewpoint (i.e., atoms are

in special positions), and the limits are those ,ihich limit the method at

present. "MnFe 0 " and Nd-laser glass are seen to be very much more
2 4

difficult to characterize structurally, although they represent widely used

materials. Some comments on special problems with the individual phases

are appended:

Chromium serves as p pipcularly simple illustration of the useful-

ness of the neutron-diffraCtion technique in assessing the electron spin

distribution in a metal. From the magnetic scattering-of neutrons, it

has been established that an attiferromapetic structure exists below

311 PK, with a further modification ind this structure below 1200 K, in

which the tWo unique atoms the b.c.c. cell are characterized by opposite

spin orientation. Furthermc,':re, there is observed a modulation of the

magnitude of the spin momeiit over distances of about .25 and this case

has served a the strongestý ividence to date for the existence of the

Overhauser spin-density-wave In nzietals.

MnFe 0 From neutron diffraction.mad x-ray diffraction, it is possible

__ H
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to show that a .prticular MnFegO4 crystal is a spinel that is roughly 88%

normal:
.. 2+ _3+ ,.x+ _Y+ _ + ,.

Mn F Fe Fe,4
0.88 eo. l2[*no, 0.12 .'7604

2, y = 3, or x - 3, y = 2.

Neutron diffraction also confirms. collinear A-site spins antiparallel to
2+*

collinear B-site spins (Neel ferrimagnetic order). Since both Mn and

Fe3+ have a 6S ground state, the net molecular moment for x = 2, y = 3 is
expected to be SUB. Experimentally a moment of 4.5 - 4.6uB/molecule is

found', and the average atomic moment on both A sites and B sites, is,

from neutron-diffraction. data, about 4 .6B rather than %B.

v-
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*' V. UTILIZATION OF PRESENT CHARACTERIZATION KNOWLEDGE

In considering the degree to which characterization is carried out, one

recognizes that there is no absolute standard against which performance

can be judged. A small laboratory may be doing a very precise job, utiliz-

ing all Its capability with microscopes and powder x-ray diffraction, yet

having to omit many aspects for lack of apparatus. Contrariwise, many

large laboratories with all the facilities including neutron sources may

not be performing even the simplest characterization on their solid state

materials.

It is difficult, without extensive inquiry, to attempt to be quantitative

in estimating the extent of utilization of existing knowledge and instrumenta-

tion in the various categories used in the main body of the report. How-

ever, in the collective subjective judgment of the Committee, one of the

main facets of the materials characterization picture is the fact that

neither the knowledge, nor even existing instrumentation in man.y labora-

tories, is utilized to anything approaching reasonable levels. Thus, for

example, the existing information on the great utility of the polarizing

microscope to characterize materials Is virtually unknown in most materials

laboratories. On the other hand, while the general capabilities of powder

x-ray diffraction are more widely known, the instruments are not used to

capacity. No effort is made here to tabulate or present in chart form the

relative picture in each of the fields. However, this judgment is reflected

"in our next section on recommendations, since, in certain fields, we have

indicated that ;"education" may be an important need.

Y J
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS in
Educational

Serious gaps have been noted in the training of personnel in the theory

and application of characterization methods. Such training as there is

at the postgraduate level is concentrated at a few universities. The long-

range solution, of interesting the departments of chemistry and new materi-

als science departments in teaching such subject matter, is clearly a j
decade or two off. More immediate, practical steps include the publicizing

and encouragement of existing, and setting up of new, short courses of

one- or two-week duration. There is plenty of precedent in this field, and

financial support of such "service-courses" would return certain and

relatively high dividends in value to the materials characterization field.

It is noted, for instance, that the, field of x-ray diffraction analysis has been

favored in the past by having available a variety of short, concentrated

study courses under both university and industrial sponsorship. An exten-

sion of this into other areas would be highly deSirabAe and, in particular,

it is recommended that sponsorship of one or two regular summer schools

for training of specialists in electron microscopy be arranged. Such a

summer school could be patterned after the highly successful one held

regularly in Cambridge, Great Britain.

It would be of considerable value if, some venue were established, for

bringing together aind publishing at appropriate intervals, lists of all short

courses being given which relate directly to materials characterization.

Since the normal channels of communication-through a "society for

materials science"--do not exist,, it is necessary that such extraordinary

steps be taken to get reasonably quick results., Perhaps one-or more-

... - . ....-
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S• of the new materials science journals could be established' as a venue for
publication of such information.

S ~As useful as these introductory or "refresher" short courses are, it is

, ,-- appreciated that they do not serve a&e ,a replacement for formal university

S/courses or advanced student thesis work. It is beyond question that there

!. • • " •to great need for more students ,to be trained in the tools of structure deter--

i • ••o =minati'on, either as a cultural topic subsidiary to the student's principal

o , Interest, or as a concentrated thesis study in itself. Encouragement should

o be given to universities to expand their course offerings in this field, and

research grants should be made available for supporting graduate students
0and their research activities. It is axiomatic that the latter invariably en-

S '• genders the former'. Specifically, this-Committee notes a serious lack of

•• training facilities in~the fields of electron microscopy and neutron diffrac-

-• tion, aWl it is recommended that additional support for student training be

• instigated in these areas.I io" , Another aspect of the loneranwe "educational" problem would be to

publicizematerials characterization to those groups where the manpower

asituation is lhe tighte and there is a chance of an increase over and above
ue natsoral averance. d o such groups are proposed. Several good earth

science departments produce well-trained minthe. ooglsts, expert in the

application ef therapolarizinc microscopeand x-ray methods to (nctural)

materials. Ver a frequently this capability is not utilized in their employ-

be givment, and they are unaware of their potential use in the materials field. The

other group consists of the analytical chemists who are in general not intro-

taiduced to the field of solid-state-structure analysiscat all. Recommended

pubiaction here would becto "educr chemistry departments to the needs and

r- metopportunities in this field.

, • I I I IIIII I , II I " ll - 2 - " , . . ' . ,
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Finally, there is the "education" of the materials research community

to the role of characterization in a sound materials program. This effort

must run the gamut from the supporting agencies in Washington and else-

where, to the research directors in industry and universities, down to the

individual worker. Traditional means such as Sigma Xi or ACS lecture

tours by senior personnel, together with novel or unorthodox methods

such as critical reviews or comment on the absence of characterization in-

so much published work, should be utilized. A specifically important

aspect of structural characterization, which should be repeatedly empha-

sized, is the fact that a single technique approach is very unlikely to be

either rapid or accurate. The complementarity of the various methods

is so crucial that a multi-technique approach is quite indispensable.
Editorial

One of the most powerful methods by which we may highlight the im-

portance of characterization would be by "getting the message" through t
to the editors of the main solid state Journals: Phys. Rev., J. Appl. Phys.,

J. Chem. Phys. Solids, J. Am. Cer. Soc., Acta Met. There is only one

fortunate aspect about the six (I I)brand new Materials Science Journals

that are being started: that we can get, th editors started off on the right

foot from the beginning, f all editors c be:

a) sent copies of the report,

b) personally invited to a presentation,

c) asked to Insist that every paper reporting physical measurements

give a certain minimum characterization of the phases studied.

Naturally, to put force behind our suggestions, it would be a great

boost if we could persuade the particular society, 'through its editorial

committee, to endorse the general idea, possibly embodied in a short

policy statement which we could help draw up.,

Mn
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Research Recommendations

Optical Methods

Optics, long a dormant science, has recently undergone a complete

metatmorphosis, and research utilizing several of the new optical phenom-

ena (e.g., coherent light sources), promises real rewards in characteriza-

tion. This is especially true of surface investigations and scattering

studies. For example, the dynamics of high-speed magnetization processes

should be studied directly by means of the Kerr effect. Manpower in these
fields can be drawn from the general physics community and is, therefore,

* large. (A ten-to-fifteen-man-year effort is feasible.) Optical methods,

such as polarizing microscopy, also need a special effort in "education"

V. of the scientific community in order to make their power better known.
"A T• X-ray Methods

t "There is a definite need for increasing the number and quality of the

data in the ASTM powder file by supplementing the ASTM research effort.

*• It is recommended that two to three separate groups be funded at a time,

each at about a two-man-year level over a ten-year period. Each group

should specialize in different classes of materials; e.g., organics, minerals,

intermetallic compounds, etc. The need for separate groups lies in the

fact that each group must. be familiar withthe structures, crystal chemis-

try, synthesis, etc., of the classes of materials assigned to it. It is

likely that over a ten-year period as many as six groups may have been

engaged in the program. It is essential that each group have a major

sophisticated facility in x-ray powder instrumentation and methods, to-

gether with an established capability in sophisticated specimen-preparation

techniques for the group of substances being studied.

Support should be given to all promising proposals devoted to optimizing

2 S -. ,.
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the theory and methods of extracting structukal data from powder patterns.

The reasons for this are obvious: The number of new materials that

becomes available in powder form is hundreds of times larger than the

number of single crystals; we need coordinated programs in basic research

and improved instruments and techniques to obtain more detailed informa-

tion on order-disorder, surface strain, atomic distributions, accurate

lattice parameter data, etc.

With the advent of new crystal structure techniques, it is essential

that research be initiated on t~he various factors that presently limit the

accuracy of structure determination. At least two groups, at a two-man-

year level, should be funded simultaneously for three-to five-year periods.

Each team should consist of a crystallographer and a person well-trained

in x-ray physics and techniques.

Materials used at low temperatures (e.g., superconductors) and high

temperatures (e.g., nose-cone ceramics) require structure studies at these

extreme temperatures. It is therefore recommended that experimental

techniques be developed for accurate lattice-parameter, atomic position,

and electron density measurements in the temperature ranges O-10OP K

and 1000"350O0C. It is estimated that four one-man-year efforts are re-

quired for each of these problems.

Instrumental development is needed in the field of high-pressure x-ray

diffraction to achieve (a) refined, miniature pressure cells for use in

sophisticated single-crystal, x-ray geometries; and (b) powder techniques

suited to the study of more complex materials. It is recommended that

competent work in this field be supported.

Methods of Electron Microscopy and Diffraction

One of the most significant recent developments is scanning electron

~6
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microscopy. It may well have a major impact on the study of the topo-

graphical and, electrical features of surfaces and of complete devices.

Sample preparation is easy, and operation does not require a skilled elec-

tron microscopist.

It is recommended that support be extended for the purchase, evaluation

of, and exploitation of this class of instrument in the characterization

field.

Support should be given to electron microscopy instrumentation resear,.ai

designed to improve the vacuum system, source, and the photographic

materials, and to investigate superconducting lenses, image intensification,

and the use of higher voltages. Much work also remains in working out

contrast theory. Cztraiderable research effort should be devoted to better

and simpler meth.,ds of specimen preparation for transmission work,

which would '!.anefit the entire community of microscopists. Several small

efforts of cne-to-two-man-years each are suitable in this field.

It is recommended that two or three additional 0.5 to 1.0 meV electron

microscopes be supported within the appropriate laboratory environment,

where these methods may be developed to a high degree and, possibly,

where they may be made available to others.

Neutron Techniques

The neutron scattering techniques that have been used for materials

structure study have drawn very heavily upon existing x-ray diffraction

techniques, without real recognition of the important differences between

the sources and radiation characteristics. This has been recognized for

a long time, but it has been only recently that really novel techniques of

data collection have been explored. It is recommended that financial

support (at approximately a seven-to-eight-man-year level) be given to grouph

interested in developing new techniques of experimentation. Specifically,

'.• (:, i.Z,.i l. i'i , . -. •,:••.: •



the area of pulsed neutron sources with associated flight-time diffractometry

has great potential and is worthy of immediate expanded support. Similarly,

the advantages of neut~ons over x rays for high-pressure characterization

of solids has not been exploited sufficiently, and work along these lines

should be encouraged.

Indirect Methods

The correlation of chemical and physical properties with structure has

always been central to materials science. The true role of structure in

mediating the physical properties of a chemical compound will be elucidated

first in those centers where there is an intimate interplay between prepara-

tion, structural characterization, and physical measurement. Rather than

emphasize the independent application of indirect methods to structural char-

acterization, it is recommended that means be devised to strengthen a few

professional centers where solid-state chemistry and physics are already

in intimate and creative interaction.

Specific areas where indirect methods offer reasonable hopes and which

should be studied further include:

Infrared absorption spectroscopy appears to be at the take-off stage

as a. definitive, routine characterization tool for describing the nearest

neighbor environment. An injection of a ten-man-year effort here is likely

to prove very rewarding.

The development of x-r__r emission spectruscopy has great potential,

since it can be combined with the most sensitive and highest resolution

structural and chemic~al tools. Thus, a combination of high energy grazing

incidence diffraction with dispersive or nondispersive analysis of the x rays

offers simultaneous chemical and structural information on tenths of a

mono-layer., The ,study of the structural dependence of the emission

.'I7
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wavelegth holds much promise. Two for three small specializedefforts

would likely prove effective.

Several indirect methods Important for structural characterization ,are

being supported for other reasons. For, example, stimulated Brillouin
• 'scattern -and ultrasonics research are promising fields.

• ! " Poorly Crystallized and Noncrystalline Solids

Recent technological application of poorly crystalline and glassy mate-

* rials (e.g., neodymium-laser glass, zero-thermal-coefficient ceramics, e;M

has pointed up the need for structure studies to supplant present empirical

treatments. In this area, a specially focused effort is necessary in addition

to the application of individual tools to this problem. The state of the art

*•" is suchthat It would behbest to support fairly basic rather than applied or

instrumentation work, since we cannot yet be sure which of the general

avenues will be most rewarding. For example, theory and techniques for

handling such substances by diffraction methods (x-ray and electron)

'require considerabl6 etension, in addition to the applications of indirect

methods. A thirty-man-year effort divided over several units using different

methods for a period of thiee-to-five years could provide the required man-

* ,lplwr combination of theory and experiment that appears to be needed here.

A Proposal for Mar Coheret,-ro2gram Support of Research

in Material Characterization

It-is widely conceded now that characterization of the material is a

major bottleneck In materials science. If this judgment Is sustained, we

believe that the enhanced small-project approach alone will be insufficient

to add the kind of impetus that is quite essential, if the field Is to obtain

the recognition, visibility, and support it deserved. Something must be

done in addiflon, andwe propoise herein a modest solution that is, we believe,

workable without major per t on ci existing structures.

"|4
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During a 1966 survey of some ARPA. - supported IDMRL's, it was found

that while the importance of characterization research was now accepted,

its actual initiation on a meaningful scale was extremely difficult. Even

the largest IDMRL's have committed their budgets in other directions,

and materials characterization is such a large field that its incorporation

into existing programs at a sophisticated level is not feasible. Moreover,

the IDL schools that have the physics strengths do not have any interest

or ability from the complementary "chemistry" faculty, without which no

good research can get off the ground.

Moreover, the number of laboratories at which there is sufficient

existing strength on which a characterization program can be built, is so

small that the probability of being able to do this level of characterization

at any but a very few locations is remote. "Customer-service"-type

laboratories are not the answer, because it would be impossible to justify

the basic research which Is necessary to keep up-to-date.

It is rucommended therefore that foul' to six major characterization

"programs" be initiated in appropriate centers throughout the country.

The host institution should be a university, or university-related labora-

tory, to be selected on the basis of demonstrated competence and capa-

bility in genuinely interdisciplinary materials science, emphasizing an

awareness of, and commitment to, the appropriate role of materials char-

acterization. The utilization of groups with established and funded programs

in research on preparation and properties will avoid unneeessary duplica-

tion, as well as provide the essential ingredient of a broad base of compe-

tence in materials science into which context every characterization pro-

grain should be fitted. The level of effort in each goup may range from

0.5 to 1.OM/yr (since equipment is very expensive in this field), of which ,;

only a part would, of course, be devoted to structural characterization..

,JY~.
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Role of Characterizat'on in DOD Materials R and D

A further recommendation concerns the necessity for the appropriate

f recognition of the role o0 characterization in DOD funding structure, both

* in-house and contract. It is clear to us that the science of characterization

cannot attain its proper place in the materials field, unless it is recognized

by line-items in the budget.and in the administrative structure of the lab-

oratory. Hence, DOD laboratories need to support vigorously the estab-

lishment of characterization as an important and separate function, with

in-house and contract budgets appropriate to such goals.

A second source of support for this goal is to be found in much end-item

research. DOD agencies can easily require that in all such end-item

research a specific level of characterization be included.

Manpower Level of.Effort Summary

In Table X, we present a tabular summary of the levels of effort that

we believe could be effectively added to the present activity in materials

characterization. The cost of the program includingz the structural -

characterization share of the major centers would amount to about $3

million per year, aW without the major Centers somewhat over half that

amount.

t 7
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0 The science and technology of defects in solids is a highly complex and

involved area. Moreover, it is one which has occupied the attention of

solid state investigators for a long time. With such an extensive background,.

,it Is incumbent uPon the authors of. this report to focus attention on specific
SUaspects and to assume on the part of the reader at least a qualitative un-

"derstanding of measurement techniques and properties of solids, includ-
- ling familiarity with the specialized language. Otherwise the report would

assume an unmanageable size. In addition it has been necessary to deal,

in many cases, with illustrative examples representative of groups of mate-

rials. It is obviously not possible nor desirable to attempt to present a

handbook which covers large numbers of the various materials--either

those having application in the electronics category or in the structural

area. The point of view adopted, in. this report is always in the direction of

the application of the material, since this is the basis of any practical

characterization.

The members of the Panel are indebted to a number of persons 'for

ýent -and suigestions.* In particular, we wish to mention

Drls. P. Daltzer, C. Butler. R. Dreyfts, R. Enstrom, H. Frederlkse, R. Lee,

s. l F. k,, J. I p, W. Sibley, L. Slifkin,

C1k0006', J. WM~iinin im L. Weiibet'g.
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I.- INTRODUCTION

THE IMPORTANCE OF DEFECT CHARACTERIZATION

As is well known to solid state scientists, the physical properties of

inorganic materials and their behavior in solid state reactions depend

essentially on structure and composition. More-particularly, the pertinent

factors may be specified as follows:

(1) Chemical composition

(2) Crystal structure

(3) Defect nature

If the material is not a single crystal, then the microstructure is of impor-

tance- -as discussed in the section on polycrystals."

In this section we shall be dealing mainly with the third aspect listed

above. By the term defects, we shall mean deviations from the otherwise

regular atomic array and charge pattern as determined by the crystal struc-

ture of the material, and from the energy spectrum as determined by the

band structure or the energy level scheme. For thorough characterization

we need to know the types and concentrations of imperfections present,

their interactions, and their effects on the physical properties. The pur-
•. •pose of. characterization is to place limits on the allowable or desirable

concentrations of imperfections for a specific use of the material. The

importanceý of adequate characterization and of being able to produce

materials within the tolerance limits for certain applications is well known

in the case of the so-called "communication"' materials--i.e., those which

participate actively in electronic devices. Here, for example, the presence

of certain defects can introduce various kinds of energy levels within the

forbidden gap. These can have a profound influence upon the electrical

properties. Defects can in principle 'affect the long-time operating
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stability of a device by facilitating diffusion of dopant materials away from X
junctions or contact regions. This effect is now observed to be of practical

significance under the stringent operating conditions of exposure to high

energy radiation. Most semiconductor devices depend for their operation

on the existence of well-controlled internal electric fields which are pro-

duced by sharp gradients of impurity concentration. They are, therefore,

highly nonequilibrium structures, in which any relaxation toward equilib-

rium properties is potentially ruinous to the device. This tendency to relax-

ation is either promoted or hindered by the presence of appropriate defect

structures.

Structural materials are even more complex from the defect point of

view. Optimum properties often depend on the presence of high concentra-

tions of dislocations and various kinds of area defects. In critical applica-

tions, many serious difficulties can arise from-the complex interactions

between point defects, dislocations, stacking faults, and other interfaces.

Unfortunately, it has rarely beaen possible to identify clearly the interaction

or series of interactions that are responsible for a particular aspect of the

behavior. A large part of the total research effort in physic. I metallurgy

and ceramics is aimed at identifying the factors that affect phenomena such

as kinetics of recrystallization, fatigue, brittle fracture, yieldstrength,

rate of strain harcitAing, creep, and corrosion.

In view of the above considerations, it can be understood that adequate

characterization and understanding of the properLies of defects is often

highly important, both in materials for electronic applications and also in

those for structural applications-especially where there may exist unfa-

vorable environments from the standpoint of temperature, stress, corro-

sive chemicals, or radiation effects. In this connection, interesting findings

1.-_J
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.exist in regard to dimensional stability. For various space applications,

including elements in precision optical equipment, constancy in dimensions

of the order of 0.1 microinches per inch or less over appreciable periods

of time is desirable. Studies on various structural specimens, however,

have revealed long-term drifts-of the order of microinches per inch over

a period of years-in certain materials, as well as appreciable changes

occurring as a result of even the most careful fabrication techniques.

Apparently the question of thermod.ynamic equilibrium of defects and

foreign atoms is becoming a rcal problem when ultra stability is demanded.

Any characterization of practical value must take into account the use

of the material. Clearly, different standards are involved if the objective

is a specimen for basic studies on, say fatigue or brittle fracture, a thermo-

electric generator, a radiation counter or dosimeter, a p-n junction for an

electronic device or a junction laser. In the case of a refractory metal, an

illustration of the fact that we must remember the connection between the

physical property and the defect is given by tungsten, where the vacancy

concentration undoubtedly plays a role in high temperature creep. Yet the

usual equilibrium concentration of vacancies has little effect on the elec-

trical conductivity itself. However, vacancies indeed play a vital role in de-

termining the lifetime of tungsten filaments operating under d. c. conditions.

In view of the special relationship between defects and properties, one can

cite numerous examples in the case of metals where a foreign defect in

small concentrations does not have much effect and other cases where it

is critical. For example, it is doubtful if 10"5 Cu in Au changes the tracer

diffusion coefficients much (maybe a factor of 2-5 could be expected).

On the other hand the same Cu cor•entration is responsible for the hetero-

geneous nucleation of vacancy clusters in gold quenched from high

t f
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temperatures, and the presence of this Cu drastically alters the kinetics

of clustering.

For thermoelectric cooling or power generation the content of native

-defects is usually masked by the relatively large concentration of dopants.

For transistors, on the other hand, where the minority carrier lifetime is

important, the defect concentration is of direct concern. In many alloys,

the problem of homogeneity is very real.

In the case of structural elements, regions of which may be subjected

to high stress concentrations, careful specification and characterization of

materials in order to reduce the possibility of failure by brittle fracture

may be highly important. Many examples exist of structures which have

failed when subjected to stresses as low as 1/3 their proper design values

because of imperfections such as minute corrosion pits, metallurgical

defects, or hydrogen absorbed near a defect. Illustrative examples of fail-

ure in DOD mit6riel are given in Appendix A.

14
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U. RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE PA1NEL

Three different facets to the problem can be delineated:

(1) Making the technical community more aware of the need for adequate

characterization of materials and of the difficulties which might ensue as

a result of the use of materials for which the defect nature is not understood.

(2) Improving the availability of well-characterized materials to the

average scientific worker or development engineer.

(3) Developing, in certain, cases, better methods for characterization

and also improved techniques for preparing certain materials with low

imperfection contents.

It is believed that the first category above would benefit substantially

from more research on the relationsg Ipbe-tween defects and properties.

In addition, an education program is desirable for those who are not aware

of the importance of adequate characterization. The recipients of this in-

formation should also include e'litors and referees of journals which pub-

lish articles concerned with the properties of materials and with devices,

exploiting those properties. -

The second, category concerns a problem which has at one time faced

almost every scientific worker-namely that of obtaining specimens of

improved quality.\well-characterized materials for use in basic or applied

research. The problem is severely complicated by the fact that science

and technology are dynamic, never static, and that what was good enough

yesterday is only marginal today. This means that a 1 materials activ-

ity must always involve research to push back the boundaries-it can never

degenerate into routine production. Therefore, associated with a superior

materials facility is always a critical size; and because, of the complexities

'____,_ -j
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involved in the production of superior materials and the thorough charac-

0 .terization of them, this critical size calls for an expensive activity. In

addition, since in, most cases the raison d:•tre Ifor materials development

-is exploitation of properties, there must be close interaction and collabora-
1on between the materials' producers and characterizers and the users.

_ ,- In view of the complexity and the dynamic nature of materials science and

technology, this latter aspect is becoming of increasing importance in

many cases.

The third category involves research and related activities specifically

"adapted to solving some of the more pressing problems, as documented in

the present study. The more obvious needs include:

(a) Further development and improvement of measuring techniques for

determination of the kind, concentration, and distribution of defects, in-

" 2" ' cluding: better nondestructive techniques for determining defects in situ--

particularly needed in device technology (Refer to Part XI); specific tech-

niques for the determination of single and clustered point defects (Refer to

Parts IV, VIII, X); reliable etch-pit techniques which do not depend upon the

presence of chemical, segregation &t the dislocation (See Appendix F-I-2);

techniques, probably involving computerized scanning, for more meaningful10 12 -2

dislocation characterization in metals in the 1010 to 102cm range(See

Appendix F-rn); and more advanced ultrahigh resolution ion microscopy

for studies involving large numbers of successive layers, including refine-

ment of ultrahigh resolution (0.51) electron transmission microscopy

w:hich might be used in conjunction with the Moir6 effect to study tiny clus-

ters of defects and atomic distributions around dislocations (Refer to

-Piat XM & Appendix E-I). Refinement of methods for measuring macroscopi

"dilatation, density, and lattice parameters (See Appendix E-II).

"K, -
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(b) Better information on'the equilibrium and kinetic behavior of defects,

including: their creation and behavior in hostile environments such as ra-

diation, mechanical and thermal stresses, or thin film deposition conditions

(Refer to IX-V1I-XI); determination of thermodynamic parameters for de-

fect formation under equilibrium conditions (VUI. Append B), and the rate

parameters of kinetic processes (diffusion precipitation), and determination

of the effects of electrons and holes on phenomena associated with point de-

fects, for example, diffusion coefficients (Ill). Investigations on systemati-

cally doped material for obtaining binding energies of vacancies with im-

purities (Appendix E-I, II); and the increased use of pressure as a variable

in measurements to assist in providing information on the volume of for-

mation around vacancies and on the atomic relaxation (Appendix E-l.

(c) Better understanding of the interrelationships among measured

physical phenomena and among defects, including: radiation effects and

their correlation to material composition and primary defect formation (Xi);

the relationship between defects and electrical, thermal, and other physical

properties of solids (IX); and the 'interpretation and understanding of indi-

rect techniques for characterization, many of which are highly sensitive,

but usually require analyses of a multiplicity of phenomena to provide

specificity (IX).

(d) Methods of obtaining, materials with fewer defects (XI & Appendix E),

or with known concentrations of specific defects.

(e) Better cbaracterz~iatiouof suirfaces (DI, XIM.

• OWN
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MI. TYPES OF DEFECTS TO BE CONSIDERE.,D

Four principal types of defects and thehi e'bgroups are outlined below:

A. POINT DEFECTS (OR AGGLOMERATES THEREOF)

(a) Vacancies: Absence of atoms at sites which according to the crysta

structure should'be occupied.

(b) Intersititial atoms: Atoms present at sites which according to the

"crystal structure should not be occupied.

(c) Ahtistructure defects: Atoms present at sites which according to 1h

Y crystal structure should be occupied by other types of atoms. These can

occur only in compounds.

If the concentration of one constituent is at least an order of magnit~d%.

lower than that of others-i.e., in low-coincentration solid solutions-one

usually considers the latter as the basic components and the low-concen-

tration type as a foreign component. It Is then useful to distinguish betwee

defects that may be formed in the pure crystal, to be called native point

defects, and those consisting of foreign atoms, to be designated as foreign

point defects. Any of these may occur at sites distant from one ahother,

forming what will be called single point defects, or they may occur at

neighboring sites, forming pais, triplets, or, in general, agglomerates

or clusters. The agglomerates may involve only native defects, only forel

defects, or both native and foreign defects. When point defects can be re-

garded as resulting from the addition or subtraction of atoms, the centers

formed-have no charge relative, to the surrounding crystal: their effective

charge iM zero. Often, however, such imperfections may either split off

"or accept one or more electrons. They then acquire an effective charge.

This effective charge (or its absence) is an essential'feature of the point

defects and has to be included in their characterization.

i0 f,
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Foreign atoms may be present in a material for two reasons. In the first

place, they may be present because they were present in the basic chemi-

cals and have not been removed by purification. In this case we shall speak

of impuritier. In the second place, foreign atoms may be present because

they have been added on purpose. In this case we speak of additives or

dopants.

Since we only add atoms, the presence of which Is favorable with respect

to the application of the material, dopants are always atoms whose presence

is wanted. Impurities, on the other hand, may either be. detrimental,

neutral, or favorable with respect to the planned application. In general,

the presence of impurities is unwanted and great efforts have been spent

(and will be spent in the futre) on their, removal by appropriate purifica-

tion techniques.

B. ELECTRONIC DEFECTS

In crystalline solids, electronic energy states are restricted to more or

less sharp levels or bands, the width of which depends oh the overlap of the

wave functions of adjacent atoms.

At low temperature, the levels are filled up to a certain energy, and

empty above that energy-. In metals the filled and empty levels touch, but

in semiconductors anxI insulators the occupied and unoccupied states are

separated by an energy gap, the so-called band gap. The 'low temperature

situation represents an ordered state. At hither temperature, or after

bombardment with high-energy particles or photons of a suitable f6equency,

electrons are excited to higher states, leaving unoccupied levels at lower

energy. If the excitation energy is sufficiently larig-, the excited electrons

and the missing electrons may move in an electric field or a concexitration

gradient. They may be considered to be defects and are called, respectively,

quasi-free electrons and holes.

~.h•L - -.1 7Th '":''T• , -•; -;•i: :• -_ • .. . .... ._.... •.... .... .... . • ..
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At low excitation energies, excited states exist in which the electrons

and holes are not yet free to move individually, although they may move

together. Such an electron-hole pair Is called an exciton.

Two -jpes of electrc,,is and holes may be distinguished, according to t0

* extent to~which they are free to move. In a crystal, an extra charge-as

present on an electron or a hole-tends to polarize the surrounding meda

which lowers t,,e energy. If atom -cores are moved in the process, this

polarization represents a tendency to localize the free charge (self-trappi

Overlap of wave functions, on the other hand, favors exchange of elec-L•rr

l between neighboring atoms and thus tends to keep charges free. In the

exchange, energy is also gained. ff the exchange energy is larger than the

energy of self-trapping, the charges are free, or quasi-free, and one speA:

of the collective electron model, or band picture, of conduction and char p

migratiort. This is the case in most elemental crystals and covalently bou

compounds.

If the energy-of self-trapping is larger, however-as may be expected

for ionic crystals which are strongly polarizable-the charges tend to be

trapped and can move only occasionally when locally enuugh energy is

assembled tO lift the electron or the hole out of its self-inflicted trap. In

OW ccntent one speaks of the hopping electron model.

C. LME DEFECTS ,(D OCTIONS)

(a) Perfect dislocations - Burgers vector is a lattice vector.

(b) Imperfect dislocations- The dislocation line forms the boundary of

an area defect or stacking fault.

Classification of a line defect involves specification of geometrical

aspects such as:

W7I
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IV. TOTAL AND PARTIAL EQUILIBRIUM OF POINT DEFECTS;

DEFECT DISTRIBUTIONS

An essential difficulty in materials characterization results from the

fact that defects may be formed.or annihilated as a result of thermal treat-

ment or handling. Thermodynamics shows that under equilibrium conditions

-a certain concentraton, of point defects of any type must be present at all

temperatures above absolute zero- Whether or not equiiibrimn is reached

depends on the rate.of formation or annihilation of defects, and this in turn

depends on -the rate of diffusion of lattice constituents. Since atomic diffi'sioi

pzvcesses depend exponentially on li/T, there is in general a critical temper

ture above which the population of atomic population of atomic point defects

"reaches equilibrium in a reasonable time. Below this temperature, complete

equilibrium is not reached; point defects are frozen in at .a concentration d.-

pendinpt on q, previous high-temperature treatment. This critical tempera-

'ture differs viot only from material to material, but usually also with the typE

qoatomic defect in a given material. Thus the crystal may be in equilibrium

S far as one type of defect is concerned, but not as regards another. The
u-em~appls to foreign point .efects Electrons and holes are usually

nmobile down to extremey low temperatures. Therefore, apart from a few

• cases in whichi stable traps are involved or in which recombination is hin-

d4ered by a potential barrier, or other means, electronic equilibrium is

Sobtained at almost all temperatures.

In cases in which a certain point defect does not reach its equilibrium

concentration, it may react to form some intermediate between the state

of complete equilibrium and that of complete nonequilibrium. Thus, if equi-
'librium requires the removal of defects from the crystal, the defect may

form smaller or larger clusters inside the crystal-that is, the defects

precipitate in the trystaI. This often involves dislocations--precipitation
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either occurring at dislocations or else the precipitation itself .(e.g., in the

case of -acancies) forming dislocations (dislocation loops). Since properly

dissolved and precipitated defects affect the physical properties of a

crystal in a different way, it is obviously necessary to distinguish between

them. Thus, if foreign constituents exist, a chemical analysis which

merely establishes the presence of the constituent anywhere inside the

material, may not be sufficient to characterize the solid.

ion
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V. SPECIAL COMPLICATIONS ARISING FROM
THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM IN COMPOUNDS; NONSTOICHIOMETRY

AND VARIABILITY OF THE MECHANISMS OF
INCORPORATION OF FOREIGN ATOMS

Whereas previous arguments apply to elemental crystals as well as

compounds, additional complications arise in the latter:

* Atomic disorder (not accompanied by a change in composition)

involves defects of various types in ratios determined by the crystal struti-

ture. For instance, in a compound MX one may have diaorder processes

involving M and X vacancies VM and VX (Schottky disorder), interstitial

atoms and vacancies (Frenkel disorder) or misplaced atoms of two types

MX and XM (antistruwture dinorder)-to mention only the most common

types. In all thesecases, the product of the concentrations of the defects

involved is constant (dependent on temperature).

* Deviations from the single stoichiometric composition as determint

by the crystol structure, This generally involves defects of a type formed

by atomic disorder. For instance, an excess of M will give rise to VX if

Schottky d"sorder prevails, but to M. if Frenkel disorder is dominant.

* In the case of foieign defects, the situation is complicated beyond

that encountered in elemental crystals in that, even when properly dissolved

the effects caused by a certain foreign constituent arc not uniquely deter-

mined. In the first place, the foreign atoms may be present at different

sites-forming different foreign point defects. In the second place they may,

through defect Interactions, give rise to different types of native defects.

Thus aliovalent foreign atoms may give rise to electronic defects in one

case and to native atomic defects in another.
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The classical example is'the formation of silver vacancies in AgBr as

a result of the presence of divalent cadmium at silver sites, the concentra-

tions of cadmium and the induced vacancies being equal. Similarly, in many

semiconductors, electrons or holes are formed in concentrations equal to

those of foreign donors or acceptors present. For example, in germanium

and silicon, phosphorus at the germanium or silicon sites gives rise to an

equal concentra'ion of electrons.

The differences noted above may even occur in the same material, the

prevailing mechanism of incorporation depending on the equilibrium condi-

tions during preparation or anneal. Thus in CdS(2 ) and CdTe(3), incorpora-

tion of higher valent gallium or indium at cadmium sites (or chlorine at

sulfur sites) may give rise either to the formation of free electrons, with

[Inbd] = [e']
or to the formation of cadmium vacancies, with either

[Inbd] = 2 ,[V~d]

or

[I"bd] = [Vbd]
The dots and dashes indicate effective positive and negative charges. As

we shall show in greater detaillater (AppendiU B) this behavior can easily

be accounted for. As shown in Appendix B, Fig. I (which summarizes the

situation for CdTe + In), compensation by electrons occurs for conditions

under which cadmium vacancies tU4nd to be filled; i.e., for high cadmium

pressure. Compensation by vacancies happenS' at increasingly lower

cadmium pressures (or higher sulfur pressures). Note that the semicon-

ductor properties are markedly affected by the change in compensation.

In the first case the crystals are low-resistivity n-type semiconductors;

in the latter they are high-resistance, almost-intrinsic semiconductors.

U p<p'
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Evidently, for proper characterization of the material it is not enough to

give the concentration of foreign constituents--even if we would know the

fraction properly dissolved and present at lattice sites; we must know the

compensation mechanism or, in other words, the mechanism of incorpora-

,#otn. This mechanism (and also the concentrations and types of defects

formed under equilibrium conditions in pure crystals) depends on the acti-,

ities of the components in the ambient atmosphere in combination with th.t

basic thermodynamic parameters of defect formation. For this reason,

determination of these parameters is of great importance for the charac-

' •"terization of materials. This is especially so because the change from one

mechanism to another nay occur at a relatively low temperature. For

instance, CdS containing Al at Cd sites, rendered nonconductive by heating

in vacuo at 6000 C, becomes conductive again by heating in cadmium vapor

at the same temperature. At the same time the luminescence spectrum

changes iM, a significant way, indicating the formation and annihilation of
2(4)9
c2dmium vacancies. These considerations are developed further in

Part VI-(deilig with the impermanence of defect population).

SA detailed dlc-asion of defect( lquillbrla in the binary compound CdTe,

Sshowi1 g the lntrlclaci•e'of the interactio as well as the effect on the

I,,orpoit•,Wn• mechaism of a foreign donor (indium), is given in Appendix

So • Although we have mentiomnd AgBr and some U-VI compounds as exam-

ple, this does not mean that the validity of the statements made is restrict
0

to these compounds. The statements are quite general and apply, for instan

to the alkali halides and to the rn-V compounds. Recently the methods of

defect emmitry havealso beon applied to ternary compunds.( 5 )

r7
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VI. NONEQUILIBRIUM FORMATION OF POINT DEFECTS

In addition to the thermal formation of point defects, such defects may

also be formed by nonequilibrium processes; viz., by bombardment by high-

energy particles or quanta, and by migration (climb) of dislocations, as may

happen in cold work.

0- 7
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VII. FORMATION OF LINE AND AREA DEFECTS

Dislocations and area defects are not formed in chemical equilibriuni

Whenever they are present (and as a rule they are), they are formed by

nonequilibrium processes, such as plastic deformation, nonlinear tempe

ture gradients, bombardment, point defect condensation, etc. Although s

defects themselves are not in equilibrium, they may, and usually do, aif

the point defect equilibria. We have seen already that they may act as a

nucleus for precipitation of point defects and as sources for vacancier i

plastic deformation.

They may also take part in the equilibrium proper through elastic or

electric interactions. In the alkali halides, for instance, dislocatioi, :a.,

are charged, the charge being compensated by a cloud of point defects •

an excess of defects of opposite charge surrounding it. In such cases, t!

is a difference in the concentration of point defects in the bulk far away

from and near to the dislocation. The same applies to surfaces.

_ '~0
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VIII. IMPERMANENCE OF DEFECT POPULATION

Iandling and specimen manipulation may so drastically alter the numbers

and types of defects present in a crystal that the initial characterization

no longer applies. A case in point is a nearly perfect copper crystal.

Stresses of a few g/mm2 due to handling or thermal gradients can multiply

the total length of dislocation line in the crystal several orders of magnitude.

One way of dealing with this problem is to stabilize the dislocation structure

by introducing another type of defect. For example, it has been found con-

venient to use "radiation hardening" by exposure of the crystals to fast

neutrons prior to preparation of specimens for x-ray topography or trans-

mission electron microscopy.(6) Often the only assurance that the defect

population has not been changed can be given by reevaluation after each step.

An important consideration is obviously the temperature dependence of

the equilibrium. For example, if a material is use& in connection with a

measurement or to construct a device, and this inv Ives heating (as is

often the case), one cannot in general rely on the ce aracterization of the

material as determined by its composition and previous history. This can

only be done in cases where it has been shown that, for the conditions of

experiment envisaged, all equilibria involving the immigration of atoms

are frozen in.

Thus, for cha-acterization a double standard seems appropriate:

(1) For materials in which, under, the conditions of normal employment,

defect equilibria are frozeti in, it is sufficient to give the crystal structure,

the chmical composition, and the concentrations of defects.

•2Z ' " • J ", I I I: '' '' il '1 I ir I I: • J I. . • .. . I ll l ll I. • ,, , -L,... . . . • 0.
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(2), For materials in which defect equilibria are never completely fro

in, it is necessary to give not only the crystal structure and the chemica

composition, but also the fundamental thermodynamic parameters goveri

the formation of defects in chemical equilibrium and the kinetic paramet

Both types of characterization require experimental methods designe(

to indicate the presence of particular defects and their concentrations.

o7
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IX. METHODS OF DEFECT DETERMINATIDN'

In principle, all physical properties dependent on 'the presence ,of defects,

may be used as techniques of defect determination, although wide differences

in sensitivity(7 ) are encountered. Many of the methods, however, are not

capable of distinguishing between various kinds of defects-that is, they are

nonspecific. Although the measured quantity is in some way sensitive to

defects in the crystal, the measurement does not itself show, with a rela-

tively high certainty, the exact type of defect which is affecting the mea-

surement, or the number of such defects present. In a specific method,

on the other hand,• the cbservations do, with relative certainty, identify the

type of defect and yield its concentration. An example of a specific technique

is direct observation; i.e., the reception of an individual signal or image

resulting from the defect. Indirect techniques, where various affected

physical properties are measured, possess varying degrees of specificity.

In many cases it is necessary to obtain information from various property

measurements in order to identify unambiguously the natures of the defects.

'This utilization of the combined information obtained from mivestigations

of several properties is often of substaitial inmportance, and it is an area

where additional research might profitablybe carried out.

When doing research on materials, it is usually preferable, when possi-

ble, to determiýe first the defect type and concentration in the crystal and

then to perform those physical property (indirect) studies that one wishes,

relating the physical property to the defect nature of thesolid. In this way

-one relates properties to itructures. It is usually less satisfactory to mea-

sure otily the physical property, and then by theory or otherwise to try to

deduce the type of defects present.

Various projmrties,ýand measurement techniques which can be used for

defect determination, their sensitivity, and their specificity, are listed in

,POW
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'Table I. For dislocations, the first four methods correspond5 to the direct

techniques. For point defects, on 'the other hand, tL.. only methodcapable

of giving direct observation is apparently the field ion microscope, and t•t

is limited in application to only a very few substances. Several of the in•i~

rect techniques, however,, possess certain degrees of specificity, as for

example, spin resonance, Mf6ssbauer effect, etc. The simultaneous mea.-

ment of lattice constant and density is a method which is specific in its

ability to distinguish interstitial-type (or mass excess) defects 'from vac-

type (or mass deficient) defects, but it cannot distinguish among differen

possibilities: within each group. This method is potentially an important,

and its limitztions and possibilities are discussed in Appendix E (Part II,

under "Metals", although most of the remarks made there apply equally

Well to all categories of crystals,

In Table I, the magnitudes listed for the minimum concentrations dete•

able are to be regarded only as approximate. Furthermore, they are give

for the materialesor conditions which are most favorable. To illustrate th

point by a simple example, we note that a measurement of the electrical

'conductivity near the limit of present experimental capability will provide

a6 Sensitivity to free electron concentration which Is 105 greater in a ma-

"terisa, where the electron moility is 104 cm2/volt- sec than where it is

0.1 cm /volt-.ec.

It is seen in the table that a number of techniques are highly sensitive,

although-specificity is often a problem, even when multiple studies are

carried out, As mene•ioned above, this is .an area where considerable furth

reseach it needed.
C • ,
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J Although the considerations set frth throughout this section are con-

cerned basically with bulk materials, it is desirable at least to mention t.,,

importance of surface phenomena in connection with the characterization c

-materials. It is obviously essential to insure that the interpretation ofbfl)

properties is not clouded by contributions from the surface. In addition,

surface characteristics are of primary importance in a large number of a,

including, for example, catalysis, kinetics of crystal growth, corrosion,

and various electronic devices. Although space limitations preclude a

detailed consideration of these areas-with the exception of some later re-

I marks in connection with silicon devices (in XI)-the importance of surfacE

effects should not be overlooked. As a matter of fact, the r.esirability of

techniques with a high degree of specificity is particularl / consequential

in the characterization of surfaces. For many materials, the chemical and

electrical properties of the surface are notably sensitive to very low lev.-I.

of contamination. In such cases, the results of indirect techniques of defec

determination are easily invalidated by the presence of surface contaminar.

For example, it is usually the case that the active sites which are investi-

gated 1y the chemisorption and catalytic techniques may equally well be

"defects or adsorbed contaminants. At the present, in situ field ion micros-

copy and electron microscopy are the only techniques for surface defect

determination which have any degree of specificity, and it is clear that

reliable determinations for surfaces must be carried out in ultrahigh vacua

Low-energy electron diffraction has recently been applied to the study

oftion bombardment induced surface damage. This technique has the ad-

vantages that it provides identification of those phenomena which are relate

to surface contaminants rather than to defect structure, and is sensitive to

surface faceting of smQll individual facet areas (100 12) Sersitivity to

sj7:;
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other defect structures is low and nonspecific. The present situation is that,
the characterization of, surfaces is In a highly embrya*.Ac aitate,zandUi rep-

resents an area where much more work needs to be done.
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b6ýeonsulted., The quoted values apply only to bulk crystals, not to wh1EeF

CIO Or -platelets. hn regard to defects, it is to be noted that clusters of point

defects constitute a special case and cannot conveniently be represented

by, a set of, numbers. Thbis Is an area where fthrwork is needed. The~

elusive area lies betweeua fe-ý.w evid several hundred defects in aL cluster.
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XI.' DETAILED CONSIDERATION OF REPRESENTATIVE

GRUPS OF MATERIALS

In ite sections to follow, we shall concentrate on examples belonging to

the following classes Of materials:

-(1 Semiconductors--elemental and compound, as well as certain oxides

.. Alkali halides

S' , (31)' Metals

(4) Organic Materials-anthracene

A division into categories such as those given above is necessitated by

the drastically different applications of the various materials, with highly

significant differences in the role of defects, and by the necessity of employ-

ing individdally suitable techniques for characterization.

, A. SEMICONDUCTORS-ELEMENTAL AND C6MPOUHD, INCLUDING!:: ~CERTAIN OXn)ES "

Silicon - State,'Of the Art

silicon is one of the mopit widely studied solids. As was seen in Section IX,

and as is discussed in more detail in Appendix C, a variety of techniques of

varying bmt generally high sensitivity exists for the detection of defects in

this material. In many instances, several oi the techniques can be used in

the study of a specific defect, leading to greater confidence in the resulting

determination of Its concentration and properties. In addition, the silicon

lattice has great mechanical strength, even at high temperatures, and all

but a few chemical impurities have very low solubilities in it. Thus, a

great deal of progress has resulted from the very substantial amount of

scientific attention which has been attracted to this material. Both the

purity and perfection possible In large silicon crystals are perhaps unique

among solids.

JL
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Problems: I
(1) Most of the techniques listed in Tables I and H should be applied to

large volumes of relatively homogeneous material for best results. How-

e'er, the continuing trendtoward smaller and smaller devices places

heavy emphasis on the importance of micro-teclmiques and especially

techniques which can be used to characterize materials at or very near to

surfaces.

Developments in the field of Schottky barrier (metal-semiconductor)

diodes and insulated-gate field-effect transistors (IGFET) make surface .4

control and characterization a prime area of study.

Despite the large. volume of work done on surface phenomena *ere is

surprisingly little known. There is a large body of empirical knowledge on

the effects of various environments on the production and properties of

unidentified surface states. There is a considerable knowledge of the Th
properties of atomically clean silicon surfaces produced by cleavage-in-

vacuum techniques. There is, however, virtually nothing known about the

properties of silicon surfaces in their most important technological state;

Recently, as a result of Interest in the oxide IGFET, there have been a

number of studies of the influence of radiation and mobile ions in the oxide

on the behavior of these devices and related structures. These studies are

to a large degree phenomenological. They have indicated that the creation

or movement of charge within the oxide produces a necessary change in

* electrostatic potential in or near the silicon surface. This is described in

terms of an, equivalent Osurface chArge density." Further, there have been

experiments using insulated-gate structures which attempt to measure the 2

Hall mobility of the mobile surface charges. There is still no really fun-

dainentallinformation about -the nature of the silicon surface.
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(2) . nother need arising out of device technology is for the ability to

c haracterize the defect properties of the completed device. One source of'
..... d'• fficulty which has come under control only recently, for example, is the

Introdution of damage to the crystalline lattice structure during dopant

Sdiffsion,, alloying contact attachment, and other fabrication steps. Dis-

locatiows areý introduced at the surface,, and their subsequent motion leaves

a damaged lattice containing vacancies, interstitials, and aggregates of

these defects in various geometries., The subsequent uncontrolled further

motion of these defects during the service life of the device can degrade

the original impurities' distribution and ruin the device. The issue, clearly,

is how to. characterize the material after the device has been fabricated,

because only thendo the materials' characteristics which will be of impor-

. L ~ tance daring usefd(-, 'I actually become evident. If the dopants; change their

lcatiop or electrical properties, the device is degraded. This can come

ae via two principal mechanisms, associated with lattice vacancy defects.

. The dlfbfsion of subasttutional foreign atoms in silicon takes place

vif vacan mIpSOticM, perhaps with the balk of 'the vacancies present as

f d aacie. Tbe hlgr thwi-concontratlon of vacancies, the more rapid is

the tndogrtiobf suhettutionl atoms. All the major doping agents for sil-

1COn ARO de 0, with the tmportantexception of lithium-drifted radiation

Sde ,Atectors, areuubst•tlmtloml. Tkus, anything which contributes to a shift

In ,,he• . cancy c•mceuaratim In t•e silicon latte is potentially disruptive

t6its kinetic behaiotr,

DBecause of the fact that minute distances are inherent in silicon devices

and also that long operating times, are anticipated, the limits on acceptable

"diffusion coefficients can be surprisingly stringent. For example, in devices

where structures of linear dimension L , 10 3 cm are found in abndance

2!~ , [
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and device operating hWe may be expected to extend for ten -years,

D~w L2/,r, -14cm~sec Is a routgh upper limit on acceptable: diffusion Z
coefficients.

*Close geometric association of dopants and v7acancies or disloca-

tions alters the electrical properties of both and can perturb the electrical '":

potential structure associated with the-impurity distribution. In this instance,

therefore, it is necessary to know not only the concentration of vacancie.

but also their state of aggregation. .

(3) A third challenging area in silicon materials characterization Is

associated with the use of devices in an environment of high energy radia-
tion. The present state of our understand's of the effects of radiatiom-on
silicon ib. suggested by the fact that it is not saIe to extrapolate knowledge

gained in one radiation environment to predict materials performance in

another. Experience with device ion a beam of 0 - 10 MEV

electrons at 7PK,, for example, will be of limitedusefulness In predicting

the behavior under Wo" bonbardmdt at the "me tempatu. re or even 3
under electron bombardment at a differnt te, say 40 K or room

tempera"tre. T",he ri o for -this is that the eIetrical behavior, mobility,

and binding energy aoitGe defects are hhy Individual. 0. D. Watkins,

for example, has established" th e dksion •" • fficient of an isolated
vacancy in silicon has an activation energy of roA&y 0.3 electron volts.

This is to be compared to stimates which he has ad that a divacancy

in this same material has an activationenergy cpproximately 1.3 elec-

tron. volts for migratlon,. with a divacancy binding energy of about 1.2 elec-e

tron volts. Inexposure to radiation, the primary defect Is produced.

Relative abundance and relative geonetrical distribution of these and

a eggregat products W depend upon the conditions of exposure. A more

extended treatment of this and related topis may be found in Appendix D.
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,Recommendations:

Very little is known about the interface between silicon and other solids

"such as metals and insulators. From the standpoint of future technological

growth, the characterization of surfaces is a primary object of research.

0There are a number of significant questions that should be asked about suchl

surfaces. For example,

In what way Is the basic crystal. structure modified as the surface is
approached?

To what extent is a surface atomically flat?

What are the concentrations and distributions of native and foreign point
defects near the surface?

What is the nature of structural defects near the surface?

What specific effects does the mating material have on the characteris-
tics of the silicon?

" 'How do the properties of electrical carriers near the surface depend
upon Its crystallographic, and chemical properties ?

What are the effects of modification of the mating material on the elec-
trical properties of the surface?

It is n&t Immediatelylbbvious how some of these questions can be answered.

For example, to use electron diffraction or microscopy techniques may

, require the removal of. one of the mating materials. This may itself prove

a sigificant perturbation. Perhaps information will always be of an indirect

nature. However, the point should be reiterated that this is the area of

greatest concern to people active in silicon work today.

Device Characterization:

e The characterization of highly pure bulk silicon for chemical and

structural d'fects does not pose any worthwhile problems.

7/ -
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* A method for convenient nondestructive determination of inhomoge-

neous distributions is needed.

* Techniques for improved characterization of low-solubility, highly

mobile impurities are needed.

e Techniques for improved characterization of inhomogeneous oxygen

distributioas are needed.

* A broader application of sophisticated/x-ray techniques is indicated.

Radiation-Induced Defects: .!

It has been found that the observed radiation defects are comljlexes of r

primary defects, interstitials, and vacancies with all types of impurities

and crystalline defects. The major problem is the understanding of the

complex phenomena and their correlation to the material composition and b

primary defect formation. Studies should be made of the characteristics

of the primary defects produced during bombardment with emphasis on the

basic properties and mechanisms involved. Also, a program should be set,

up of practical tests including the effects of conmposition of the incident

radiation beam, rate effects (reciprocity lawflailure), and temperature

cycling upon device characteristics. Studies such as those of Watkins and

his collaborators using the combined techniques of electron spin resonance

and infrared optical absorption should continue to be highly fruitful in elu-

cidating the nature of the complex radiation damage defects in silicon.

Information gained concerning the structure and behavior of vacancy aggre-

gates will be useful in assessing the relaxatio, to thermal equilibrium of
devices which contain, them. In short, it is particularly desirable tostudy

the approach to thermal equilibrium of defect structures.

Further information on the nture-of radiation damage, includi:ing studies

on the energy reqtuired to displace an atom from its normal site, and the

physical properties affectedby the damage is presented in Appendix D.

4F
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Semiconducting Compounds

As was discussed in Section V, defects in compounds can be of a higher

"degree"'of complexity than in elementsi inasmuch as several kinds of atoms

may be involved. Certain of these considerations will be brought out in the

examples to follow.

MI-V Compounds:

In, many of the rn-V compounds, especially those with the higher melting

points, the present state of teclhology is such that foreign atoms appear to

N be the property-controlling imperfections-at least for most applications-

and defects are usually of secondary importance. A possible exception is

gallium antimonide, for which evidence has been presented to suggest the

likelihoodof antistructure-type defects being responsible for slightly over
17 residual carriers. Experience with GaSb has shown that it is not pos-

sible to prepare this material, using standard techniques, with acceptor

concentrations below appIoximately 2 x 1017 cm" 3 , regardless of the degree

of purification of the elements and the. compound.( 8) Careful analysis for

chemical impurities, with sensitivities in most cases substantially in excess
17 3of those necessary to account for i01 7 carriers/cm , rules out fairly con-

clusivelythe possibility of foreign atoms-save perhaps for half a dozen

different elements-being the source of the omnipresent acceptor centers.

These remaining elements are rendered improbable as a result of studies

involving variations in preparation procedures and because of their known

behavior in GaSb and other rn-V compounds. Therefore the existence of

defects is' indicated. As normally grown, gallium antimonide tends to be

slightly off stoichiometry inasmuch as the maximum melting temperature

in the Ga-Sb system is on the gallium-rich side of the 50-50 composition

by perhaps ýa few parts per million. Of the :-oesible ways in which the
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excess gallium might be incorporated, namely; gallium interstitlals,

antimony vacancies, or antistructure defects, a type of antisLucture defect

involving gallium atoms at antimony sites appears the more likely possi-

bility. The defect nature of the controlling imperfection is further verified

by experiments in which lithium is paired with the center, and more directly

by growth of GaSb crystals from a melt containing an antimony to gallium

atom ratio of about 3 to 1, which results in material containing the order

of 1016 defects/cm 3. This represents about the lowest defect content that

has been achieved in GaSb.

In the case of GaAs-a material which is finding use in a variety of

applications--evidence indicates the existence of somewhere between

1016 and 101 8defects/cm 3 in as-grown crystals, depending on" the technique

of growth. Some evidence suggests that a reduction to perhaps 1015 or

below might be possible in vapor-deposited materials. The influence of the

defects in GaAs on electrical properties is somewhat more subtle than in

GaSb inasmuch as the associated energy levels lie deeper within the gap.(9)

Nevertheless they can act as recombination centers and therefore be of

considerable importance in certain types of devices. An effective technique

for the determination of these types of defects has been the study of ther-

mally stimulated currenit peaks. Other methods have included internal

friction, lattice thermal -conductivity, aznd precision la_&ce constant and

density measurements.(9) Further discussion of the latter technique is

given in Appendix El, 11-2.

In summarizing the situation with the IlI-V materials, we may say that

in regard to GaAs and other wide-band-gap Il-V compounds, the present

state of the art is such that chemical impurities are still more of a problem

than are defects-at least for the majority of devices. With GaSb, however,

S- ] - ' ,. -- .. m
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theb op ite situation appears to be true, and in the case of InAs, more

in-ormation is needed. Finally, MnSb seems to be unique la that it appears

p ssibleto. produce. material, where the concentration of active chemical

impurities and of defects la:-m the 101. region or below.

- I-VI ýCompounds:

There exists very little quantitative information on native defects in the

higher band gap li-VI compounds, at least insofar as the defects are not

formed under the influence of aliovalent foreign atoms. An over-all indica-

'tion of the present state of the technology in regard to CdS and ZnS was

"given in Table II. A more specific listing of characterization techniques

and their sensitivities in the case of certain defects in ZnS is given in

Table M. A detailed account of defect formation In thermodynamic equilib-

rium in CdTe + In is given in Appendix B.

Certain Metal Oxides, Feerrtes, etc.:

In most cases, the chemical impurity, content in oxide crystals, including

ferrites, is found to be the controlling imperfection insofar as the principal

applicatlons an property sthisn of the material are concerned. Indirect

evidaoe exists which suggests that flame fusion sapphire may contain the

order" of 1015 pAM defects (vacancies) cm 3-3. Dislocation contents, which

mayeinthe 105401 rainge for the Vernsul process, crystals, are

perhaps typialy in the i03CM . range for pulled or for vapor deposited

.or most practical applications, the ferritee are -prepared by compaction
- 0

technpess and yield about 95% of theoretical density. Single crystals,

prepared by flame fusion methods, probably exhibit defect concentrations

a Was thin 1019cm' , which correspond, to concentrations of less than

thos rep, mted~byVi of thweortcal density-a4 result which begins

g ,J.
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. Af I- NT "INIQUES APPLICABLE TO ZgnJ
AYID RE.LA.TED MATERIALS

:. Gx:hii Botindaries 1. Etl,-Lng
2. Wig•I Reflection

3. X ray
4. Double Refraction

I-. St:,ckhig Faults 1. Electrotnmicroscopy I
2. X-ray Diffraction
3. Electroluminescence 1
4. Anisotropic Conductivity
5. Photo emf >E -- 100

gap:
6. Opt abs. (E differs per

gap
polytype) 1

-2
C. Dislocation-- 1. Etching ] . cm_2

2. Decoration 1 cm

D. Point Defects

D1 Foreign, general 1. Cblimical analys 10 16_ 10 1 8 cm"-3

2. Neutron bombardi6eatf '- -11 014- -3
activation Stly10 -Sm' ... i 15cm-

3. Magnitlo 1s,,pt` Uty 10u r"c-
4. Recomiblnatlon 1
6. Trapping; Ibral stimulated 10 clumin soenco: • O1 cm

thermb.Uy stimulited 012cm-3

evirrent

D2 Foreign, interstitial 1. ESR 101 spns8 1 m-3
2. Donor Activity 1 CM
3. Lumiesoence (a)

,1. Absorption 10 Cm

D3 Foreign, aubiititutional 1. ESR t 1011 spins
2. Donor or acceptoi activity 10icm-3

3. Formation by trahamutatton 1012Cm-3

4. IAfhneacence 10 1806cm'3
5. Opt. absorption 101 8 cm-
6. Trap; thermally stimulated

conductivity , cm

thermally stimulated
luminescence i0 1 7cm-3

Best Availabo C.
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ýA.J • (C-ý,at'd)

- > 1ti ._e.t: •erxr..r: I. R,-,combination center
2. Ti. pping; thermally stimulated

ctr rent; .Eermafly stimulated
luminesceg:z.

i, Vacar'ies 1. Fluoresceace (a)
2. Trapping of electrons or holes (b)

(glow curves of fluorescence, or
conductivity)

3. Formation in presence of aliovalent
foreign atoms

E Iateritifials ?

E3 Antistruct-tre Defects not found

,. Nativv-Fortin Detect i. Self-activated lum. (anisotropy) 10 1 7 cm - 3

Pairs 2. ESR (anisotropy), 10 cm
3. Distant donnor-acceptor p.yJi

fluorescence

(a) It in diftioult to derive quantitative informetion ri. the concentration of defects
from luminescence studies. Even If we find that a aertain treatment increases the
intensity of a cwrtain luminescence, this does not prove that the concentration of
defects involved is increased; it may well be that tie concentration of other defects,
favoring a cornpetingprocess, is decreased.

(b) Altbough the methods of stimulating luminescence or current are as senAtive for
n.tive as for foreign defects, so far there is no cleor assignment of glow peaks to
particular centers; for an attemnf of such an asaigt'ent for CdS see Niekisch,
Z. physik. Chem. _2 110 (1961).7

COMMENTS
Note that most of the information available concerns impure or foreign atom-doped

crystals. Quantitative information concerning native defects can be obtained in
principle by:

(a) investigations on purer crystals; this involves further purification of materials;

(b) theoretical analysis of the results of equilibrium studies on crystals doped with
known conczntrations of foreign donors or acceptors by the methods of imperfection
!AChemistry.

I't is reco~m1iiendcd that both approaches be followed.

3c't A Copy
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to approach the limit of- the -ability to analyze,. using density measurements

(see Appendix E, 1I-2ý. Dislocation densities of between 103 and i06 cm-3

are reported for the single crystals.( 10 ) Actually, for practical applications 1
as well as for most sc.,entiftc investigations; there, is little impetus to achieve

defect concentrations below 1019 cm . f

B. ALKALI HALIDES

The alkali halide crystals represent the class of materials for which

point defects were first studied and had begun to be understood as early

as the 1936!s. The unique feature of these crystals is the variety of tools

available for their study, most important of which are the optical and elec-

trical properties. The optical properties are of great importance due to

the wide range of transparency of these crystalý, from the far infrared

to the ultraviolet region. Many defects are found to produce absorptionr

bands, which are then easily "studied. ,Most of the bands in the visible range

(the so-called "color- centers") are prbduced only after irradiation of the'

crystal with high energy radiation. The study of such color centers is of

great interest in revealing detailed information about defects ini alkali

halides and the interactions among them ,but is not important for charac-

terizing the as-grown material. On the other hand, it will be seen that

absorptions in the infrared and uv are very signuitant for -haracterization.

Electrical measurements have also been important in the study of alkali

halide crpstals. Here the unirridia IId material is found to conduct by ionic

migrnsdon which requires the presence of defects (notably, cation vacancies).

In addition, time dependent chan6s 'in the electrical polarization and dielec-

tric loss under an a. c. potftlal Pov frter lnfbrmation abouoint

defects in the matetial.

:- "
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vhL-tcr of a.kali halik studies, NaCl. was by far the ,not-

.:,,y iwivnUstiatcd. With ,e more recent use of zone refinng tech:iqu.-s

Ftr 'urirkicratio: of these crystals, KC1 was found to be capable of prepara-

_onr to a higher state of purity. Accordingly, it has rapidly become the

Vý..ototype alkali halide crystal.

From a theoretical viewpoint, the alKali halides represent thelsimplest

material for which to calculate defect formation energies because of the

almost perfect ionic character. Accordingly,' theoretical calculations for

these crystals have been carried to a relatively high degree of refinement

as compared to similar calculations for other' crystal types.

Finally, even for the case of dislocation st6dies, the alkali halides are

uA-que. Abide from the availability of all of the usual methods for detecting

dislocations (x-ray techniques, etch pits, ele.tron microscopy, decoi'ation),

a completely new set of electrical phenomena ha been found due to the

fact tht..t a dislocation in these'crystals may larry a net charge. Such elec-

trical effects, take the form, on the, one. hand, 'if a charge flow produced by

inhomogeneous plastic deformation's and on the other hand, of polarization

phenomena related to the space charge whichicxists around dislocation

lines. Our understanding of these electrical iffects has not reached the

point where we can utilize them for' charactehrizg the dislocations in the

material. However, the very existence rf these effects is another example

of the rich variety of possibilfties for the stu of defects in the alkali

halides.

A listing of the principal defects in the alkali halides, the major properties

a.flected by their presence, and the techniqued for their determination are

given In Table IV.

-a'v Co
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__ .......... 4~ ~¶ L UO L tU A 1. tA~L .iUd•LUI1.

A•; an o-ver - l! test of the quality of an alkali halide crystaa, the

§*aapne �-s of tV:3 ',Curua>.ental absorption edge is a very sensitive criterion

c ;. .. re:lence of iimarties and defect8.

* The best over-all technicues for characterizing point defects in

_:kaii halide crystals are (a) sipark spectroscopy (primarily for the diva-

Int materials), (b) optical absorption, particularly in the ultraviolet and

ncar infrared, and (c) ionic conductivity.

* A statement of the last heat treatment of the crystal is very impor-

Lant, since this treatment determines the state of dispersion of metallic

impurities. The best treatment is to "quench'" the crystal at a rate ..ot so

fast as to strain it. This treatment leaves the crystal in a well-defined

initial state; i.e., with the metallic impuritiei In solution.

More wiork is needed inattempting t !grow low dislocation alkali

halide crystals and to determine the effect. 6f "-lcations on properties

other than mechanical properties.

It is certainly desirable in closlag this s tion to make some remarks

aimed at extending the relatively d~tAiled knd Of a crystal like KCI

to other ionic crystals, which are in fact far ore Useful in a variety of

applications. The next step mofy tate us to erl materials as MgO, A20 3

and the Ag halides. All of these are essenti y. Ionic crystals, though not

as completely ionic as KCl. In the case of MLO and A120 3 , which are of

great importance as electrical insulatois and hgh-temperature materials,

our ability to characterize the materials has iagged far behind KCl. It is

clear that a stronger effort is needed to closi this gap. The silver halides,

particularly AgCI and AgBr, are far better uzderstood. Zone refining

methods have been able to provide crystals of rather high purity, while

Best Aa&"c
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electrical, conductivity and optical studies have been used to study various Jul
point defects., Finally, It has been possible to produce large crystals Ofj
silver halides which possess considerably fewer dislocations than the best

alkali halide crystals, as well as small crystals which are free of dislocations.

C. METALS

Point Defects

Four broad areas in which a knowledge of point.defects is essential may

be delineated:

(1) Processing of Metals

All of the solid-state processing or heat treatment of metals Is intimately

connected with point defects (and in some cases with dislocations also).

In general, transport of matter is involved which often takes, place by a 1
vacancy diffusion mechanism. A few examples are:*.

"* Age or precipitation hardening

"* Spinoidal decomposition, eutectoid dkomposition:

"* Recovery and recrystallltinon

"* High temperature plastic forming

"A Diftion forming (e.g. NbOn .I* RCA)

A detailed understanding of the behavior of point defects and, their agre-

paes is essential to the is NAd m o PIC description of the

above procesies.

(2) Mechanical Deformation

Almost all aspects of plastic deformation involve' point defects in a

primary or secondary rolesj because nonconservative or climb motions of

dislocations require formation or absorption of vacancies or interstitial

atoms. Much still needs to berlearned about the mechanism of nonconservative
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• •dislocation motions before quantitative microscopic theories can evolve.

Examples of plastic phenomena in which vacancies probably play an impor-

tant role are:

F ° •Creep, creep rupturd, and stat 1fatigue
'4) * Cyclic fatigue fracture

- Strain hardening and dynamic recov'.ry

* Ductile fracture

° (3) Oxidation

A vacancy or interstitial diffusion mechanism is usually involved in

the transport of metal or oxygen atoms through the oxide layer.

(4) Radiation damage and annealingV , Characterization of Point Defects:

AT- Although many properties of metals are affected by point defects, the

I.specific identification of a defect is not simple. The only direct technique

which has afforded the resolution to exhibit a single defect is the field-

0 emission microscope, and this has been used only in isolated cases of

"refractory metals. Electron transmission microscopy is capable of reveal-

lng clusters of defects--perhaps of dimensions of 10 1. There is a possibil-

lty, that decoration replica techniques can be used to give some information

*i•'' op point surface defects down to the 2 1 level.(1 1 )

,) On a grosser scale, at the 201 level or somewhat above, direct replica

electron mhicroscopy can show details on surface defects. At the 200

level, both the reflection and the scanning microscope can resolve details.

Of course, atJthese gross'scales, one cannot deal with Individaal point

defects, but rather with °aglomerates or second phases.

pA",
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It appears that, especially in the field of device inspection where secon-

dary electron emission gives added contrast, the scanning electron micro-

scope can make a real contribution to surface studies. Low energy electron

diffraction (LEED), although still In the development stage, also appears to

possess strong potential for surface stufdies.

Electron diffraction and microscopy have been used effectively to study .

precipitates, with resolution of particle sizes down to 40 1. A discussion

on the study of the associated strain fields is given by Hirsch et al.112 "

Many of the techniques discussed above have substantial potential for 11'

more extensive applications, and additional research is recommended to

improve their resolution and applicability. If, of course, the defects in a

solid are of a single type and one has prior knowledge of their nature, then

a number of the indirect techniques which were listed in Table I might

successfully yield the concentration. A more detailed discussion of various

considerations involved in the characterization of point defects in metals

is found in Appendix E.

Dislocations

Properties which are highly sensitive to dilocation substructure include: Ji
9 All plastic deformation •henomen J,

9 Ferromagnetism

* Superconductivity

"In fact, a high density of dislocations is essential to the achievement of

optimum properties in most structural materials. However, the general

theory is not at present sufficiently developed so that a description of the

defects, chemical impurities,, etc.-even if one knew how to describe them

in a proper fashion-could be readily related to a property. Thus out of

practical necessity, materlals for use as me"chanical structural members

V 41
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Jame been described directly In terms of those properties, which are thought,
7 to be signlfticnt; eg.,t yield strength, hardness, ductility,, K-factor, Charpy-

imAcO.t strength vs. tempeature, fatigue strength, etc. The same is true
JOf the-areas of ferromagnatim and superconductivity. Howeveir, extensive,
research Is under way in, studying the relationship between detect structure
and these general properties. It Is'with this research in minid-and its
eventual pientialitivs in relation to a better understa~nding of properties-
that oepoeeds to consider at this time the characterization of variou
defects.

Characterization of Dislocations:

Descripffo of a dislocation population in a crystal Involves such quan-
tities as totallin length per unit volume or total intersections per unit
plafnar area 11owevi~r, -a complete characterization would require a knowl-

edge or e~h dsljctlonlsegment of its length, orientation, plane of dis-

uoiaticua&fot Is split, shap of its glide surface, cut-off radius of its strain-
bild and Its impurity atmosphere.

Fpor characterisla isoatos the direct methods are obviously pre-

Ifwrod. ciommon tecim~eipIs the observation of etch pits by means of
Optica micoscVopy, which can be used in the'range 1 to 10 Imn and
'P~rIýapsp 19,10 0cmn- brelc chiesX-ray topography is extreme-

ly sefl l~hedenityra.6-10 cm ,while thin-film transmission elec-

troM micraOscpy is avaniabe for the/region 10 to 1011. Details concerninfg
the *bowe metho&s, as well as a discussion of several indirect techniques,

are iven -in AjPendiz F. For a material which has not already been studied
~tmvsa,1tis asap dsirbleto mply- seora methods.,,

1I o
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Techniques for Area Defects,[

e Electron transmnisssion microscope: can easily. see and identify

stacking faults (102 to 105 cm- 1), twins, 'small angle boundaries, phas.2

boundaries (102 to 106 cm- 1); resolution 8-10 A.

• X-ray topography: similar to above except that resolution is 2-5

microns.

0 Field electron or ion microscope: can see crystal surface essen-

tially atom by atom.

• Optical microscope: can only examine intersection of defects with

crystal surface; can see and identify twins, boundaries; resolution 1 micron.

D. ORGANIC MATERIALS-ANTHRACENE

Anthracene was chosen as the example because it is the best known

organic crystal. It is often claimed to be prepared with total impurity

concentrations in the parts per million range, its structure is known, it is

reasonably stable chemically, and there are a variety of measuring tech-

niques available for characterization. Nevertheless, little is known about

the nature, concentration, and properties of defects in the material. There-
fore, in attempts at characterization, it is extremely difficult to separate

those phenomena related simply to defects from those related to defects

in interaction with impurities. Some of the more obvious issues involve

detection of dislocations, detection of lattice vacancies or vacancy aggre-

gates, interaction of chemical impurities with lattice imperfections, and

characterization of the surface. These problems are d•chussed in more

detail in Appendix G.
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APPENDIX A - EXAMPLES OF FAILURE BY BRITTLE.
FRACTURE IN DOD MATERIEL

Brittle fracture in a metal structure begins with the development of a

crack in a region of high stress concentration. When the crack has grown

beyond a certain size, it propagates at high speed through the structure.

The result is always a catastrophic failure often damaging to men and

machines, accompanied by loud noise and fragmentation. Structures have

failed in this manner when subjected to stresses as low as 1/3 their proper

design values.

In order for failure to occur in this manner, the material must be

characterized as brittle rather than tough (as determined by an impact

test or notched specimen test) and some type of defect which serves to

concentrate the applied etress must be present. Toughness of a metal is

a function &o temperature, with sueeptibility to brittle fracture inct lgi

with lowered temperatures. DOD equipment failures by brittle fracture

increase in number during-use in polar regions or during cold weather in

temperate climates. Gun barrels failing in this manner generally shatter

with the first round fired on a cold morning. The defect may be a crack,

sharp change in section, weld void, corrosion pitý metallurgical defect,

or hydrogen ablorbed, near 'defects. Proper design, testing, and handling

can prevent the first-mentioned defects from occurring, but the last-mentioned

are properties of the metal itself. A large number of failures which have

occurred have been corrected simply by specifyting the starting material

more fully, that is, by characterizing it more completely, Cases involving

this type of falkureaare cited below.

-4 _
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The requirements of DOD and NASA for high strength-to-weight ratio
F materials for air- and rocket-borne components have aggravated the brittli

failure picture, since these particular metals, especially in the thin sectic;

employed, are more susceptible to this type of failure, and smaller defect&'

are needed to initiate failures.

I. Missile Destruction by Brittle Fracture During Storage

(REF: F. R. Larson, "Metallurgical Examination of Hydraulic Accumulatox
"Failure," WAL TN 781.1/1, Watertown Arsenal, Mass., March 1961)

In September 1960, a pressure vessel in a missile that was in storage

at Red River Arsenal exploded, completely destroying the weapon. One

month later, a second,/similar missile destroyed itself by explosion at

Fort Bliss, Texas, due to a failure of its pressure vessel.

The pressure vessels were hydraulic accumulators, charged with nitrop

gas at 4000 psi, which provided the motive power for the missile's guidanc.

system. The vessel is charged at the manufacturer's plant ,nd remains

at that pressure until the missile is fired. The planned storage life for this

system Is In the 5 -10 year range. The first destruction occurred after 22

weeks of storage.'

A thorough investigation of the matter showed that all design, fabrication

and materials procurement procedures had been followed as specified,

except for avclear check of the water content in the pressurizing gash The

vessels had failed with a hoop stress applied by the internal gas pressure

of only 30% of the yield strength of the material (H-11 die steel) and at

"only 50% of the pressure at which they had been tested prior to installation.

The origin of the fractures was readily located at minute corrosion pits

in the inside surfaces of the vessels. However, the origin of the crack was

considered to be of academic interest since it was found that the steel from

i ....A
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I. which the vessels were made was so brittle in nature that most any defec~t-"l:

B| cou~ld have triggered failure. The n•roblem was solved by repla~cing$ the.t,|I

Svessels with new veasels fabricated from a lower strength material of I
much greater toughness. If the, original material had been more completely icharacterized, it would not have been employed for this purpose at the outset.

SII~~. Solid Fuel Rocket Motor Case Failure i-:
*(REF: M. E. Shank•, C.E. Spaeth, V. W. Cooke, and J. E. Coyne, "Solid Fuel

Rocket Chambers for Operation at 240,000 psi and Above," Metal Progress ••
76, 74-81, No. 5, and 76, 84-92 (1959), No. 6; C. E. Spaeth.. "Defects, Surfa:e -
'Finishes, and Hydrogen Embrittlement, "Proceedings of the Seventh Sagamore
Ordnance Materials Research Conference, August 1960, 11-11 to 111-20)

As the final step in the, development of a solid fuel rocket motor case,

a full scale case was. fabricated; 6feet long, 40 inches in diameter, and

0.040 inch thickness, enclosed at both ends. Care was exercised to avoid

all known possible causes-'of weakness in the vessel. The, case was fabri-

cated of a high quality, very high strength, vacuum-melted steel, virtually

without inclusions ,' and with the best quality in design and fabrication.l!

Upon completion of fabrication, the case was tooted hydrostatically using I

water In the interior of the case. The steel had a yield strength of 23 5
thousand psi and the case sustained -five successive hydrostatic tests quiteil

successfully reaching 216 thousand psi hoop stress. On the sixth test, the iI

case shattered into more than 50 pieces at the, lower hoop stress of 1.85

thousand psi. This wai the ctilmination of another attempt to make a high

strength- to-weight -ratio structure demanded by rocket and air transport

power capabilities.

The origin of the crackinig was located at a small corrosion pit on the

inside surface of the case. By, electrolytic action, the water used for hydro-

static testing had embrittled the material in the. region of the pit- -&bough

WW~ft__A



the dittosion of hydrogen into the metal. The hydrogen content of the start-,

ing material was Itnoalykept very low (0.7 ppm), yet the case failed

from hydrogen embrittlement In this selected area. Thus, although all

materials azd procedures ha been careftuly controlled in the fabrication

ofthis item, the susceptibility of the starting material. to corrosion anid
drenembrittlement had, not been-sufficiently chrcezd topeventL

%,/ te, occurrence &~ a. failure.

MI. Brittle Failure of Missile Support Hardware

ý(REF: P. V. Rliffln and C. W. Amos, "Hot Work Die Steel (H-i13) for High*
Strength Structural Components,"' WAL TR 742.3/2, Watertown Arsenal,
3Mass., Ocfober 1 961).:

i ~CatastrophicL` rittle fracture occurred in comnponents of heavy support

hardware used for static testing ofthe Saturn missile. A load cell arm

fractured across a 12 inch wide, ''3 inch thick cross section, and a thrust

gpar.~a fractured across a 3-1/2 inch s"uae cross section. Failure,,

Sccvurred d fing proo teotifg at one-half of the design service load.

These c9pposemts were. fabricated from H-i13 steel, a medium carbon

Cr-U0-Mfo-V steel, euaiployed, for many -years for hot working dies and tools.

which repuired higb~h sregth at operating temperatures up to. 10000 F.

This makterl~l was selected for-7the co'mp'onents by the manufacturer for

the Army Balistic Missile Agulcy because the- high design yield strength

needed could be' rushbed with a het treatment cycle that would cause very

¼ little distortion.

A thorough analysis of the use of this'steel in this, application showed

that the failure occurred primarily because of the very low toughness of

the material employed. Mechanical, handling, and design defects could

only have played a minor role in the failure. Heavy grain boundary

?
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precipitates occurred during the hea treatment and the lack..of topbesi
the metal was attributed to this cause. The pro~em wos solved through

the use of a lower alloy steel of equal strength but superior toughness.

Uf the H- 13 steel had boon better charsetewised before selection, the falureas
would hav. been Prevented.
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APPENDIX B - POINT 'DEFECT EQUILIRIA

The principle underlying the formation of point defects and their mutua

inkers ion, une equilibrium conditions is. the same for metals and non-

AmetWas, elemental crystals,ý And compounds. The theory is due. to Wagner

and Schottky.-1 It has been extensively discussed in various books and
---review articleo.S2-4

Expessions for t~he concentrations of point defects, both native and

foreign, can be obtained by:

(1) Writing down quasi- chemical reactions describing the formation ci,

defects, both native and foreign.

(2)-Applying the- law of mass action to these, taking concentrations

(or rather: site ,fractio'ns) Instead of activities. This is tantamount to

j-47'-'assuming that the defects are distributed at random over their respectivs.

Y' (3) Writing electroneutrality condition.

In ordeo 'to do this it is'necessary to introduce symbols for the various

reaction partners. We shall use the atomic notation introduced by Kr~ger
0 Main symbols indicate the nature of the defect (or, in geners

ft sbtrucre elmeine).' Subcripts refer to the site occupied by it.

Zero, positive, 'or negative effective charges are indicated by super-

5crpt x(cos),(dot),, anW ( pr'ime). Thus xis an effectively neutral

"vacancy sit, an A site, V' is an unoccupied interstitial site, A" is an atom

* A at a B Wsit with a double positive effective charge, anid B'l 4-9 an Interstifti
B tom; with sigengtv fetv harge. Quasi-free electrons and

holes are indicate respectively by el and h*.

The various reactions Interact either because they have reactants in

common-or (if, the reacbtants are charged) because of the necessity to miain,,

taim eectcustaly If a considerable number of defects Is present,

K»
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the task of obtaining a complete solution is formidable. In addition, the com-

plication of the mathema*lcs involved prevents us from getting an insight

,in the underlying physics. For both reasons it is preferable to obtain an

approximate solution. A convenient method of achieving this Is available.~6

It consists of approximating the neutrality condition by its dominant terms.

In doped crystals these correspond to the mechanisms of incorporation of

-the foreign constituents. If a fixed concentration of dopant is present, a

balance equation for this has to be introduced which has also to be approximated. 1
Below we demonstrate the method for the case of a compound (CdTe)

doped with a fixed amount of donors (In).

Defect Equilibria in CdTe + In

For CdTe, doped with a fixed amount of indium, and brought into equilib-

rium with a vapor of well-defined cadmium pressure (pd~ the quasi-

chemical reactions describing defect formatiou, and the mass action relations

deduced from them are:

0- e I+ h E np Kit

Cd i Cd i 1 ,H 1  I}~
Cd" +Ve, r' [Vcd*dJH(Cd,']=

Cd I d 1 7 i

- fl~[Cd]I

Cd LCd]

v-aVt. Cd=K
Cd~ ~Cd~'~2' VI I~

Cd

Vt el; E Cd-=~Cd' Cd~ 4'[i
CVdI
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626
C Cdl

Cd[Cd:

" ", 1 ][In+Cd]

ýu. . A l d]K

S=,Cd(g) + Vx. '- Cd* + el ;,Hr, V- 11 Cdi] KrPCd,
•,:,o.[Vi

• ~[in]tt [In d]+ [id]'
total Cd Cd

R + [Vd] + 2[V'IdI = p + [Cd] + [In'

S* .Values of the constants as determined by de Nobel(7/ are tabulated in Table V.

The table demonstrates the amou,- of data necessary to characterize

f ully the material thermodynamically. The parameters involved are partly

the ones characterizing the material as a semiconductor (e.g., electronic

ionization energies), partly parameters for atomic defect formation, and

'° partly those for evaporation of the crystal to atoms or molecules. Concen-

trations of defects at 700,C calculated from these data, using Brouwer's
(6)

method are shown in Fig. 1. ,This represents the situation at high tem-

* perature. It can serve as a basis for the determination of the defect con-

centrations after cooling to low temperature, providing we have some idea

of what is to be expected: 'association and/or precipitation may occur. In

any case electrons and holes will recombine, and electrons will tend to

"occupy low empty leyels.

¶4
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Preparation (equilibration) at a different temperature, say 800"C, must

be expected to give rise to similar but slightly different results, as'deter-

mined by the values of the constants at that temperature. If the indium

concentration is not constant, this necessarily involves the transfer of In

between the CdTe and an outer or inner second phase. The reaction describing.

this process then has to be introdaced instead of the indium balance equation.

- - .
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APPENDIX C - IMPURITY DEFECTS IN SILICON

In general, impurities in silicon are made manifest by their effects on

the technologically important electrical properties of the material. These

properties may be described in terms of such parameters as the type,

mobility, and concentration of electrical carriers (and temperature

dependence thereof), the lifetime of nonequilibrium carrier concentrations,

and the spectral response of photoconductivity. In certain special circum-

stances, the nature and concentration of impurities may be detected by

special methods, such as optical absorption or spin resonance, even for

situations wherein no electrical effects are discernible. Finally, for suffi-

ciently large concentrations of impurities, various chemical analytic tech-

niques of varying sensitivity may be employed. These range in novelty from

classic wet chemical methods to such very modern techniques as the elec-

tron microprobe ,nd, neutron activation analysis. In the discussion which

follows, we will first consider the current status of "pure" silicon and then

consider methods whereby impurities are introduced and the proact

characterized.
"Pure" Silicon

The purest bulk silicon is currently prepared by float-zone crystal

growth. This step is the final one in, a series which is initiated by purifi-

cation of silicon-containing compouads (e.g., SiBr 4 ), the pyrolysis of these

compounds to form polycrystalline silicon, and the zone refining of this

silicon prior to final crystal growth.

In terms of Its electrical behavior, the best material may be character-

ized by an impurity density between 10 and 10 /crn. The electrically

active impurities are either boron, phosphorus, or both. (Usually there is

some compensation of these oppositely behaving impurities.) The concentration

W 2T ~ ~
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oi impurities can be determined from the resistivity and Hall coefficient

and, its temperature dependence. The nature of the impurities can be con-

firmed (at least for the major impurity) by spin resonance or low tempera-

- ture optical absorption measurements.

In addition to the directly active impurities, "pure" silicon contains

owygen dispersed monotonically and as very small agglomerates oi sdicon

dioxide. The relative proportions of these forms depend upon the total

oxygen content and the treatment the crystal received subsequent to growth.

Historically, oxygen in silicon was detected by its infrared absorption and

its presepce confirmed by direct chemical methods. Subsequently, certain

heat treatment and radiation effects were shown to be related directly to

the presence of oxygen. These methods of characterizing oxygen in silicon
17 3

-become insensitive at gross oxygen concentration below about 10 /cm

It is believed that the oxygen concentration in the purest silicon is of the
16 17 3

order 10 to 10 /cm

From the standpoint of techmological applteation present, "pure" silicon

is in genez4.l adequately pure and adequately characterized. For most

purposes it is necessary .to dope the silicon in controlled ways to obtain

the desired range of electrical properties. A possible exception to this

statement is that for certain nuclear counters, higher purity material may

be deirable.

Device (Gade Silicon

As indicated above, for almost all applications, it is necessary to, intro-

duce various impurities in order to produce tle desired properties and

semiconductor structure. It will be convenient to consider the impurities

in three separate categories. carrier-controlling impurities, lifetime-

controlling impurities, and oxygen.
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Carrier-controlling, impuities 0
Impurities such as boron or phosphorud aire'intentionally introduced

13 19 3
Into silicon crystal ingots nconcentrations from about 10 '.to 10 /cm
for purposes of controlling the carrier, density -and type. Since the segre-

gation coefficients of4,toron and phosphorus are close to unity,. crystals will

have substantially uniform properties over most, of their length idA cross

section. Accurate data exist for the correlation of impurity deraiity with

resistivity and mobility. ýThere does not appear to be any further effort

justified in Improving on this method of characterization for uniform blxk

material.

The addition of boronor phosphorus is usually done~by meansof a

diffusion from the surface ahogr~ecently, more sophisticated techniques -

such as Ion. Impantation have been expored. A contimaal problem has
p] 0

existed in the control and characterization of 'the inhomogeneous region
resulting from the diffusion process'. An mortfftconisetd r elkowns tand

of control andc caatrLtion at the dlfui~on'source conditions at the

silicon surface. That'is, w~hile tbe~fiusion cafcsi r o nw n

universal , the sourc. 0 cetU__W&D are o, In4somwtary~poory knowik ad critical y
dependent upon fiidetails. o( tbe diffsion and Wo* techniquesý. This
situation, often necesstated mamy trial, diffusioms in device developnetv

and can result In prodaction failure In volume mamafactu'e,. Present

methods for. characterizing inhomogeneous, dogsnt distributions involve
such -measurements, (where applicable) as sheetreslitivity, p-n Junction A

location by chemical staining and p-n-jonctlon caaitance. 'these are, in
themai, fto-te-fcttechniques, What is neededs an__prorchaac

terization technique. Clearly, a method fbor ra~ud nondeetftuctve charac- )
terization of Inhomogeneou dopmnt ccmttO.Woudbe a, boon to all-
phases of semiconductor work-.

ýA
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LWfetme-COntroll~ng Impurities
Thee ae aditvessuch a~gold and various transition metals which

areuse to cntrl he arier" letime in various semiconductor devices.
-These addiikves form', in, general, carrier-trapping centers and thereby
also serve as a means forý increasing resistivity and increasing its temper-
ature dependence. These dopants,,usually have strong -temperature-depender c
anid relatively low limiting solubilitles and high-diffusion coefficients.
Thiese factors give rise to a number of problems in characterization and
control, which can be illustrated by the following example. An additiv~e
(e. g., coppeir).i Isntrodtuced in silicon by. diffusion at an elevated tempera-
tare (eig., 10000C) from a surface film source. After the diffusion, the
silicon it rapidly quenched to room -temperature to minimize precipitation
resulting from, supersaturation effects. An electrically active copper con-

17 3centration of approximately 10 /cm may result. Subsequent heat treat-
meat at some low temperature (e.g., 500*C) can result in the precipitation

* ofthe copperwas daspersion of microscopic clusters. From the viewpoint
of the electrical charateristIcs, the copper- is largely no longer present.
From the VIewPoin o1 a Chemical analysis, the copper content of the silicon
is, %mhsuh s From the standpoint of an adequate characterization, a
o tchlpj tat, readily deterinhes both the tota copper content and its
sftate ot"ftdeisa(ie. activity sncsay.

* As indicated previously, it is possible to prepare bulk silicon crystals
im which the mgygm content Is reduced to inconsequential levels. However,
In subsequent processin of the crystal by surface oxidization and diffusion,

SIt was noted in Section XX that for certain silicon d:vicss, a "high" diffu-
sion cceffkioicýt could actuall' 'e one as low a,- 10 cm sec.

ICN
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the introduction of oxygen becomes a problem of varying severity. For

example, it is well known from studies of oxygen-containing bulk silicon

that certain heat treatments give rise to donor centers. In the case of an

oxidized wafer of silicon, there will be a large concentration of oxygen

near the surface. For this reason, it would be expected that this surface

would, ,under certain sets of processing conditions, have a tendency to show

this donor action. If the wafer were p-type there would be the possibility

of the formation of an n-type surface channel. This type of behavior has

been observed and has given rise to a number of serious problems in device

yield and failure. In a similar vein, there is a group of radiation effects

which result from the presence of oxygen. It may be the case that some of V
the failure and instability mechanisms of devices in a radiation environment

are due to these oxygen-dependent processes.

At present there does note/seem to be any detailed knowledge of the con-

centration and dispersion state of oxygen near t~l surface of oxidized

silicon. The various factors that may influenee its depth of penetration and

detailed distributions are largely unknown. The importance of oxidization

in the silicon process technlogy certaely justfe a deeper look at-the

characterlsatioam se s uh o

00
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APPENDIX D - RADIATION DEFECTS IN SILICON

-Ot, 1I. Nature Of Damage
K' I As a result of the excellent electron spin resonance (ESR) investigatiot

A of G. D. Watkins and hip co-workers at the G. E. Research Laboratory,
"" . : we understand the nature of radiation damage and the types of lattice impt

fections created by energetic radiation better in Si than in any other ser.i
"conductor and, perhaps, even better than in any other crystalline solid.

Even so, there are important gaps in our knowledge and we are far from

the point of being able to claim that all radiation-induced defects have ,v&e,

identified. The major contribution of this work is the discovery that the

stable defects remaining after irradiation at temperatures above that of

liquid nitrogen are almost invariably composite imperfections composed

of vacancies combined with other imperfections, or any impurity whose

state has been altered by the irradiation. Such a wealth of resonances has

been found that one Is forced to the conclusion that primary radiation defec

(interstitlals and vacancies) readily form complexes with every type of

"impurity present in the crystal. The -interstitial is even more unstable thar
th. vacancy since it cannot be retained for irradiation temperatures as low

As 4 K, and it leaves aAtrace of itsotransitory existence in the form of

interstitial impurity,'such as Al++ ions, which presumably mark the termi-

nation of a replacement chain reaction. We can only conclude that impuritif

present in very smll concentrations (10"4 to 10-9 mole fraction) have a

profound effect on the extent and type of radiation response of silicon crystb
S•'In fact, except for the thermally stable divacancies which are created

' ab A_,tio. no effect would be expected for room temperature irradiation of
a perfectly pure crystal where no impurities are present to trap the com-

ponents of the Frorkel pairs. These remarks 6f course apply to the

a, 9>77 ' • "-.- -.
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More complex structures with much greater thermal stability can be ex-

pected for bombardment with energetic ions or fast neutrons, (see below).

The defect states identified by ESR investigations are, sumimarized. in Fig. 2.*Also shown for comparison are energy levels determined from other electronicda ay

property measurements.

UI. Energy Threshold for Displacement of Atoms

in Silicon and Distribution of Damage

To a first approximation, the energy required to displace an atom from

its normal lattice site may be readily determined from the minimum energy

of an electron to produce a measurable effect in a radiation sensitive

property. Such measurements on Si by Loferski and Rappaport,.2) employing -

the change in short-circuit current of an Si solar cell as the damage index,

yielded a displacement energy of 12.9 + 0.6 eV. According to simple, two-

body damage theory this is the energy which must be transferred in an elastic

collision between an energetic (relativistic) electron and a silicon atom to

eject it from its normal lattice site. More recent experiments reveal that

the displacement process is rather complex and that both the lattice struc.-

ture and relaxation processes mus# be taken into account,. For example,

Gunnersen and George find that the thresholdfor displacement is lowest

for ejectio'n in the <111> direction, next lowest for<,110>, and highest for

<100>. In addition, the yield ofdefects for incident electrons with energies

near the thresholdt value-is jou4n" to depend markedly upon temperature and.

(4)Fermi level. Novak finds that the displacement energy is - 14 eV in

n-type and #- 21eV in p-type silicon specimens, suggesting that the stability

of defects alter creation may play an important role In these measurements.

R Placed at the end of Appendix D, Section IV.
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T. The spatial distribation 6 damage and, hence, the nature of effects on-

physical behavior depends upon the nature and energy of the bombarding

particl". Electronsnear the MeV range are sufficiently near the displace-

moet threshold that'complication dee to displacementcascades created

Sthroh secondary and higbho order displaements are avoided. On the

other hand, energetic ions (protons, deuterons, and txparticles) and fast

neu.trons transfer energies much in excess of the displacement energy tW

the lattice atoms, with the result that the primary recoil creates many

additional closely spaced defects. The influence of such disordered regiono

is more important in Goe where the greater atomic mass leads to a shortet

mean free path between successive secondary displacements than in Si.
,fivertheless, thecomple dama produced by enerptic heavy particles-

can play a sitant role in 8 as well, particularly with respect to eSst.;

an sutructre.

.6)p Affected p~

The importance of RM In determining the nature of radiation defects

hs alrady beei newslmed. ObiloOly, only those imperfections possessir

t I+° elte•ttv -c properties are affected i, a pesdtr or leomr degree. Irradlatic
aindee OPtCal ban••Aspl at, w lethl greater than the fundament

cutoff which are associated with excttatlon and ionization of radiation

defects. ()The latterprocess-is responsible for an enhanced photoconduc-

tivity la the intrared.1) The defects :also act as acceptors, donors, minorit

A carrier traps, asd rec nt cters,, thereby affecting the carrier

condentratons in boý steadly stateM (iondactivity and Hall effect), and

_I imtet uaoi4:e( wsiorit carier UM100e dec ay of pbotocaMwatiuity ,

* Q . . -- .• , •,,

-• -+,?•. .t~ -. r," 'L••'- '" • 2"' '•, <.,x m ,,

_ r '- .L4 .
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etc.). Since they usually bear an excess charge, these radiation defects

scatter carriers as manifested by a change in carrier mobility and magneto-
(9)resistance. Dilational strains associated with the imperfections influence

the band gap through the deformation potential and this can be seen in a
I\Ishift of the absorption edge. (5) Since the latter effect requires appreciable

defect densities, fast neutron bombardment with the accompanying lage

concentration of complex damage is usually required to produce an appre-

ciable effect. Finally, one might mention magnetic susceptibility(1 0 ) which

is influenced both through the loss of carrier diamagnetism as carriers are 3
removed by the defects and through the paramagnetic contribution of defects

'with excess spin.

B. Other Properties

1. Stored energy-A natural consequence of introducing defects into a

crystal lattice is the increase of +he internal energy of the system. Mayer

and Lecomte (11) have measured the stored energy of neutron-bombarded

silicon by differential thermal analysis, anod find two energy release peaks-
19 2one at 230"C and one at 350"C. After an exposure of 3.7 x 10 neutrons/cm

2.1 cal/gm of energy was released in the first peak and 0.3 cal/gm in the

second. Analysis of kinetics revealed that a second order process with

an activation energy of 1.09 eV governed the 230"C peak. These authors

also measured elastic constants and found a perceptible change in $1I, S12 ,

and S44 with the largest effect exhibited-by Sit(1.8%) after the above exposure.

2. Thermal conductivity-The effect of both fast neutron and 2 MeV

electron irradiation on the thermal conductivity k of Si has been investigated.
(12)

Albany and Vandevyver have measured the temperature dependence k

after irradiation at 70*C to a dose of 1018 fast neutrons/cm 2, and find a

general decrease in k over the range 80" to 300K with the largest effect
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(a factor of three decrease) at 800K. Analysis of the results suggests that

f• the increase in thermal resistivity i associated with phonon scattering

from bWth point scatterers and boundaries, the latter presumably being

'associated with large clusters of defects or damage regions produced by

neutronr bombardment. Annealing of the effect proceeded by a bimolecular

process with an activation energy of - I eV in good accord with the recove-

of stored energy reported by Mayer and Lecomte.(1 1 )

Vook,(ý3) on the other hand, has determined the effect of electron irradi

ation on the thermal conductivity curve of p-type Si to temperatures as low

"as 8'K. He finds that the incremental thermal resistivity caused by the

"irradiation can be described by 1/k = 3.75 x 10-13 0.61 cm-deg/W at W
where 0 is the integrated dose of electrons. The partial power dependence

* •on flux is attributed to a radiation induced change in electron-phonon scat-

tering rather than scattering by point defects which would be expected to

depend linearly upon exposure. Upon annealing, both a minor recovery
stage-at 80°K and an important one at 140°K are observed. Since a 1400K

stage is associated with the migration and annealing of vacancies, the alter.

ation of charge distribution by these defects seems to be the predominant

cause of the decrease in thermal conductivity in these studies.

3. Structural changes-Virtually no density nor lattice dimension change

are produced by prolonged exposure to MeV electrons at 800 K. However,

0.7 MeV protons, whicil• are expected to produce a more complex damage

by virtue of a large displacement cascade, produce dimensional effects

which are detectable by x-ray topographic techniques. Small dimensional

changes have been observed in neutron-bombarded silicon as well. Wittels(
1 20rpaorts a lattice expansion of O.O17% after an exposure of 4 x 10 neutrone

as determined.by x-ray diffiaction.
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IV. Summary of Well-Identified Radiation Defectsain Silicon

A. The Vacancy and Vacancy Impurity Complexes

1. Isolated vacancy - V

(a) Method of detection and study: ESR after lowctemperature (20 K

or less) irradiation.(1)

(b) Electronic behavior: Amphoteric defects, charge states of V=,

V-, V0 , and V+ possible. (Position of states shown in chart.)

(c) Stability: Activation energy for motion EM depends on charge

state. V disappears (a) in 15 min at 170"K in p-type Si [EM(VW) = 0.33 + 0.03 eV],

and (b) in 15 mini at 60"K in n-type Si [EM(V-) < 0.16 eV].

(d) Other manifestations: None weUl established,

2. Vacancy-donor complex - D-V
(1) (15)

(a) Methods of detection and study: ESR, Hall effect R,- pphoto-

conductivity,(6) and excess carrier lifetime.(8' 1 6)

(b) Electronic behavior: Single acceptor level - 0.4 eV below conduc-

tion band. Also an important recombination center. Evidence that position

of level depends on donor identity( 1 5) (0.43 eV for Sb and 0.47 eV for P).

(c) Stability: Disappears on annealing above 100* C. Activation energy

depends on donor identity(1 5 '16 ) EA(P) = 0.94, eV; EA(As)= 1.27 eV; EA(Sb) =

1.84 eV; and EA(Bi) = 2.22 eV.

(d) Other manifestations: D-V's form very effective excess carrier

recombination centers.m8 )

3. Vacancy-oxygen complex - O-V

(a) Methods of detection and study: ESR, (1) R, (17) photoconductivity,(6)

optical absorption due to vibrational bands.(18)

(b) Electronic behavior: Possesses an acceptor state 0.17 eV below

the conduction band. Also evidence of an associated donor state 0.27 eV

above the valence band.(19)

L ~(
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(c) Stobility: Disappers on annealing with an activation energy of

1.3 eV. Mechanism in doubt but may migratb Ls a pair to an appropriate

Energy of reorientation (switching of Si-O valence bonds) 0.38 1: 0.

(d) Other manifestations: None well established.

4. Dlvacancies - V 2
(a) Methods of detection 'and study: ESR.(1 )

(b) Electronic behavior: Annphoteric defect. Charge states V+2
V2 V2.

V2, and V2 are possible (level positions shown in chart).

(c) Stability: Disappears on annealing by migration as a pair with

EM(V 2) = 1.3 eV. The binding energy of the pair is > 1.6 eV.

(d) Other manifestations: None well established.

5. Vacancy-acceptor pairs - A-V (observed for Al only).

(a) Methods of detection and study: ESR.P1 "

(b) Electronic behavior: Uncertain. Ref onance observed at low tern

perature for the state (Al-V). It is presently unknown whether the further

-ionization of this defect on warming corresponds to acceptor or donor

activity.

"(c) Stability: A-V defects are formed in p-type Si upon vacancy

migration. The stability agtinst annealing has not been established.

(d) Othe/r manifestation•: None wcU established.

B. Interstitial Defects

-Interstitial 8i atoms: Do not exist in a form identifiable by ESR(1 )

subsequent to irradiation in the temperature range thus far investigated

(down to 4K).

2. Interstitial acceptors - All

(a) Methods of detection and study: ESR.

(b) Electronic behavior: In the one case studied (aluminum), inter-

Stitial impurity ionizes as a double donor (Al++).
+I

ro
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(C) l~abllityi: Al1 move- in the vicinit of 200C: and appa ofr

'complexes; with other impurities, notably _4lp+Al%.

(d Other manifestations: None well established.

S. Intersitlal-substItutlonal impurity pairo A-)
(a) Methods of detectio and study: ESR. +~t ~+-Al- n

dat-GA7 Ide~ntified.)

(b Electronic behavior: Pair acts as single donor, in this ionization

state which is observed at low' (5 ;0,) temperature. Other ionization

stat-,s may exist.

$ (c) Stablity. Produced'by' aeaIng to- 2OO* K; upper stability temper-

ature unknown.?

(d) Other manifestatioris: None well established.

C. Other Defects,
(6)1. Vavilov and co-workeris have l1emonstrated that Iriadiation en-

hanced the concentration of localized states, attributable to a certain deep
*level impurity. The obviows~cncluiion li'+that this impurity, must be present

In-the crystal in a form which In electrically inactive and which in dispersed
allowing the Impurity to entpr oubtitutional'sites b~y the irradiation. most

of these impurities whose si~t. c-oncentration' is enhaned are interstitiaJ

diffusers: 'Au, Ca', Fe, and pejrhatsNI The presence of LI w~is found to

profoundly alter the stability of energy levels Introduced by ýirradiation.I

This indicates that-defects form addttio.el coýýOlexes with the highly mobile-
I4. In addition, Bwali ndcCP-workers; 20 have found that Irradiation

enhances the sucleatiov. rat.for, LI precipitation 41n Si, presum~ably sincew
the 0-V compleikes use Important macleatlon sites.

2. Spin resonance investigationsi at both 0. E. and Purdue have yielded

other defect roesoiajs w~iji~hhAve yet to be identified with defect s~uictures.

1. ;ý1- 71
- ~ ---- 0i
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APPENDIX E - CHARACTERIZATION OF POINT DEFECTS IN METALS

I. General Discussion

We may distinguish two categories pertinent to characterization:

(1) Determining the nature, concentration, and location of the defects.

(2) Obtaining equilibrium and kinetic properties.

In regard to the first category, the inadequacy of most techniques related

to direct observation has already been discussed. It is possible, of course, Jý,

to look at vacancy loops with thin 2ilm microscopy, but at the best present

resolution one is really looking at dislocations theD, although-in some

laboratories the aggregates may be as small as 30 vacancies. There is

hope that field-ion microscopy will prove to be a useful tool. This needs,

some qualification. For adequate characterization, much more will be

needed than getting a few pictures.' An intense effort would be required in

which all the quantitative tools of this area (such as image intensification)

are used. Moreover, there is the need to scan literally hundreds of thousands

of pictures so that automated quantitative scanning tMchniques including

tie-in with a computer would be needed.. The enire area of direct Obser-

vation is one requiring improvement.

In regard to the second area, It seems surprising but it is nonetheless

true that the onlythermostatic values of point defects, obtained directly,

which one can accept with reasonable co,•iction are the energies of vacancy

formation in Ag,-;Au, Cu, and possibly Ni (all face centered cubic noble

metals), and sodium in the body centered cubic system.; We might add Al

to, this list but here the value might be for the divacancy rather than the

vacancy. It might be stated that in Ag, Au, and Cu it appears reasonably

certain that the activation energy for traper diffusion Is the sum of the

energy of vacancy formation and the activation energy for vacancy -motion;

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ m a - _7
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-however, the direct measurement of the latter seems to be exceedingly

diAfficult and the results leave much to be desired.. This then summarizes

the state of.knowledge in one of our prototype materials, copper. The state

of knowledge of point defects in our other prototype material iron is easier

to characterize: they exist; but the What and Why and When and How and

'Where and Who simply do not exist other than in wild speculation. We

"therefore are faced with the situation in which we know something about

the single vacancy in a few ultra pure fcc metals and in bcc sodium. If we

complicate these systems to include a bit of impurity, 0.1%, so we might

get impurity-vacancy complexes or a vacancy supersatu:ration due to quenc!h

ing, we get sizeable -divancy concentrations and our knowledge rapidly dimin-

ishes. If we continue on to interstitials, our ignorance continues. Now if

we think of elemental hcp metals, this knowledge becomes almost vanish-

ingly small. And if we go to more complicated compound metals and inter-

metallics, it vanishes altogether. Thus our knowledge of lattice defects in

metals still remains grossly inadequate, and equally true today is the state-

ment made 1y Professor Seitz in 1964 as a foreword to the Proceedings of

the International Conference on Lattice Defects in Quenched Metals:(1 )

"It is clear that the field is still in its infancy and that several generations

of those concerned with the science of metale will find it a stimulating

area in which to work in the future."

It would be of interest to know the effect of pressure on the vacancy

"concentration and motion, and the electron scattering per defect as well

as the effoct of electron currents on vacancy motion. Increased studies

in which pressure is a Variable can also lead to information about the atomic

relaxation around vacancies by providing results on volumes of formation.

The latter quantities are of fundamental interest in connection with
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calculations of energies of vacancy formation. It would be useful to have

information on the atomic relaxation in the activated state, which gives the

Volume of motion. This again can be obtained by the pressure dependence

of vacancy motion. Likewise there is a need for further pressure dependence

studies of diffusion. Although this section is devoted to metals, it is to be

noted that the avove general comments on the pressure dependence apply

not only to vacancies in metals but to vacancies in other materials and to

different point defects in all types of materials.

Information on the average relaxation volume around different disloca-

tions can be obtained by measuring density changes upon plastic deformation;

however, the possibility of forming pores, voids, fissures, etc., must be

eliminated. This can be done by applying hydoStatic pressure in magnitudes

about twice the yield strength of the/cold-worked material.

The volumes discussed above are of enormous help to the theorist.

Imagine the plight of Wigner and Seitz had they been forced to calculate

the lattice energy without knowing the unit cell size! The theorist who

attempts to calculate the energy of formation of the vacancy in the absence

of knowledge of the volume ofiormation suffers a'similar plight. Eventually

we may be able to proceed entixely from first principles, but in the mean-

while the experimental values are of great importance.
Thus far, We have been concerned only with point defects in the good

lattice. There is a great need for undepatgnding ,efect behavior in the bad

parts of crystals; i.e., in or along dislocations and grain boundaries. We

shall see in the next section that there are a number of, techniques that

are available which if properly used and if used in conjunction with other
techniques can improve'this gendial situation considerably.

I A,
~1~L-~. f~x I---- -
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H. Special Techniques for Vacancy Characterization

1. Macroscopic Dilatation and X-ray Measurements

4 "Here one makes extremely precise measurements of the difference be-

tween the change in length (relative to some reference length at a referenc

temperature) over the base length and the change in lattice parameter over

the base parameter. The change in equilibrium vacancy concentration is

given by

Al.l.- - A,& _ a)
n to a0

This represents the only direct measurement of vacancy concentration in

metal. It is a tedious, expensive experiment. Extreme care must be taken

in all phases of the work to obtain respectable results. Fractional vacancy

concentration can be mtasured to 10 . This is a powerful tool for study-

ing vacancies, which has been used by Simmons and Balluffi on a number

of fee metals. It should be exploited in elemental hcp, bcc metals, and also

in compound metals. A word of warning: ultrahigh purity materials are

needed ad ext-emely careful chemical characterization must be carried

ouf in order to g0nt citenfically sigfficant results. Total impurity levels

(includi•ggases) below the fractional vacancy concentration should be used.

Thire Is a greatn@ed for studios using systematically doped material to

find thbe bndle• u nrW of vacancies with impurities.

2. Macroscopic Density and Precision Lattice Parameter Determinations

The dilatation measurements discussed above yield values of the equilib-

rium concentration of vacancies at high temperatures and therefore are

of value for obtaining the basic parameters asscciated with the defect, but

do not directly characterize the starting material. More appropriate, there-

fore, for the latter function are the measurements of macroscopic density

together with precision lattice parameters.

..
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Careful measurements of density, using hydrostatic weighing in water,

have yielded a precision of approximately one part in a million In the case

of silicon.(2) A limitation appeared to be the precision with which the al,

solute density of water was known. In the case of most materials, a denser

liquid would be used, and probably a more universally realistic vadue for

the precision of density determination is to within 105 or a few parts in 10.

The precision with which the lattice constant may be determined is perhaps

of the same order of magnitude as is the density, although different problems

are involved in such determinations.(3) In vicw of the above considerations

it is seen that the determination of defect concentrations of the order of

10 18 cm' 3 is reasonable, with the possibility of improvement-as is discussed

below. It is important to note that the above technique yields the net number

of defects only when the defects are of a similar type-mass excess (inter-

stitials) or mass deficiency (vacancies). It will obviously not be successful

for antistruwture defects or If vacancies and Interstitlals are both present.

The majority of cases involving metalsandnonmetals, however, fit into

the necessary category.

The value of thismethod could be coid"erabl•yenhanced If its precision

were improved by at lInt one ordor ofmapitde; i.e., so that defect con-
17 4S

centrations i; 10 cm coulddbedoetermined. Such an improvement is quite

difficult to attain for th.eabsolute measurements (for example, the molec-

ular weights are not generallyknown precisely, enough), but far less diffi-

cult if one is confined to-relative measurc-ients. ThM latter can be ebpe-

cially useful for comparing a crystal of interest to a reference crystal of

the same material. For high precision relative measurements of lattice

parameters, a double crystal method can be used, whereby the first crystal
is the reference and the second one the unknown. For the relative density

measurements, it is no longer necessary to know the absolute density of
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of. •zc•.viig the temper;ature to a small fraction of a degree, il el, .... .

ir botL sots of measurements: A is only required that the difference in te

pvrature between tCr reference and urinown crystals be kept very small.

Both o.. these types o• relative measurements are not already in use and

therefore need to be developed; however, the benefits to be derived seem

well worth the effort required.

3. Equilibrium Resistivity Versus Temperature and Heat Capacity

Versus Temperature

In both of these cases it is assumed that a property such as resistance

in the absence of vacancies can be extrapolated correctly into a high tem-

perature region where it is not measured. ft is then assumed that the dev".

tions of the measured data from the extrapolated values are due to vacant :,.

If we were absolutely sure of the extrapolated values, this would be a val,.

able tool. However, our meagre knowledge of anharmonic phonon-electron

interactions hardly justifies thia. In the absence of such knowledge, th.ts

tool should be restricted to use in conjuetion with a more precise method

such as that used by Simmons-Balluf•i, namiely, the macroscopic dilatation

and x-ray measurements.

4. Quenched-in Vacancies

Resistivity measurements on specimens quenched from high temperatur,

have given interesting results, both for the dnergy of formation and the

energy off motion of vacancies as well ss properties of other point defects.

if we look back it is likely that the m.Joritypf these data are wrong or

useless for one reason or another because of lack of proper chemical

characterization and proper dislocation characterization. The precise

kinetics is often lacking, or is assumed to be first order when it is not,

TSt LvW~ OCn'
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The number of sinks often changes drastically due to loop or tetrahedra

form&~ion, and resistivity studies of quenching should be done in conjunction

with thin film microscopy studies of the structural changes.

It should be noted that we have no assurance that the excess vacancies

in a quenched specimen are predominately present as vacancies ar diva-

cancies. This uncertainty can be resolved by lattice-parameter length-

change techniques if the volumes of formations are known and differ

sufficiently.

In the proper hands, highly sophisticated and sensitive resistivity tech-

niques (or heat capacity techniques) can be very useful tools, if proper

material characterization (chemical and line defects) is made and if they

are carried out in conjunction with other techniques, for studying defects

both by quenching and by pulse heating.

There are cleprly a number of possible advances which can be made in

this area such as the use of high speed resistivity equ' ?ment for measuring

small vacancy lifetimes.

5. Diffusion

A. Tracer diffusion

Tracer diffusion has been a powerful tool for studyi- ig defects in solids

and will clearly continue to be so. Certainly it was a combination of tracer

diffusion, quenching and resistivity measurements and lattice-parameter

and lenth-changestudies which elucidated the behavior of the single vacancy

in the fcc noble metals Cu, Ag, Au.

These techniques have been put on a fairly firm basis, and developments

in measuring extremely small penetration depths are expected and should

be encouraged.

-. " ..... .. o /4- o
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Tracer diffusion techniques are now being extended to study tracer

'diffusion from dislocations, and this will provide valuable information.

B. Nuclear magnetic resonance motion narrowing

This technique has had limited use in metals in studying diffusion. In

general it has been limited to diffusion in a few low atomic number cubic

metals. The reason for this is the low sensitivity in large metallic specin

because of the skin effect. Because of the advent of lock-in techniques a, .

Integration techniques, a number of new possibilities afford themselves.

As an example, a possibility is the study of vacancy supersaturations durn

deformation, an area in which tracer diffusion does not seem to be of nmtu'

MIH. Divacancies and Other Vacancy Aggregates

Some experimental knowledge of divacancies appears to be emerging

for Ag and Au. A number of theoretical -alculations of questionable reli-

ability is available. Because many processes take place in metals with

large supersaturation prement.these defects must play an important role,

and a knowledge of them woqld be most helpful.

IV. Interstitlals

While the vacancy Is present in fairly large equilibrium concentrations

in ftgc centered cubic metals, the interstitial is not. Consequently, com-

pletely relable meao rements on these systems of defects are missing.

However, it Is known that the interstitial formation energy is larger than

the formation energy for the vacancy, while the interstitial motion energy

is considerably lees. There i- much speculation in the literature on the

properties of intetrstitials. Some clarification has resulted from radiation

damage studies, as Is discussed below.

'> r " 0 i' , " •'\ 7 , ' 9
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V. Radiation Damage Studies in Metals

The bombardment of solids with electrons, neutrons, and ions has been

of value in providing a qualitative understanding of some of the character-

istics of point defects in metals. While it is true that from a technological

viewpoint it mignit be of interest to study the be'avior of soliw under bom-

bardment with any or all of the above particles, from the purely scientific

viewpoint of elucidating the characteristics of individual defects, such as

the vacancy or interstitial, it appears that only certain types of bombard-

ment are really helpful. On this basis, neutron irradiation of metals seems

only to add to the confusion, rather than to clarify.

. The defects produced by radiation consist usually of vacancy-interstitial

pairs at various distances of separation, although there are interesting

exceptions. A general problem is that the concentration of these pairs,

either in total or individually (as characterized by the relative geometry

of the pair), is not known. Major contributions to the area would be experi-

mental methods which would give the concentrations.

Probably the major contribution of radiation studies in metals has been

the achievement of a partial description of the Interstitial. WaLte there is

still considerable debate among various research groups rgarding specific

details, we now know that the interstitial and di-interstitial move with a rela-

tively low energy and that there may be more than one type of interstitial.

"These are difficult problems to solve, in part complicated by the presence

of the vacancies. Conceivably, this can be overcome by specific ion bomr-

bardment; e.g., gold on gold at orientations which would cause channeling

and dynamic crowdion formation, the net result being an interstitial within

the crystal. Such experiments are in progress.

Rim
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Another question of considerable interest is: Where do the point defects

"go during annealing of an irradiated sample? Detailed investigations of the

kinetics, along with transmission electron microscopy studies, have in part

answered this question. It seems that electron miert, -pe work at consid-

erably higher resolution might supply part of the final answer. Likewise

detailed quantitative studies by field ion microscopy of irradiated samplEt

at various stages of annealing could be very helpful. The most comprehen-

sive and useful review of the whole subject of radiation of metals is due to

Corbett;(4 ) the work includes a wider range of radiation types than its tihe

suggests.

VI. Defects in the Bad Portions of Crystalline Materials

It is important to know equilibrium concentrations of vacancies on dis-

locations and information concerning how fast they move. The same applies

to grain boundaries. How this is to be done is open to question.

VII. Chemical Factors

Even should there exist an adeqiiate body of experimental knowledge and

tools available for studying point defects and their aggregates in a satis-

factory fashion in pure elemental metals-which is clearly far from the

case-there would still be a great need for studying these defects in alLoys.

A whole now vast array of problems is introduced in chemical diffusion-

4:i problems such as the generation of dislocations and plastc flow by chemical

gradients.
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I APPEVEDIX F - CHARACTERIZATION OF DISLOCATIONS IN METALS

Specific attention is given here to the illustrative materials, copper and

iron. The most effective techniques are outlined below.

I. Etch Pits

1. Copper

Etch pit techniques are available for finding dislocation intersections

with [I11] planes of relatively pure copper. If the etching is done on a

plane within 1-2" of (111) planes the method appears to be nearly 100%

reliable, with certain limitations. Densities in the range 1 - 10 7/cm2

can be obtaineu with standard microscopy while in the range up to 10 9/cm2

replica techniques of lightly etched specimens can be used. One of the' problems Is that one doesn't in many cases know if an etch pit is one or

two or even several dislocations. Note that an etch pit Is about Ia wide,

so that a dislocation dipole several hundred angstroms wide would appear

U as a single pit. In certain ideal cases it is possible to distinguish between

edges and screws and to get the sign of the Burgers vectors. However, we

are not currently sure about the reliabUity of etch pit technique on (110]

and (100).

We want to emphasize in general the tremendous specificity of etch pit

technique. This can be affected by the plane on which etching Is done, the

inclination of the dislocation line to the surface and the inclination of the

Burgers vector to the surface. They also may show tremendous sensitivity

to Impurities. Finally, all etch pits are not necessarily signs of dislocations.

As an e•ample we shift from copper to aluminum. Here etch pits which

were thought to be at dislocations formed from heating and cooling cycles

have been convincingly shown to be present in concentration orders of

4, magnitude higher than the actual dislocation density.
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Moreover, the reliability of a given etch pit technique depends upon direct

comparison with an absolute technique in which the stress fields of individ-

ual dislocations can be viewed directly; e.g., x-ray topography or transmis-

sion microscopy.

Also, etch pits in any case do not show any of the fine structure of

dislocation lines: they do not distinguish between dipoles and single dislo-

cations, stacking faults cannot be observed, nor can jogs and kinks, etc.

2. Iron

There are etch pit techniques available for iron containing on the order

of 100 ppm of free carbon (not bound in stable cprbides) which are probably

reliable. There are a number of etching reagents, however, which clearly

underestimate the dislocation density. The available etch pit technique

here depends on carbon segregttion at the dislocations. The lower limit

for the allowed carbon content is not known; it appears that below 30 ppm

is not sufficient. The pits have a conical. shape. No techniques are avail-

able for distinguishing edges and screws or the sigi of the 1irgers vector.

At present there are no etch pit techniques at all for use with pure iron.

This is unfortunate because research with pure iron is being carried on in

important areas. For emple, attempts are under way to establish the role

of carbon in the dactile to brittle fracture transition and these would be

greatly aided by r, reliable etch pit toehnique for almost pure iron.

U. X-ray Toporaphy

1. Berg-Barrett

This technique gives a direct image of dislocations in the density range

of 0-104/cm 2 . In back reflection it views a thin region near the surface

of a bulk sample. It is not stereoscopic. In trar~misston the specimen

must be thin, not applicable to seeing fine etructure of dislocations; resolving L

C ~. o-
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power is only about 10.2 that of standard etch pit techniques. The technique

can be valuable as a calibration on etch pit techniques.

(a) The technique can be used on low dislocation density copper.

(b) The technique can be used on low dislocation density iron.

2. Lang

This gives a stereoscopic image of dislocations in the density range

of 0-10 /cm by transmission through a fairly thin specimen. Because of

the low resolving power the fine structure is not observed.

(a) Technique has been used on copper.

(b) Iron?? ?

3. Borrmann

The chemical purity must be sufficiently high so that we can get anom-

alous transmission. It is a very useful technique a!pilcable to fairly thick

specimens (0.5 mm) which should be characteristic of a bulk sample. It

gives a stereoscopic 3-d spatial distribution in the dislocation density range
4

0-10 . It is possible to determine the Burgers vectors absolutely.

(a) The technique has been successfully used on copper.

(b) Iron ? ? ?

M. Transmission Electron Microscopy

Because thin films (- 1000 1) are viewed it is not convenient t% iork
611with densities below 10 . Regions of density as high as 10 (and possibly

1012) can be studied while still denser regions cannot be observed. In the
8lower density regions (10 or less) it is possible to distinguish between

closely spaced dipoles and single dislocations by using tilting and dark
!•1 field microscopy. It is also possible to do stereoscopic work and to get

i Burgers vctors. This requires careful diffraction contrast work, densities

to 10 or less and a great deal of work.
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1. A considerable amount of work has bcen done on copper. Special

problems can result from the fact that handling of the thin films often

introduces lor.g dislocations. Dislocation rearrangement clearly takes place

(image forces) in a thin film. The stress to move an isolated dislocation

in pure (1966) copper is nearly zero (2 g/mm), and it is necessary to carry

out a pinning treatment (e.g., neutron irradiation) to prevent losses.

This problem of losses is not unique to copper. It can be a severe problem

in ultrapure fcc and hcp metals (there are no ultrapure bcc metals in 1966).

The fine structure has been studied. Jog steps of maybe as little as 50 A

can be seen. The stacking fault energy has been measured by the node method;

however, this may be disturbed by impurities. Certainly we cannot see

individual unit j ogs.

Complete characterization of the assembly of dislocations in a specimen

in ranges of considerable practical interest (e.g., 10 8-10 12) is an over-

whelming task experimentally. Even if a complete mapping position, tangent

vector and Burgers vector, were correctly made experimentally, the problem

of its significance would remain. This is discussed in the next section.

2. A considerable amount of work has been done on iron. The situation

here is about the same as with copper. The lower purity of iron and the

associated strong pinning of dislocations by carbon means we have less

chance of motion and losses. (In iron with no impurities, losses might be

severe because of cross-slip.)

IV. Special Problems

1. Distribution of Dislocations

One of the major problems is characterizing the dislocation distribution.

(a) The crudest characterization is just the total length per unit volume

which may be alternately put in terms of the dislocation etch pits per unit area.

---------
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$ •' (b) It is clearly better to give the dislocation etch pit count in subgrs

boundaries separately from the count within the grain. Perhaps for work

}: at high temperatures (creep) this is really quite good. (However, a commi

experimental procedure in high temperature tests is to remove the stressI and then to shut off the furnace. There is little doubt that sizeable rear-

rangements take place which lead to counts within the subgrain which ar

far too low). When Instead of well-defined boundaries we have diffuse celi

walls or -.Angles, it is really not quite clear how we characterize the mate

rial. (Again it is likely that if thin film techniques are used the count 14.

the nontangled regions may be low because of losses from such regions.)

The problemz of characterizing dislocation distributions under such

conditions necessitates an understanding of what aspects of the distributior

"are really important to the specific property under study; our present

state of knowledge is very weak in this regard.

2. Fine Structure of Dislocations

(a) The dislocation core in metals is at best poorly understood.

(b) Stacking tault energies are In most cases not accurate.

(c) Jog energies are guesses and no satisfactory way of measuring

* them appears available.

(d) The climb efficiency of dislocations appears to vary by 103.

A great deal of additional work is needed here. A number of experiments

are possible which will cast light directly on this problem.

(e) The rate of tracer diffusion along dislocations is not knowni, except

in nickel and possibly silver.

(f) The rate of motion of point defects along dislocations is not in

general known.

C -
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(g) Point defect production during deformation is not at all understood

in any quantitative manner. There is a considerable need for study of the

whole business of dipole formation, point defect production at jogs on mov.

Ing screw dislocations, etc.

Finally, all of the above problems need detailed theoretical study as

well as experimental study.

3. Mobility of Dislocations

Except for experiments which measure the average velocity at given

stresses, nothing is known of the actual velocities. Perhaps for high speeds

this is not a serious problem. At low speeds it is likely that actual speeds

(when moving occurs) are greatly in excess of average speeds.

V. Indirect Techniques

We want to emphasize the great importance of using several techniques

in conjunction with each other to study dislocations. For many studies it

is vital to have available several techniques, including those already men-

tioned as well as those of this section.

1. Stored energy techniques can be Wied (in conjunction with methods of

cbta1nk2 direct d1t"Ie5) e5 0";meý-re ef the dfetributlon of dislocationI
strain fields. For example, sieasblestored energy changes might be ob-

tR1AO M ,, act= OAt _n_ In which thoro aro o1cblo rearrmc, a-

ments but only small changes in 06mber.

2. Nuclear magnetic resomance line broadening occurs as a result of

quadrupole coupling with strain fields around dislocations. As with stored

energy techniques, it seems that this can be a useful tool when used in

conjunction with direct methods.

3. Electrical resistivity is changed by dislocation density and distri-

bution. As with the other techniques in this section, it is the sum of the

7 . .. j'0> 1 . . - • ; '' " ' ' " "
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, -" • effect on a large number of disloca.iown. Hence its direct interpretation

I is very complex; e.g., similar to work hardeni-ng.. In all of these indirect

effects one is really involved in studying a macroscopic property.
It rhould be emphasized that the highly structure-sensitive properties

(hardnese, etc., ferromagnetic behavior, superconductive behavior) are

all in principle useful indirect methods for characterizing dislocations

when used in conjunction with direct techniques.

S
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APPENDIX G - ORGANIC MATERIALS (ANTHRACENE)

I. Background Information.

The princip^l sources of our knowledge of defects in anthracene are

based on the introduction of defects through radiation damage and plastic

deformation. No serious attempts have yet been made to exploit quenching

front high temperatures.

The radiation damage work has pointed to the existc..%, of effecti,

"- which may be related to structural defects, blt it has provided no convinci,

evidence that chemical impurities, either present originally or brought

about Lhrough the radiation process itself, are not involved.

Plastically deformed anthracene has been produced in non-hydrostatic

high pressure experiments. !a most of these experiments, observations

- were made of shifts of the fluorescent emission bands with pressure.(7-10)

The appearance of an additional band(1 1 ,12) in the emission has been ob-

served as well. The latter band has been interpreted as possibly resulting

from dimer formation. The possibility of dimer formation is especially

interesting since dimers are known to occur in solution when aromatic

materials such as anthracene are in an e-cited state. 13) The high pressure

work thus raises interesting questions about the role of vacancies and

dislocations in providing favorable sites for the formation of excited dimers

or excimerm. Only a small amount of work has been done on the effect of

pressure on the electrical properties of organic crystals, but dramatic

reductions in resistivity which have beet, observed(1 4 ) suggest that more

such studies would be profitable.

Annealing studies (15) have been done on crystals which were not inten-

tionally deformed. These showved a reduction in the density of fast-trapping

states, which was attributed to reduction in the density of defects, although

impurity segrgtion on the defect Ate was not ruled oat. Recent work( 16)

&77777 _r
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on fluorescence at 4.2 K has provided evidence that impurities may play
j

only a minor role in determining the behavior of crystals %vhose fluorescence

properties change upon annealing at 1300C.

II. Recommendations

The more prominent areas deserving attention are as follows:

1. Characterization of Dislocations

Although etch pitt-ng techniques have been used by several investigators,(17,18)

the development of decoration methods and x-ray techniques would be very

useful. Electron microscopy, which has been used successfully in the study

of tiny crystallites of polyethylene, might be applied here.

2. Detection of Lattice Vacancies

No satisfactory information exists concerning the concentration, kinetic

behavior, electrical, or optical properties of vacancies or vacancy aggregates

in anthracene or in any other organic material.

3. Defect Interactions

Although nothing seems to be known about the interaction of foreign

atoms with lattice imperfections, one may readily expect the presence of

lattice vacsacies to be of co-widerable importance in deterr zhig the

chemical behavior of specific impurities. In silicon, and in the H-VI com-

pounds, for example, it has long been established that interactions between

impurities and defectE can be highly important. In anthracene and other

organic crystals, oxygen is a well-known impurity. Photo-oxidation of the

anthracene to anthdaquinone or some other intermediate product may very

well be facilitated Iry the presence of nearby lattice defects which can

relieve some of the strain resulting from the formation of the relatively

rig'd covalent bonds during the reaction. Also, the formation of organic

free radicals in the presence of chemically reactive impurities would be

2 I I
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most likely if they are located at lattice imperfections which can serve as

very deep electron or hole traps. Recent study of the Hall effect In anthra-

cene(19) lends support to the conclusions, based on fluorescence measure-

ments,(1 6) that there exists a great profusion of such traps tn this crystal.

4. Surfaces

The characterization of the surface of anthracene is of the greatest

importane , because of the known occurrence of direct charge injection20

phenomena and exciton decomposition charge injection.(21) These effects

frequently govern the transport properties of anthracene. More broadly,

modification of the surface through physical or chemical changes might

be expected to have profound influence upon the transport properties of

nearly all organic insulators and photoconductors. Many of these materials

are important technologically when used as electrical insulation. It would

appear that the obvious importance of this api,'ication should command a

continuing high level of support for studies of the chemistry and physics

of solid polymeric and crystalline organic insulators for some time to come.

,. A fin9I comment ahculd be made concerning parameters to be studied

and mewuring tcchnLquaa to be employed In the characteriation of defects

in anthracene and cther oran•ic crystals. In general, there is no dearth

of mewuramont tczhn~quco. Ph.otcconductivity, luminescence, dark conduc-

tivity, and the recent eucc=c of Hall effect measurements, together with

appropriate chemical and physical techniqueo for characterizing impurities,

are all in use at the present time. There does seem to be a general lack

of emphwii on spin reoonance techniqueo, and increased use of both ESR

and NMR will very likely prove profitable in the future.

The principal strategic recommendation concerning techniques, however,

is that more studies be made in which a combination of techniques is applied

4!i
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to a single specimen which has been carefully prepared. If a variety of

different measurements is made on a single example of an organic crystal,

it is reasonable to assume that many of the apparently fragmented results

which are presently available can be more easily and efficiently fit into an

over-all pattern leading to understanding. The practice of exchange of sam- I
plea among different laboratories is therefore to be encouraged. (This

suggestion is not to be construed, however, as supporting the idea that the

crystal preparation and measurement functions should be purposely split.)

1 '
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THE CHARACTERIZATION OF POLYCRYSTALLINE MATERIALS

A. INTRODUCTION

The goal of much of materials research is to relate certain aspects of
structure and composition either to the reactions which produced them or

to the properties they inifluence. For these purposes a very complete

characterization of structure and composition may be desired.

In many of the "real" materials of engineering, however, there is the

need for one experimenter to describe for another the material on which

he performed his work, in such a way that the material can be reproduced

with reasonable assurance. In principle, this can be done by a sufficiently

complete statement of structure and composition. In practice, it is usu-

ally more efficient to describe certain features of structure and composi-

tion coupled with a description of the significant features of the method of

fabrication plus a couple of significant properties which may reveal whether

almost all important aspects of structure and composition have been

reproduced.

The Panel on Characterization of Polycrystals has concerned itself with

the useful description of the structure and composition of the polycrystal-

liie and multiphase materials of engineering.

The major, objectives of this study were:

1. To list certain descriptive facts about materials which are helpful

in permitting one experimenter to reproduce the material of another one.

2. To present a general characterization matrix, listing the major

features of structure and composition which should be considered for de-

termination when characterizing a polycrystalline material. A brief dis-

cussion of each of these features follows the matrix proper.

3. To survey our current ability to measure the important property

controlling features. Most of the comments appear in the narrative dis-

cussion of the characterization matrix.

S. ..... .. ,W V
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4. To point out those areas where further work, or further improve-

ment in techniques would be advantageous. These opportunities are

summarized under recommendations.

5. To call attention to the need, at least in published scientific work,

for a sufficiently complete characterization of the material being studied

to permit the investigation to be duplicated by another worker.

4."
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B. MATERIAL CATEGORIES

Sint this report is concerned with polycrystalline materials in general,

it is desirable to develop a method whereby any polycrystalline material

may be described. To accomplish this end, it is desirable to first cate-

gorize-the mat' rials of concern as follows:

1. Elerrental Pure Materials

2. Single-phase Multicomponent Metals j
3. Nearly Pure Elemental Materials

4. Multiphase Metals (including composites)

5. Single-phase Ceramics Nonmetallic Inorganic Materials

6. Multiphase Ceramics Nonmetallic Inorganic Materials

7,/
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C. DESCRIPTIVE MATERIAL FACTSAs will be seen in the characterization matrix to follow, a complete

characterization of a material at this point will, in time, at best, be

Sextremely time-consuming and probably very costly. It is, then, an ideal

situation which we can strive for over a perloi of years and, hopefully,

eventually complete for materials of interest. In the meantime, the ma-

trix given is primarily to guide us in the direction of the important param-

eters that should be known about a given material.

In practice, there are limitacions in time and cost on how thoroughly

we can characterize the composition and structure of a material. If we

could define all of those things that might be desired, there are definite

limitations in our ability to relate properties to structure. There are also

limitations of our abilities to synthesize materials having specific compo-

sitions and structures, even though they have been thoroughly described.
The structure and chemical composition are controlled entirely by the

specimen history - the nature and composition of the starting material,

the degree of purification or extent of contamination accomplished in

processing, and the atom and crystallographic arrangements which have

resulted from the mechanical and thermal treatments to which it has been

subjected.

If aL steps of processing are under sufficiently excellent control, a4
given material can be reproduced by repeating the same processing steps

on the same raw material. Indeed, a description of the details o, proces-

sing is the conventional way of describing many materials.

This approach to the ch ... cterization of a material suffers from two

major deficiencies: (1) Processes are not under complete control and

commonly some supplementary characterizatlor. of structure and proper-

ties is necessary: a grain size or a carbon content; (2) In the absence of

characterization, composition and purity, there is no opportunity to

explicitly connect processing to properties through the connecting link of

structure and composition.

It
..... -- -.. .
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From a practical viewpoint, it would then seem advisable to include in

a characterization, certain descriptive facts that, at least for the time
being, will be valuable: in the understanding of that material. So then, a

second item of charaAerization would be as follows: 5

1. Description of Material

1. 1 Nominal composition of the material (e. g., 18-8 stainless
steel).

1.2 The trade name, manufacturer, code number, variety, lot
number, etc., if commercially obtained.

1. 3 Similar information about the raw material if made in the
laboratory.

1.4* Significant physical and mechanical properties r

(1) Resistivity for a semiconductor

(2) Ductility
(3) Magnetic permeability

(4) Yield strength, (or presence of a yield point)

(5) Resistivity ratio at liquid helium temperature for a zone-
refined metal

(6) Thermal expansion

2. Sample History

2. 1 Method of preparation -- cast, extruded, sintered, and times,
temperatures, etc., which were used.

2.2 A description of containers, environment, and other factors
which might contrlibte to contamination.

2.3 A description of subsequent thermal, mechanical, chemical
treatments.

2.4 A description of the method of final shaping (grinding, cutting,
polishing, etc.).

2.5 Size - shape - original piece or starting material.

2.6• Sampling technique.

*These properties are used in addition to other information on a given
materials since that information will usually be found lacking in many 4
respects.

( ~, *4!4
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3. Structure and Temperature Sensitive Characteristics (sufficl-ent
information to indicate whether a structure is stable or metastable
with respect to its environment).

I3.1 Phase stability.

S3. 2 Time dependent distribution.

3. 3 Temperature dependent distribution.

3. 4 Environmental dependence of distribution.

,OWN

'4
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D. CHARACTERIZATION MATRIX

When the category of a material is defined and the descriptive infor-

mation recorded, we then have the task of characterization. This is pri- +

marily concerned with the structure and defects in the structure. It is

felt that any polycrystallne inorganic material can be defined by the

following matrix, including glasses and amorphous structures.
Only those parts of the matrix will be used that pertain directlytto a

given material under consideration. Also, it is not implied that a large

amount of information iteed be supplied. The main purposes for using a

matrix are to ascertain if (1) enough information is available on a given

material to allow research results to be considered valid, (2) to use as a

checklist to ascertain the characterization that may be necessary for a

Oiven type of experiment, and (3) to document a given research material

so that future investigators can benefit from any work on a given material I -

and as work continues over a period of years, a material will be better

understood.

It is hoped that some standard method of reporting characterization in

publications and reports will evolve so that the maximum use can be made -

of any characterization effort. It is fully realized that the amount of I
characterization in various research efforts will vary widely, but that a i 01

standard format for reporting the information would be valuable in com-

paring different sets of data. The accompanying characterizations, j <-
although far from complete, will serve to demonstf.tte the use of the

matrix.

The analytical technique used for a given piece of information is im-

portant, particularly when more than one method may be used to derive

certain information. NI nonstandard equipment is used,' it should be

described thoroughly in a report so that its merits can be evaluated by

readers.

'/
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GENERAL CHARACTERIZATION MATRIX
Geometrical Factors Analytical Techniques
1.1 Grains and Equipment

1.1.1 Composition, Volume Percent
and Structure

1.1.2 Size & Size Distribution

1.1.3 Shape, & Shape Distribution
(including connectivity)

1.1.4 Relative Orientation

1.1.5 Special Boundary
Configurations

1.1.6 Internal Strain

1.2 Second Phases*
1.2.1 Size & Size Distribution

1.2.2 Composition, Volume Percent
and Structure

1.2.3 Shape & Shape Distribution
(Connectivity)

1.2.4 Relative Orientation

1.2.5 Special Boundary
ConfigurationsS1.,2.6 Internal Strain

1.2.7 Distribution in Structure

1.3 Pores**
L.3.1 Size & Size Distribution

1.3.2 Gas Phase Character

1.3.3 Shape & Shape Distribution
(Connectivity)

1.3.4 Relative Orientation

1.3.5 Special Boundary
Configurations

1.3.6 Diltrlbutio In inStructure

1.4 Domains (vois etmc, Ferraclectrac,
- Order) (lerruelastie)

1.4.1 Bite & Size Distribution

f.4.2 Composition, Volume Percent
and Structure

1.4.3 Shape &haeDistribution

1 .4.4 Relative Orientation

1.4.5 Special Boundary
SConfigurations.........

i1.4,6 i nternal Strain

I * Includes glassy or amorphous "phases"

•ý includes voids, mlcrocracks, cracks

'1
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Analytical Techniques 4
and Equipment

2. Impurities and Minor Alloying Additions -

2.1 Chemical (and structural)
Identifieati,)ns*

2.2 Crystallogriphic Locations
2.3 Defect Sites

2.4 Clustering / ordering

2.5 Distribution within grains

2.6 Concentration or denudation at
grain or interphase boundaries

2.7 Partitioning between phases

2.8 Surfaces

3. Surface
3.1 Topography (including defect

structure of active sites) _,

3.2 Subsurface phenomena

3.3 State of strain

4. Dislocations
4.1 Substructure

4.2 Density ___

4.3 Type __

5. Solutions
5.1 Crystallographic locations including

site occupancy of multivalent atoms

5.2 Relative distribution of solutes

5.2.1 Defect sites

5.2.2 Clustering

5.2.3 Ordering __

5.2.4 Within grains

5.2.5 Grain boundaries

5.2.6 Surfaces _,

5.2.7 Between phases

5,3 Nature ofphace Interface

6. Compounds

6.1 Phase stability _____

6.1.1 Stolohlometry______________ __________

6.1.2 Variation (distribution) of
stoichlometry**

6.2 Valence state

* Includes valence state
** Similar factors to 2.5, 2.6, 2.8

9|
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N;at .A x Discussion

It is understood that this matrix is a starting point toward characte- -

izatbon and will be extended or modified as the need arises. It certainh,

may be the case that knowledge of what parameters are important is n,'

really evident at this time.

The following discussion L7 a few segments of the matrix is aimed a"

being of assistance in clarifying the use of the matilx. Son,& of the mere

difficult ones have been selected.

1. Geometrical Factors

The size, shape, arrangement, and orientation of the phases and

crystalline grains in polycrystalline multiphase materials is an important

aspect of structure. The objective of this section of the characterization

matrix is to call attention to the chief geometrical features of this kind

which are determinable, at least in priniciple, and to comment briefly on

their importance, the availability of methods for determining these fea-

tures, and the needs for new techniques, or even new theore•t•_ical. methods

of study.

A grain is a crystallographic domain of single orientation and approxi-

mately uniform composition. In an ideI single-phase polycrystal it will

be surrounded by other grains of differ ht orientation and identical corn.-
position. In a multiphase material there ,ill be grains in each phase,

and contacts between grains of different phases.
There are ambiguities in terminology:- Commonly, grains are not

perfect crystals; their dislocations may, be arranged in walls to prodice

a substructure of "sub-grainA. It ComUrdnoy, very small particles of

second phase, dispersed in a" coarser igalned matrix are called "inclu-

sions." Higher power examination might disclose these inclusions to be

single grains, or polycrystalline.

1. 1 Grains

1. 1.2 Grain Size and Grain Size Distribution

Consider a single-phase polycrystalline solid divided into a series of

~Co t
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domains which fill space. H the cells are of nearly uniform size, and

equiaxed, the average diameter of a cell will specify the grain structure

of the material, and this is the parameter almost universally used. It

may be determined on a polished surface by a variety of counting and

measuring techniques which are satisfactorily described in the literature.

For industrial, and control purposes, it is common to determine grain
size by visual comparison with standard figures - either representative 1
photomicrographs or hexagonal arrays, and to express the grain size in

arbitrary numbers (e. g., ASTM grain size 4), which are defined by

published charts.

The above discussion assumes all grains are the same size and shape.

Even if this were true in the three-dimensional array, the grains would

appear to be of different sizes in any plane section cut through the speci-

men. By measuring the size of many individual grains, it is possible to

construct an apparent size distribution curve from the two-dimensional V

appearance of a polished section, and by analyUcal techniques to deduce

approximately from this the distribution of sizes in three dimensions.

Two cases may be considered:

a) The spread in sizes is normal; the maximum grain diameter

is not much more than 2X the average grain diameter. Such a structure K
can usually be well characterized by the statement of an average grain

diameter.

b) Duplex grain sizes exist - the maximum grain diameter is

many times the average grain diameter - usually as a consequence of

secondary recrystallization or exaggerated grain growth. In these cases

it is worthwhile reporting at least the average grain size of each group

of grains, and the volume fraction of coarse and fine grains.

Substructure: If veining or dislocation arrays exist in the major

grains, it may be possible to also report a grain size for the sub-grain

structure.

• , .# .. . . . . . l I - I.] . . . .
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Photomicrographs: The difficulty of a complete analytical state-

ment of grain size and grain size distribution is sufficiently great that
it is almost always desirable to present a -photomicrograph of the structure
in question.

Preparation of Section for Examination: The grain size and g:,.ain
size distribution (as well as most of the other geometrical parameters
discussed below) may vary tremendously from point to point in a speci-
men. This is particularly true in castings, and also in ceramics where
the structure on the surface exposed during firing is commonly greatly
different from the surface structure. To obtain definitive information

about grain size and grain size distribution, it is imperative that these
facts be taken into consideration.

In a casting, the distribution of grain size and grain shape over the
whole piece should be determined.

In a ceramic and metal, the section should be taken at a depth of at
least 10-20 grain diameters below the fired surface, unless surface
structures specifically are being investigated.

1. 1. 3 Grain Bound -ry Configuration
In an idealized p..lycrystalline array, the grain boundary configuration

is controlled by surface tension forces, and all grain boundaries will
have approximately equal surface tensions. There is a topological rule
which states that in two dimensions, not more than three grain boundaries
intersect at a point and that the three boundaries will make angles of 1200
with eacli other if they all have equal surface energies. In three dimen-
sions, two grains will meet along a surface to form a boundary, three
boundaries may meet along a line (the point seen in two dimensions), and
four grains will meet at a point (rarely seen on a plane section). These

are the typical structures of a foam.i • Marked deviations from a foam cell structure are indicative of unusual

features of the structure, and should be reported even if they are not

interpretable. Nf an appreciable number of grain boundaries intersect at

-77~
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angles strongly deviating from 1200, it is probably indicative of:

a) the presence of boundaries of widely differing energies (e. g.,

some very low-angle, low-surface tension boundaries present) or

b) the presence of a liquid phase along the grain boundaries at the

temperature at which the grains were formed.

Again, the presentation of a well-prepared photomicrograph is most

instructive in helping define the structure.

Grain Boundary Shape: Given boundaries in an ideal single-phase

substance will be smoothly curved as they pass from intersection to

intersection. The presence of cusps on the boundaries are indicative of

boundary movement inhibiting inclusions which may, however, not be

apparent with the specimen preparation conditions and at the magnifi-

cation used for examination. Their presence should be noted.

Grain Shape and Shape Distribution: In an idealized grain structure in

a polycrystalline array, all the grains are more or less equiaxed. As a

result of unusual growth conditions, or because of mechanical deforma-

tion, the grain shape may be far from equiaxed. The detection of such

structures is commonly made by the preparation of polished sections in

three orthogonal directions across the section. From these the approxi-

mate shape of the grains can be deduced (disks, filaments, sheets, etc.)

and by measurements on the plane surfaces, some estimate of the length
to diameter ratio or other important ratios can be made.

At the present time, little attempt is made In the literature to quanti-

tatively relate these aspects of grain shape and shape distribution to

properties. Two specific classes of material require special comment:

a) Heavily Cold-Drawn Wires: Heavily cold-drawn wire has a

fibrous structure with very high strength being frequently associated with

it. Relatively littie work has been done to describe the structure of such

wires in detail or to relate the structure to properties. There is a great

opportunity to improve our ability to describe the structure of cold-

worked wires.

F
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b) Cast 'Structures: Cast structures of both simple and complex
shape will have grain structures which vary markedly from point to point
in the specimen. In such specimens, it is imperative to present a de-
scription of the ,grain size, shape, and shape distribution over the whole
specimen, usually as viewed at a magnification which will permit the

structure to be viewed in the context of the shape and probable heat flow
paths in the specimen.

1.1.4 Relative Orientation of Grains

In the ideal polycrystal the orientation of the grains and the positions

of te grain boundaries between them are completely random. For a
variety of reasons, there may be a preferred orientation of the grains.

Such preferred orientatiorts have been studied in detail in a number of

cold-worked and also annealed metals, and quite powerful techniques have
been developed for determining and describing the nature of the preferred

orientation which exists.
The complete description of the relative orientation of two grains and

the position of a planar boundary between them requires five parameters

(e. g., the tilt axis, the arle of tilt, the rotation axis, the angle of rota-

tion, and the Indices in one crystal of the plane corresponding to the grain
boudary

In general, no such detailed descriptions of orientation are presented.
SI, By available and commonly used '"x-ray pole-figures" techniques, the in-

i• •tensity or c oncentration of polesovf certain representative planes aex

presented on a stereographic projection in terms of the ratio of the ob-
served • raonto that which would be observed in a truly random

specimen.

Acept~abLe automatic techniques for such determinations are available.

The only difficulties aris in very coarse grained specimens and -the
determination is less important in those.

1.1. 5 tecil, Boundary Cofigu•tions of Grains
A host of special grain boundary configurations may be observed and a

j
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number have been referred to above. The special boundaries associated

with mechanical twins and with annealing twins in face-centered cazbic

metals are extensively discussed in the literature and are primarily of

research interest. Special boundaries associated with ferroelectric and

ferromagnetic domains are discussed below.

1. 1. 6 Internal Strain

Internal elastic strains exist in many substances for a variety of

causes. They are of great importance because the associated residual

stress may most markedly influence the strength of the material. In

single-phase polycrystalline materials, the most common sources arc

cooling stresses and anisotropy in the coefficient of expansion of the grains

in non-cubic materials. Stresses from this latter source may be computed

with reasonable precision. In glass, the magnitude and distribution

of residual stresses can be determined quite well by photoelastic measure-

ments in polarized light.

In metals and most ceramics, there is no experimental technique for

explicitly determining the magnitude of the stress at a predetermined

point in the specimen. The development of such techniques would be of

great value.

1.2 Second Phases

Most materials have second phases present in large or small amounts

and the analytical description of multiphase structures may be very diffi-

cult.
1.2. 1 Size, Size Distribution and Amount-of Second Phase
If the second phase is simnple in shape, of reasonable size, and uni-

formly distributed through the matrix; the size of the particles, their

size distribution, and the voilme fraction present can be determined and

described by conventional microscopic techniques.

In many commercial alloys (e. g., high speed steels, and turbine bucket

alloys), the microstructure is so complex that a complete description of

it is rarely attempted.



1.2. 2 Composition and Structure of Second Phases

At sizes of several microns and above, current electron beam micro-

probe, and selected area electron diffraction'techniques permit the
identification of the composition and structure of second phases quite

satisfactorily. A variety of chemical, microscopic and x-ray techniques

can be used in special cases.

Improvement of the resolving power of these tools by an order of
magnitude, and extension of the ability to detect the light elements woue

be of tremendous value in permitting the description of fine structures.

L1.2.3 i Shape and Shape Distribation of Second Phases; Connectivity of
Second Phases

Descriptive phrases are commonly used for many precipitates - needlh

like; plate-like; lamellar; etc., and certain two-phase aggregates, notabli

pearlite in steels, have I.'d names assigned to them. In most cases, littlE
quantitative attempt is inade to define the shape or shape distribution of

second phases.
In filamentary reinforced composites, it is recognized that the length-

to-diametzr ratio of the individual filament is important and it is com-

monly reported.

In synthetic dispersions, the size and size distribution of the dispersed

phase (e.g., thoria in TD nickel) is difficult to determine, and its sta-

bility with time is, known to be important. Improved methods of exami-

nation should be developed.
The ssecon phase in a material is commonly taken to be the discon-

tinuous ona regardles of whether its volume fraction ia more or less than

60%6 In some systems, there may be two or more interpenetrating con-

tinuos phases. There may then be a desire to describe the connectivity
of the two phases and there are few straightforward methods of doing this.

Many of the phase-separable glasses, where the phase separation

occurs by spinoldal decomposition, show two such interconnected phases.

The interconnectivity may be demonstrated by the ability to dissolve one

' -I-, *
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phase out completely with a given reagent. In these glasses, the scale of

the phase separation may be sufficiently small ( < 100 A) that the revelation

of the two phase structure is a problem itself, and the demonstration of

connectivity by direct microscopic examination is exceedingly difficidt.

Both topological studies to permit simpler description of the connec-

tivity of phases, and improved techniques to display the interconnection

are needed.

1.2.4 Relative Orientation of Phases

Special orientations may exist between phases in solids because one

phase was deposited and grew epitaxially upon the second, or as the re-

sult of a topotactical reaction. The most studied of these are the 'Wid-
manstatten" structures which occur in meteorites and in many alloys and

ceramics. If the precipitate and matrix structure is coarse, the orien-

tation relationships can 4e determined straightforwardly by combined

microscopy and x-ray orientation techniques. On a smaller scale, etch

figures have been used. The determination is rarely a routine one, and

the determination of the relative orientation of the two phases may call

for great ingenuity on the part of they experimentalist, The need for such

determinations is sufficiently small. However, great effort to develop
much improved techniques is not warranted.

1. 2.5 Special Boundary Configurations

Most of the comments under 1. 2.4 apply.
1.2. 6 Internal Strain

The comments on this topic under 1. 1.6 apply.

1.2. 7 Distribution in the Structure 7,

In alloys and probably in ceramics, the distribution of small amounts

of second phase in the structure is of very great importance. Commonly,

a second phase will be nucleated more readily at the grain boundary and

second phases are comnronly found at those sites.

If the interphase boundary energy is less than half the grain boundary

energy of the major phase, the second phase will tend to be distributed as

_ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ 1
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: continuous film along the grain boundaries of the major pha-e. This mr.

be gocd (as cobalt in cemented carbides) or bad (as certain sulfides in
i•tcel, or bismuth in copper). In y case, the phenenomenon may usually

be observed directly, and it commonly has a profound Impact upon

or rperttes.

The distribution of second phases (inclusions) in the structure, along

with the size and number of the particles, is a commonly carried out

control observation on commercial materials. Under these circurnstanc,

the previously identified inclusions can frequently be identified by their

morphology, color or etching characteristics, with their amount and

character being classified by comparison w'th standard charts showing

the inclusions. It is common to examine the specimen first in the unetchc...

condWon to see the number and size of the inclusions, particularly if they

have different color or rejaectivity than the matrix. Their location in the

Structure is then identified by reeXarainatioA of the samne or similar field,

etched to revcal *he matrix grain structure.!

1.3 Pores, Microcracks, etc.

Strictly speaking, pores and cracks are second phases, and most of

the comments made above with regard to se~ond phases and their de-

scription apply equally well to the examination of pores.

1. 3. 1 PoreSize, Size Distribution and 4olume Percent in the Structure

The total volume of pores or microcrackk in a specimen can readily h.

determined by comparing the apparent density with the true density.

Pore, and crack size, and distribution are, in principle, readily de -

termined by microscopic examin-tion of polished sections. In practice

this is most difficult because of the likelihood of enlarging the pores or

cracks in the polishing operation, or even of creating new pores by pulling

out grains.

In very porous materials (lightly sintered powders), it is substantially

impossible to reveal the pore structure withprecision in most materials.

Best Available Cop'
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The development of improved impregnation or polishing techniques would

be very valuable.
For cracks and large flaws which intersect the surface of specimens,,

a number of dete-tion techniques have been worked out which depend upon

the ability of the crack to take up a liquid by capillarity.

In solid metals, cracks and lar ge voids are routinely detected non-

destructively, by radiography, or reflection of sonic impulses.
1.3.2 Identity of Gas in Closed Pores

Pores in materials may have a variety of different gases in them. One
can conceive of circumstances where part of the pores would have one gas

and part of the pores another gas. There are no routine methods for de-
termining the gas in pores. Fracture, or grinding of the specimen in a

vacuum, and identification of the gas released in a mass spectrometer

are the commonly used techniques.

1. 3.3 Shape and Shape Distribution of Pores

Total porosity can be readily determined by comparing apparent and

theoretical density, and porosity whici connects with the surface by de-
termining the amount of a liquid which can be absorbed.

As mentioned in 1.2.3, there are no simple schemes for explicitly
describing in detail the over-all connectivity of porosity. 1 4

Crack shapes can usually be described qualitatively and shown clearly J
in a photomicrograph.

1.3.5.- Special Boundary Configurations
The shape ot pores,. aid whether particular crystallographic faces are

exposed in them has been little studied but could be studied by existing U
techniques. Fractography, where the crack runs through the pore, is 1#4
probably more useful than conventional polishing techniques because of

less distortion of the pore.

1.3.6. Distribution in the Structure

The location of cracks and pores, with respect to grain boundaries and

inclusions, is of the very greatest importance in diagnosing the mechanism
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of fracture or corrosion and in studies ' .-the sintering process. In most

cases, conventional metallographic techniques will let the observation be

-: made. In all too mamw cases, the important observation is not made.
1.4 Domains

1.4. 1 - 1.4.3 - Domain Size, Shape, and Walls
The domains found in polycrystalline materials are essentially the

same types as found in the corresponding single crystals; I. e. , ferro-
magnetic domains, ferroelectric domains, and order domains (of which
the Jahn-Teller domains are a special case).

Ferromagnetic domains are either of the same size as the crystallo-

graphic domain (grain) or they are smaller; in the first case one speaks

of Oingle domain grains, in the second case of multidomain grains.

However, occasionally domains ai i. found which extend over several
grains, probably If the grains in question are nearly parallel. The domair

structure is of great Importance for the properties of a polycrystalline

ferromagnetic material. As compared with the single crystal, the geom-
"etry of the domains in polycrystals is affected (and complicated) by the

following factors: (1) the presence of grain boundaries which in most

cases also represent domain boundaries; (2) pores and microcracks which
are common in sintered materials; (3) internal stresses due to thermal

ezpianson anisotropy in non-cubic materials, dislocations, point defects,

and magn-tostrctlon; (4) internal magnetic fields due to the interfacial

divergence of the magnetization vector (z free magnetic charges) at all
b Amadases which are not traversed In a symmetrical head and tail

fashion; L e., especially at all grain boundaries. Of greatest interest for

4 the characterization of a material are the domain walls which have to be
specified in their physical character (1800 wall, 90c wall, etc.) as well

as in their area (spa and density.
The methob to determine 1. 4. 1 through 1. 4.3 are: (a) the Bitter

method using oolloidal magnetite in conjunction with a microscope or
electron microscope; (b) magneto-optical methods: Kerr method in

N" 
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reflection, and Faraday method in transmission; (c) electron beam techniques:
Lorentz microscopy, shadow techniques, reflection (mirror) microscope,
transmission microscopy; and (d) Hall probe techniques.

In ferroelectric polycrystalline materials, especially BaTiO3, the
most useful tools to measure size, shape, and nature of domains are the

microscope and the electron microscope in conjunction with a special i
etching technique: It has been found that the positive end of a c-domain
etches much faster than the negative end; this gives invaluable aid in de-

ciphering the otherwise very complex domain structures.
Order domains are measured by x-ray or electron diffraction. Super-

structure line techniques are limited by the resolution limits of these
techniques (see chart in Section E); Jahn-Teller domains; i. e., areas of
common tetragonal axis in otherwise cubic crystals (due to the Jahn-Tefler
effect of certain ions) can be measured in size by Fourier analysis of
x-ray line broadening.

1.4. 4 Preferred Orientation of Domains
In unpoled ferromagnetic and ferroelectric materials of non-cubic

symmetry, preferred orientation of domains can be measured by x-ray

methods. The magnetic or ferroelectric hysteresis curve measured along

different directions also gives information about preferred domain
orientation.

1.4.-5 Special Domain Configurations

In special cases, the definition of domains as areas of homogeneous
magnetization M breaks down. This happens when the crystal anisotropy

constant, KI, becomes zero (as function of either temperature or compo-

sition) and, simultaneously, the magnetostrictive constant, Xt, is alt'.;
almost zero. In this case the domain wall becomes very thick and the

grains consist practically only of "walls, " in which the magnetization 41
vector has a continuously cltaiging direction. In this case the methods to ' jt
delineate domain structure by making the domain walls visible, have
negative results.

~< will
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5.I Cry talographic Locaticným;

Solute atcms may occupy either substitutional or interstitial sites. T__

.3ic off the solute atom (or ion) relative to the size of the solvent atoms i:

th: major factor dbterminlg whether a solution is substitutional or inter

stitial (unlees compound formation occurs).

For an atom to be interstitial, it must be small ein'ogh to fit =10 thLE

"hcles" in thce lattice. Thus, it is only the smaller atoms, such as

hydrogen, bor'on, carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen, all of which have atom

radJ1 less than i1, which are likely to form interstitial solutions. The

largest "hole" is not necessarily the site cf the interstitial atom, however.

For example, in body-centered cubic iron, carbon is thought to-occupy the

0 0 1/2 positions rather than the larger 1/2-1/4 0 positions.

In solid solutions of the simpler structures, the atomic sites in the

lattice are equivalent and solute atoms substitute on any sites, although

some deviations from randomness (orderL'n*gor clumtering) may be ob-

served. When a solute dissolves in a compound, it may substitute on

certain sites of one of the atomic sracies ii the compound.

X-ray or neutron diffraction techniques Fe gertLidly used to study

solid solutions, Whether an element is sujstitutional or interstitial can

often be inferred from the known atomic raiius and the lattice parameters

of the solution. Further indications can be obtained from the change of

lattice parameter with solute content since interstitial elements always

expand the lattice, whereas substitutional elements may expand or

contract the lattice. A comparison of the rheasured density and the deni-

sity calculated from the composition and lattice parameter will also

distinguish between substitutional and interstitial solutions.

Determination of the location of interstitial atoms is a very difficult

procedure. Information may be obtained froni the change in shape of

various x-ray reflections with compositiorn. Internal friction techniques

Best Av& Co:
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may also be useful. With substitutional solutions, the location and es-

pecially the intensity of the x-ray reflections serve to locate the position

of the atoms. While in theory these may be straightforwpx.d procedures,

they often present difficult experimental problems. In some cases, the
difference in scattering factor between the solvent and solute atoms may
not be great enough to give rise to appreciable intensity differences, or
the scattering from low atomic number elements may be too weak and

neutron diffraction procedures must be substituted for x-ray diffraction.

5.2 Relative Distribution of Solute

5.2.1 Defect Sites

When either point Gr line defects are present in a crystal, there will
be a strain field associated with the defects which can interact with solute

elements. Thus, interstitial atoms and substitutional atoms which expand
the lattice reduce the total energy by segregating in the region of the
tensile stress field of defects, whereas atoms which contract the lattice

may segregate to the regions of compressive stress. Limitations on
this are placed by the ability of the atom to diffuse to the defect at the

lower temperatures, and by thermal fluctuations which will tear the

defect away from the atom at higher temperatures.

Measurement of this segregation is extremely difficult. Often mani- 4,

festations of segregations can be seen, such as "doping" of silicon by

copper to reveal etch pits at dislocations, or strain aging of metals. A
measure of the migration of the solute atoms to the defects can be obtained
by observing changes in some mechanical or physical property. The

best one can do to quantitatively determine the amount of segregation is
to assume some model for the effect being measured, and attempt to
calculate the amount of segregation that would be required to give rise to

an effect of the observed magnitude. This procedure does not definitely

locate the solute atom and, of course, is open to many errors. WI
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5.2.2 Clustering

Atoms that are distributed on normal lattice sites may or may not be

I'•, randomly distributed. If atoms of the same kind prefer to occupy sites

near each other, clustering is said to occur. Clustering may be found

in a solution at high temperatures in cases where precipitation or a

b! spinoidal decomposition will occur at lower temperatures. The reverse

of this is termed short range order, where atoms of opposite kinds pre-

fer sites adjacent to each other. Short range order is particularly found

at high temperature in alloys where long range ordering occurs at lower

temperatures. Both short range ordering and clustering can be defined

by short range order coefficients,
P i

MA

where aI = short range order coefficient for te the shell lying a distance
ri between two lattice points; Pi = probability of finding an A atom at a

distance ri from a B atom; and MA = atom fraction of A atoms. The

values of al vary for each shell i, may be either positive or negative, ana

are zero for a random solution. For the first shell (L e., nearest

neighbors), positive values of &i denote clustering, and negative values

denote short range order.
•f X-ray diffraction techniques are used to study clustering and short

range order. These deviations from randomness in the solid solution are

determined by measurement of the intensity of diffuse scattering as a

function of the Bragg angle, 0, usually at low angles of 6. Monochro-

matic radiation must be used, and corrections to the intensity made for

temperature diffuse scattering and Compton modified scattering. While

clustering can be distinguished from short range ordering by the shape

of the intensity versus 0 curve, precise determination of the short range

order coefficient requires a solution of a three-dimensional Fourier

series by Lipson-Beever strips or a computer. Single crystal and powder

B0
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specimens of cubic metals have been studied. Because of the complexity of
the technique, it can hardly be considered a standard research procedure.

Reference: B. F. Warren and B. L. Averbach, "The Diffuse Scattering
of X-rays," Modern Research Techniques in Physical
Metallurgy ASM, 1953, p. 95-130.

5.2.3 Ordering
Short range order has been described in 5.2.2 above. Superlattice

formation or long range order is another type deviation from randomness
which occurs at simple ratios of the atomic constituents. In this case,
specific lattice sites are occupied by one of the atom types over relatively
long distances and the other sites are occupied by the other atom type.

Long range order generally occurs below some specific critical tem-
perature, and the degree of order increases the lower the temperature.
Above the critical temperature, thermal fluctuations destroy the long
range order, but short range order will persist. In short range order,

the emphasis is on the nearest neighbors to an atom, whereas, in long

range order the important feature is that certain sites in each unit cell

are occupied by the same atom.

As an example, in the alloy AuCu 3 in the disordered state, the gold
and copper atoms occupy more or less random sites on a face-centered
cubic lattice. In the ordered state, the gold atoms are at cube corners

and the copper at face centers.

In an ordered structure, the regularity of spacing of the ordered atoms
will give rise to new x-ray reflections ("superlattice lines'" at the

appropriate Bragg angles. The intensity of these superlattice lines is

governed by the degree of order in the alloy, as well as the difference in
scattering factors of the elements comprising the structure. For this
reason, long range order is difficult to detect by x ray in such alloys as
CuZn, since the scattering factors of Cu and Zn are similar and neutron

diffraction may be advantageous. Long range order can also be detected

!!/
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by am :momalouis, increase in specific heat at the critical temperature,

by a dc-crease in the electrical resistivity.

References: C. S. Barret, "Structure of Metals" 2nd Ed, Chapter VII,
McGraw-Hill, New York, 1952.

A. Taylor, "X-ray Metallography" Chapter il, John Wilk.
& Sons, New York, 1961.

5.2.4 Within Grains

5.2.5 Grain Boundaries

Various types of nonuniform distribuation of soluLe elements within

grains have been described in 5.2.1, 5.2.2, and 5.2.3, above. In addition,

there may arise a. difference in composition between grain boundaries.

Evidence of such segregation to grain boundaries can be found in inter-

granular failures of metals, often accompanicd by precipitation of a

second phase, but sometimes in the absence of any such precipitate. Hot-

shortness, or the lowered melting point of the grain boundary region, aac

preferential corrosion o grain boundaries have also been attributed to

grain boundary segregation.

The reasons for segregation to grain lioundaries are the same as for

segregation to defects, primarily to relieve strain misfit caused by a

difference in-size of the atoms. This wodIld be expected since low angle

boundaries consist of a row of dislocations, and even high angle bound-

aries can be considered as a complex array of dislocations. Segregation

to grain boundaries generally increases the greater the size difference

between the solute and solvent atoms, and decreases the higher the anneal-

ing temperature.

Quantitative determination of grain bo tidary segregation is difficult.

One reason for this is a lack of irecdse caracterlzation of grain bound-

aries themselves; I. e., what are the locations of the solvent atoms In the

grain boundary, and what "width" should ie associated with a grain bound-

ary. Indirect methods such as determiniMg the amount of the solute to

cause intergranular failure or internal oxi'dation can be used.

B~estkva:'lable COP'
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Autoradiography has also been used to show grain boundary segregation

-½, ',ih limited success. Electron probe microana.1y.•es would appear to

be the most direct method to obtain quantitative information. The major

limitation is the size of the beam which is large compared to the width

of the grain boundary.

Reference: R. W. Cahn, "Grain Boundaries, SubstructurEcs aid Im-
purities, " Impurities and Imperfections, American Society
for Metals, Cleveland, 1955, p. 40-83.

5.2.6 Surfaces

Surfaces of materials often have a composition different from the bulk

material. These composition differences may arise by the selective de-

pletion of a solute into the atmosphere, o.- 'addition of atoms to the surface

region or at the very surface.

Examples of depletion of a solute can b1 seen in the dezincification of

brass or the decarburizat' n of steel. These may be rather gross effects,

and can often be seen visually. Optical microscopy may suffice to deter-

mine the size of the depleted zone. Electron probe miicroanalysis can be

used to study the coiurentration at '• surface where the depleted element

has a sufficiently high atomic number.

When the surface of a material is oxidijed or otherwise alloyed by the

environment, standard metallographic techniques may, in some cases,

suffice to determine the extent of surface jnetration. Electron diffrac-

tion techniques can be used to determine the structures of surface layrs

such as oxides at thicknesses of less than i60i. Even thinner layers

can be studied by specialized x-ray diffrac~ion methods. For determining

the amount of light elements such. as carbdn and oxygen present at the

sdrface of materials, activation analysis iý now being used.I
5.2.7 Between Phases

impurity elements will distribute themselves between two phases in a

structure according to an equilibrium distribution ratio given by the phase

diagram. If the appropriate phase diagram Is not known, this information

N
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Can oftain be obaaind directly. For many systems, electron prcbe r-icr!

analysis will pr-ovide the nccessary information. Limitatiors exist for

tho lower atomnic number elements which cannot be detected, and for

structur.:s where the dispersion of the phases is so fine that individual

particles Af each phase are finer than the beam.

Another technique that has been used quite successfully to determine

the structure and composition of second phases, such as carbides or nen-

metallic inclusions, is x-ray and chemical analysis of electrolytically

extracted particles. One difficulty is finding an electrolyte and co- "tion.-

which will dissolve the matrix and not decompose the particles. For very

fine particles, the structure can be determined from extraction replicas

by eiectron diffraction.

5.3 Nature of Phase Interface

The interface between two phases in a structure may be considered as

a grain boundary, with the exception that the structutre and composition is

different on either side of the boundary. In many cases, this boundary is

incoherent with a random orlentation difference between the two phases.

In other cases, when one phase has preýipitated within the other, there

may be an orientation relationship between the phases, and the boundary

may even be coherent. This coherency Will occur in the early stages of

preclpitats'on, before the actual formatidn of well-defined second phase,

and where there is a matching of atom spacings across the interface.

The strain arising from this forced regikry of the atom planes across

the interface may give use to etching effects in optical microscopy, and

can be seen by contrast effects around t~le precipitates in transmission

electron microscopy.

3Ocon,
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E. SURVEY Oe" ABILITY TO CHARACTERIZE

The purpose of this report is not to go into any detail in analytical

techniques, but it would seem worthwhile to point out deficiencies in

analytical methods and consequently define the needJs for development in

this area.

There are certainly advances needed in the field of analytical methods.

However, there are probably both a wider variety and more powerful

characterization methods available than are commonly utilized by many

investigators and, in many cases, a great deal of information can be

obtained by using several techniques on a given problem.

Material characterization is a field in its own right; it has its own

experimental and theoretical tools which are most efficiently used by
trained and experienced specialists. This has some important conse-

quences. There might be some people who are specialists in several

fields and who might be competent in material preparation, material

characterization, material properties, and special material uses (devices).

However, such people are exceptions; the rule is that one is a specialist

in one field and a more or less well-educated layman in several others.

It follows that of all people dealing with materials-developing, producing,

testing, analyzing, measur.ng, designing, and using, those who specialize

in material characterization will give the best characterization and do it

most efficiently, with some reservation. A certain skill in the selection

of the important parameters to be determined is required, and this skill

must be efrcised by the person investigating the process or a set of

properties. It is therefore imperative that either an experimentalist do

the characterization himself, or that he closely collaborate with an

expert in characterization in studying the material being used in a given h

experiment. The real answer to this problem is to involve the character-

ization expert in the research problem as much as possible, so that he has

a feel for the analytical requirements of the research.

* 'N/
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We are saying then - with the proper people and attitude toward char-
acteriza.,, on that a much better job of characterization could be done than
is normally the case. Realizing that even though proper preparation and
characterization of a material for research is very time-consuming, it
is nevertheless an essert.al operation in the first important step. This
is not meant to imply that no group of scientists does a good job of charac
terization, but is rather an effort to induce everyone to improve the

situation.
It would appear then that much more of the matrix can be filled out ':

a given case than would at first appear to be the case. This does not,
however, negate the fact that serious deficiencies do exist which are of
very real significance for research, as well as practical problems. C--
of- the most perplexing areas is in improved selected area methods,
particularly for the light elements. The deficiencies in our capabilities

will be covered under Recommendations (Part F).
The following chart defines the various structural parameters that wM

are seeking kmowledge about, and the analytical methods and their limita-
tions that are presently used in studying them.

4j-
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F. RECOMMENDATIONS

General

An effort needs to be made to foster characterization. Publicity on the

facts and needs of characterization will certainly help. Meetings with

this topic as a.main theme are being held and will no doubt continue.

Another more concrete suggestion is some type of Characterization Infor-

mation Center. Functions of this organization might be:

1. Maintain a supply of well-characterized material for investigators.
These would be opportunistic materials at any given time and over
a number of years.

2. Maintain information on these materials as it is generated. The us,
of the material would obligate the user to supply any information
generated.

3. To advise users on the techniques of characterization and where
assistance might be obtained. Hence, they would be familiar with
the characterization competence of the scientific community.

4. Make recommendations as to areas of characterization that need
bolstering and promising new areas as they arise. Of course,
this organization, if it had an experimental capability would be
able to take a role of leadership in characterization work.

It would seem that this sort of effort falls naturally into the program

now in effect at the National Bureau of Standards. It would at least be

handled in a similar manner. An organization of this type is probably

necessary to force characterizations and make inroads into the problem.

The scope of NBS should be strongly expanded so it will be a source of

pedigree materials and can provide a materials information function.

This, no doubt In the most logical way to approach this problem

Specific Areas of Characterization Where Improvement is Needed

1. Develop improved equipment to permit x-ray and electron diffraction
studies of small selected areas (<10u diameter).

2. Develop techniques to permit the nondestructive measurement of
internal strain in matrials, both on the scale of a few microns and
on a scale of a few centimeters.

3. Develop improved techniques for the automatic collection of micro-
structural data such as grain size and the volume fraction of
various phases.

J-
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4. Develop improved techniques for surface characterization.

5. Develop better understanding of the structure of heavily cold-worked
metals. Improve our ability to describe this structure. At the
present time the only feasible way to describe these materials is in
terms of prior mechanical and thermal treatment.

6. Develop improved techniques for thinning nonmetallic (ceramic)
specimens for examination by transmission electron microscopy.

7. Develop improved techniques (a millimicroprobe) for determining
compositions of volumes of matter having dimensions of 100 A or
less.

8. Develop techniques for improved description of the size, shape, and
degree of aggregation of powder particles. This is of great impor-
tance to sintering. (This area was not studied in detail by the
Panel - we nevertheless feel it to be important.)

9. In situ measurements at high temperatures.
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APPENDDC

1. Important Factors in the Characterization of
Specific Materials

The purpose 'here is to indicate those parameters of
importance in characterizing a special material. It must

be borne in mind that the primary function of any charac-

terization is for research materials that have definite

experiments in mind and will vary from one investigator

to another. The next section will give a comparison with

specific characterizations on materials that have been

used in experimental programs. There will, of course,

be little information on some and much more on others.

-7-
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BERYLLIUM OMIDE

Sample History

Raw Powder - manufacturer, methods of preparation, purity, particle

size dt-tribution, etc.

Methods and Conditions of Preparation (pressure, temperature, time,

atmosphere, container, etc.)

1. Calcining, pressing, extrusion, sintering, etc.

2. Hot-pressing, high pressure techniques

3. Others

Subsequent thermal, mechanical (including shaping), and chemical

treatments

Storage conditions

Significant Physical and Mechanical Properties

Elastic properties - Young's and shear moduli, Poisson's ratio, de.

pendence on temperature

Creep properties - dependence on temperature, stress, strain rate,

environment of testing; recrystallization, and grain growth under creep

conditions; etc.

Fracture properties - dependence on temperature, stress rate, and

environment

Thermal properties
Electric properties - d. c. and a. c. conductivity, dielectric loss,

temperature, and frequency dependence

Optical properties - depending on usage of material
General Characterization

7,' Grain size and distribution, preferred orientation and texture

Pore snre and distribution

Second phses, nature and distribution,, both internal and along grain
boundlaries
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Impurities and defects, nature and distribution, internal and near sur-

faces or grain boundaries. These problems are up to now little explored.

Surface characteristics, topology, grain boundary grooving, etc.

Stresses, internal and subsurface. This is also an unexplored area.

Stability, time and environment dependence of above.

- -. 4
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MANGANESE FERRITE-

Sample History

Raw Powder - manufacturer, methods of preparation, purity, parti(

* size distribution, etc.

Methods of Mixing, Calcining, Sinterinr particularly the following:

1. Time and condition of ball milling

2. Time, temperature, and atmosphere of calcination

3. Pressing and sintering conditions - soaking time, temperature ax

atmosphere, heating and cooling rates

Subsequent thermal, mechanical, and chemical treatments
Storage conditions

Significant Physical and Mechanical Properties

Elastic properties

Thermal properties
Electrical properties - d. c. and a. c. conductivity, dielectric losb,

temperature, and frequency dependence

Magnetic properties

1. Saturation magnetization, permeability, hysteresis, etc.

2. Curie temperature and inversion

3. Magnetostriction and crystalline anisotropy of grains

4. Microwave Faraday rotation

5. Ferromagnetic resonance dampirg, line width, temperature and

frequency dependence

6. Susceptibility dispersion

General Characterization

Grain size and distribution, preferred orientation and/or texture

Pore size and distribution, connectivity

Second phases, nature and distribution
Site, valency and distribution of Mn, Fe, and 0 io': - this encloses a

broad range ot solid state physics activities

-- -
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Stoichiometry - distribution di Mn, Fe, and 0 vacancies,

Grain boundary characteristics - impurities, defects, second phases,

etc

Imptrities (magnetic and nonmagnetic) - valency and distribution

Stresses - internal and subsurface

Magnetdc domains within grains, nature, and distribution

Dislocation structures within grains - nature and identification

Stability of above - time and environment dependence

.4 /, . ...... . -
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GLASS
Inorganic glasses present a fundamentally different problem of charac-

terization than do crystalline materials. There is an ideal reference stak

of a pure stoichlometric crystal for which ideal atom positions can be de-

scribed, and most real characterization can be defined in terms of devi-

ation from this ideal. The ideal structure can be readily determined by a

variety of diffraction techniques.

No such condition exists for glasses. Both chemical composition and

atomic L t- ulgement can vary over wide limit,", and there is no straight-

forward method of determining the atomric arrAngement. Because the

essence of the glassy state Is a 1Iack of long range order, it is unlikely that

any such explicit techniques of structure determination will be developetd.

Many of the properties of a glass are defined by giving it nominal chemu

tcal composition and the manufacturer's code number. If made in the

laboratory, addttionrJ information on starting materials, melting crucible.

source of heat, melting atmosphere, melt size and firing time, and ther-

mal cycle are desirable.

For special shapes, spuch as filaments, further information about draw-
ing speed, orifice sie, melt temperature, drawing atmosphere, and final1urface protective treatment are, desired. Similar information should be
given for plate, rod, or other shapes.

SThe data on tecbnde of preparation will define reasonably well the

n atureof the g s bob in& Uts "response to heat treatment. Once

it Is cooled to room temperature (or below the glass temperature TG), it
A becomes more difficult to explicitly define the state of the glass.t 310 common in 81ai science to speak of the "Fictive Temperature,"

which i really a meamL r o the ass density. A ripidly cooled glass will

be lossdedi than a oloWly cooled one, and in most cases will have a lower

density.. The temperature at which this lower -density would be stable for

long times is the fictive temperature. The term is generally used

$k)
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,qual-itaatively, and the concept is probably 4aot a useful one for quantitative
i In the laquidt state, viscosity of glass is readly measured and is an im-

portant property. A plot of viscosity versus temperature will define with

considerable precision many of the properties of a glass, including the
I11 -12. '7-6softening point (10 - 10 poises) (generally taken as 10 * poises for a

glass of density 2.5 gms/cc), the annealing point and the strain point, and

finally TG, the glass transformation temperature. Methods for the deter-

mination of these properties seem well established (Morey, "Properties

of Glass," Reinhold Publishing Co., 1954, p. 165).

Another important property is coefficient of expansion, and its depen-

dence upon temperature and time. Again, acceptable methods for its deter-

mination are available. Index of refraction and birefringence give excellent

indications of the density and homogeneity of glasses. Excellent methods

of study are available..

All of these properties are bulk properties and are of importance in

the selection of a proper glass or in Its heat treatment to obtain desired

properties. It would, of course, be desirable to be able to define atomic

arrangement in glasses with the precision available in crystalline solids.

This cannot be done. The diffraction techniques developed by Warren pro-

videa some Information, but these are more properly to be considered as re-

search techniques thanas U .thodi to be frequently used for the character-

Izatton of specific glasses. The situation is similar with respect to

M'6ssbauer effect studies, NlE and FAR studiesson certain glasses.

Chemical composition can be determined for the major elements with

suffic)nlt precision by conventional chemical techniqus. Stoichiometry

(oxygen to silicon ratio, for example) is of increasing interest in control-

ling properties - it is easily determined with satisfactory precision by

gravimetric techniques.
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Perhaps the problem of greatest importance Is the surface structure c
glasses since it controls strength. Direct microscopic observation has

not been particularly useful. One of the most useful techniques in charac
terizing surface structure is to measure the fracture strength at lir.id

nitrogen temperature where atmospheric corrosion effects do not operate
Phase Separation

,lasses are commonly thought to be homogeneous. There is now a
great body of evidence which indicates that many glasses may contain twc
or more phases, on a scale less than 100 angstroms. There is a needf •
better techniques to reveal these structures. Electron mic•oscopy replii

techna.lues are useful down to about 50 angstroms, if suitable etching can
be done. Low angle x-ray diffraction gives reasonable indication of
structure. It would be most helpful to have a device like an electron-bea

microprobe which would permit the determination of variations in eompo-
sition among light elements in dimensions of 100 angstroms or less.

Sumimary

The characterization of a glass is fundamentally a different problem
from the characterization of a crystalline material. For most purposes,

the currently used techniques are acceptable. The development of tech-
nkpqe to'reveal atom positions would be most helpful to glass research

but it is not clear that they can be developed. A major possible contri-
bution would be the Improvement of techniques for revealing structure on
the sea* o• 10-100 angstroms. There is a need for techniques to be able

to st"* phase compositions and inhomogeneity of composition on the
scale of 10-100 agg'troms.

7`4
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2. Sample Characterizations

In this section are shown some characti.Dizationts of

specific materials on which research has been carried

out. In no case is a major part of the matrix filled out,

but serves to illustrate the state of the art at present,.

at
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CHARACTERIZATION OF A120 3
(Polyphase Nonmetallic Inorganic Materials)

Description of Material

99. 5% A12o 3

Al 995 Wesgo -Lot No. A449 Specimen A

487 Specimen C
Chemical Analyses

41 .A Semiquantitative ispectrographic analysis of the test materials was

made by ,the American Spectrographic Laboratories in San Francisco, x
the following figures represent oxides of the elements indicated.

A C

Al Principal Constituent

B 0.04% 0.0%5%
Si 1.75 2.-0
Fe :0.12 0.12

Mg 0.8 1.0
Mu 0. 001 0.001

Ga 0.04 0.05

Ti 0.015 0.01

Cu 0.007 0.006
Ca 0.06 0.06
Cr 0.001 0.001

h 0.OU3 0. 001
* 1 The total of impurities amounts to 2.837% and 3.299% in batch A-499 a

batch 467, respectively. Since Wesgo Al 995 is nominally a 99.5% aiumina

body, and has been found bW other investigators to contain less than one p

cent of impurities, the analyses were repeated with emphasis on the silic,

and magnesia content, but identical results were obtained.

Sample History

Isostatically pressed in rods 4"1 x 4"1 x 21" gas fired in air at 17 50 °C,

3 hours.

.- ' •, " "/ * .- V
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Thermal history only inferred from known characteristics of the two

kiIns used.

A special kiln - has a setting area of 12-18 inches - firing cycle of
24-28 hours.

C specimen kiln - large furnace setting area of 3 0 x 90 inches - firing

cycle of 30-32 hours.

The wall thickness of the tlas-fired?? specimens was between 0. 102 inch
and 0. 107 inch. No significant out-of-roundness was found. All specimens
tested had smooth edges and a few specimens with chipped edges were
discarded.

The grinding operation was carried out as follows. Approximately ten
specimens were stacked and centerlessly ground to the final outside di-
ameter dimension. Then each specimen was individually mounted in a
special collet, faced and ground on the inside. The pebble tumbling treat-
ment sometimes used for "?deburring" of ground surfaces was not employed.
The surface finish was measured with a Brush Instruments Model MS-1000
Surfindicator. The ground specimens had 6 finish ranging from 20 to 35
microinches. The average density of the final specimens was A = 96.75%

and C = 96. 90%o,

Mechanical Properties
At any given load rate specimens (C) have a fracture strength to 140Q-

2200 psi higher than, (A).

TENSILE STRENGTHoOF 9g. 5% ALUMINA -
INFLUENCE OF SELECTED PROCESS VARIATIONS

Gr Tensile Strength Cý3si)_

At 70 psi/sec At 103 psi/sec At 3 x 103 psi/sec

A 24,210i 497(2.05%) 2p6,5304 1300(4.90%) 29,5701:1110(3.75%)

C 26,050: 1220(4.67%)j 28,920k 758(2.62%) 30,920t 1175 (3.80%)

-, . ___ -" :>-,-.-. --, -. - - ~ - -

VJ
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"GENERAL CHARACTERIZATION

Aluminum Oxide

1. Geometrical Factors Analytical

1.1 Grains A C and Equdpmer

1.1.1 Size & Size Distribution 261L 23,U PM, LI
1.1.2 Composition, Volume Percent and a A12 03  a A12 0 3  X-ray lattice

Structure constant

1.1.3 Shape & Shape Distribution Equia Equlax PM
(Connectt, ty)__ ______

1.1.4 Relative Orimitatikn Random Random CN

1.1.5 Special.Bamvdary Configurations Crystallo- Crystallo- CN
___graphic graphic

1.1.6 Internal Strain None Non6 CN
_detected detected

1.2 Second Phases*
1.2.1 Size & Size Distribution 1-5L1 1-65/

1.2.3 Shape & Shape Distribution Isolated at
(Connectivity) boundaries

1.3 Pores**

1.3.2 Compotion, Volume Percent and 3.25% 3.1% Pycnometer
Structure

1.3.3 Shape &Shape Distrulton Spheres not Spheres not PM
(Comectivily) connected connected thin sections

1. 3.4. Rolative Orientation Nope None PM

3. Surface

3.1 Topography (Including defect structure 20-3511 in. 2 0- 351A in. Surfindicator
o ; o active sites)*-

PM - photomicrographs

]WW* "f~ lousy or nscrpIft II&M11 EM - election micaograph
. LI - line intercept

"b** tdu voids, m/crocracki* cracs CN - crossed Nicols (thin section)

ti,

- .
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CHARACTERIZATION OFA MANGANESE-ZINC•-FERRlTE
(Single-Phose Nonmetallic Inorganic Material)

Description of Material

Nominal composition: 1n++5 9 5 5 Zn+ 2 9 8 'e0 1 0 8 ) Fe2 04O

Chemical composition of prereacted raw material: MnO 17. 52% b. w.

ZnO 10. 47

Fe2 0 369. 84

SiO2  0.12

A120 3 , CaO below 0. 01% b. w. TiO2  0. 01

MgO 0.03
Excess: 1. 85 b. w. Na 20 0. 11

K2 0 0.02

Abbreviations:

A i = initial permeability

lMmax •maximum permeability

Hc = coercive force

BR = remanence

BM = maximum induction

iialKcps = initial permeability at 1Kcp.tý

WI, = D.C. hysteresis loss
V

= average grain boundary areq,ý
v

= average grain boundary areL of cross section
Vxs

= average grain boundary area of transverse section
VL

a = average intercept grain size

dxs = average ritercept grain size of cross section

dL = average intercept grain size of transverse section

3)j- , - ,
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Tabulation of Some Experimnta Reslts, Air Atmoaphere, 1.(C0C FC iring Temperature Measure-
ments at Room Temperator.

"1. Sample 2. Sample

3 Simple 1-AH30-9s 3-AlU0-85, 9-AMO-80 1-49i30-86T 3-AHBO-85T 9-A10-80T

141 2522 3080 2829(2) 246 3318 2739

5M an 6043, 6362 6022(2) 4925 6777 5958

%(Oar) 0.192 0. 144 0.127

B%(gauss) 1723 1354 1513

BM(gausa) 4612. 4724 4927

W (era/om 3) 268 108 113v

Pl1Kops 1956 2054 2387

S (nm 2/mm 3 ) 90.6+1.,5(2) 50.4*15. 8(4) 69.1h8. 2(6)

lvxs 89.9 53.4(2) 77.3(3),

SVL 91.4 47.4(2) 60.9(3)

d (microns) 22. 0+0.3(2) 41.8*11. 9(4) 29.5 03. 8(6)
dxs 22. 41.1(2) 25.9(3)

dL 21.9 4Z 6(2) 33.1(3)

i~

:. .
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Sample History

Dry-pressed.
Fired on Al90 3 plate, suspended on Pt wire in Mullite MW 30 tube.

Fired in air 1 hr. at 14000C, cooled 30 0 C/min. at constant weight

atmosphere.

Toroid 1-11/16"O. D.,, 1-1/8" L D.
All toroids fireu under these conditions tested for grain size, 1/2 of

the toroids tested for permeability.

Related samples: These samples were manufactured under one of 57

different firing conditions of the same composition; altogether 114 samples.

Magnetic permeability: Initial permeability of one toroid was 2522, of

th, other toroid 2464; more properties in the Appendix.

Composition is stable at firing conditions (14000 in air) but becomes

imstable during cooling at about 10400C. If cooled fast enough (in this

case, e. g., at 30 0C/min), the metastable phase is maintained through

room temperature.

I, -
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CHARACTERIZATION 'OF ZONE REFINED IRON
(Polycrystalline Metalic Material)

Description of Material

Made at Franldin Institute Laboratories from vacuum and arc meltd i

iron.

Simple History
High purity iron was zone purified using the floating zone method.

1. Swaged to 0.0625 in diameter and annealed in a dynamic vacuum

at 900°C.

2.- Drawn to 0. 031 inch diameter, cut into specimens with a 3/4 inch

gage length, and hand-polished to a four zero paper finish.

3. Recrystallized in the region of 600*C for various times.

Significant Physical and Mechanical Properties
Room Temperature Flow Stress

Ratio of Ultimate Stress to Yield Stres6

Testing Temperature Vacuum Melted Iron After
oK Zone Purification

4.2 1.20

77 1.07

199 1.11,

298 1. 74'

¾1

I
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-, IAnalysts* of High Purity Iron
Zone Purified Iron,

Elements Calculated, ppm

Oxygen
Mtrogen

Hdrogen 0.05
Carbon 0. X (low)
Aluminum X
Antimony < 0.1
Arsenic <5
Barium. <1
Beryllium -

ismuth
Boron 0, 05
Cadmium -
Calcium -

Chromium < 1
C '•la.It < 1
ColumlAum < 1
copper x (low)
Gallium.
G" Germanium <1
Gold < 1

blarestumt
Manganese 0. X (Ow)
Molybdomum x

?bokel < 0.5
PAspborus 0.07

"4 lltuidti < 1

Vmadiua O. X
Zdao < 1
Ztrcanli < 1

< mmre .lamat not detected; ftfpra~ shown indicate Imidt of detection
silver

< 1
T=Pkn

vasw 0. •
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GENERAL CHARACTERIZATION

Zone Refined Iron

1. Geometricag Factors
1.1 Grabns

1.1.1 Sze & Size Distribution ASTM 5-6
1.1.4 Relative Orientation Equlax1.1.5 Special Boundary Random

Configurations
2. Impurities and Minor Alloying

Additions
2. 2 Crystallographic Locations Interstitial elements (C and N) occupy

octahedral positions (0. -0. -1/2) at the

midpoint of the cell edge. The exact
location of H and 0 is not known.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF TITANIUM 3 w/o COPPER
(Multiphase Metal)

The object of the experimentation was to characterize

'the microstructure before and after worl1ng, so, both

Mtyes of samples will be specified In the characterization.

Description of Material,
Raw Material Source: Leytess Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Purity: Titanium 99. 8%

'Copper 99. 999%

Chem ical Anaysis:
SSpectrographic (A. F. Materials Laboratory)

Element pp.m
cr 15

rMg < 15
Mbn < 15

S •a < 15

Al <1is

Pb < 15

Oxygen 250 ppm - Determined by Standard ASTM method.

Coper 2. 85 wt. % by wet chemical analysis.

Volume Fraction T12Cu:

*.0714 - Calculated, from phase diagram.

Alloy PreprAtigg
Three (3) butts weighin approximately 33"grams each were arc

melted in an argoatmosphere after it had been gettered by meli )g a

'pool ot unalloyed iodide' titanium. The buttons were me) ed twice on each

'1 side to minimise alloy segreption. These buttons were Subsequently
placed in a cigar-shohed copper crucible, and-an ingot weighing approx-

imately 100 grams was produced. This ingot was melted three times

Ssmm0

-- -I -
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prior to giving it a final homogenization maneal at 800°C. The ingot was

sealed in a quartz capsule under a partiW), pressure of dry argon and an-
nealed for 72 hours at 80000C.

The homogenized ingot was: cold swaged at room temperature to approx-
imately . 250 inch without any Intermediate anneals, and no cracks due to
swaging were observed. The chemical analysis reported in Section I1 (p. V-43)
was made on this material. The .250 inch rod was given a recrystallization

anneal at 8000 C for one (1) hour in a vacuum of 5 x 10-7 toirr. The annealed
rod was subsequently cold rolled to a controlled final thickness, so that

final deformation, after ,another recrystallization anneal, resulted in strips
of alloy 10 mil thick. A reduction of approximately 10% per pass was used,
and the rolling direction was changed 1800 after each pass. The samples
described in this report were given 70% reduction of area in the final

deformation.

Discussion of Experimental Results
Annealed Structure

When beta (bcc) titanium transforms below the eutectoid temperature,
the reaction product consists of a mixture of alpha (hcp) titanium and
Ti 2 Cu. As shown in Fig. 1, the eutectoid structure consists of alternate

plates of Ti2 Cu and alpha, with alpha being the continuous phase. The
structure is analogous to pearlite formed in steel during isothermal or
furnace cooling. Fig,. 1 shows how the eutectoid structure is grossly
distributed. econpouitio of beta occurred by heterogeneous nucleation

and growth, occurring primarily at the grain boundaries and to a lesser ex-
tent in the center f thegrains. Nucleation within the grain provides in-

direct evidence that concentaton gradients are present in the material
or some of the T 2Cu wa not dissolved cQmpletely by the last 8000 C anneal.
An electron micrograph of 'the sample resolvet the lamellae,, as shown in

Fig. L, and areas of alpha plus f*ie particulate T42 Cu. The lamellae of -
alpha and Ti2 Cu have respective Vidths of about 1 t o . A volume fraction
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*A

1ý

g/A f r,

I.-1V

~ 2 ~ T T-340524-3
'X-cf

FIG. I PHOTOMICROGRAPHIS OF.STRIP SPECIMEN, 0.030 INCH,
THICK, AFTER ANNIEALING FOR 1 HOUR AT B00 0C
20OX (4 x 5 In.) onlwgosd to 5 x 7 in. Etcliant 25 ml HNO3,
25 ml H20, 1.m1 HF.
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FIG. 2 5,OOOX -COLON IES OF EUTECTOID STRUCTURE
ADJACENT TO ALPHA TITANIUM HAVirG A, RANDOM
DISTRIBUTION OF Ti 2Cu
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analysis by point counting resulted in a volume fraction of fine particulal

Ti2 Cu of 0. 16, which is more than twice that calculated from the phase

diagram. Considerable error in the siz:e of the particles can result fron

both etching and replicating. For a grven colony of eutectoid constituent,

the Ti2 Cu plates have a common orientation in space.

Cold-Worked Structure
-The structure of the material after 70% reduction of area had the sam,

general appearance as it did in the annealed condition as shown in Fig. I.

The lamellae of Ti2 Cu appeared to be elongated, and their width was cori

spondingly reduced. Transmission electron microscopy performed on th

material showed a 1 to I correspondence between it and replica micros,. L

(Fig. 4). It is obvious that cold-working has changed the relative width o

Ti 2 Cu to alpha from a ratio of about 1 to 1 to a ratio of about 1 to 2 respe

tively." A cell structure can be seen in the area that is free from the

pearlite-like structure, which is similar to other cold-worked dispersioi,

hardened alloys. It should be noted that the cell structure is poorly definf

in comparison to pure materials.

Another type of deformation structure is shown in Fig. ;. This is a

banded structure that evolves because of twinning. Electr, ýn diffraction

patterns reveal that a rotation about the zone axis 100011, and tilting aboi

the C I"OTO I direction in the plane of foil occur. Relative rotations about

44' the zone axis were measured on a full circle goniometer. Starting at posi

tion 1, the relative rotations were 210 between 1 and 2; -20 between 2 and
'-• ;3; 56•.4 V --bt"e 3 _and. 4',. •and-a, total vf 75ii4V between positions 1 and 4.

-SeleCted area electronodfffraction patterns were taken of cell structure as

Sshoiuin Fig. 4. The rotations were no more than 3 or 4 degrees. Since

the cell structure that forms can be associated with both rotation about the

zone axis and tilting about a direction in the plane of the material, the

-•- 't-.t. ( - . ,• • ' .
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FI1G-. 31 LIGHT MICAOGRAPH OF 70% -COLD -ROLLED Ti-3 wt %
ýCu TITANIUM 200X (4 x 5 in.09ui~argod to 5 x 7 in.).
Etchant 25 ml HN0 30 25 Al H20, 1 Rd HF.
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-F-1.4 -TRANSI-aON~ -,ELECTRON MICROGRAPH, 25,OOOX
Pearlite-alike eifectaid structure becomes elongated and width
rp4uc~d. a:Ti 2Cu --width ratio is about 2:1. Cell structure
forming in area frpeeof lamel~lar structure. Cell size - 0.4p



FIG. 5 25,')QOX -7 BANDED AREA SEPARATING AREAS
OF HIGHI DISORIEN1tATIONI
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boundaries must. consist of dislocations of more than one family. The

'boundaries are therefore low angle unsymmetrical boundaries, which are

immobile. Tilting In the plane of the foil eliminates the possibility of

simple twist or tilt boundaries.

C3,

- +'• • • • : " . +:++'+- . ... . - . . --, " :----- - ,. -+• . . - .. ,
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i ~~GE NERAL CHARAC TE PIZATIN

WORKED MATER.IALTitanium - 3 w/o Copper

!. 1 Grains
1. 1. 1 Composition, Volume 3 (h Cop) Ti

Percent and Structure q
1. 2 Second Phases*

1.2.7 Distribution in Structure Ratio of the width of alpha titanium to
that of Ti2 Cu for the pearlite-like struc-
ture after 70% reduction of area:

a: Ti 2 Cu-2:1

4, Dislocations
4.1 Substructure Deformation cell size: .4 micron x . 6

micron g a x b !. 8 micron x 1. 2 micron.
Most cells were rectangular havIng
dimensions a and b. Angle of orientation
variation across boundaries ranged from
1V r G0g 4% Types of deformation twins
observed by transmission electron
microscopy: (I1)-(LOil); (2)-(100i).
This deformation twin is not expected,
because the (10i0) plane is a plane of
__nhetry for the hep lattice.

4.3 T•pe Cells were formed by a rotation about
the zone axis plus tilting about a direc-
tion in the plane of the sample. Cell
boundaries are classified as low angle
unsymmetrical boundaries which are
immobile. Simple twist and tilt bound-
arias are ruled out because boundaries g
consist of dislocations from more than
one family.

*Includes glassy or amorpbous "phases"
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GENERAL CHARACTERIZATION

ANNEALED MATERIAL

Titanium - 3 w/o Copper

1. Geometrical Factors
1.1 Grains__ _ _

1.1.1 Composition, Volume ax (hcp) Ti
Percent and Structure

1.2.3 Shape &, Shape Appeared as a lamellar structure of
Distribution alternate plates of a (hop) titanium and
(Connectivity) Ti 2Cu. Nucleated primarily at the

grain boundary during furnace cooling.
Some nucleation occurred within grain,
suggesting that a concentration gradient
existed or some TI2CU was not dissolved
during recrystallization for 1 hour at
8000C.

1.2.7 D±..trlibution in In the lamellae, the ratio of the widths
Structure alpha to TI2Cu was about 1 to 1 re-

spectively. Volume fraction of fine
particulate TI 2Cu by point count method
was .16. This nan be In considerable
error due to over-etching and replica-
tion process. Some Islands of alpha
plus fine particulate Ti 2Cu were observed
In areas between colonies of eutectold
constituent.
Mean free distance between fine particles

of Ti 2Cu

MFD 0. =O1680 16800

4, where PL is the number of particles
"intersected per unit length.
Mean spacing between fine .Ti2 Cu par-
ticdes, SIP

1. i 000

S = - = =2,0MFD
'-IP
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FOREWORD
The purposes of the Panel on Polymers were to:

1. Select a set of characterization parameters relating to polymers either

as isolated molecules or assemblies of molecules in solution or bulk, which

set of parameters would serve two ends:

a. Permit an accurate description of any given polymer in quantitative

terms intelligible to and acceptable to polymer scientists.

b. Hopefully, permit the calculation of polymer properties that affect

the practical utilization of plastics, fibers, rubber, foams, etc.

2. Ascertain the state of art concerning our ability to determine these

parameters.

3. Ascertain the extent to which present abilities are being used by polymer

scientists.

4. Make specific recommendations relative to how our ability to characterize

polymers can be both extended in use and improved in quality. These recom-

mendations should be of such clarity and form as to be valuable to govern-

mental, academic, institutional, and industrial groups concerned with:

a. Conducting research on polymers

b. Funding research on polymers

c. Reporting and/or publishing research results on polymers

d. Using polymers

5. Prepare all this in the form of a finished report to the MAB Ad Hoc

Committee on Characterization of Materials.

Names of panel members have already been listed. This roster was

selected to cover the following types of institutions:

"* Academic

"* Governmental
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r* Institutional

i • 0 Polymer Producer

S•0 Producer-User

0 Polymer User,

S~all of whom had experience in characterizing polymers. Eight to Onr mem-

bers were originally planned, but with the design of a questionnaire at our

first meeting, it was decided that the. intended additional coverage could

= ' be obtained via circulation of a questionnaire.

Several diffferent- methods were used in filling out this questionnaire.

Each panel member, and Dr. Hannay-, contacted colleagues in'their respec-

tive organizations. Dr. Starkweather had questionnaires filled out by 14

i ~dtPont experts In the fields of plastics, fiber's, and elastomers., He then

i submitted' a single. questionnaire but weighted the answers according to

i'. who was most exp.,ert in.;& given field.

i~i Dr. Reding explained, the questionnaire to a group of V) polymer experts

S~at the Union Carbide Research Laboratory in South Charleston before having

!• individuals fill out their replies. Dr. Shultz held two group meetings at the

SG•,eneral'Electric Research and Development Laboratory in Schenectady -

baewith phystca,-chemists- and, one with organic chemists. He received 5

i~i~iIreplies. Dr. Hoffman had 9 questionnaires filled out by polymer experts

• • in the Polymer Division at the N~ational Bureau of Standards. Professor

•l Billmeyer divided his- initial gr~oup of 10 questionnaires among. his own

colleagues at Rensselaer and outside academic plus industrial contacts.

•-• tDr. Boyer selected a sikt-man. Dow team which met four times for a total of.

• r •eleven hours. toyer submitted a single q.•e-stioanaire with weighted answers.

The final tabulation reflects the views of at least i0 of the country's

Mi top polymer experts although each expert who worked on the questionnaire

did not attempt to answer all questions.
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Dr. Starkweather compared the averages as calculated by Professor

Billmeyer with the specific weighted replies from the duPont group. He

found remarkably good agreement. In his opinion, this signified two things:

1. The questions were generally being interpreted in the same manner

by all groups, and

2. There was reasonably uniform opinion as to problem areas.

Most people who worked with the questionnaires considered this a worth-

while exercise that benefited the individual.

The Panel hereby thanks the many polymer experts who gave of their

time to aid this project. It also deeply appreciates the assistance of Donald

Groves and Bruce Hannay. The latter called repeatedly on his colleagues

at The Bell Telephone Laboratories for technical assistance on specific

questions which arose, as well as offering advice and criticism in the prep-

aration of this report,

Finally, special thanks go to Miss Bea Prankienas, Plastics Department,

The Dow Chemical Company, who assisted in the typing and editing of the

draft report of this panel.

J
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I. INTRODUCTION

Polymer molecules are uniquely different from other structural materials

and this complicates the problem of characterization. Section II will elabo-

rate this statement. A condensed synopsis of the problems follows.

Polymer molecules are long chain, thread-like, high molecular weight

ma.teri~ds containing a distribution of molecular weights clustering about

an average. Neither this average molecular weight nor the distribution of

molecular weights about the average are unique for a given polymer such

as polystyrene: instead, they depend on the kinetics of the chemical reac-

tion by which the polymer is formed.

The long chain nature of polymer molecules introduces a number of com-

plications of which the following are typical:

1. Poor packing is common in the glassy state with density - and her.ce

free volume - dependent on prior thermal history.

2. Detailed structural features along the polymer chain are exceedingly

difficult to characterize.

3. Orientation in amorphous and crystalline polymers during fabrication

is facilitated and this introduces anisotropy in physical properties relative

to the direction of orientation.

4. 'Crystallization is difiicult for those polymers which can crystallize,

so that complete crystalliza-tion is obtained only in special cases and all

crystals usually contain mrýaay defects. The number, size, and type of crys-

tals are dependent on previ )us thermal history. Polymer molecules,

called "tie molecules," can go from one crystal to another. The properties

of a crystalline polymer are determined by the amount of crystallinity,

the morphology of the crystalline material, the nature of the tie molecules,

and by the nature of the unit cell.

• w4
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Having in mind the complexities mentioned above, the Panel attempted

to do two things:

I. List those characterization parameters which seemed of significance

for defining a given polymer sample, and for calculating some of its propertif

2. Recognize that in the present early state of polymer science it would

also be necessary to resort to physical measurements of properties such

as:

"* thermodynamic properties,

"* dynamic mechanical loss,

* creep,

etc., simply because such quantities could not be calculated from the basic

characterization parameters.

However, for purposes of this report, our panel. wishes to emphasize

that t!O; set of characterization parameters which we have selected are

used pimarily to define a given polymer sample and differentiate it from

all other samples in as quantitative a manner as is possible today.

This does not preclude the use of other physical measurem .Ats such as:

e thermodynamic properties,

* optical properties,

e dynamic mechanical loss,

* dielectric loss,

etc., from being used also. We are suggesting a minimum set of character-

ization parameters, a necessary and sufficient set for characterization but

not an all inplusive set. In fact, the more measurements there are on any

sample, the M~ore completely can it be described as well-characterized.

This general problem will be discussed again In Section IfG.

L7
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11. THE NATURE OF POLYMERS

A. INTRODUCTION

Polymer Science is a relatively new field (three Nobel Laureates to date;

i.e., Staudinger, Natta, and Ziegler) - but old enough to recognize that

polymers present a bewildering, complex array of types and structural

anomalies. Both the newness and complexity of the subject matter make

difficult the characterization of polymers. The following essay is intended

to set the stage for discussing problems in characterization of polymers.

The word "Polymer" is a generic term which covers the following

classes of materials:

1. Plastics

a. Thermnoplastics

b. Thermosets

c. Resins I
d. Latexes IV

2. Textiles

P.. Natural (Cotton, Wool, Silk, Linen, etc.) I

b. Synthetic (Rayon, Nylon, Dacron, Acrylics, etc.) I
3. Rubbers

a. Natural (Hevea, Gutta Perchi)

b. Synthetic (GR-S, Neoprene, Nitrile,, Thiokol, Ethylene-Propylene, etc.)

4. Natural Polymers

a. Cellulose (Wood, Cotton, etc.)

b. Starch

c. Amber

d. Various Resins Used in Varnishes

____ ___ ____ ______________ '
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" ~5. Biological Polymers3

--a. RNA, DNA

• •+ b. Polypeptides (Proteins)

c. Chitin, etc.

6. Polyblends; (Blends of two or more polymers)

S~7. Foams

8:. Composites

a. Filled Polymers, i.e., Rubber-Carbon Black

Sb. Reinforced Polymers., i.e., with Fiberglass

c. Sandwich Panels

This report is not concerned with foams, composites, nor with any detailed

aspects of biological polymers.

B. GENERAL ARCHITECTURE OF POLYMERS

Polymer molecules are high molecular w eight chain molecules. The

chains have several general ýforms:

Figure 1•

Linear (Poly~styrene)

Short -Chain Branches
(High Density Polyethylene)

S~~~Long Chain BranchesR- ,b,)

a.R- RuAbbDNA

Branches (Low Density PE)

CrossyLinkdd or Three t o r polymers)

Dimensional or VulcanizedChains (Vulcanized rubber)
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Molecular Weight

A given polymer does not have a single molecular weight but a distribu-

tion of molecular weights. Hence it iL necessary to speak of an average

molecular weight. Shown below is a typical molecular weight distribLtion

curve for polystyrene (prepared thermally at 140" C.), and the location

of four different types of average molecular weights in common use; namely,

the number average MIn, the viscosity average Rq, the weight average M•w,

and the Z average M . The molecular weight scale is divided into threez

general regions-A, B, and C-for ease of subsequent discussion.

Figure 2

in M-1 9W W'z

A, C

MOLECULAR WEIGHT

For this particular polystyrene
Mn = 13,OO0
MW= 257,000

M~z =396,000
or to a first approximation

Mz:Mw:Mn = 3:2:1 1I

- --- --.- ---- --
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Physical properties depend on these averages as follows:

Mn
*• Tensile strength and other destructive physical properties increase

with Mn as shown schematically.

Fi•,ire 3

I I

Tensile I
Strength
PSI I

AB C

Molecular Weight, M77

The three characteristic regions-A, B, and C-in Fig. 3 depend on the
structure of the polymer: They occur at lower molecular weights for a

highly polar polymer, such as nylon, and at very high molecular weights

for a non-polar polymer, such as polyethylene.

M17
The intrinsic viscosity, [f ]*, is directly proportional to Mt?. If x = 1.

Mi7 = Mw; if x < I b4 < Mw; if x > 1, which' ^Ids true for very stiff chains,

Mi, > Mw. x is defined at the top of the next page.

* where 170 is the viscosity of the solvent and

(ioc n • is the viscosity of the solution when the
concentration of dissolved polymer is c.

*1i
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IN

Mw
The intrinsic viscosity, [?], determined from dilute solution measure-

ments, varies as (Mw)x where x can be from 0.5 to 2.0 depending on sol-

vent and polymer type. For many polymers, x is around 0.8.

Melt viscosity (viscosity of the molten polymer at elevated temperatures

in the fabrication range) varies as

for molecular weights below about 30,000 and as
3 .4 3

for molecular weights above about 30,000.

The molecular weight at which this change in Mw dependency occurs is

affected by the nature of the specific polymer.

Mz
The tendency of a polymer to orient during extrusion or spinning increases

as M increases. RMz increases as the amount of material in region C of
Z z

Figure 2 increases.

The Three Regions of Figure 2

While the bulk of a polymer sample lies in region B of Figure 2, rela-

tively small amounts of material lying in regions A and C can have profound

influence on many physical properties. Area C, as already mentioned,

affects the tendency of polymer -chains to orient during extrusion. Small

amounts of very high molecular weight polymer may be added to commercial

polymers to increase the total material in region C without appreciably

increasing Mn or Mw.

Rgion A, generally with molecular weights below 1000, consists of a
variety of materials; i.e.,

Impurities in the original monomer

Unpolymerized monomer

Dimers, trimers, tetramers, etc. -'I
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Oxidation products

Catalyst fragments

r - Etc.

Among the influences of such materials are:

Increased tendency of polymers to discolor in sunlight

Increased tendency to creep

Increased tendency to craze (develop hairline cracks)

Lowering of the heat distortion temperature

Deleterious effect on physical properties

Increased ease of flow during fabrication

In addition to these naturally occurring low molecular weight materials,

it is common practice to add low molecular weight organic materials

such as plasticizers, stabilizers, slip agents, and dyestuffs as well as

inorganic substances such as pigments, fillers, and carbon black.

IT IS THUS OBVIOUS THAT COMPLETE CHARACTERIZATION OF THE

MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF A POLYMER REQUIRES KNOWLEDGE OF:

1. THE ENTIRE DISTRIBUTION CURVE
SHOWN IN FIGURE 2;

2-. THE DETAILED COMPOSITION OF REGION A
SHOWN IN FIGURE 2; AND

3. SOLID ADDITIVES.

The values of Mw from light scattering and Mn from osmotic pressure

are frequently used to characterize a distribution curve but are of necessity

convenient rather than precise. Osmotic pressure ard light scattering

provide absolute methods of determining Mn and Mdw. 4I7 requires calibra-

tion by an absolute method. M Is obtained from sedimentation equilibrium
z

ultracentrifuge measurements.

- r z -- _ _

S- .
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The entire distribution curve, .Pxcept for region A of Figure 2, can be

determined by three methods:

a) The ultracentrifuge

b) Gel permeation chromatography

c) Resolution of the sample into a number (preferably greater than 10)

of narrow fractions by fractional solubility methods and determination of

Mn or Mw or both for each fraction.

One obvious problem in characterizing region A is that such materials

must first be clearly and completely separated from the overwhelming

bulk of high molecular weight polymer. Once this separation is achieved,

the low molecular weight components can be analyzed by conventional means.

There is no such thing as a characteristic molecular weight distribution

curve or set of molecular weight averages for a specific polymer. For

example, polystyrene can be prepared with Mn values ranging from several

hundred to several million and with distribution curves varying from extremely

narrow to extremely broad.

THE AVERAGE MOLECULAR WEIGHTS AND THE MOLECULAR

WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION ARE DETERMINED BY THE KINETICS OF THE

POLYMERIZATION REACTION WHICH DEPEND ON FIVE MAIN FACTORS:*

1. CHEMICAL STRUCTURE OF THE MONOMER

2. CATALYST

3. SOLVENT AND/OR CHAIN TRANSFER AGENT

4. TEMPERATURE OF POLYMERIZATION

b. EXTENT OF CONVERSION OF MONOMER TO POLYMER.

* Moreover, once a polymer is made, heat, ultrasonics, mechanical shearing,

etc., can rupture polymer chains, thereby shifting the distribution curve
to the left. Ultraviolet light, ionizing radiation, oxygen, ozone, etc., will
degrade some polymers and cause others to cross-link, but in either case,
altering the distribution curve.
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IIL Figure 4, we show three different distribution curves all having th(

same Mn for polystyrene prepared by three different methods.

Figure 4

A. Thermal polymerization at 140"C. to 37% conversion (same as Fig. 2

M :Mw :Mn =3:2:1

B. Thermal polymerization at several consecutive temperatures from
60'C. to 200'C. and 100% conversion (schematic only)

Mn Mw Mz

M :Mw :n =6:3:1z

C. Anionic catalysis by the method of Szwarc or Morton

Mn

F4 : Mw :Mn = 1.12:1.07:1
4. "z

I1
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C. BASIC POLYMER CHEMISTRY

Polymers are formed and/or modified by a variety of reactions of

which the principal ones are:

1. Addition Polymerization (No by-product, no elimination)

a. Homopolymerization

b. Copolymerization *

(1) Random Copolymerization

(2) Block Copolymerization

(3) Graft Copolymerization

2. Condensation Polymerization (something eliminated; i.e., water)

a. Thermosets

b. Thermoplastics

(These two terms can also apply to Addition Polymers)

3. Hybrids

4. Vulcanizates

5. Chemical Modification of an Existing Polymer

6. Polyblends (Blends of two or more polymers)

• Copolymerization can occur by either the addition or the condensation

mechanisms.

F¢
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1. Addition Polymerization

Addition polymerization which, in its simplest form, consists of n mol

cules of a monomeric starting material such as styrene coupling consecu

tively to build up a long polymer chain, i.e., a homopolymer:

/ H HH
S! P heat I In/ C -C H -C 'C •C

I catalyst• H- - C-C C-

H H ) H H H H 2

(hydrogen atoms to cap each chain end were added for convenience).

The above represents a single chain. In a real polymer system there will

be a distribution of n values corresponding to the final molecular weight

distribution.

a. Homopolymerization

There are several different types of homopolymer addition polymerizati

(1) All Carbon Backbone Chain, wbich is generically

H Rt
4 HR2

RI R12 Polymer

H H Polyethylene

H CHR3  Polypropylene

H Cl Polyvinylchloride (PVC)

H phenyl Polystyrene

"H F Polyvinyl fluoride (Tedlar)

Cl Cl Polyvinylidene Chloride (Saran)

CH3  CH3  Polyisobutylene

- -Vj
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"r and also special cases; i.e.,

F F

- C - C Teflon
I I
F F

F CCI I
C -C - Kel F
I I
F F

(2) Heteroatom Backbone Chain, as, for instance, in polyformalde-

hyde (Delrin, Celcon)

H H H
-C - O- C -O- C - O-

H H H

(3) Ring Opening Compounds. A compound like tetrahydrofuran:

H2 H2

H2 C C H2

0

can be caused to polymerize and form a linear heteroatom chain; i.e.,

- CH2- CH2- CH2 - CH -- CH 2-CH2 - CH2- CH2 -0-

(4) Inorganic Backbone Polymers.

Polymers with no carbon atoms in the chain are said to have an

inorganic backbone. The silicones are a familiar example in which the

chain is alternating silicon and oxygen atoms; i.e.,

/
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"- Si - -0 Si - 0 -Si - 0 Si - 0-

CH3  CH3  CH3  CH 3

In this case the methyl side groups on the silicon atoms are organic in

nature and hence this particular polymer, polydimethyl siloxane, is a mixe,

organic-inorganic polymer, with an inorganic chain.

WARNING: THE REPEAT UNIT IN THE POLYMER CHAIN MAY BE

DIFFERENT FROM THAT EXPECTED OF THE MONOMER UNIT. FOR

EXAMPLE, THE MONOMER, TRICHLOROPROPENE

Cl

Cl- C -Cl

C
H H

GIVES A REPEAT UNIT IN THE POLYMER AS

H Cl Cl

-C-C-C-

H H Cl

RATHER THAN THE EXPECTED

Cl
HCl -C el

-C- C-
H H

Butadiene affords a more complex case. The monomer

H H H H
C C=1C •C=C

H H
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can appear in the polymer chain as

H H K H

-C - C = C -C-

H H

(in either the cis or trans form to be explained later)

H H

and - C - C
H I

CH
II

HCH

as well as combinations of the above; i.e.,

H H H H H H

-C - C = C - C - C - C

H H H I

C

all depending on catalyst, solvent and temperature of polymerization.

The repeat unit, or units, must be identified, usually by infrared, as

part of polymer characterization.

b. Copolymerization

This is the case where two or more monomers are used to build up a

polymer chain. U
(1) Random Copolymerization

Monomers A and B are mixed together and caused to polymerize with

heat and/or catalyst. The two monomers enter the chain apparently at

random but actually according to well understood principles concerning

the electrical charge and the chemical reactivity at the growing end of the

polymer chain.
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With equimolar amounts of monomers A and B, we might get sequence

like

-------------------- AAB A BBBAA -----------------

but no two chains are likely to be identical either in distribution of sequenct

or in average composition.

Only rarely will a pair of monomers tend to alternate and give the

sequence

-------------------- ABABABAB--------------------

THUS, IN GENERAL, COPOLYMERS OF THE ADDITION TYPE WILL

REQUIRE FOR CHARACTERIZATION FOUR THINGS:

* THE AVERAGE •OMPOSITION (not necessarily the same as the

starting composition of monomers)

* DISTRIBUTION OF MOLECULAR WEIGHTS

* DISTRIBUTION OF AVERAGE COMPOSITION PER POLYMER

CHAIN

* DISTRIBUTION OF SEQUENCE LENGTHS ALONG EACH CHAIN.

Hence, copolymers possess all of the problems inherent in the character-

ization of homopolymers but to an even greater degree. This is true even

with a binary copolymer of known origin (known monomer pair) but the

problem is greatly compounded for copolymers of unknown origin and/or

of more than two components.

Copolymers pose several classes of new problems not inherent in homo-

polymers:

(a) Proportion of monomers

(b) Distribution of proportions which arises both from the statistical nature

of the copolymerization reaction and from the drift in average composition

"with conversion.

'•. • ........... • ,• ... •,•-•:1'4 • •. . . . .
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(c) Sequence lengths

(d) The double distribution of both molecular weight and proportions.

hi general, the characterization of each copolymer system is a research

problem in itself, varying in effort between that of an MS and a PhD thesis.

The variation is from relatively simple systems like styrene-methylmeth-

acrylate where the monomers are vastly different to an extremely complex

case such as vinylchloride-vinylidene chloride. These characterization

problems can be solved with varying degrees of success if an incentive

exists for solving them and if sufficient effort is applied. Analysis of com-

plex polypeptides and DNA show what can be accomplished when incentive

exists to expend the needed effort.

Synthesis of model compounds to duplicate representative short sequences

of co-monomers along the chain can be very helpful. Because copolymer

theory is in such excellent shape, precision kinetic studies can provide

powerful clues as to probable sequence distributions and composition

distributions.

(2) Block Copolymerization

Under certain polymerization conditions, addition copolymers can be A

made in the form of blocks

- AAAAAAA-BBBBBBB ---------------

or of sandwiches

- - AAAABBBAAAABBBAAAA --------------

Distribution of molecular weights and of sequence lengths needs to be

determined.

(3) Graft Copolymerization

Methods are available for grafting polymer chains of one composition

onto backbone chains of a different ctmposition.

44
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B
B
B

--------------- AAAAAAAAAAA--------

B tbackbone chain

B
B

B grafted chain
B
B

Here for characterization it is necessary to know -

* Average composition

* Distribution of molecular weights

e Distribution of graft lengths

0 Distribution in number of graft chains per backbone chain

e Distribution of distances along the backbone between graft points

IT IS OBVIOUS THAT COPOLYMERS OF ANY TYPE; - i.e.,

e RANDOM

* BLOCK

o GRAFT

PRESENT SOME CHALLENGING PROBLEMS FOR CHARACTERIZATION.

2. Condensation Polymerization in which two ingredients X and Y co-react

to build up a polymer. There are two generic types:

,. Thermosets, or three-dimensional polymers, such as are made by

condensing phenol plus formaldehyde or urea and formaldehyde.

b. Thermoplattics, or linear polymers, such as the reaction product of

a dibasic acid like adipic acid with a diamine such as hexamethylene diamine

to produce the Nylon 8, 6 polymer chain.

H H H H H HH H H H H

-- C-C-C-C-C-CN-C-C-C-C-C-C-

ii H H HHHH H HH H
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THERMOSET CONDENSATION POLYMERS ARE EXTREMELY DIFFI-

CULT TO CHARACTERIZE BECAUSE THEY ARE INSOLUBLE AND INFU-

SIBLE AND HAVE ESSENTIALLY INFINITE MOLECULAR WEIGHT.

THERMOPLASTIC CONDENSATION POLYMERS CAN BE CHARACTER-

IZED IN MUCH THE SAME FASHION AS HOMOPOLYMERS MADE BY
ADDITION.

3. Hybrids

Styrene-polyester systems represent a hybrid. An, essentially linear

condensation polymer is made by condensing three ingredients, for instance

Ethylene Glycol HO- CH2 - CH - OH

Phthalic Anhydride O1
C

Ii
0H H

Maleic Anhydride C C
I I

~C%

to give a linear polyester chain containing unsaturated double bonds from

the maleic anhydride. This linear condensation polymer is dissolved in 5
liquid styrene monomer. Addition of catalyst causes the styrene to pA)y-

merize with itself in an addition type reaction and to copolymerize with

the double bonds in the polyeister molecules to give a three dimensional or

cross-linked hybrid copolymer.

Hence, even though the starting polyester can be characterized, and even

though linear chains of polystyrene can be characterized, a hybrid thermo-

set such as a styrene-polyester resin is virtually impossible to characterize

with presently known techniques.

WOO -A
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4. Vulcanizates

In many cases, an essentially linear polymer or copolymer is fabricated

into a useful form and then converted to a three-dimension or thermoset

polymer. The best-known instance of this is the sulfur vulcanization of

rubber in which short chains of sulfur atoms link together (cross-link) the

long rubber molecules. Polyethylene can be cross-linked with peroxides

or ionizing radiation such as electrons from an accelerator or gamma rays

from Cobalt 60.

Physical properties of the vulcanized (or cured or cross-linked) polymne

are very sensitive to the degree of cross-linking. For moderate amounts

of cross-linking, a property such as tensile strength might vary as indicatec'

below:
"Figure 5

Tensile
Strength, i

!],- m\ origina
material

0 Extent of Cross-Linking

Thus some cross-linking is beneficial but too much cross-linking can be

detrimental. Other properties such as solvent and heat resistance increase

continuously with increasing cross-linking.

While the starting polymer may be well characterized, the vulcanized

three-dimensional polymer virtually defies complete characterization

because it is both Insoluble and infusible.
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There are two characterization parameters:

(1) The average molecular weight between cross-links, Mc, which can be

determined from equilibrium swelling measurements in solvents.

(2) The detailed topology of the network structure which could include the

distribution of molecular weights between cross-links, chain entanglements,

length of cross-links, etc. Network topology currently defies analysis.

5. Chemical Modification of an Existing Polymer

In many instances, a natural or synthetic polymer is treated with a

chemical reagent to achieve some desired set of properties. A current

example is the chlorination of linear polyethylene to give chlorinated poly-

ethylene of any chlorine eontent in the range from zero up to about 80% by

weight. Such chlorinated products can be compared with two well known

addition homopolymers, PVC and Saran A or polyvinylidene chloride.

PVC (polyvinylchloride) contains 57% chlorine and has the chemical structure:

H C1 H Cl. H C1
C - C - C - C -C - C
H H H H H H

whereas Saran A, with 72% chlorine, is

H Cl H Cl H C1
C -C C -C -C -C

H Cl H Cl H Cl

Linear polyethylene is

H H H H H H
C - C - C -C -C -C
H H H H H H

/1
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A chlorinated polyethylene with the same chlorine content as PVC will

have properties different from those of PVC. A product with the chlorine

content of Saran will have properties different from those of Saran.

Hence, we can have two polymers, PVC and chlorinated linear polyetny)

both with 57% chlorine, both with the same average molecular weight, bot'ý

with the same molecular weight distribution, and yet with markedly diffe"' -

ent physical properties.

This arises because of detailed differences as to the disposition of r.hlo'

along the chain. Chlorine atoms tend to lie somewhat randomly along the

chain in the chlorinated product; i.e.,

H C1 'Cl H H H Cl C1
C - C C - C - C - C - C - C
H H H H H H H C1

and hence the differences in physical properties.

6. Polyblends

It is common practice to blend two or more polymers in order to achievr

some desired combination of physical properties. For example, non-burnin

polyvinylchloride may be mechanically blended with a chemical, heat, and

impact resistant ABS polymer (acrylonitrile -butadiene-styrene polymer)

to combine self-extinguishing, impact, heat, and chemical resistance in a

single molding compound.

Another Important example consists in modifying normally brittle polym,

such as polystyrene ca polymethylmethacrylate with 3 up to 30% of a rubber

to improve impact strength. Such a polyblend can be achieved in three

different ways:

(1) Mechanical milling of polymer and rubber
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(2) Mixing latexes obtained separately or in situ of the polymer and the

rubber followed by coagulation of the mixed latex system

(3) Dissolving the polymeric rubber in the monomer of the brittle poly-
mer and polymerizing.

It is generally true that two polymers are not compatible-hence not

mutually soluble. Therefore polyblends are usually two-phase systems in

which the dominant polymer tends to be the continuous phase and the minor

polymer is present as dispersed particles. Some polyblends may consist

of two interpenetrating continuous phases. In some polyblends, the contin-

uous phase can change, depending on thermal history. In blends of a rigid

polymer and a rubber, the sample will be rigid if the former is the contin-

uous phase, but semi-flexible if the latter is the continuous phase.

Figure 6* shows a phase contrast photomicrograph of a typical section in

the two-phase system which results from dissolving a rubber such as poly-

butadiene in styrene monomer and polymerizing to give rubber modified or

impact polystyrene. The dark continuous phase is polystyrene while the

white dispersed phase consists of rubber particles, each of which appears

to contain small discrete particles of polystyrene. There may be graft

copolymer at the interface between the polystyrene phase and rubber particles.

Figure 7** is an electron micrograph at much higher magnification show-

ing the detailed structure of several of the essentially circular dispersed

rubber particles in a polystyrene matrix. The polystyrene particles within

each rubber particle are now much more apparenj. See Reference 22 for

details. Figures 6 and 7 are cross-sectional views.

Characterization of such a two-phase polymer system would require

knowledge of the following:

* p. VI-24

** p. VI-25
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ioi

4,

Fig. 6. Phase contrast photomicrograph Xlg00 showing polyblend of rub-
bet polymerized in styrene. Dark areas are polystrene, light areas are
rubber.

4:77
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'a*.,

Fig. 7. Electron micrograph X31,000 of a single rubber particle from
Fig. 6, showing islands of polystrene inside the rubber particle, and
general complexity of such two-phase systems. Rubber and polystyrene
are not mutually soluble. Graft copolymer formed by reaction of styrene
with rubber molecules may reside at the interface between rubber and
polystyrene and act as a polymeric soap.
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a. Characterization of the continuous polystrene phase.

b. Characterization of the starting rubber.

c. Chemical fate of the rubber during polymerization; i.e.,

(1) grafting of styrene to rubber,

(2) cross-linking of rubber,

(3) etc.

d. Physical fate of the rubber,

(1) number, size and shape of dispersed rubber particles,

(2) number, size and shape of polystyrene particles inside eac.'

rubber particle,

(3) location of graft copolymer (which may act as a solubilizing

agent) with respect to rubber particles and continuous polystyrene phas-

(Fig. 6 and 7 courtesy Pascal A. Traylor, The Dow Chemical Company)

D. THE DETAILED PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY OF POLYMER CHAINS

Given the gross chemical composition, the nr-ure of the repeating unit

along 'the chain, the molecular weight distribution, the various average

molecular weights, and the low molecular weight components, there are

still many subtle factors of both a physical and a chemical nature about

the polymer chains that are not readily arnarent but which profoundly

affect physical behavior. These polymer parameters will now be discusse

1. Physical Parameters

Representation of the chemical formula of polyvinylchloride on a flat

piece of paper- i.e.,

H Cl H Cl H Cl H Cl H Cl
,C-C- C- C- C- C- C- C -C- C

H H H H H H H H H H

tells one nothing about its appearance in three dimensions as it must exist

in a bulk polymer. There are three aspects:

-:
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(I) The shape of the hydrocarbon backbone

(2) The disposition of the substituent atoms -with respect to each other

(3) Bond energetics.

a. The Backbone Chain

The backbone chain may exist as a planar zigzag

or a helix

or other forms.

In the case of polymers containing double bonds along the chain, such

as natural rubber and polybutadiene, there can be V

cis isomers:

C =C.
-- c!

trans isomers:
C -j

/ !
or mixtures. - C

Chemically, natural (Hevea) rubber and gatta percha are both polyiso-

prene, whose repeat unit is:

H CH H H

H H
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'The good rubbery proprties of Hevea arise because its chains all hay

the cis conformation. Conversely, gutta percha, with an all trans confor-

mation, is like a plastic rather than a rubber. Cis-trans isomer ratios

: can be determined by infrared.

b. Disposition of Chain Substituents; i.e., Tacticity or Touch

If all of the chlorine atoms in the formula for polyvinyl chloride show n

above are on the same side of the chain, the polymer is said to be isotact*

(i.e., having the same touch all along the chain).

If the chlorine atoms alternate on opposite sides

H ClI.. H H H -. CI-.. H H
SC - C -ýC...-C -.. C'- C -"^C"-., C
H H H 'Cl ,H H H 'Cl

the polymer is called syndiotactic.

A random disposition, such as

H CI--- H- .. Cl-., H H H 11,CI--H---C1I -- ~C - C - C - C - '.•- C -C'ý- C- C- C

R H H H H CV"'H H H H

is said to be atactic.

Isotactic and syndiotactic polymers can crystallize whereas atactic

polymers are usually completely amorphous. Some polymers may have

short sequendes of isotactic or syndiotactic placements which can lead to

slight crystallinity..

Polypropylene made by Ziegler-Natta catalysis is isotactic; crystalline

I PVC made at low temperature is syndlotactic; polystyrene prepared ther-

mally is atactic. Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) can be syndiotactic or

isotactic, depending on the catalyst used.
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Syndiotactic PMMA has a glass temperature of 110"C.; isotactic PMMA

has a glass temperature of 60"C. In each case the chemical formula and

the molecular weight distribution can be identical.

IT IS THUS OBVIOUS THAT A PRECISE KNOWLEDGE OF CHAIN CON-

FIGURATION --- TACTICITY --- IS ESSENTIAL TO CHARACTERIZE A

POLYMER. NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE IS CURRENTLY THE

MOST POWERFUL TOOL FOR THIS.

It frequently happens that an essentially isotactic or syndiotactic polymer

will have short sequences of atactic placements. These latter will serve

to reduce the maximum extent of crystallization but can be difficult to detect.

Copolymerization usually destroys crystallinity regardless of the tactic-

ity situation.

c. Chain Energetics

There are four characteristic features of the polymer chain which affect

its physical behavior under a variety of conditions such as in

* dilute solution

* rubbery state

e polymer melt

* solid state

These parameters are:

(1) bond distanwes between atoms along the chain

(2) bond angles

(3) chain stiffness or chain flex energy

(4) energy barriers to rotation about bonds

(5) interaction with solvent.

The first three affect the size of the randomly coiled polymer chain in

dilute solution, in rubbers, and in melts. Chain stiffness, which affects the !!
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equilibrium configuration of polymer solutions, can be determined from

temperature variation of intrinsic viscosity or of rubber elasticity. "(e)"

* plays a key role in dilute solution properties. Energy barriers affect the

speed with which a polymer chain can change from one configuration to

another - and hence affects dynamic properties such as the bounce of a

rubber ball. The excellent performance of Hevea rubber is ascribed to the

ease of rotation about single bonds adjacent to the double bond in the cis-

polyisoprene chain. Rotational barriers are frequently measured in the

gaseous state on model compounds. The results may not apply exactly to

bulk polymers, especially in the glassy state.

Polymer molecules can diffuse in the melt and in dilute solution. How-

ever, in three common states,

"* vulcanized rubber,

* crystalline,

* glassy,

the entire chain cannot translate. Instead; Brownian motion of chain seg-

ments and chain ends takes place, Chain stiffness, energy barriers to

S rotation, and intermolecular forces, as well as packing of molecules, all

play an impirtant role in ,this motion.

2. Chemical Parameters

There are usually some chemical anomalies along the polymer chains

such as:

(a) double bonds in or attached to the chain

(b) carbonyl groups resulting from oxidation

(c) end groups resulting from catalyst

(d). peroxide links in the chain

(e) branches

M( head-to-head a,', tail-to-tail links.
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This latter item requires a brief explanation. A monomer adding to a

growing chain usually does so in such a way as to preserve the normal

head-to-tail addition.

head tail head

H C1 di

C -C - + C =C
H H H H

head tail head

H C1 H C1
C - C - C - C
H H H H

Occasioally there can be a head-to-head addition

tail head head tail

H Cl Cl
C - C - C - C
H H H H

This can be a point of chemical weakness in the chain.

All of these six anomalies are usually present in very small amounts

so that their detection is quite difficult.

Since these groups can affect oxidative stability, thermal stability,

dielectric properties, etc., it is essential that they be studied as part of

polymer characterization.

E. SOLID STATE ORGANIZATION IN POLYMERS

The long chain nature of polymer molecules leads to a very high viscosity

even in the molten state. This has three major consequences:

(1) The amount and type of crystallinity as well as the number of defects

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ___ W
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in crystal regions are very sensitive to thermal history. Complete crystal-

linty is probably never achieved.

(2) There is relatively poor packing in the amorphous areas (the free

volume can be 12 to 18%, depending on the definition used).

(3) In addition, the long chain molecules are readily oriented, with prc'-

erties strongly dependent on the amount of orientation. This orientation

can be of several types:

(a) Deliberately produced, as in the making of synthetic fibers ar..'

certain polymer films.

(b) Occurring as a result of the flow processes used in fabrication.

(c) Reversible, as when a rubber band is stretched and released.

Hence it is obvious that physical properties of the solid polymer will

v be very dependent on previous thermal and mechanical history. Therefore,

a detailed knowledge of the solid state organization of polymers is an

essential part of their characterization. This will be discussed under four

headings:

1 (A) States of Order

(B) Orientation

(C) Crystallization

(D) Free Volume

(A) States of Order

Table I1Is a list of states of order of polymers arranged in a hierarchy

from complete chaos to complete order. This is not a linear hierarchy but

a multidimensional one involving both orientation and crystallinity.

Various combinations of the above are possible. For example, normal

amorphous noncrystalline vulcanized Hevea rubber becomes crystalline

on stretching to 500% elongation, at w:hich point the chains are oriented in.

4 ,llI,•: :II . o L I[
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the stretch direction. On release of the stretching force, the chains revert

to a nonoriented, noncrystalline state.

(B) Orientation

Many physical properties of amorphous polymers are sensitive to the

amount and the direction of orientation of the polymer chains. This is

shown schematically in Figure 8 below..
Figure 8

Uniaklxi orientation, properties
measured ii to orientation

Tensile
Strength Equaol blaioalo orientation, properties measured

ia the plnee of orlentlem

"Unilatil orientation, properties
measuredJ. Io orientation

0
Exteat of Oilintetlem

- A~q~m ,
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TABLE I

STATES OF ORDER FOR POLYMERS

State of Order Examples

1. Unoriented, amorphous s no a) Vulcanized natural and synthetic
correlation between direction of rubbers
segments in same or adjacent chains b) Glassy polymers such as poly-

styrene

2.
a. Biaxial orientation Biaxially oriented film of polystyrene
b. Uniaxial orientation : adjacent Uniaxiafly oriented fibers of

chains parallel over appreciable polystyrene
molecular lengths, but no crystallinity

3. Two-dimensional order without
orientation

a. Lateral order but no length-
wise order . view of chains

b. Lengthwise order but no from end
lateral order ....

view of chains from side

4. Crystallinity or three-dimensional Crystalline polymers such as poly-
order without orientation P axes of ethylene and polypropylene
ncrystaUites oriented at random

5.
a. Crystallization plus biaxial Blaxially oriented polyester film

orientation such as Mylar

b. Crystallization plus uniaxial Textile fibers such as cotton, nylon,
orientation Dacron

6. Topotaxic Crystals Single crystals of trioxane poly-
merized in the solid state-by radiation
to give bundles of parallel fibers
with high crystallinity

"wom,
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Orientation usually introduces a marked anisotropy in physical properties.

Orientation may be a concomitant of the shear forces present during fab-

rication acting on the long chain molecules-as in extrusion, bottle blowing,

etc.-or it may be done deliberately to optimize physical properties as in

the preparation of films and textile fibers.

It frequently happens that a fabricated object will be isotropic over-all

and yet have local regions that are highly oriented. The actual performance

of the fabricated part can be controlled by these local areas which signify

regions of high stress concentration.

In the case of crystalline polymers, several additional factors relating

to orientation must be considered:

(1) Orientation can facilitate crystallization both by speeding up the

process of crystallization and by increasing the total amount of crystallinity.

(2) The crystallographic axis may or may not coincide with the orienta-

tion axis, depending on the amount of orientation and the combined

orientation-thermal history of the sample.

(C) Crystallization

The subject of crystallinity in polymers offers some novel concepts

and some challenging problems of characterization. Several general levels

of crystallinity should be distinguished:

(1) Low crystallinitx, < 10%, as with polyvinylchloride. This is generally

a result of a high atactic content in homopolymers, or to chain irregularity

as in copolymers.

(2) Medium crystallinit, < 50%. This can result from a variety of causes,

some of which are listed below:

__ 1
I
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o EXAMPLE CAUSE

Low density polyethylene Short chain branches interfere with
crystallization.

Polypropylene Atactic content;
Insufficient nuclei;
Incomplete crystallization.

Saran (vinylidene chloride- Insufficient nuclei;
vinyl chloride copolymer) Sluggish, and hence hicomplete,

crystallization;
Interference from co-monomer.

It is necessary to distinguish between the terms, crystallizability and

crystallinity.

A sample of polypropylene might be 95% isotactic, hen' O1riost com-

pletely crystallizable, and yet show only 50% crystallinity because the

long chain nature of the polymer chains Ies interfered With the procesE F

crystallization. There are also stereoregular polymers (especially those

with long repeat units) which cannot crystallize at all because of an inabil

to pack into a lattice.

(3) High crystalltnity, > 50%.

This is characteristic of very regular polymers such as polyethylene,

S-, and polytetrafluoroethylene, -

I which can be in the range of 50-90% crystallinity. Single crystals can

HP exceed 90% crystallinity, although- the crystals may have many defects.

Three basic types of crystals- appear in semicrystalline polymers:

(a) fringed-micelle crystals, (b) extended-chain crystals, and (c) foldel

chain crystals. These are illustrated schemetically in Figure 9.* The fold

length, h, of a folded-chain crystal increases with temperature of crystal-

lization and/or annealing. It is usually in the 50-150k range,
*p. VI-37

ý'
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Single crystals are more or less regularly folded. Here the character-

ization problems involve such factors as the determination of the number

of crystal .fects, number of cilia, length of fold, h, and roughness of chain--

folded surface. Lively disputes presently exist on these crystals, even with

regard to such simple properties as the density.

Highly crystalline bulk polymers, such as polyethylene, have a basically

chain-folded structure, but with many modifications. The chain-folded

lamellae are often arranged in spheruliter. A spherulie is a large

crystallite visible in an optical microscope (dimensions in the micron

range) and having circular symmetry if grown in a plane or spherical

symmetry if grown in bulk. Spherulites are composed of a number of

lamellae whose planes may twist as they progress from the center to the

edge of the spherulhte. A spherulite grows out from a single nucleus

(dimensions in the Angstrom range) but gradually loses the orientation of

the three crystallographic axes of the nucleus and acquires radial and

tangential orientation. The iltimate radial growth of a spherulite is stopped

-i because of impingement of other spherulites. The final]polyhedral form

resulting from many growing spherulites is shown in Figure 10.

Characterization problems center around such factors as the number

of interlamellae links, number and type of crystal defects, number of cilia,

surface roughness, and number of loops (nonadjacent re-entry). Further-

more, characterization problems occur with respect to the noncrystalline

component in the semicrystalline polymer. At the present time, we know

too little about how to measure the amount of the amorphous component,

and we know even less about how to fully characterize this "quasi amorphous"

component. The shortchain component of a semicrystalline polymer is

apt to crystallize in the extended-chain form, so that a semicrystalline

polymer with a broad molecular weight distribution consists of chain-folded

'-IT T ,,,,, , 4
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Fig. 10. Photomicrograph X340 of spherulltic structure in iso-tactic poly-
propylene. These spherulites are usually large because of slow crys~tal-
lization. This sample is extremely brittle because of the large sphorulites
as well as the voids present inside spherulltes and at the boundaries
between spherulites.
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Fig. 11. Intercrystalline links in linear polyethylene crystallized from the
melt. These links are up to 15,0001 in length and 30-300k1 in thickness.
Molecular chains are oriented parallel to the links. These links seem to
"nucleate on tie molecules formed by the simultaneous crystallization of
different parts of the same molecule on the surfaces of two different
crystals. For details, see Keith, Padden and Vadimsky, J. Poly. Set.,

K A-2, Vol. 4. p. 267, 1966.
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lamellae + extended-chain crystals + amorphous component. Characteriza-

tion of the ex'-ended-chain phase, including measurement of the fraction

of it that is present, raises further serious problems. Figure 11 shows

intercrystalline links (really bundles of polymer chains) between crystallites.

Rather similar problems occur in the case of the "medium crystallinity"

polymers, and no major distinction is necessary, except to note that the

problems with characterization of the amorphous component are relatively

more important.

Low crystallinity polymers in general raise a new set of questions. The

low crystallinity is usually associated with a moderate to high degree of

atacticity. As has been already noted, this is itself difficult to characterize.

Very little is known about how to characterize the crystals in weakly crys-

talline polymers. It is not known for certain which type they are-fringed-

micelle, extended-chain, or folded, or some admixture thereof. It is difficult

enough just to measure the amount that is crystalline.

Fibers fall into another category where basic scientific characterization

parameters of the basic crystalline element are lacking. The basic crystal

structure can be determined, and rough estimates of the crystallite size

may be obtained, but detailed characterization parameters that link molec-

ular and crystal behavior with performance characteristics do not exist

to a sufficient extent.
6

In all crystalline polymers, the degree of crystallinity, texture, and

indeed the performance characteristics, depends strongly on the thermal

and mechanical history of the specimen in question. The basic reason is

that, owing to the high viscosity of polymer melts, and the fact that crystal-

lization is nucleation-controlled, the crystals are formed relatively slowly

compared to, say, a metallic system, and thereafter change only slowly.
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Therefore, states somewhat removed from equilibrium (such as a chain-

folded crystal) persist for enormous periods of time in semicrystalline

polymers.

As hinted earlier, the physical properties of a fabricated item will

depend strongly on the crystal morphology. Figure 10 shows a photomicrr -

graph of a sample of polypropylene crystallized for several hours at 135•C

in a thin film. (The melting point of isotactic polypropylene is 1840C.)

This sample has very poor mechanical properties and can be crumbled

between the fingers. Cracks or voids in the dark areas between the spheru-

lites and between the fibrils presumably lead to poor strength. This same

polymer crystallized rapidly at 1100C shows the normal strength of poly-

propylene. A photomicrograph of this sample at the same magnification

shows no detail-because the crystallites are so small- and hence is not

included. While the existence of tie molecules was only recently demon-

strated, it seems obvious that their presence or absence can have pro-

found effects on the physical properties of a polymer. (Figure 10 is by

courtesy of Padden and Keith while Figure 11 is by Keith, Padden, and

Vadimski, all of the Bell Telephone Laboratories.)

Effect of Crystal Structure on Physical Properties

Recent work by E. H. Andrews and P. E. Reed of Queen Mary's College,

London, England, is so pertinent to this report that it is being quoted with

their permission prior to publication:

Thin films of natural Hevea rubber were stretched to diffirent extents

and allowed to crystallize in the stretched state. The type of crystals which

formed differed greatly, depending on the amount of stretch. Normal spher-

ulites formed in the unstretched sample and possibT, 'oriented folded-plate

crystals in the stretched samples, The term "a crystals" signifies crystals

'v
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whose "c" axis is parallel to the orientation but which grow at right angles to V

the orientation along the "all axis.

The "Iy crystals" are essentially chains of nuclei with "c" axis parallel

to the orientation but with growth in the "a" direction inhibited.

The crystalline samples were cooled to -120"C so as to be in a glassy

state and were measured for tensile strength.

The results are shown schematically below. The dramatic and startling

effect of crystal texture or morphology on physical properties emphasizes

why crystal structure aspects are considered as key characterization

parameters.

Figure 12
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(D) Free Volume

Polymers tend to have more molecular free volume in the solid state

than do other structural materials. Physical properties are quite sensitive

to the actual amount of free volume present. For example, rapidly cooled
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polymethylmethacrylate has 100 times faster creep rate at 20"C than does

a slowly cooled sample of the same material.

The subject of free volume is a controversial one regarding concepts,

definitions, and experimental data. Figure 13 is an attempt to portray one
self-consistent definition of free volume for purposes of illustration. The

following points are to be emphasized:

(1) An ideal crystalline polymer, completely crystallized and free from

defects would expand with temperature according to the lowest straight

line. It would be devoid of free volume by definition. (We avoid the melting

region to simplify the drawing.)

(2) Any real polymer will follow the heavy black line for slow heating and

4 i~cooling, and will possess about 12.5% of free volume in the glassy state.

This amount can be reduced slightly by an annealing process just below

t)•e glass temperature; it can be increased by rapid quenching from above

the glass temperature, both of which cases are indicated.

IT IS THUS OBVIOUS THAT MANY KEY PROPERTIES OF A POLYMER

CAN DEPEND ON THREE SOLID STATE PARAMETERS:

* ORIENTATION

& CRYSTAL MORPHOLOGY

* FREE VOLUME OR PACKING

THESE ARE INFLUENCED BY THE PREVIOUS THERMAL AND ME-

CHANICAL HISTORY OF THE SAMPLE. THE ABOVE THREE PARAMETERS

CAN BE STUDIED RESPECTIVELY BY:

0 POLARIZED LIGHT

o X RAY, ELECTRON MICROSCOPE, OPTICAL MICROSCOPE

1 *@ DENSITY, THERMAL EXPANSION

, It!
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Hence, for characterization purposes, it is not sufficient to know the

chemistry, molecular weight distribution, low molecular weight component.

and detailed chain structure of a polymer; in addition, one must know the

detailed solid state organization of the constituent molecules.

F. SUMMARY OF CHARACTERIZATION PARAMETERS FOR POLYMERS
AND COMMON TOOLS OF MEASUREMENT

PARAMETER COMMON TOOLS

Elemental Analysis C, H, 0, S, N Analyses
Repeat Unit in Chain Infrared*, Chemical Analysis
Molecular Weight Distribution Ultracentrifuge;

Gel Permeation Chromatography;
Fractionation

Average Molecular Weights
Number Average, Mn Osmotic Pressure**
Weight Average, Mw Light Scattering, Ultracentrifuge;
Viscosity Average, MFI Dilute Solution Viscosity but
Z-Average VMz Requires Calibration;

Ultracentrifuge

Composition Distribution in Fractionation and Elemental
Copolymers Analysis

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance*
SDetails of Low Molecular Separation, Chromatography,
SWeight End of M.W. Analysils

Distribution Curve

Details of Chain Physics
Bond Lengths and Angles X Rays, Electron Diffraction

V Bond Energetics Light Scattering, Rubber' Elasticity
Tacticity NMR*
Cis and Trans Double Bonds Infrared*

* Usually model compounds must be synthesized.
** There is a new technique called Elasto-osmometry described in Ref. 17,
page 667 ft. For molecular weights less than 25,000 there are the three
classical techniques: ebulliometry, cryoscopy, and vapor pressure
lowering.

.......
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PARAMETER COMMON TOOLS

Details of Chain Chemistry
Double Bonds Infrared*, Chemical Analysis
Oxidation Products Infrared*, Chemical Analysis
Head-to-Head Addition Infrared*, Chemical Analysis

Structure of the Solid State
% Crystallinity X Rays, Infrared, Density
Orientation Polarized Light, X -Rays, Polarized

Infrared, Thermal-Mechanical Tests
Packing, Free Volume Density, Thermal Expansion
Crystal Morphology Light Microscope

Electron Microscope
X Rays

G. CHARACTERIZATION PARAMETERS VS. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

In view of the complex problems in molecular weights, polymer chain

chemistry,'polymer chain physics, and solid state .(, ganization, just recited

in preceding sections, it should be readily appreciaw d that a young science

like polymers is not yet ready to bridge the gap betwi•een basic character-

ization parameters and ultimate performance. Ther ý.ý are, however, a

number of physical properties which do correlate rather well with ultimate

performance such as:

e Tensile strength

& Modulus

0 Impact strength

* Creep

* Heat distortion temperature

* Fatigue

0 Etc.

* Usually model compounds must be synthesized.
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Since it is not within its charter, it is not the intent of the Polymers

Panel to discuss these engineering properties. However, we must recogn,

in closing this-review, that there is a class of basic physical measureme,

which partake of some of the features both of characterization parametert

and of physical properties-and which, therefore, bridge the gap between

basic molecular parameters and ultimate properties.

For example, if a semicrystalline polymer such as a high molecular

weight isotactic polypropylene with crystallinity in the range of 40-509 is

examined with an LIstrument which measures energy loss per electrical

or mechanical cycle at constant freqtuency over a wride range of temperat1

the resulting energy loss spectrum resembles that shown schematically i,

Figure 14. The assignment of the various energy loss peaks is still pro-

visional but- probably correct for this relatively simple polymer.

WHILE" ONE MAY PREDICT FROM MOLECULAR STRUCTURE THE

PROBABLE EXISTENCE OF SUCH LOSS PEAKS, IT IS NOT POSSIBLE,

EVEN FOR SIMPLE POLYMERS, TO PREDICT THE HEIGHT AND

BREADTH OF SUCH LOSS PEAKS NOR THE EXACT LOCATION OF

EACH PEAK ALONG THE TEMPERATURE SCALE, MUCH LESS THEIR

¶ VARIATION WITH CRYSTALLINITY AND ORIENTATION. AND YET THE

DETAILED PHYSICAL PERFORMANCE; I.E.,

i CREEP

0 ELONGATION

0 FATIGUE

* TEAR

* RUPTURE

* MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

* HEAT DISTORTION TEMPERATURE
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e THERMAL EXPANSION COEi k 'z TENTS

* DIELECTRIC LOSS

ETC., IS EXTREMELY DEPENDENT ON THE LOCATION OF THE MEA

SURING TEMPERATURE RELATIVE TO SUCH LOSS PEAKS.

SUCH A SPECTRUM RESULTS FROM A NUMBER OF BASIC CHAR•-

ACTERIZATION PARAMETERS:

e CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

* INTERMOLECULAR FORCES

* BOND ANGLES

9 BOND ENERGETICS

* CHAIN CONFIGURATION

* ORIENTATION

* CRYSTALLIDITY

* FREE VOLUME

ETC., AND YET, AT THE PRESENT TIME, CANNOT BE COMPUTED

FROM THESE PARAMETERS.

Many polymer scientists feel strongly that such spectra, which give the

melting and glass temperatures as well as other relaxation regions, are

truly a part of polymer characterization. It is felt equally strongly by

many polymer scientists that thermodynamic properties sth as melting

point, heat content, etc., as well as optical properties, should be part of

the characterization portfolio.

Once again the charter of this panel was to select a 3et of characteriza-

tion parameters with a two-fold purpose:

1. Permit an accurate description of a given polymer sample.

42. Hopetully, permit the calculation of some physical properties.

'Az
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Our list of parameters, as given in Section MI, is believed to be neces-

sary and sufficient for ?1. ." above but is not currently sufficient for "2."1

Our list is not intended to exclude the use of additional physical measure-

ments.

I '
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III. SURVEY OF THE STATE OF THE ART ON THE
CHARACTERIZATION OF POLYMERS

A. THE QUESTIONNAIRE: EXPLANATION ANV CRITIQUE

The Panel drew up a list of characterization parameters of importance

for polymers. These were grouped under the broad categories of Compo-

sition and Organization of Solid with various subheadings. For each param-

eter, respondents were asked to rate the present state of the art as good,

fair, or bad. They were then asked whether new instruments, new theory,

or more research effort were needed. The third question was the extent

to which the present art is used. Finally, specific comments and sugges-

tions were solicited.

The Panel accepted a concept of characterization in terms of composition,

structure, and cohesive forces. In principle, the properties oi a material

can be derived from such a characterization, but this is generally beyond

the state of the art for polymers. Many of t0e 70 polymer scientists who

were contacted visualize characterization in terms of melting points,

glass temperatures, densities, and the like, and this was reflected in their

comments.

An attempt was made to distinguish between the state of the art (Column A)

and the extent to which it is properly used in publications and reports

(Column C). In some responses, there was such a high correlation between

these two ratings that it is suspected that this distinction was not well

understood. However, in some areas, such a correlation is considered

valid.

Answers to the question, 'What is needed?" (Column B), seem to reflect

the taste of the individuals. Some saw many needs for new instruments

while others tended to favor theoretical approaches.
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For many areas, those with -he greatest knovrledge and experience

tended to give a lower rating to the state of the art than other respondents.

Some weight has been given to individual experience in the compilation

of comments which follows.

In spite of these difficulties, there was a gratifying degree of consistence

in the responses from various laboratories, and we believe that a true

consensus among polymer scientists has emerged.

L

'1
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S. STATISTICAL SUMMARY A. B. C. D.
State of What is needed? Extent of Number of

Art I = New Instrum.* Using Responses
G = Good T = New Theory Present
F = Fair E = More Res. Ability
B= Bad. Effort H =High

No. of Responses , = Med.
I. T,E = Low

1. Composition
1.1 Homopolymers

1.1.1 Chemical composition
Elemental G 13, 0, 9 H 59
Monomer G-F 9, 0, 9 H-M 51
Solid additives G-F 8, 3, 19 M 44
Plasticizers F 7, 5, 14 M 41
Minor impurities G 17, 0, 27 M-L 49

1.1.2 Molecular weight
distribution F 5, 4, 6 M 15
Broad distribution F 41, 18, 40 M 57
Low M. W. components F 25, 6, 25 M-L 46
(deliberate & accidental)

1.1.3 Detailed chain structure
Branching F-B 17, 35, 48 M 53
Tacticity F 16, 15, 36 M 58
Chemical variations
(end groups, double
bonds, head-to-tail, etc.) F 20, 10, 44 M 51
Cross-links & network
topology F-B 18, 38, 48 M 57

1.2 Copolymers
1.2.1 Chemical composition

Elemental G 9, 1, 3 H-M 41
Monomer G-F 11, 3, 9 H-M 39
Solid additives G-F 8, 2, 10 M 41
Plasticizers F 3, 5, 11 M 39
Minor impurities F 12, 7, 12 M-L 32

1.2.2 Molecular weight
distribution
Broad distribution F-B 21, 19, 37 M-L 37
Low M. W. components F-B 13, 6, 21 M-L 32
(deliberate & accidental)

* Instruments

til
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A. B. C. D.
State of What Is needed? Extent of Numbcir of

Art I = New Instrum. Using Responses
G = Good T = New Theory Present
F = Fair E = More Res. Ability
B = Bad- Effort _H =High

No. of Responses M = Med.
I, T, E L =Low

1.2.3 Detailed chain structure
Branching G 13, 21, 31 M-L 31
Tact-icity F.-B 10. 20, 32 M 36
Chemical variations
(end groups, double F-B 17, 32, 38 M-L 38
bonds, head.to-tail, etc.)
Cross-links & network
topology (Same ia 1.1.3)

1.2.4 Othere,
Identity of (chain) ;nits F 11, 3, 28 M 34
Proportion F 11, 4, 30 H-M 42
Sequence F-B 20, 18, 35 M-L 48
Branches; grafts F-B 18, 11, 33 M-L .45

1.3 Polyblends (e.g. ABS, impact
polyst! rene, polypropylene +S~PIB)

1.3.1 Chemical composition
SElemental G-F 5, 2, 3 H 32Monomer F 2, 2, 9 M 27

Solid additives F 4, 2,17 M 25
Plasticizers F 1, 3, 16 M 26

inoipuries F-B 3, 3, 6 M-L 25
1A., Molecular weight
.32Mdistribution

Broad distribution F-B 18, 7, 22 M-L 37
Low M. W. components F-D 13, 5, 17 M-L 21
Ideliberati & accidental)

1.3.3 Detailed chain structure
Branching F-B 12, 5, 20 M-L 26
Tacticity • F-B 9, 7, 19 M-L 24
Chemical variations
(end' groups, double F-B 10, 4,13 M 20
bonds, head-to-tail, etc.)

Cross-links & network
topology B S, 8•,17 L 21

4
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A. B. C. D.
State of What is needed? Extent of Number of

Art I = New Instrum. Using Responses
G = Good T = New Theory Present
F = Fair E More Res. Ability
B = Bad. Effort H =High

No. of Responses M =Med.
I, T, E L =Low

1.3.4 Others
Identity of (chain) units F 9, 5, 17 M-L 24
Proportion F 9, 5, 13 M 21
Sequence F-B 13, 10, 18 M-L 21
Branches; grafts B 12, 5, 19 M-L 27

1.3.5 Nature of interfaces B 24, 26, 41 M-L 43
1.3.6 Domain size F-B 16, 14, 36 M-L 43

1.4 Com-)osltes (not covered)
2. Organization of Solid

2.1 Noncrystalline (include
both glasses & rubbers)

2.1.1 Chain orientation F-B3 14, 21, 30 M-L 40
2.1.2 Volume considerations

Holee G-F 12, 21, 25 M-L 37
Free volume F 8, 22, 20 M 25
Deviations from
equilibrium F 10, 20, 22 M-L 25

2.1.3 Entanglement F-B 10, 32, 28 M-L 40
2.1.4 Strain F 12, 14, 24 M 39
2.1.5 Local order B 16, 23, 32 L 41
2.1.6 Flaw structure, defects F-B 14, 15, 29 M-L 36
2.ý,7 Voids F-B 10, 9, 26 M-L 38
2.1.8 Inter- and intra- (chain)

potentials, barriers F-B 11, M4, 23 M 42
2.2 Crystalline

2.2.1 'Chain orientation G-F 8, 5, 14 H-M 34
2.2.2 Volume considerations

Holes F-B 1, 7, 7 M-L 19
Free volume F-B 0, 5, 8 M-L 16
Deviations from
equilibrium volume F-B 2, 4, 8 M-L 16

2.2.3 Entanglement F-B 3, 8, 8 M-L 18
2.2.4 Strain F-B 2, 6, 10 M-L 2i
2.2.5 Local order F-B 6, 8, 12 M-L 2
2.2.6 Flaw structure, defects F-B 4, 8, 13 M-L 26
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A. B. C. D.
State of What Is needed? Extent of Number of

Art I = Now Instrunm. Using Responses
G = Good T = New Theory Present
F = Fair E = More Res. Ability
B = Bad Effort H= High

No. of Responses M = Med.
I,T,E L=Low

2.2.7 Voids F-B 4, 5,10 M-L 18
d 2.2.8 Inter- and intra- (chain)

potentials, barriers F-B 2, 1, 10 M 21
2.2.9 Fractional crystallinity F 10, 17, 20 H-M 48
2.2.10 Defects within crystals F-B 13, 20, 26 M 44
2.2.11 Crystal domain

orientation F 9, 8, 21 M 41
2.2.12 Structure of unit cell G-F 7, 6, 10 H-M 28
2.2.13 Secondary structure -

crystallites F-B 1, 3, 7 M 7
Lamellae G-F 5, 5, 21 M 37
Interlamellar r9gions F-B 10, 21, 29 M-L 38
"Interlamellar links F-B .', 18, 27 L 34
Other crystals F-B 4 3, 10 M-L 14

2.2.14 Tertiary structure -
aggregation of
crystallites F 7, 8, 13 M 23
Spherulites G-F 8, 8, 13 H M1 38
Disordered regions F-B 12, 14, 22 M-L 40
Tie molecules B 11, 16, 28 M-L 31

"-1

I
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C. DETAILED COMMENTS

1. Homopolymers

The state of the art for characterizing the chemical composition of

polymers is generally good. Better methods are needed for the determina-

tion of hydrogen, oxygen, and fluorine. There is a continufng need for im-

proved speed and economy in the basic techniques of chemical analysis.

Characterization of solid additives, nlasticizers, and minor impurities

involves many problems and is all too frequently neglected. These compo-

nents frequently have major effects on physical properties and stability.

There is a great need for improved characterizations of molecular

weight distribution, but recent progress in gel permeation chromatography

and novel fractionation techniques leads us to expect considerable improve-

ment in speed, accuracy, and reliability over the next few years. Insoluble

and intractable polymers constitute an area of special need. Materials such

as fluorocarbon polymers and highly aromatic polymers which are designed

to serve under severe conditions frequently cannot be characterized by the

usual solution techniques. The need for nonsolution characterization meth-

ods applies not only to molecular weight but also to other aspects of chain

structure svch as tacticity and branching.

Large quantities of pure, narrow fractions would be valuable aids in

solving many characterik 'tion problems.

The presence of low molecular components such as monomer, linear

and cyclic oligomers, and moisture is of great importance. Here, the

problem is primarily to increase awareness and improve the utilization

of existing knowledge.

The problems of detailed chain structure include branching, tacticity,

and chemical variations such as end groups, double bonds, and head-to-head

)
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vs.'head-to-tail sequences in vinyl polymers. Simpler and more reliable

methods are needed for the determination of branching, especially small

numbers o1 long branches. Considerable emphasis should be given to

theory in this field. The greatest advances in measurements of tacticity

have involved nuclear magnetic resonance. Needs include simpler, faster,

and more reliable methods and techniques for the characterization of

longer sequences than are revealed at present. This may require the use

of other measurements in conjunction with NMR.

The kinetic theory of rubber elasticity is one of the greatest achieve-

ments of polymer science. Analogous to the kinetic theory of gases, it

combines esthetics with utility. Nevertheless, present knowledge is con-

ý41 sidered unsatisf. "ory. The density of cross-links nas been emphasized

but topological details such as the distribution of chain lengths between

4 cross-links and interlocking loops have not been adequate'j treated. The

characterization of very highly cross-linked systems such as thermosetting

resins is in its infancy.

2. Copolymers

The state of art for the characterization of copolymers and polyblends

is similar to that for homopolymers but somewhat inferior because of the

greater structural complexity. For example, it is more difficult to deter-

mine the molecular weight distribution because fractionation can occur

by chain composition as well as by molecular weight.

The determination of the proportions of the various monomer units is

usually fairly good, although this can be quite difficult with chemically

similar monomers. The problem of monomer sequences is similar to

that of tacticity. Here again, much has been done on the characterization

of short sequences with NMR. Experience with biological polymers shows
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the importance of the structv e of longer sequences. This is an area of

great need.

3. Polyblends

Polyblends are mixtures of mnpc rfectly compatible polymers, usually

consisting of a rigid and a rubbery component. The nature of the interfaces

and the size of the domains are variables of critical importance, but they

are not well characterized at present. In many cases, the interfaces

involve chemical cross-linking between the compJonents as well as physical

adsorption. Both kinds of interactions should be better characterized.

Also needed are improved microscopic techniques for the characterization

of very small particles and their agglomerates.

4. Composites

Composite structures, such as glass-fiber reinforced plastics, were

not Included in this study. Being multicomponent systems, they involve

some of the same problems as polyblends. Studies of chemical and physical

structure at interfaces (polymer-air, polymer-polymer, and polymer-

substrate) ai e badly needed.

5. Organization of Solids

The state of the art for characterizing most parameters related to the

organization of solids is fair or bad. This is especially true for non-

crystalline glasses and rubbers. Polymers share with other forms of

matter the inadequacy of the present theories of the liquid state. The

concept of free volume has frequently been used with profit, but its meaning

is not clear and some have questioned its validity. There is a need for

better terminology and improved relationships between theory and experiment.

The local order in amorphous polymers Is even more uncertain than

that in simple, low molecular liquids. In addition to the usual radial distri-

bution function, the correlation of the orientation of segments of neighboring

chains should be defined. These areas are almost untouched. Suggested
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experimental approaches include x-ray and neutron scattering. There is

considerable evidence for degrees of order between amorphous and crys-

talline structures. Liquid crystals, paracrystals, and one- and two-

dimensional order have been discussed. While research in this area is

more difficult than with more perfectly ordered structures, intermediate

degrees of order are common in useful materials. There is great need

for improvements in theory, experimental characterization, and standard

terminology. This is an opportunity area.

The concept of chain entanglements has frequently been used to explain

the viscoelastic properties of molten polymers. The present state of the

art is highly unsatisfactory, and different methods frequently give conflict-

ing results for the concentration of entanglements. Some workers believe

that the importance of entanglements has been overemphasized. The major

* 1 need is for improved theory,

Work on inter- and intra-chain potentials and barriers to rotation has

* increased in recent years, but much remains to be done. The conformation

of polyethylene chains in dilute solutions and cross-linked rubbers has been

correlated, but this has not been done for most polymers. It seems better

to measure polymers directly rather than rely on extrapolations from short

chain molecules. More measurements of internal pressure would be help-

ful in unraveling inter- and intra-molecular interactions. In many cases,

the stable rotational states need to be more clearly defined.

6. Crystallography

The greatest progress in characterizing the organization of solid poly-

mers has been made by applying the established techniques of crystallog-

raphy. For the present purposes, primary crystalline structure is defined

as the structure of the unit cell, secondary structure is the crystallite, and

tertiary structure involves aggregates of crystallites such as spherulites.

r~'
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The fraction crystallinity is widely recognized as having an important

effect on physical properties, and it is reported more frequently than most

other parameters. While Che importance of a variable which distinguishes

among various degrees of order is clear, its meaning and measurement

are less so. Originally, semicrystalline polymers were thought to bedivid-

ed into two phases which had the properties of perfect crystals and super-

cooled melt. More recently it has been thought that many materials are

almost entirely crystalline but that the crystals are imperfect in varying

degrees. In view of this, it is not surprising that different methods for

determining fraction crystallinity sometimes give conflicting results.

The situation is fairly good for polyethylene, but many other polymers pose

serious difficulties. There is a need for improved understanding of the

relationships of the various crystallinity-dependent properties to structure.

A more specialized need is that of methods for the determination of very

low levels of crystallinity in rubber.

Present methods for the determination of the structure of the unit cell

from diffraction patterns are considered adequate in principle, but there

is a need for speed and automation. For polymers, the diffraction maxima

are typically quite broad. This broadening can be due to crystalline imper-

fections or to small crystalline size. More work is needed to assess the

importance of these factors in various cases.

It is now believed that polymers crystallize mostly in lamellae in which

the chains are folded back and forth every hundred or so chain atoms.

While a great deal of work has beenr done on the characterization of lamellae,

continuing effort is amply justified. One outstanding problem is the imper-

fect correlation between the estimates of crystalline size from low angle

x-ray diffraction and alectron microscopy. Another is the characterization

swf
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of lamellar surfaces, interlamellar regions, and interlamellar links.

Recent studies indicate that under certain conc'itions extended-chain crystals

can be formed and this is also an important subject to investigate.

Much has been done to describe the structure of spherulites, but better

theories are needed to explain their formation. In some instances, polymers

can crystallize without the formation of detectable spherulites. There is

a need for better characterization and understanding of nonspherulitic

tertiary crystalline structure.

iiL
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IV. AN EXAMPLE OF A MAJOR EFFORT AT POLYMER
CHARACTERIZATION: THE NATIONAL BUREAU OF
STANDARDS, STANDARD POLYSTYRENE SAMPLES,
NO. 705 AND NO. 706

The Polymer Division of the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) is

currently furnishing at cost small quantities of two standard polystyrene

samples. Number 705, prepared by anionic polymerization with butyl

lithium as a catalyst, has a narrow molecular weight distribution. Number

706, prepared thermally at 140° C, has a broad molecular weight distribu-

tion. These-samples formed the background for Figures 2 and 4 in Section II-B.

Dr. Donald McIntyre, Chief of the Polymer Solutions Section in the

Polymer Division of the NBS has kindly supplied the Panel with the Bureau

data Which are reproduced here in the form of Tables II and III. In reference

to the Statistical Summary Table in Section I11-B, it is seen that of the

four pertinent sections

Chemical composition

Molecular weight distribution

Detailed chain structure

Organization of Solid (noncrystalline)

(not pertinent for the purpose of the Bureau),

only the first two are covered on these two samples. Several additional

properties, not listed by the Panel as characterization parameters, are

given. This is not intended as a criticism of the Bureau effort; on the

contrary, the Bureau is to be commended for its pioneering effort in hav-

ing started this program five years aeo.

Samples of these polymers have gone to many polymer scientists who

are carrying out numerous physical measurements on them. Once all such

information is assembled, these will probably be the most thoroughly

studied, well-characterized polymers in E.istence.
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It should be recognized that because these were to be certified standard

samples, intended for wide distribution and with the reputation of the

National Bureau of Standards behind them, considerably more time was

spent in repeating and cross-checking than would normally be required.

Thus, making 12 osmotic pressure, 9 light scattering, and 22 ultracentrifuge

runs, as in Table II is far more effort than is normally necessary.

The Panel is greatly indebted to Dr. McIntyre who supplied us with this

data to suit our deadline and well ahead of the time which he had scheduled

for completion of his final report on this subject.

SR. .. .- A
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TABLE Ii
POLYSTYRENE STANDARD 3AMPLE 705

Narrow Molecular Weight Distribution

Standard
Deviation of Number of

Characterization Parameters Value(sy Averages* Determinations

Chemical
1. elemental analysis

carbon 92.07, 92.23,
92.24%

hydrogen 7.75, 7.69, 7.74%
lithium 0.005, 0.004%

2. ash 0.034, 0.037%
3. volatiles 0.51, 0.37, 0.69%

Molecular Weight
1. V (osmotic pressure) 170,900 580 12
2. jn (light scattering) 179,300 740 9
3. Mw (equilibrium ultra-

wcentrifugation) 189,800 2100 22
4. 3 (equilibrium ultra-"centrifugation) 202,200 4420 22

Molecular Weight Distribution
I. fractio,:,,ation (liquid-.liquid

separation) 1 determination
number of fractions 36
M :M :M 1.12:1.07:1

2. extractions
Number of extractions in not detectable
boiling ethanol, iso- beyond volatile
propanol, n-propanol content

Physico-Chemical
1. intrinsic viscosity (ni/g)

benzene, 25" C. 74.' 0.18 5
benzene, 35"C. 74.!. 0.23 13
cyclohexane, 35"C. 35.4,: 0.24 6

2. refractive index increment,dn/de
(ml/g) 0.1705

3. partial specific volume, V 0.928
4. specific extinction

coefficient (C) 2615 20.89

* If the number of determinations wLs small, the several numerical values are
given rather than calculating a standard deviation.
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TABLE lII
POLYSTYRENE STANDARD SAMPLE 706

Broad Molecular Weight Distribution

Standard
Deviation of Number of

Characterization Parameter Value(s)* Averages* Determinations

Chemical
1. elemental analysis

carbon 92.05, 92.Q5%
hydrogen 7.75, 7.63%

2. ash <0.001,
<0.001%

3. volatiles 0.73, 1.01, 0.67,
0.91%

Molecular Weight
1. M (osmotic pressure) <136,000
2. M (light scattering) 257,800 930
3. w• (equilibrium ultra-

centrifugation) 288,100 9600 4
4. 'R (equilibrium ultra-

centrifugation) 565,000 13,400 4
Molecular Weight Distribution
I. fractionation (liquid-liquid

separation) 1 determination
number of fractions 44"a" :M Ri 2.9:2.1:1

2. acucumulalivenamounts
extracted in boiling 1 determination
ethanol 0.8%, M -500
Isopropanol 1.6%
n-propanol

Ph sico-Chemical
1. intrinsic viscosity (mt/g)

benzene, 25*C. 93.7 C .19 17
cyclohexane, 35°C. 39.5 0.10 4

• If the number of determinations was small, the several numerical values are
given rather than calculating a standard deviation.
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS

A. INTRODUCTION

In this concluding section, eleven recommendations are set forth on the

following topics:

1. Detailed Polyme., Cha.n Structure

2. Polymer Molecular Weight Distribution

3. Supermolecular Order in Amorphous Polymers

4. Structure in Semicrystalline Polymers

5. Network Topology

6. Intractable Polymers

7. Polyblend Composition and Structure

8. Model Compound Study

9. Characterization Education and Encouragement

10. Characterization Newsletter

11. Research Project Philosophy

Recommendations 1 through 8 deal specifically with polymer characterization

research areas deserving special intensive effort during the coming five-to-

ten-year period. Recommendations 9 ýhrough 11 are concerned with educa-

tional and information dissemination, aspects of the characterization prob-

lem. Within each recommendation an attempt will be made to indicate

(a) the nature of the material characteristic involved,

(b) relevance of the characteristic to physical properties and I
polymer use,

(c) some measurement methods and research tools presently

employed, and

(d) possible intermediate gains during research prosecution. f
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No attempt will be made to predict ultimate results of the recommended

programs since it is the firm belief of the Panel that scientific and tech-

nological advances evolving through current research efforts can change

completely within a few years the goals toward which the research was

initially projected.

The listed recommendations are in large measure the result of thisii panel's interpretation of the responses to and comments on the Character-

ization Parameters for Polymers questionnaire presented in Section III of

this report. In addition to the questionnaire-derived recommendations,

there are interjected research area recommendations developed by delib-

erations of the Panel. Column B in the questionnaire summary may be

consulted for an indication of response load and relative needs according

to the opinions of the responding experts.

It cannot be emphasized too strongly that the present report concerns

," itself solely with the chemical and physical characterization of polymers

in terms of their molecular structures and modes of molecular arrange-

ment into bulk polyme systems. Characterization is an essential first

step in understanding and correlating fundamental characteristics of poly-

mers with their physico- chemical behavior and their technological utility.

Polymer properties such as chemical stability, processibility, modulus and

strength, etc., can be studied profitably only within a framework of well-

characterized initial polymer materials and successful analysis of changes

which occur in the basic molecular and aggregate structures in response

to environmental forces.

It is therefore recommended that special emphasis and support be given

to research in eleven areas of polymer characterization, divided into two

categories, given as "B." and "C." below.
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B. RECOMMENDATIONS ON POLYMER CHARACTERIZATION RESEARCH 4
1. Detailed Polymer Chain Structure. I
The chemical identities, locations, and spatial configurations of the units

which make up polymer chain structures need more exact and facile anal-

ysis. In chains containing more than one type of unit (copolymers, terpoly-

mers, etc.), not only the relative amounts of the chemically different units

are important but the distribution of repeating sequence lengths needs to be

known. For instance, polymers containing two chemically d•-ffereat units may

be rubbery or rigid depending on whether the units of one type occur in long

sequences (block copolymers) or occur randomly distributed throughout the

chain (statistical copolymers). Even in homopolymers (polymers containing

a single type of chemical chain unit), the spatial arrangement of side groups

in successive units needs specification. The ability of some polymers to

crystallize is dependent upon a high degree of spatial order (stereoregularity)

of the groups in successive units. Correlation of physical properties of poly-

mer samples from different sources can be extremely difficult and misleading

if proper characterization of the molecular "fine structure" is not available.

Methods presently available to analyze detailed polymer chain structure

differ according to polymer chemical type and complexity. Synthetic and

analytic determination of amino acid sequences in biologically important

molecules is:a good example of chemical aaalyses coupled with chromato-

graphic separations, infrared spectrowcopy, and model compound study. i
Chemical degradations of susceptible units in copolymers have allowed

assignment of unit sequence sizes in copolymers through analysis of the

chain degradation products. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectros-

copy has been the most powerful tool in establishing the spatial (configura-

tional) order of side groups in homopolymers. Even here ambiguity exists
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in many instances and an assignment of structure requires a combusation

of NMR, infrared, and x-ray evidence and some inductive reasoning.

Improved ability to characterize polymer chain structure will assist in

?valuating the mechanisms of polymerizations, the factors influencing the

aggregation of polymer molecules into supermolecular random or ordered

structures, and the interplay of detailed chemical composition with engineer-

j ing properties of the bulk materials.

2. Polymer Molecular Weight Distribution

As was indicated in Section II of this report polymers are comprised

not of molecules of, a single size, but rather of normally broad ranges of

molecular size. The analysis of molecular weight distributions by fraction-

ation and determination of average molecular weights has proceeded from

the earliest recognition of this factor in the late thirties and early forties.

The essentially equivalent chemical nature of the different size species

(homologs) within a polymeric material has made sharp, clear separation

and analysis of the polymer molecules according to molecular weight diffi-

cult. Separations have depended upon small differences in thermodynamic

interactions (chemical potentials, partial free energies) or upon small differ-

ences in transport properties (sedimentation, diffusion, viscosity, etc., of

sulutions). Physical chemical methods of deter Aining average molecular

weights (moments of the distributions) by dilute solution techniques such as

light scattering, ultracentrifugation, viscometry, and osmometry are rea-

sonably well developed although standardization among leboratories and re-

producibility need improvement. The recent advent of gel permeation chro-

matography (GPC) offers one of the first rapid displays of a function of a

polymer.molecular weight and/or molecular size distribution.

The greatest need is the development of new rapid, inexpensive methods

of molecular weight distribution an sis. Such methods would permit quick
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feedback of information to synthesis groups of both large and small research

and development organizations. On-line control of polymer molecular

weight distribution in production facilities cuuld result. Research pointed

toward understanding the controlling factors in new molecular weight

display methods should be supported to serve as a basis for further tech-

nological advances. Special help is needed for high melting polymers and

for water-soluble polymers.

The importance of molecular weight distribution to the bulk chemical

and physical properties of polymers has received increased attention

during the past decade. Low molecular weight polymer or nonpolymer

impurities can greatly affect the thermal, chemical, and radiation stability

of a material. The degree of Newtonian behavior of polymer melt flow is

now known to be closely related to the molecular weight distribution breadth

and shape. Polymer processibility is thereby greatly influenced. The degree

of stress retention (elastic memory) in molded plastic artifacts is related

directly (although at present not quantitatively) to the flow characteristics

of the inelt. The effects of molecular weight distribution upon ductility,

brittle fracture, crazing, crystallization kinetics and morphology, and

many ultimate property manifestations can be determined only through

careful, accurate, and complete distribution characterizations.

3. Superniolecular Order in Amorphous Polymers

The term "amorphous polymer" means literally a polymer having no

structural order beyond that of the arrangement of chemical groups in the

molecular chains. However, there are known to be varying degrees of

order or molecular aggregates and aliopuments even in the most "amorphous"

polymers. The nature, extent, and quantitative description of these degrees

of order deserve research support. Without such characterization, the

I •"
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properties of glassy polymers cannot be correlated satisfactorily. Even

rubbery polymers exhibit "anomalous" physical behaviors which may

require supermolecular order ch-racterization to clarify.

Unintentional residual stresses in extruded or molded plastic articles

were mentioned in considering effects of molecular weight distribution on

melt processing. Such stresses are the result of nonrelaxed orientations

(residual supermolecuJar order) in the processed polymer. Intentional

orientation is also possible through cold-drawing operations in processing.

A polymer may thereby be strengthened in a single direction (drawn fiber)

or biaxially in a plane (oriented film). Although the effect is greater in

semicrystailine polymers, some advantage thereby can be achieved in

amorphous polymers. Even beyond the obvious orientation and mechanical

anisotropy which may be introduced into amorphous polymers by external

forces, there is reason to suspect that a degree of natural order, dictated

purely by local internal molecule-to-molecule force fields, exists. Char-

acterization of, or disproof of, such "innate order" can contribute strongly

to the understanding of the macroscopic behavior of polymers.

Characterization of supermolecular order in amorphous polymers is

at present attempted principally by optical (polarized light) observations

and rheological (stress relaxation) measurements. New measuring methods

and quantitative order parameters need to be formulated in order to advance

in this area.

4. Structure in Semicrystalline Polymers

Detailed characterization of the supermolecular states of aggregation

in semicrystalline polymers is vital. Concentration should focus on struc-

tures achieved by the crystallization of polymers from their molten states.

Primary structure (crystal lattice parameters and repeat units), secondary
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structure (crystal lamellae, fold surfaces) and tertiary structure (arrange-

ment of lamellae in spherulites, interlamellar region material, spherulite

contact regions, amorphous polymer content and condition) are descriptive

terms applied to semicrystalline polymer structural content. There is

today a large research effort being directed to understand this area.

Support is important now and in the immediate future although the need

for special emphasis could disappear in the coming five years.

Semicrystalline polymers constitute the basis of all high-strength poly-

mer fibers and films. Uniaxial or biaxial orientation imposed during

procensing produces large increases in tensile strength and other desirable

properties. Control of crystal nucleation to the extent of introducing large

numbers of crystal nuclei and consequently large numbers of small spheru-

lites enhanees the strength. Characterization of the microscopic and sub-

microscopic structures in these polymers will aid both in process improve-

ments and in establishing uniformity of end products.

Several experimental methods have been applied to characterize the

primary, secondary, and tertiary structures. X-ray diffraction and electron

diffraction give information concerning the crystal cell units. Low-angle

x-ray diffraction and thermodynamic measurements have given information

on the secondary (lamellar) structures. Some attempts to characterize

lamellar surfaces have been performed by infrared observations, selective

radiative cross-linking, and selective oxidation. Light optics are applicable

to the observation and characterization of spherulite structures. Rapid

advances are now taking place in the observational techniques (e.g., low

voltage electron beams, improved electron microscopy, simpler calori-

metric arrangements) and ad hoc theory formulations are possible thereby.

41
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5. Network Topology

There is now need to kmow the detailed structure of three-dimensional

polymer networks. These networks are exemplified by cured rubbers and

thermoset or othergise cross-linked plastics. The available theoretical

bases for describing such nets rely mainly upon a random disposition of

tie points (cross-link or branch points) throughout the material. Such

assumptions lead to models of the networks which have known dlstribution,

of elastic chain lengths which can be treated by statistical thermodynamic

analyses. Unfortunately, the sequential (noninstantaneous) methods by

which the polymeric networks are produced chemically lead to actual net-

work structures c f unknown complexity. Methods of anaJ.ysis and theories

of structuration .3 actual networks require development. Just as the impor-

tance of molecular weight distribution shape upon physical properties of

¶! thermoplastics has recently become recognized, there is now developing

a realization of the possible intimate relation of network topology to the

physical properties of thermosets and cured rubbers.

In a sense two fairly distinct classes of polymeric network materials

exist. One is the cured rubber network which has about 0.5 to 3% of its units

involved in cross-link junctions. The second class is comprised of rigid

thermoset polymers normally formed by condensation reactions of multi-

functional monomers giving rise to "cross-link junctions" involving perhaps

more than 20% of the units. Network topology characterization. methods of

differing sorts may be necessary for the loosely and tightly cross-linked nets.

The present state of network characterization customarily involves

analysis of solubles extraction, gel swelling, and elastic response data on

the materials using random cross-link disposition theory to systematize

the findings. Some networks are studied by synthesis or degradative analysis

41
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procedures tailored to minimize deviations from random statistical struc-

ture obedience. Even here, however, resort to a theoretical model is used
in the analyses,.t

6. Intractable Polymers

The emphasis upon discovery and development of polymers capable of

withstanding extreme environments (high temperature, low temperature,

corrosive atmospheres and fluids, exotic fuels and lubritnts, intense

radiation fields, etc.) has created a distinct characterization problem with-

in the past decade. A large fraction of such polymers are high melting or

inmusible below decomposition temperatures and are solvent resistant.

Such polymers -.re here termed intractable. Many characterization methods

rely upon dissolving polymers to low concentrations and studying the prop-

erties of the resultant solutions. For intractable polymers, special

experimental approaches need to be devised for characterization at the

molecular level. Even supermolecular instrumental methods and bulk

spectroscopic techniques often require sample preparations made difficult

by the chemical and physical resistance of these polymers. Support should

be extended to all reasonable proposals of novel experimental and concep-

tual approaches to the characterization of intractable polymers.

7. Polyblend Composition and Structure

The characterization of polyblends (materials containing two or more

polymers intimately blended) has the same complexity as that of individual

polymer characterization plus the added difficulties of polymer. species

chemical heterogeneity and compatibility. Due to the tendency of a polymer

to be immiscible with another polymer, most polyblends exhibit two-phase

or multiphase microstructure. The morpholog of po!yblends at all levels

of subdivision needs research. New, rapid methods are needed to separate

4
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polyblends into their constituent molecular species and to analyze these

species. Unambiguous analysis without separation would be an even more

desirable goal.

Technology has capitalized upon synergistic combinations of polymers

to achieve desired mechanical properties. A well-known class of polyblend,

is that of high-impact plastics. These in general consist of glassy polymer

matrices containing a dispersion of small spherical particles (e.g., .5-1OC

micron diameter) of rubbery polymer. See Figures 6 and 7 in Section

1l-C-6. The polybl nd retains essentially the high modulus (rigidity) of the

glassy polymer, but has increased impact strength due to the enea'gy dis-

sipation ability of the rubbery inclusions. The growth of graft and block

copolymer synthesis and technology is rapidly expanding the number and

complexity of useful polyblends. Characterization research has not been

able to keep pace with this growth. Separation procedures in polyblend
analysis consist almost entirely of differential solubility techniques.

Pyrolysis coupled to vapor phase chromatography has proven useful in

identifying the constituent polymers. Discrimination between mixtures of

pure polymers, mixtures of polymers and their block copolymers, or pure

block copolymers has been difficult.

Gains in ability to characterize polymer blends will have immediate

impact in modern materials technology.

8. Model CompoundStudy

The characterization and study of low molecular weight compounds

which can serve as nonpolymeric analogs of polymers deserve increased

attention. There exists in all polymer characterization efforts a need to

separate phenomena arising simply from the chemical nature and local

structure of a polymer from those phenomena that are peculiar to the high

4,
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molecular weight and chain structure per se. This is very important to

dispel misconceptions and confusions which are prevalent in interpreting

polymer behavior. All too often investigators studying polymers lose

perspective. Not having at hand knowledge of basic characteristics of low

molecular weight analogs, the investigator may be prone to invoke unwise

speculative correlations between obsdrvations and polymeric structure.

The value of model compound research lies in part in the increased

ease and variety of measurements which are accessible. Although a well-

developed art (or science) exists for handling and manipulating polymeric

materials for characterization, their intrinsic high viscosity, diffuse phase

transitions, and nonvolatility complicate physical measurements.

C. RECOMMENDATION ON EDUCATIONAL AND INFORMATION DISSEM-
INATION ASPECTS OF CHARACTERIZATION

9. Characterization Education and Encouragement

Fundamental to advances in sophisticated polyme technologies is the

education of research and developmcnt personnel in the necessit3 for care-

ful, complete and accurately reported characterInation of the materials with

which the, work. The amount of research data rendered valueless due to lack

of knowledge of polymer purity, structure, and handling history is enormous.

In the early years of polymer research and development, some value accrued

from establishment of the gross physical and chemical behavior of poorly

characterized polymers. The lack of characterization was excusable upon the

bases of instrumentation limitations, manpower limitations, and inadequacy

of theoretical framework. Present and future rapid development in polymer

utilization demand characterization sophistication at least commensurateV

with the property measurement sophistication now in place.

Throughout the present report no indication has been given of the numer-

ical accuracy and reproducibility of measurements employed in characterizing
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polymers. (Section IV on a specific polymer molecular characterization is

excepted.) The omission of quantitative specifications was intentional for

two reasons. First, the approach of this panel was to attac-., the character-

ization problem from the angle of characteristic parameters of the polymers

rather than from the measurement tools and methods involved- A critical

evaluation of the tool and method capabilities in quantitative terms is

indeed in order. Such evaluation should proceed from formal conferences

(with documented proceedings) comprised of working specialists in the

measurement fields. The second reason for this panel's omission of quan-

titative specification of polymer characterization is the present incomplete-

ness of data. Indeed, the questionnaire formulation of characteristic param-
eters required extensive deliberation. Having delineated the areas, future

advance should now be facilitated.

Reporting of quantitative characterization of polymers can be encouraged

by publication referee insistence upon it. Although thorough characteriza-

tion cannot be required for every material, a referee's knowledge of mini-

mum requirements to specify the 'nature and state of samples relevant to

the physical properties is a reasonable assumption. Gradual increase in

characterization completeness should accrue from referee pressure.

The necessity for characterization needs more emphasis in the curricula

of Materials Science Departments of our University and Technology Institute

training grounds. Such emphasis can be fostered by requirement in research

project funding that characterization is a necessity. In some respects,

increase in interdisciplinary efforts is needed to foster polymer character-

ization and property study coupling. In the past, physicists and engineers

have often been willing to study extensively polymers of ill-defined chemical

composition. Similarly, chemists have studied polymer reactions without
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definition of physical state properties which could greatly affect the chem-

ical processes. These fragmented, poorly controlled research practices

must be minimized.

10. Characterization Newsletter

Serious consideration should be given to the establishment of a charac-

terization newsletter to speed the dissemination of characterization develop-

ments and to encourage an awareness of characterization need in the field

of polymer research and development. A study group should be formed to

determine the best and most effective mode of publishing such P newsletter.

This publication might be inserted as an intrinsic, concise section in an

existing technical journal or separately as a "flyer" of sufficient brevity

and attractiveness to invite perusal and action.

11. Research Project Philosophy on Funding Research Projects

It is recommended that polymer research projects supported by govern-

ment funds be tailored for longer periods to allow sufficient character-

ization of starting materials and end materials. The lengthened research

period should not simply allow for more characterization but require such

characterization both in the proposal and in the reporting. Only by such a

requirement can the results of the research be used and correlated at a

future date with research on simjlar materials at the same or other loca-

tions. In addition to increased value of the research findings in specific

supported projects, the realization of the value of improved charact erization

will foster characterization in other areas of an institution's operations.

An educational function is served by the characterization requirement.

This means that those who read and approve research contract proposals

should insist on more attention being given to characterization.

- -..-- -
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